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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation analyzes the symbolic form of a collection 

of thirteen short stories written by the Chilean prosist, Baldomero 

Lillo, and variously composed during the first two and one half decades 

of the present century. In Part One, after a discussion of the mode 

employed in elaborating symbolic meaning, there are two chapters, 

one which provides a summary biographical sketch of Baldomero Lillo, 

situating him within Chilean and Modernist literary history, and a 

second which proposes a conceptual outline according to which the 

stories, via a consideration of their overall ontologico-theological 

symbolic meaning, may schematically be coordinated. The disserta

tion's analytical framework or dialectic, developed in the two central 

chapters of Part One (chapters 4 and 5), centers both about certain 

ontological concepts derived from Martin Heidegger and Karl Jaspers 

(especially, being-itself and nothing, transiency and its correlative 

anxiety, ciphers, and transcendence), and about the theological con

sideration and formulation of these concepts as developed by the 

existentialist theologian, Paul Tillich. There are also several suc

ceeding chapters, all included within Part One, which develop the 

nature of the thematic tone of the stories by means of analyzing con

ceptual elements of story time and space, the symbolic and metaphoric 
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modes in which the various personages and personifications are 

treated, and the appearance and interdigitation of prominent, but sub

sidiary, archetypal motifs. These varying aspects of symbolic form 

are not analyzed wholly independently of the central concepts through 

which the Sub Solean symbolism is investigated; rather, throughout 

all of the story analyses, the central ontological and theological con

cepts are related to the subsidiary meaning patterns developed in 

chapters 3, 6, 7, and 8 of Part One. 

The Second Part of the dissertation involves the application of 

the abstract conceptualizations developed in Part One to each Sub Sole 

story. Constantly reappearing imagery, identical or closely analogous 

thematic patterns, and an overall similarity of symbolic form supports 

the conclusion that each of the thirteen tales, though apparently con

structed from diversified subject matter, is nonetheless an integral 

formative part of a predominant ideological preoccupation common to 

the story collection as a whole. Analytical technique demonstrates 

that the symbolic meaning of each story reiterates, in but a slightly 

differing formal modality, the meaning of every other story and that, 

therefore, the Sub Sole collection may be considered as a single organ

ism formed and animated by a consistently developed network of 

symbolic meanings. 



PART ONE 

THE ELEMENTS OP SYMBOLIC FORM 

1 



CHAPTER 1 

SYMBOLIC FRAMEWORK AND THEORY 

OF SYMBOLIC INTERPRETATION 

The Framework 

The purpose of this dissertation is, first, to analyze a collec

tion of short stories within the perspective of two closely related 

symbolic* frameworks--the ontological and the existentialist-

2 theological --and, second, to synthesize the symbolic content of this 

analysis into a single, consistent ideological framework presentable 

as a suggested interpretation of the collection's overall ontological 

1. The term "symbol" (and its adjectival form "symbolic") 
possesses a dual meaning. First, a symbol is a concept (word or 
i m a g e )  w h i c h  i s  u s u a l l y  c o n s i d e r e d  t o  h a v e  a n  e x t e r n a l  r e f e r e n t ,  e . g . ,  
as "window" is the symbol for an object through which we look. Sec
ond, a symbol, in the sense of "symbolism" or "symbolic meaning" 
refers to a word, image, or complex of words and images which point 
to or assume a meaning that is other than the symbol's lexical denota
tion as, e.g., when "window" is interpreted to mean "soul. " Though 
all knowledge is symbolically mediated--cf. CarlH. Hamburg, Symbol 
and Reality (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1956), --for the purposes of 
literary symbolic analysis, "symbol" is invariably understood in its 
second or metaphoric meaning. In this dissertation the appropriate mean
ing of "symbol" or "symbolic" is made clear in the context of its usage. 

2. The adjective "existentialist-theological" is compounded to 
indicate that Lilloan theology is herein interpreted as being modified by 
ideas common to contemporary existential philosophy. For the sake 
of brevity "existentialist-theological" is often reduced to the single term 
"theological" throughout the dissertation. 

2 
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and theological meaning. I have used the compound adjective "closely-

related" as a qualifier of "symbolic frameworks" because the ontologi

cal structure of fictionalized reality is made dramatic when artistically 

3 
motivated by some sort of purpose. And theology, if understood in its 

widest meaning, deals both with a knowledge or theory of God and with 

the purpose toward which the reality that is his product moves. While 

ontology is the study of being-itself and its modalities, theology is the 

study both of this being's source and of the very reason for its coming 

to be at all. An attempt to understand the dynamics of the Sub Sole 

stories requires a preliminary investigation of the kind of reality 

(ontology) through which story action takes place. Then, correspond

ingly, the analysis of Lilloan ontology leads to a natural movement 

from the stasis of the structure of being-itself to the functioning or 

dramatic interrelationship of the various individual expressions of that 

being--ontological and theological considerations converge at this point. 

Each story, through varying modalities of recurring similar 

ideas, symbolically presented, offers a conceptualization (though per

haps an unconscious one on Lillo's part) of the qualitative levels of 

existential, psychological, and trans-existential (divine-demonic) real

ity. Ontology, as the formal systematization of the nature of being, 

3. The ontological structure of literary fiction, that is, the 
mere phenomenal background against which the action occurs, is, in 
itself, static unless there is an accompanying movement or purposeful 
action. Passive description is not dramatic in nature. 
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provides the ideological framework for an investigation of the struc

ture of Sub Sole. Specifically, the kinds of ontological ideas which are 

analyzable through the symbolic form of the collection are: the relation 

between the source of existence and existing phenomena, the idea of 

material objects becoming transparent ciphers through which an intui-

4 
tion of the godhead is possible, the very possibility of humanity's re

orienting itself by adopting a different perspective of the world, and the 

peculiar contents of these perspectives themselves. 

Providing the movement that animates the ontological structure 

of the Sub Sole collection are existentialist-theological ideas which, 

like their ontological counterparts, are fictionalized through varying 

modes of symbolization. Dramatic movement is categorized as theo

logical because all that happens in these short stories relates to what 

Lillo appears to believe are mankind's relations to God, i.e., to the 

5 
ontological ground, and to a divinely oriented ethics. In the stories 

there is a persisting anguish in which men either become lost in a 

meaningless morass of things or stand consciously before the impos

sibility of personal salvation, tormented by the irresistible feeling 

4. The terminology of transparent ciphers leading beyond 
phenomenal reality to a transcendental vision of being-itself is pecu-
l'iarlythat of the German philosopher Karl Jaspers. Ontological termi-
°l°gy is fully defined in Chapter 4 of Part One. 

5. In Lilloan conceptualism ethics, or man's appropriate 
course of action, is not immediately given by the divinity. Rather, 
it is a sense of fittingness which some of Lillo1 s characters come 
fleetingly to have in momentary intuition. But the ethics is divinely 
oriented in the sense that it represents a guide to participation in uni
versal harmony. 
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6 
that the world itself is a hell. In all but "El rapto del sol" Lillo sug

gests that there can be no form of mediation between the finite and the 

eternal and that men cannot discover either an ethic or a purpose in 

life. The theological symbolic form of the story collection is existen

tialist in the intensity of its anguished moments, in the difficulty which 

the various characters experience in working through world structure 

to divinity, and in the preoccupation with man's relation to the general 

framework of being. God, man, reality, and destiny are eternally 

recurring themes which find diversified forms of expression and devel

opment in the character of Lilloan thought. 

The symbolic interpretation proposed in this dissertation re

presents but a delimited investigation of what literary critical proces

ses or frameworks could do with the stylistics and meaning(s) of Sub 

7 
Sole. Ontological and theological analysis suggests only one of sev

eral possibilities of interpretation. Even though there follows a multi

part elaboration of both symbolic frameworks, it is not to be under

stood that this dissertation proposes a dogmatic and exhaustive 

treatment of the overall meaning of the stories or even of the total 

6. Lilloan hell is never uranic or transmundane. Hell is both 
the proverbial state of mind and the texture of finite reality itself when 
men treat it as a collection of things. 

7. See Wayne Shumaker, Elements of Critical Theory (Berke
ley: University of California Press, 1952), especially Chapter 2 for 
a summary of general critical frameworks. 
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ontologico-theological meanings. What is intended is a suggested 

manner of approach, a conceptual framework which may serve for fur

ther investigation along the line either of the perspectives herein 

adopted as the point of analytical departure, or along a more general 

line of criticism, say that of stylistics or comparative literature. I 

cannot insist too strongly on the neutralizing adjective, "suggested. " 

Any claim to having found and elaborated the "only" symbolic meaning 

is specifically rejected as implying intellectual powers beyond the 

capacity of any single critic. And, too, the adjective "suggested, " 

while indicating the tentative quality of the analyses, serves also to 

introduce the disclaimer that critical statements are not proposed to 

function necessarily either to make or imply positive or negative value 

judgments. The analyses making up this dissertation are not offered 

as descriptive assertions which veil evaluative premises. 

One further introductory statement clarifying analytical tech

nique is in order. This involves the question of whether the disserta

tion is drawing its analytical perspectives from either an external or 

g 
an internal reference frame. The answer is that the subject matter 

of the symbolic analyses comes both from without and from within the 

stories themselves. Philosophy provides the systematized core of 

ideas, but the mythico-archetypal and imaginative quality of the stories 

8. Ibid. Chapters 5 and 6 contain a discussion of the critical 
history of the two reference frames. 
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and the dramatic form of their narration, prevents a symbolic analy

sis of their content from being a mere translation of imaginative writ

ing into philosophical, categorical thinking. The truth that Sub Sole 

exemplifies certain kinds of metaphysical thinking does not mean that 

the story collection's metaphysical meaning is wholly reducible to the 

rigorous linguistic logic of philosophical conceptualizing. Literary 

treatment of abstract ideas always seems to be something more than 

(or something other than) the philosophical presentation of the ana

logues of these ideas. This means that although my analyses are con

cerned with the philosophical idea patterns of the Sub Sole collection, 

these analyses are in no way derived wholly from external reference 

frames. Rather, all of the analytical hypotheses stem, in the very 

first instance, from the subject matter of the stories themselves. In 

this sense the symbolic analyses are intrinsic, meaning that the work 
« 

investigated is of primary importance and is approached as standing 

transtemporally and transcircumstantially. Time, literary anteced

ents, and historical period--the Sub Sole environment--are not con-

sideredrelevantissues in the interpretation of the collection's symbolic 

form. 

The table of contents indicates the dissertation's composition. 

Prior to an interpretation of each story, there are a number of chap

ters which contain, among other things, an exposition of the ontologico-

theological form of Lillo's book. These chapters establish the 
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framework of conceptual thinking through which the individual stories 

have been analyzed and through which the story analyses pf Part Two 

may be clearly understood. I have not believed it necessary to include 

a final part to this dissertation in order to establish a synthetic pulling 

together of the multiple analytical approaches. For it will be clear 

that the stories, though apparently quite different in content, actually 

possess a single symbolic forn; in commpn, and that the apparent 

thematic differences are but alternating modalities of a single, though 

complex vision of reality and man. 

The Interpretative Theory 

Since my purpose is to formulate a consistent symbolic inter

pretation of Sub Sole and not to present a historical study or critical 

examination of the sources of the work, some discussion about the gen

eral symbolic theory underlying the analyses is necessary. The ex-

planative or interpretive elements, articulated in a synthesized way 

in Part One of the dissertation, and through specific analyses of each 

of the short stories in Part Two, involve a translation of each story's 

given content into an interpreted meaning and ideological complex not 

suggested by past critical approaches. It will be clear, I believe, that 

successive story analyses, conceived in terms of given conceptual 

frameworks, are sufficient to establish a symbolic interpretation of the 

story collection as a whole. Lillo's collection, therefore, is herein 
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put through a process of analytical synthetic amalgamation, the result 

of which is a meaning-pattern whose content, emerging from the vari

ous story analyses, is the interpretation which is suggested as one 

g 
reasonable translation of Sub Sole. I wish to stress that this adjective 

"reasonable. " is a deliberate and significant choice, because it points 

out the belief that there is not and that there cannot be a definitive ex

planation of what any literary work as a totality conveys. A critically 

elaborated meaning of Sub Sole (or of any literary or artistic form) is 

only one among an indefinite number of possible alternative interpreta

tions of which the work is susceptible. ̂  Thus, when it is said that 

Lillo "means this" or that a given one of his stories "means that, " 

what is meant is only that such and such an interpretation is derivable 

from the symbolic components or images making up the content, and 

that the interpretation is defensible (or legitimate) in its consistent 

9. This position is similar to Eliseo Vivas' theory which ar
gues that literature's purpose (and, by extension, the purpose of 
literary criticism as well) is not to give knowledge in a scientific or 
ratiocinative sense, but to prepare us for knowledge. Vivas holds 
that successful experiencing of art works as aesthetically ordered com
plexes of details brings us to a psychological vantage point where 
"beyond them we perceive an authentic vision of the structure of real
ity. " Eliseo Vivas, "The Objective Correlative of T. S. Eliot, " 
Creation and Discovery (New York: Noonday Press, 1955), p. 187. 

10. Shumaker, 0£. c;rt., Chapter 2, and Stanley Edgar Hyman, 
The Armed Vision: A Study in the Methods of Modern Literary Criti
cism (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948), especially p. 4. Both 
critics argue strongly for the infinite interpretive possibilities of 
meaning inherent within any literary work. 
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explanation of all the components (descriptions, statements, meta

phors, dialogues, or whatever) of the stories and story collection 

interpreted. This last point touching upon author's intention is an 

important one, for the symbolic interpretation that will be offered for 

the Sub Sole collection may well appear contrived or too improbable 

as a representation of what Lillo could have had in mind when he set 

about composing his stories. Northrup Frye and a host of contem

porary critics have taken cognizance of exactly this kind of problem 

about critical imagination and author's intent, and have mainly analyzed 

"intention" not in terms of author's conscious purpose,, but in terms 

of what a perspicacious reader may fairly derive from the content of 

12 
the work itself. 

Critics of Shakespeare are often supposed to 
be ridiculed by the assertion that if Shakespeare 
were to come back from the dead he would not be 
able to appreciate or even understand their criti
cism. This in itself is likely enough. . . . The 
absurd quantum formula of criticism, the 

11. William K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley, The 
Verbal Icon (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1954), pp. 3-18. 
See also Shumaker, op. cit., Chapter 6. 

12. Wimsatt and Beardsley, op. cit., and see Louis Cazamian, 
Criticism in the Making (New York: Macmillan Company, 1929), pp. 
32-33: "Criticism mainly consists in realizing, through the power of 
attention, a complex of intellectual adaptations and sequences which 
had remained largely obscure in the mind that had first ],ived them. 
Hence, that paradoxical, but by no means infrequent occurrence: the 
critic better aware than the author of the purpose and trend of the book. " 
Other critics are cited in Shumaker, op. cit., pp. 55-58. 
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assertion that the critic should confine himself to 
"getting out" of a poem exactly what the poet may 
vaguely be assumed to have been aware of "putting 
in, " is one of the many slovenly illiteracies that 
the absence of systematic criticism has allowed to 
grow up. This quantum theory is the literary form 
of what may be called the fallacy of premature 
teleology.13 

It seems clear that if Lillo, or any writer, is in a better position to 

judge his work's meaning, it is because he is liable to know his own 

work better than most readers. But this situation is "one of fact, not 

14 
of logic. " To offer the symbolic translation, A=Y, it is only neces

sary to show that, "in the context of all the symbolic components, the 

translation of A's identity into Y (or the understanding of A as both A 

and Y). . . is logically coherent in that Y as well as A functions within 

15 
the other components to yield a consistent overall meaning. " The 

situation in which, at any given moment of perception, A is translated in 

terms of Y does not mean that an identification of an image (say a ver

bal symbol like "window") with a symbolic meaning ('"window" under

stood to mean "soul") necessarily and inevitably connects the image 

"window" with the symbolic meaning "soul." It is obvious that only at 

certain times the lexical meaning of a word becomes secondary to an 

13. Northrup Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (New York: Atheneum 
Press, 1968), p. 5. 

14. Richard Foster, The New Romantics (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1962), p. 149. 

15. Ibid. 
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16 
emotively stimulated "depth-meaning" or to a perception that the 

word "window" is intended to function within the context of another, 

non-lexical meaning. "Window" may well not mean "soul"; whether or 

not it assumes this symbolic meaning depends both upon the general 

context in which it appears and the sensitivity of the critic interpreting 

the work of which it is a part. Nor are closely analogous symbol 

meanings (e. g., "soul" in one work being the symbolic meaning of 

"window" and "soul" in another work also being the symbolic meaning 

of "window") always identically interpretable in any two works. For 

"soul" may well have differing connotations when used within the sym

bolic context of one work, connotations alien to what "soul" as symbol 

is perceived to mean in another work. Symbolic meanings have an 

independence-of-meaning given to then* through the peculiarity of the 

symbolic structure in which they occur. 

Symbolic analysis, as literary process, is the critical attempt 

to stand within a given work as a whole and to elucidate at least one 

meaning derivable from the conceptual framework (whether psychologi

cal, philosophical, sociological, etc.) from within which the work is 

examined. But this process of systematizing literary symbolism, of 

16. "Depth-meaning" is a favorite term of Northrup Frye. He 
apparently would equate it with "symbolic meaning" or "discovered 
meaning. " The idea is that a depth-meaning is something more pro
found, more difficult of discovery, and more emotionally stimulating 
than the ordinary lexical meaning of the symbol complex being inter
preted. 
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extracting various interpretations from a work's manifold or "poly-

semous" meaning, is but one aspect of the task of discovering mean

ing, merely one mode of articulating what is in a work. The ideal 

critic, according to Stanley Hyman, is one "who would do everything 

17 
possible with a work of literature, " who would translate its content 

in the ideological patterns of sociology, politics, history, and all the 

rest of the disciplines of learning. The explanative process involves 

paraphrasing, comparison with earlier sources and analogues, textual 

analysis in the light of biographical information, psychoanalytic inter

pretation of the motivating wishes and fears, and examinations of 

"structure in terms of image clusters organized by acts of unconscious 

18 
association, " in terms of the work's Gestalt configurations. Hyman 

is here talking about poetic analysis, but his discussion of twenty 

frameworks of investigation (including diction, verbal patterns and 

their functions and effects, comparative literary studies, and various 

problems of interpretation in general) may equally be applied to the 

prose genres. 

Just as there are many general investigative frameworks from 

which a work's meaning is analyzable, so are there many symbolic 

conceptual frameworks in which a critic may choose to function. 

17. Quoted by Shumaker, op. cit., p. 16. 

18. Hyman, op. cit., p. 399. 
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Hyman sees this quite clearly when he writes: 

[The ideal critic] would investigate the whole prob
lem of symbolic action. . . , what it does symbolically 
for the [writer], what it does symbolically for the 
reader, what the relationship is between these two 
actions, and how it functions within the larger sym
bolic structure of the total development of the author's 
writing, or even larger symbolic moments, like a 
literary age. 19 

To this may be added the fact that a work's symbolic meaning is under

standable in quite dissimilar modes depending upon whether a physiol

ogist, a metaphysician, or a sociologist is analyzing it. Each brings 

his own set of preconditions for judging, his own peculiarly oriented 

educational experience, his own distinct method of looking at descrip

tive passages and dialogic turns. The point is clear that there are 

many frameworks from within which a critic may start out to discover 

a work's symbolic meaning. The tendency, though, is for the individual 

reader, or the individual critic, to seize upon a specific, certain mean

ing and then claim universal validity for his discovery. Such a reader 

or such a critic will say that his meaning fully characterizes the source 

from which it is derived, that his translation has exhausted all other 

interpretational possibilities. Perhaps this deliberate restriction of a 

work's meaning comes about because of a lack of critical imagination 

or because of a lack of space, time, or both in which to think about and 

elaborate more than a single interpretation. Probably tfye singularity 

19. Ibid., p. 400. 
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of approach arises from a one-sided field of interest, one whose sub

ject matter provides the sole framework within wfyich the critic is able 

to function as interpreter. Whatever the cau§e, it is the alacrity in 

reducing a work's symbolic meaning to a single interpretation, whether 

based on a presumed manifestness of content, author's intent, or in

dividual critic's predilections, which is the frequent approach to nar-

20 
rative and poetic content interpretations. The inadequacy in criti

cism of this nature lies not in the exposition of meaning, but in the 

claim, whether explicit or implied, that the meaning offered is the 

only meaning, or is somehow the "best" or "most acceptable" meaning 

of the work. It is precisely such an approach which is rejected in this 

dissertation. If symbols and symbol complexes (understanding "sym

bol" in either of the two definitions given in footnote 1) bore only a 

single meaning (denotation or commonly accepted connotation), then 

an interpretation of the symbol forms at any precise moment of their 

appearance would necessarily involve only the assignment of the prop

er fixed explanatory symbols. Such, of course, is not the case with 

literary works, susceptible as they are to the many interpretive pos-

21 sibilities suggested by Hyman and Shumaker, among others. Mul

tiple critical examinations in general, and multiple symbolic analyses 

20. Shumaker, op. cit., Chapter 4. 

21. Hyman and Shumaker, in their respective works cited 
above, discuss the similar positions of other critics. 
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in particular, produce multiple kinds of meanings. Each critic as

sumes the task of elucidating, as best he may, the meaning or mean

ings which he is able to uncover, working through the critical frame

work he establishes. 

No literary work can fce fully apprehended 
and fully evaluated by the most intense, con
certed, and persistent endeavor. The universe 
of experience, which contains all we know or 
ever shall know, is continuous, and no frag
ment of it can be cut free for separate examina
tion unless there is preliminary agreement on a 
set of arbitrary points. . . to mark off an area 
within which one can pretend that the object is 
self-sufficient. ̂ 2 

Symbols and symbol complexes, arranged by the stylistics peculiar to 

each author, have varied cognitive and emotive meanings in relation 

not only to their placement within unique grammatical formulations, 

but also to the emotions generated by the surrounding verbal struc

tures. Even were it to be assumed that each writer constructs his 

symbol patterns with the greatest care to convey just what he has in 

mind, to chisel away all other peripheral meaning from his complexes, 

to construct a work which expresses just the organic unity-of-meaning 

he has in mind, the symbol complexes he selects and stylizes still in

herently possess other meanings or other interpretational aspects-

aspects quite conceivably beyond the author's capability to comprehend 

or intend. 

22. Shumaker, op. cit., p. 28. 
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In the first story of the Sub Sole collection, "El rapto del sol," 

Lillo begins: 

Hubo una vez un rey tan poderoso que se 
ensenoreo de toda la tierra. Fue el senor del 
mundo. A un gesto suyo millones de hombres 
se alzaban dispuestos (a derribar las montanas, 
a torcer el curso de los rios o a exterminar a 
una nacion. Desde lo alto de su trono de marfil 
y oro, la Humanidad le pareci6 tan mezquina que 
se hizo adorar como un dios y estatuyo su capricho 
como.unica y suprema ley. En su inconmensurable 
soberbia creia que todo en el universo estabale 
subordinado, y el ferreo yugo con que sujeto a 
los pueblos ynaciones, supero a, todas las tiranias 
de que se guardaba recuerdo en los fastos de la 
historia. ° 

This paragraph has a definitive or lexical meaning corresponding to 

the accepted definition of the component words. But the symbol com

plexes, the translatable meaning of the ideas contained in the words, 

have no definitive meaning which may be ascribed to them. Only if it 

were theoretically possible, in a single, momentary vision, to per

ceive these idea complexes in every way in which they might relate to 

and work in the infinite variety of human.thoughts and feelings, that is, 

occurring within a state of full freedom rather than within the speci

ficity of any single moment of individual perception, could there be an 

intuition of the totality of their potential meanings and emotive values. 

In this case we would come to a generalized or non-specific awareness 

23. Baldomero Lillo, Sub Sole (3rd ed. j Santiago de Chile: 
Editorial Nascimento, 1943), p. 5. 
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of every way the symbol complexes making up the opening paragraph 

of "El rapto del sol" could be felt and interpreted by any human critic. 

Such a familiarity with the universal meaning of these symbols, prac

tically impossible for us as it is, is one instance of the totality of a 

work's general meaning formulatable by Shumaker's ideal critic. Now 

it is the critical consciousness of this infinite number of unfolding 

interpretational possibilities, this theoretical goal of full interpreta-

tional grasp of symbol meaning, which awakens the critic's imagina

tion, overcomes the provincialism of a single framework of investiga

tion, and urges a critical apprehension both of conceivable differing 

meanings and of differing emotive qualities giving content to any col

lection of symbol complexes. Rational and emotive symbol meanings, 

meanings which proliferate, stand sha,rply apart from each other, com

bine in an amalgamated form of double or multiple meanings, then 

separate again into individual meanings grasped in differing qualitative 

degrees of meaningfulness; the symbol-comprehension process is 

analogous to the visiqn(s) of the manifold ways the x-number of a 

kaleidoscope's pieces come together and separate on a continual turn

ing of the viewer wheel. 

I do not mean, in asserting the infinite number of meanings 

inherent within a sypnbol complex, totally to reject interpretive efforts 

to get at author's intent or what the writer, as a historical and cultural 

entity, proposed to do. It is true that if a specific meaning, is not 
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forthcoming to a reader or critic upon his perusing the work, then 

that meaning is not "in the work, " even though the author insists ever 

24 
so strenuously that he meant to put it there. However, ignoring 

author background and literary predilections leads to a complete de-

historicizing of the work treated and, by extension, to the whole of 

literature as a developmental and interrelational phenomenon. Yet it 

is the case that always behind the search for "a" meaning lies the 

truth that the symbol patterns or complexes resist yielding to any one 

ultimate interpretation. Thus successive generations of critics elicit 

successively novel meanings from the same literary work. In saying 

that symbols are "self-transcendent, " Philip Wheelwright points to the 

situation in which certain formulations of words yield fruitfully to in

vestigations of their many and varied layers of meaning--layers (if 

this spatial analogy is acceptable) perceived and understood through 

the interaction of these word formulations with symbol complexes 

(ideological groupings) drawn from other literary works, or from 

25 
philosophy, psychology, or whatever other discipline. The critic's 

task is to bring us through the symbolic meaning which, is most overtly 

given in any work (that is, through the nature of the lexical meaning) 

24. Wimsatt and Beardsley, op. cit., p. 4. 

25. Philip Wheelwright, The Burning Fountain (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1954), especially Chapters 2, 4, 5. 
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to as many of the transcendent layers of meaning as he is able, or 

wishes, to treat. 

The manner of approaching literature as a transparent mechan

ism to ever widening dimensions of cognitive and emotive reality is 

two-fold: the apprehension of the individual work as presenting a 

stylized view of a unique emotive and cognitive vision of the real or 

idealized world, and the treatment of this work as a source analyzable 

in terms of the critic's prior conceptual knowledge or idea patterns 

which have been evoked and modified by the stylistics and content of 

the work he is treating. The aim in writing interpretations is to pro

vide differing insights into combinative symbol meanings, to lead ever 

more deeply into the realm of potential or suggested meanings of 

individual works, so that the sum total of all such interpretations may 

afford patterns of meanings of ever wider areas of literary expres-

2 6 
sion. By extension, the ultimate reason for all literary symbolic 

analyses is to add to the wealth of meanings comprising the content not 

only of literarily formed idea patterns, but also of the idea patterns 

constituting all that is reality for us. 

Accepting this discussion as the basis for symbolic exploration, 

it follows that there are two areas of interpretive possibility: 

26. This position is suggested by Arnold Isenberg in his excel
lent analysis "Critical Communication, " The Philosophical Review, 
LVIII (July, 1949), 330-334. 
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(1) The development of one perceived meaning lying behind 

the specific symbol structuring of a given work and, 

(2) The imaginative discovery (and subsequent explication 

or suggestion) of additional meanings or nuances not immediately ap

parent within the perceived meaning discussed in (1) but suggested in 

some way by it. Both processes develop from an initial understanding 

of the given, lexical meaning of the work, and both, extended as their 

critical analyses may be, are interdependent. The meanings of (1) and 

(2) augment, clarify, extend, and modify the modalities of meaning in

herent within the analysis of each kind of meaning pertaining to the (1) 

and (2) areas of discussion. Each literary work, created as it is 

through the individual intellectual and sensitive power of a single ar

tist, develops but a facet of the meaning lying behind its formative 

symbols and symbol complexes. Yet behind this author-presentation 

of a given aspect of reality lurks the universal or total meaning making 

up the content of the symbols employed. Through the critic's suc

cessive reading of the most diversified kinds of materials, he is able 

to analyze for us increasingly wider perspectives of this universal 

meaning. 

Symbolic interpretation, if understood as developing and bring

ing to consciousness in explicit form multiple meanings of reality, has 

nothing to do with determining set individual meanings for literary 

works of art. I am here suggesting a philosophy of symbolic analysis 
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which may most conveniently be labeled imaginative interpretation, 

"imaginative" because of its focus upon developing non-lexical mean

ing, and "interpretation" because the analyses never function indepen

dently of the work's total symbolic components. This form of analysis 

permits a sensitivity for the shifting of the symbols involved in any 

work so that new patterns may be created from complexes whose ap

parent meaning has been something altogether different for past 

critics. Speaking conceptually one can say that the residual, multiple 

meanings inherent within symbol complexes that have been given cer

tain meaning(s) by the creating literary artist are revitalized by the 

critic, so that the complexes reassume at least some of their potential 

meanings. Functioning, in this way, the critic is as much creator as 

was the author of the work he is examining. For the critic may well 

come imaginatively to formulate analogies of meaning rich in emotive 

force, and he may decide to combine ideas he had previously thought 

to be non-relatable or mutually antagonistic. In this way his reading 

of a work may evoke patterns of meaning (differing dimensions of 

reality) which arise from the symbolic form of the work, but which are 

not at all overtly within it. The whole process is that of analogous 

synthesizing: ideas derived from different sources and expressed in 

the most divergent modalities are fused, contrasted, interrelated, and 

juxtaposed so that they form combinations of meanings which are ever-

shifting and ever-novel. This process of playing with ideas does not 



lend tacit support to a position which affirms that imaginative inter

pretation can meaningfully assert any viewpoint whatever. An 

adequate interpretive analysis must take into account as many of a 

work's constituent symbolic elements as possible, so that the result

ing interpretation is a consistent ordering of all (or the very large 

part of) the descriptive, dialogic, and stylistic peculiarities of the 

given work. The imaginative interpretation approach must indicate 

how it has arisen from, or been suggested by, the symbolic form and 

stylistics of any work to which it is applied. 



CHAPTER 2 

SUB TERRA AND SUB SOLE: PHILOSOPHICAL 

PARABLE AND MODERNISM 

Lillo's situation in the development of the Chilean short story 

. is clear. * Together with Luis Orrego Luco and Emilio Rodriguez 

Mendoza, he brought into the autochthonous literature a preoccupation 

with and an elaboration of social, economic, and political problems 

2 
which were the unforeseen consequences of the Pacific War (1879). 

Lillo's concern, though, was not with the condition of generalized 

malaise, nor with the nature of the confusion experienced in traditional 

Chilean values, but with a very specific, single social problem: that 

of the exploitation of the coal miners and of the horrendous misery of 

their existence. Born in Lota (1867) and a resident of this mining 

town for some years, he was able to infuse a realism born of 

1. See Victor M. Valenzuela, Cuatro escritores chilenos (New 
York: Las Americas Publishing Company, 1961), pp. 69-72. Also 
see, Raul Silva Castro, Los cuentistas chilenos (Santiago de Chile: 
Editorial Zig-Zag, n. d.), pp. 35-39; Fernando Alegria, Las fronteras 
del realismo, literatura chilena del siglo XX (Santiago de Chile: Zig-
Zag, 1962), pp. 19-45, and Domingo Melfi, Estudios de literatura 
chilena (Santiago de Chile: Editorial Nascimento, 1938). 

2. Silva Castrp, op. cit. and Ruth Sedgwick, "El mensaje 
social de Baldomero Lillo, " Memoria del segundo congreso inter-
nacional de catedraticos de literatura iberoamericana (Los Angeles: 
no publisher, 1940). 

24 
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first-hand experience into his tales of suffering and degradation. The 

misery of his fictional mine workers paralleled his own delicate, 

sickly nature, and Lillo, the author whose principal keynotes are sor

row and compassion, died of consumption, that disease so suggestive 

of the weak and piteous. 

Stories exclusively of coal miners constitute his. first and 

greatest collection, the Sub Terra of 1904. 

Los seis cuentos de Sub Terra forman 
un desolado panorama. Hombres aniquilados 
por la servidumbre se muestran aqui empefrados 
en cumplir tareas que no les interesan, solo 
para llevar a sus chozos malolientes un salario 
que apenas calmara las hambres, y cuando un 
accidente viene a poner fin a la vida de un padre, 
quedan abandonados sus criaturas y su mujer 
entregada a la vagancia o a la prostitucion. ̂  

In these stories, whose analysis would reveal a parable-like quality 

closely resembling that of Sub Sole, there are no uprisings, no violent 

outcries of the downtrodden; there is only description broken by very 

infrequent dialogue. Before a world which is irremediably hellish in 

texture, Lillo cries out in hopelessness. One of his miners, a father, 

in a moment of self-reproach for bringing his eight-year old son to be

gin life as a worker beneath the earth, is momentarily tempted to rebel 

against a system and destiny he cannot control. 

3. Silva Castro, op. cit., p. 36. 
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Pero aquel sentimiento de rebelion que 
empezaba a germinar en-el, se extinguio re-
pentinamente ante el recuerdo de su pobre hogar 
y de los seres hambrientos y desnudos de los que 
era el unico sosten, y su vieja experiencia le 
demostro lo insensato de su quimera. La mina no 
soltaba nunca al que habia cogido y, como eslabones 
nuevos, que se substituyen a los viejos y gastados de 
una cadena sin fin, alii abajo, los hijos sucedian a 
los padres y en el hondo pozo el subir y bajar de 
aquella marea viviente no se interrumpia jamas. Los 
pequefluelos, respirando el aire emponzofiado de la 
mina crecian raquiticos, debiles, paliduchos, pero 
habia que resignarse, pues para eso habian nacido. ^ 

The Sub Terra stories, filled as they are with negative ele

ments, are not merely exercises in social realism, constructed with 

descriptive components pathetic in the sordid ugliness of their natural

ism. They are always more than descriptions of contemporary reality 

motivated by a desire to arouse the passion for reform. Rather, they 

veil a symbolic intent which, if carefully examined, reveals a univer

sal perspective lurking behind the specificity of any given place and 

time. By this I do not mean simply that the Lilloan protest is valid 

for every mining community in which there is unbridled exploitation of 

labor by management. When I say that Lillo's Sub Terra enjoys a sym

bolic universal perspective, I have in mind the situation in which events 

occurring to miners are really events occurring at least psychically to 

all men, that the hell-like environment of a certain class is meant to 

represent the environment of all men whatever may be their occupation 

4. Baldomero Lillo, Sub Terra (6th ed.; Santiago de Chile: 
Imprenta Moderna, 1953), p. 23. 
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or social position. In this kind of symbolism, universal judgment 

works through, and is captured by, the judgment of specific events and 

specific times. 

The stories which comprise Sub Terra 

Son los primeros frutos que en Chile produjo la 
lec^ura de modernos escritores extranjeros como 
Maupassant (que dio la tecnica y algunas lecciones 
de estilo), Flaubert (que en algunos casos influyd 
en favor de la propiedad en la descripcion, el 
cuidado del detalle, el amor al color local), Gorki 
(que inclind a buscar en la vida humilde e irregular 
los temas literarios), Bret Harte (que enseno movilidad 
y rapidez en la narracion), y en algunos casos Daudet 
(que fue profesor de amor generoso a todo lo creado, 
tanto como Tolstoy). ® 

Lillo, perhaps, did not follow the work of all these men, but it is clear 

that there is much influence of Zola's Germinal at work in the Sub 

g 
Terra collection. 

Three years after the appearance of his realist mining tales, 

Lillo published thirteen short stories which comprise the volume, Sub 

Sole. Many of these stories had appeared separately in the literary 

magazine, Zig Zag, one year before they were all gathered for publi

cation under the Sub Sole title. In them Lillo abandons the mining 

theme, whose contemporaneity had somewhat veiled the philosophical 

quality of Sub Terra, and sets out deliberately to write philosophical 

5. Silva Castro, op. cit., pp, 35-36. 

6. See Ruth Sedgwick, "Baldomero Lillo y Emile Zola, " 
Revista Iberoamericana, VIII (Enero-Mayo, 1944), 321-328. 
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parables. These parables are story-like devices whose formative 

elements are so conceived and arranged that the development of the 

plot is simultaneously the development and exposition of a particular 

view of the world as a whole, and of man's relationship to himself and 

to this world. The philosophical parable is the literary expression of 

a Weltanschauung or world view, when "world" is frequently under

stood to mean "universe. " Like the Sub Sole tales, philosophical 

parables, in general are constructed with a language which is more or 

less transparently allegorical. The particular symbolic components 

(relationships, characterizations, and environments) are intended to 

suggest the texture of all the objects belonging to the genus of objects 

for which each symbol stands. In this way man becomes Man as an 

abstract whole concept; dialogue or monologue becomes the Word of 

all mankind or of the divinity; story environment stands for the environ

ment (the totality of the world ambiance) in which all relationships un

fold and in which all persons, no matter how diverse in origin and 

social background, interact. 

Of the thirteen Sub Sole parables four are stylistically Modern

ist, composed with the richest of imagery and set within exotic environ

ments. The "Nieves eternas" is symbolically and imaginatively the 

densest of the four, with the anthropomorphization of natural pheno

mena and the metamorphosing of existential objects (the flower petals) 

into the conceptualized essential spirit or primary manifestation of the 
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7 ontological ground of being. The Modernist fables offer Lillo the 

possibility of presenting the material world in its most alluring form, 

and of aesthetically developing his theory of the necessary demonic 

quality of finite (and, at times, divine) existence. Interesting is the 

antithetical emotive atmosphere of "El rapto del sol, " "El oro, " 

"Nieves eternas, " and "Irredencion. " The motif of human alienation 

from divine harmony is set in the Modernist bejeweled atmosphere of 

color sensations, musical rhythm, fragrances and a general elegance 

and exoticism. Rub6n Darlo's stories (Azul .. ., 1888) are stylisti

cally paralleled in these four Sub Sole tales. Both writers, through 

synesthetic descriptions, create impressions through which "[uno 

podia] pintar el color de un sonido, o el perfume de una estrella; en 

Q 
otras palabras, el deseo de capturar el alma de las cosas. " 

The Modernist stylistic, the poeme en prose, is one aspect of 

congruence between Lillo and the followers of Dario, Najera, and other 

literary artists of the school of swans, blue lakes, aristocratic figures, 

and fleurs de lis. But there is another similarity between Lillo and 

the art-for-art's-sake Modernists. Beside an anguish common to the 

Chilean writer and the great majority of Modernist poets and 

v 7. Throughout this dissertation the term "ground of being" 
will be employed synonymously with "being-itself" and with "God. " 

8. Quoted in Valenzuela, oj>. cit., p. 83. 
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g 
prosists, there is a similarity in the persistent desires to capture 

the soul of things, to inspire a knowledge (intuitive and rational) of 

oneself, and to characterize the individual and his society. Fairy 

tale-like stories, such as those of Dario's Azul ..., are not neces

sarily simplistic in content, and the subtlest philosophical ideas are 

extractable from Dario's work just as they are from the fairy tale

like stories of Sub Sole. Both Lillo and Dario (among other writers 

of the day) struck at the universal through a suggestive, veiled form 

of the fantastic. Color, light, music, effluviums, and efflorescences; 

dazzling effects but serious, often ominous, conceptual overtones. 

The remaining nine Sub Sole tales are realistic (sometimes 

humorous) in nature, understanding by "realistic" the development of 

characters and ambiances which are similar to types and situations 

indigenous to the country and contemporary with the time in which the 

author is writing. But as in the Cervantine Novelas Ejemplares, 

realism is only the chosen form--the accidental medium--through 

which a very particular conception of the world and man is abstractly 

developed. 

As a brief note concerning Lillo's prose style, I shall say only 

that his stories are more descriptive than dialogic, and that they are 

9. See Max Henriquez Urena, Breve historia del modernismo 
(Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1962), pp. 17-19. 

10. Valenzuela, op. cit., p. 83. 



composed with a marked simplicity of language. Only in.the four 

Modernist tales cited above does his language fill with adjectives, be

coming delicate, and colored. The Modernist influence "solo repre-

seritauna excepcion en la obra literaria de Lillo; lo permanente en el 

es una prosa directa, sobria y sencilla a traves de la cual sobresale 

la intensidad dramatica y una activa imaginacion. 

11. Silva Castro, 0£. cit., p. 121. 



CHAPTER 3 

COLLECTION AND GROUPING OF THE STORIES 

It cannot be established whether Lillo intended to present his 

Sub Sole tales in any particular order. In neither the first edition 

(1907) nor the second (1931) is there an accompanying prologue which 

could throw light on this matter, and none of his critics has had a word 

to say about any relation of the stories to each other. Lillo had been 

dead twenty years before the definitive third edition of Sub Sole emerged 

(1943), the edition whose format has been followed in the succeeding 

printings of the bopk. Further complicating a decision about any in

tended order is the fact that two of the stories ("La barrena" and 

"Cafiuela y Petaca") appearing in the 1907 edition were omitted from 

that of 1931, while the definitive format of the third edition includes 

one story ("Irredencion") for some reason not contained in the 1931 

collection. Finally, "La trampa,11 the last tale of the second edition, 

was written by Lillo just before his death (1923), and consequently did 

not appear in the original Sub Sole volume.* These changes, however, 

cannot obscure the fact that the first three editions share the great 

1. For an analytical story listing of the first two editions, see 
Silva Castro, op. cit., p. 120. 
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majority of stories in common and that these stories are reproduced 

in the same order (though this may be due to editor's inertia rather 

than to any critical intention). Further, and especially, the alterations 

and additions, while perhaps suggesting a casual reuniting of stories, 

do not affect the polarity of stylistic alternation which characterizes 

2 
each edition. The fantasy of psychical and mythical story setting 

alternates on a one-to-one basis with tales whose environments are 

forms of a mimetically oriented quasi-realism. The apparently fan

tastic and the apparently real establish a rhythmical accent which per

sists through the collection, and which gives rise to the thought that 

there may well have been a deliberate ordering of stories despite any 

seeming fortuitousness in their historical gathering. We may imagine 

Lillo writing "'Inamible'" and "La trampa" with the same thoughts that 

inspired "El alma de la maquina, " "Quilapan, " and the other Sub Sole 

tales. And we may, perhaps, ascribe to him a desire to relegate 

"Canuela y Petaca" and "La barrena" to a future edition of Sub Terra 

(that of 1931), and to substitute, as thematically more consistent with 

2. "Myth, " as understood in this dissertation, refers to a 
mode of allegory in which the action symbolizes primordial ideas 
(destiny, human nature, raison d'etre, etc.) which have traditionally 
preoccupied Western man in the different forms of his thought (liter
ary, sociological, philosophical, psychological, etc. ), and in which 
the characters are superhuman or suprahuman beings who do things 
that are fictional in nature. A myth is a stylized narrative whose con
tent represents implausible or abstract concepts and actions, though 
these concepts and actions always refer to (and are derived from) their 
existential analogues. 
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the other stories, "'Inamible'" and "La trampa. " I can find no critic 

who has concerned himself with this possibility. 

An examination of the 1907 edition indicates that the initial and 

ultimate stories exemplify the fantastic-mimetic polarity evidenced 

both in the 1931 and the definitive 1943 editions. "El rapto del sol" is 

the first tale in all editions, while the last story is either "El vaga-

3 
bundo" or "La trampa. " It is reasonable to assume that if there is a 

sharp similarity of form and content between these concluding tales, 

each is interpretable as serving the same purpose in the Sub Sole 

structure. Clearly, both are stylistically mimetic: their action un

folds within a rural setting, and the atmosphere, at first glance, is 

costumbrista. Both enjoy the verisimilitude of being possible time 

and place occurrences. To the fantastic and abstract presentation of 

generic man, his loss of Paradise, his pride, and the resulting world 

condition of existential hell in "El rapto del sol, " there is opposed the 

costumbrista, realistic portrayal of barbarism and inhumanity in "El 

vagabundo" and "La trampa"; a barbarism and inhumanity which 

parallels and continues the kind of human nature and world texture 

developed in "El rapto del sol" as an abstract intuition of the events 

surrounding the mythical time of man's origin. In this way the fan

tastic and mimetic—the mythico-ppychical and the suggestion of the 

3. Silva Castro, loc. cit. 
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physically real, the actual--both encompass a vision of disharmony, 

dehumanization of the race, and alienation. The affirmative conclu

sion of "El rapto del sol, " which appears to belie this statement, upon 

close examination is stylistically vitiated by its dreamlike texture. 

Lillo, standing in a demonic universe, has reached out for the alter

native of salvation (if there is imbalance there can be balance; if there 

is disorder there can be order). But his presentation is surrealis-

tically painted, and is as dehumanized as the negative setting from 

which it arises. There are no personalities; there are only so many 

anthropoid objects. The whole final moment of the story lacks the sub

stantiality of an even possible reality. Only in this story does Lillo 

introduce efficacious affirmative concepts; salvational and ethically 

positive themes do not recur in the remainder of the collection. 

The fantastic-mimetic polarity of the initial and ultimate stories 

serves to enclose the other tales, and forms a resume of their styles 

and contents. Each story presents, with different emphases, God and 

man before their own natures and before Creation: man alienated from 

man and Creation; God alienated from man, Himself, and His own 

universe. Frustration, condemnation, and abandonment are the themes 

worked out on different conceptual planes which present themselves in 

different perspectives. The demonic texture of existence is perceived 

intuitively; it is formed through a psychical state, but the condition of 

its coming to be a state of mind at all rests ultimately in the texture of 



the real world perceived by the senses. Everyday life, in all its 

moments and forms, is perhaps not as woefully sorrowful as it appears 

in Lillo's presentation. But Lillo does not wish to present the texture 

of living moments; his concern is to capture the essence of the demonic 

sense of life, and he does this through the metaphoric device of psychi

cal intuition. 

Finally, and these points will be clarified in the analyses of the 

symbolic Sub Sole ambiances, "El rapto del sol" and "La trampa" 

serve to enclose and summarize the other eleven tales in a way very 

relevant to symbolic investigation. The initial story is a spiritual 

history of generic man. Lillo's monarch is created humanity in all 

the magnitude of its spiritual and intellectual potentialities; he is man 

at the very beginning of human history, and his decisions symbolically 

determine the course of action to which the race is committed. He is 

the prototype, the mold in which successive generations are to be 

fashioned. He is human destiny, more than any man, yet all men. 

The soldier of "La trampa, " as a deciding God-man hybrid, also deter

mines how men are to be treated and what they shall be obliged to 

undergo. The action of the final tale is the logical counterpart of the 

action of the first. Both stories are adventures which partake of the 

mythico-psychical and of an ultimate truth about the texture of exis

tence. As the monarch moves within the dreamlike state of temporal 
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4 
duration --the enduring now--so the soldier speaks for a course of 

action which will affect a class of men (Men, by extension) throughout 

time. Time is present, past, eternally now. The world of feeling 

(sensitivity and concomitant intuition) and being (sensation) touch, 

part, and merge. 

The groupings of the Sub Sole tales, as formulated by such re-

5 6 
nowned Chilean critics as Gonzalez Vera and Raul Silva Castro, and 

as dutifully followed by more contemporary writers on the Chilean 

7 8 
short story such as Victor Valenzuela and Fernando Alegria, have 

done nothing either to suggest the non-lexical, symbolic meaning of 

the stories or the interrelationship of meaning patterns through which 

an overall understanding of the collection may become possible. 

"Mimetic" is the adjective describing or categorizing stories whose con

tents reflect external referents or whose techniques reflect particular 

modes of communication. "El remolque" and "El ahogado" are 

4. This Bergsonian concept is defined and analyzed in Chapter 
7 of Part One. 

5. Jose Santos Gonzalez Vera, "Baldomero Lillo, " in 
Baldomero Lillo, Sub Sole (3rd ed.; Santiago de Chile: Editorial 
Nascimento, 1943), pp. 185-244. 

6. See Silva Castro, op. cit., pp. 35-39. 

7. Valenzuela, op. cit., pp. 69-92. 

8. Fernando Alegria, "Introduccion a los cuentos de Baldomero 
Lillo, " Revista Iberoamericana, XXIV (Julio-Diciembre, 1959), 247-
263. 
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classified as maritime stories simply because their subject matter is 

analogous to adventures which could occur at sea; "Irredencion, " "El 

rapto del sol, " "Las nieves eternas, " and "El oro" are said to be 

wholly imaginary and fanciful because they mimic fairy tales; 

"Quilapan, " "La trampa, " "En la rueda, " and "El vagabundo" are 

costumbrista or cle ambiente campesino, because they mimic possible 

occurrences characteristic of the countryside. "El alma de lamaquina" 

is categorized as a realistic semi-mining story ("semi" because, of 

course, the action takes place above ground), while "'Inamible'" is 

understood to be a mimesis of oral folk humor. 

This grouping, quite apparently, tells us what we already know. 

A more subtle classification would suggest the special nature of the 

stories. Such a classification would underscore or strongly suggest, 

in preliminary fashion, the modulating forms or perspectives through 

which very similar thematic materials are developed. In this way each 

of the tales, like each Cervantine exemplary novel, would be singled 

out and presented, in the words of Joaquin Casalduero, "como un cielo 

mas transparente que el cielo que ven nuestros ojos, como un sol con 

luz mas nuevo, como un hecho, en fin, digno de ser contado para ad-

9 
miracion y espanto de los hombres. " The quotation is particularly 

fitting because sky and sun are frequently occurring symbolic images 

9. Joaquin Casalduero, Sentido y forma de las Novelas 
e.jemplares (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1962), p. 25. 
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in the collection. It is also fitting because Lillo plunges us into a 

"mundo maravilloso"--the same mythical world of intuition and univer

sality of meaning (values) to which Cervantes alludes in the Prologue 

to his Novelas ejemplares. 

The Sub Sole stories may be interpreted as a unity through their 

similar thematical structures and through the common ambient dis

harmony which exists in their ontological frameworks. But this identi

ty of thematic content is presented in varying modes of narration, with 

distinctive emphases placed upon the ways of understanding the mythi

cal "past." Superficially, the stories are a mishmash of incidentals. 

"El rapto del sol" presents a mythicized, generic man, while "El 

ahogado" appears to deal with a forlorn young fisherman and his 

strange adventure with a drowned man; "Irredencion" returns the 

reader to an exotic world of fable and dream, while the following tale, 

"En la rueda, " speaks of a social environment similar to that in which 

Lillo had lived. Fable and mimesis: "Las nieves eternas"--fantastic 

anthropomorphization of natural phenomena; "Vispera de difuntos" — 

abandonment and remorse, set within a probable Chilean town; "El 

oro"--fantasy of a chase for a misinterpreted ideal substance; "El 

remolque"--the return to the traditional maritime theme, a theme 

this time culminating in a sacrifice; "El alma de la maquina"--realism 

10. Miguel de Cervantes, ''Prologo al lector, " Novelas 
ejemplares (Mexico: Editorial Porrua, S. A., 1961) 
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dissipated by a lack of human substance and the vivification of a 

machine; "Quilapan"--the Indigenous Novel tradition of suffering and 

degradation; "El vagabundo"--realistic costumbrismo tempered by the 

mythical nature of a wanderer and an abrupt finale set in emptiness 

and madness. And, finally, "'Inamible'" and "La trampa"--the fan

tasy of humor which is more sinister than amusing and a picture of the 

hard, regional life and its dehumanized, brutal nature. Beauty, the 

magical quality of fantasy, the brilliance of forms which assume life, 

all play against the sadness of differing adventures taking place in 

"real life.11 Brilliance and shade; the imaginary and the mimetic; the 

patently unreal and the fictionalized real: dual modes of conceptualiz

ing which are stylistically polar and yet, as developed thematically 

very similar. Joaquin Casalduero, speaking picturesquely of a simi

lar dynamic interrelationship of many elements in the Novelas 

ejemplares, writes: 

Ese bullir dionisiaco produce aqui un 
abultamiento, alii una curva que se 
escapa, borbotonea en un cauce estrecho, 
se embotella y remansa, estalla, por fin, 
creando todavxa su dinamismo mil formas 
diferentes en la libertad de un aire limpido 
y puro. No se sabe si esa fuerza es la que 
ha dado forma al recipiente o si es el re-
cipiente el que ha creado esa fuerza, forma 
y contenido inseparables. *1 

11. Casalduero, op. cit., pp. 27-28. 
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The following grouping of the Sub Sole tales may well be thought 

to be artificial, but my intention is to suggest, in a preliminary way, 

the kinds of conceptual patterns which, intermingling as they do 

throughout the whole collection, articulate the sensitivity of Lilloan 

thought. 

EDENIC MYTH, ORIGINAL SIN, 
UNIVERSAL DISHARMONY 

EXISTENTIAL ESTRANGEMENT 
IN HUBRIS13 

12 

ALIENATION OF DIVINITY FROM 
CREATION; NECESSARY DEMONIC 
WORLD STRUCTURE 

MAN'S DENIAL OF GOD; HIS 
CONFUSION IN A WORLD OF 
SUBSTANCE ALONE; 15 

EXISTENTIAL HELL 

1. 
2 .  

1. 
2 .  
3. 

1. 
2 .  
3. 

1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5. 

'El rapto del sol" 
'En la rueda" 

'Irredenci6n" 
'El oro" 
'El rapto del sol"1^ 

'Las nieves eternas" 
'El romolque" 
'El alma de la maquina'' 

' Vi sper a de difunto s'' 
'Quilapan" 
''Inamible'" 
'La trampa" 
'El vagabundo" 

The categories only function to situate each story under the symbolic 

theme most outstanding in that story's complex symbolic form. To a 

very considerable extent, each story may be subsumed under any other 

12. A terjn derived from the contemporary existentialist 
theologian Paul Tillich; it will be defined in Chapter 5, Part One. 

13. Another term of "theological art. " It roughly corresponds 
to "pride" or "self-elevation into the sphere of the divine." 

14. This story may fittingly be subsumed under either (or 
both) of the first two groups. 

15. A world whose nature is apprehended in such a way that 
its total reality is seen to be material in quality is a world of "sub
stance alone." 
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category, since the thematic elements constitutive of the groups work 

through the whole of the collection. 



CHAPTER 4 

ONTOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 

Lillo's characters, in varying ways, are asking a question. 

But this question is not one of the sort commonly directed at another 

person; its intention is not to elicit the kind of information which per

mits a correlation of objects and thoughts necessary to the fulfillment 

of the interrogator's desires. The Lilloan question does not occur at 

any precise time, and it is not vocalized within a determinate situation. 

Rather, the question is ontological and is either formulated in a more 

or less conscious intuition or else lies just beneath the level of aware

ness, at the base of all thoughts, feelings, and judgments, ready to 

break into consciousness in overt or veiled form at any moment. 

Analyzed conceptually (and for the purposes of this dissertation) it 

contains two parts, though neither represents a thought or feeling 

which is generically distinct from the other. The parts are: What 

1. See Martin Heidegger, An Introduction to Metaphysics, 
trans. Ralph Manheim ("Anchor Books"; New York: Doubleday and 
Company, 1961), for the philosophical formulation and analysis of the 
question of being and nonbeing. Also, for an even more technically 
phrased discussion of this question, see Martin Heidegger, "What is 
Metaphysics, " Contemporary Philosophy, eds. James L. Jarrett and 
Sterling McMurrin (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1954). See, 
also, as a representative discussion of the question, Philip P. Wiener 
(ed.), Leibnitz Selections (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), 
527 et seq. 
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quality is there in the material world which evokes the intuition that 

the world is not the totality of reality ? and, What is that to which the 

2 
first question points: what is being-itself ? This is the compound 

question, the answer to which, in the materials of its formulation, 

provides a knowledge of the ontological structure of the Sub golean 

world. 

The ontological question is the first, ultimate, and most seri

ous question that can be Risked, and in the emotional state of the asking, 

3 
or in the intuition that it must be asked, all other existential ques

tions--among others, questions about particular matters of fact and 

about adapting means to ends--lose their priority of importance. As a 

question reflecting a sudden concern for the nature and quality of 

2. The usual forms in which the question is put are, "Why is 
there something rather than nothing?", and "What is being, what is 
what |s?" See Heidegger, An Introduction to Metaphysics, chapter 1, 
and H. J. Blackham, Six Existentialist Thinkers (New York: Harper 
and Row Publishers, 1959), pp. 86-87 et seq. and pp. 45-47. 

3. When employed in this dissertation, the term "existential" 
means "pertaining to existence, " existence being understood as em
pirical reality in which man experiences an immediate apprehension of 
himself in concrete psychological, sociological, religious, etc. situa
tions. (Psychical intuitions are subsumible under the category of exis
tential apprehensions because they occur in the state of existence, but 
their contents are a combination of existential and "trans-existential" 
data.) "Existentialist, " as an adjective, refers to a position related to 
or derived from the various philosophies which, in sum, comprise 
existentialism. These definitions ar$ to be regarded as stipulated. 
For a discussion of the ideological preoccupations of existentialism in 
general, see Calvin O. Schrag, Existence and Freedom (Chicago: 
Northwestern University Press, 1961), especially (in relation to the 
purposes of this dissertation), chapters III, IV, V, and VI. 
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existence in general, it is evoked from within the questioner, as if a 

memory containing the answer, present within the psyche from gene-

sic time, lurked in the subconscious and all men had to do was recap

ture it, returning to conscious level all the certitude of its contents. 

In the interrogative moment, the self-sufficiency of sensual and ideo

logical reality is seen tq be threatened by nonbeing, and all that before 

was. certain and reliable loses the permanent quality of its substantial-

Lillo establishes the outline of his ontological structure--the 

ambiance in which the ontologicjal inquietude of the psyche occurs--in 

the very first story. The world is a profusion of objects which, though 

subject to the modifications imposed upon them by time and natural 

phenomena, are yet concrete and may be manipulated and controlled. 

5 
Lillo's monarch, generic man in the regality qf his power, stands 

within the world and, initially, dominates the whole morass of objects 

4. This statement does not suggest that the being of existential 
reality is questioned. While material phenomena are concrete, in the 
interrogative moment this concreter.ess is qualitatively devalued before 
the idea of being-itself or of the sustaining ground of being which 
creates and sustains phenomena but is not wholly reducible to phenom
enal appearances. 

5. Generic man is the human prototype, the mold in which all 
succeeding men (the race) are cast. His psychological features and 
tendencies are faithfully reproduced in a],l men. In theological terms, 
men are iconic parallels of the Adam figure: they emerge from an ini
tial period of potentiality and dreaming innocence into a world in which 
they are estranged from the ground of their being. See chapter 5 of 
this dissertation for an analysis of the theological formulation of the 
generic man mot|.f. 
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constituting the world. Believing "todo en el univprso e stab ale sub-

ordinado, " his immediate hypothetical consciousness (that Kantian-

type awareness concerned with adapting means to ends) enjoys the 

objective certainty in which it moves; in laying hold of objects, the 

monarch experiences no anxiety concerning the texture of his world. 

He is certain that his sense perceptions in fact correspond to a reality 

before which "every form of [his] subjectivity has no standing and is 

0 
dissolved." He experiences no anxiety about the solid objectivity of 

his world simply because he has interpreted the content of sense per

ception as containing the totality of universal objectivity. 

Yet there is something incomplete in the attitude that the ap

parent is the ultimately real. The Lilloan monarch, as supreme 

manipulator of the tangible, is unable to restrict the meaning of his 

life to the concrete. In a dream he encounters "un estanque profun-

disimo, " a world of objects metaphorically immersed in the water 

6. Quoted from Karl Jaspers in Blackham, op. cit., p. 45. 
The paragraph surrounding this quotation reads: "... Objective 
knowledge of what is [in the world] ... is assumed by many to be 
the whole ambition of human thought, because it is assumed that there 
is nothing which is not given in stable objects registered in the human 
mind in representations which in logical order are universally intelli
gible and communicable. Therefore science is the measure of all 
things .... The quest for certainty is supported by the fear of liberty; 
for the anxieties and risks of personal responsibility and decision are 
escaped if all can be reduced to a necessary and universal objectivity 
. . . . " Jaspers does not admit that science is the "measure of all 
things." For a discussion of Jasper's reaction to the assertion that 
reality is limited to the phenomenal, see Blackham, op. cit., pp. 45-
65. 
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of life, but a world whose objects, unlike concrete terrestrial phenom

ena, derive existence not, seemingly, from somewhere within the 

matter of their own solidity, but from an object ("pez que parecia de 

oro") whose magical emanations sustain them. In less than two pages, 

Lillo establishes the primary dichotomy of the Sub Solean ontology: 

there is the world of objects, a world which, itself, is an object, and 

there is an emanative force which, while stylistically objectified, is 

qualitatively sui generis, being something wholly different from the 

phenomena which it supports. Generic man becomes intuitively aware 

of ontological duality in a moment in which natural phenomena lose 

their self-sufficiency (their solid quality) befpre a reality which they, 

themselves, do not sustain or constitute, but to which they point. The 

7 
marvelous fish of the generic intuition is not wholly separated from 

the diverse structural phenomena of being: source and objects com

prise the "estanque profundxsimo." One element is inseparable from 

the totality of all elements which surround it and reflect its light. 

Generic man's question and answer come wholly from within 

the psyche, and the act of questioning is not a fleeting, subsconscious 

7. Generic intuition is the perceptive moment in which the on
tological question is formed. We may speak of the intuition as generic 
in the sense that it logically precedes all questions about existents (i. 
e., How can we know that anything is if we do not know what being.is?). 
The intuition is also generic in the sense that its content remains the 
same for all men, involving as it does, the quality of phenomena. All 
men stand within the question of the nature of existential reality, and 
all questions branching from that central question proceed as if men 
knew the answer to that central question. 
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process. Lillo's monarch, as well as the diverse Lilloan personages 

and personifications, are directly aware of their coming to grips with 

the problematic quality of material phenomena. This "coming to grips" 

is possible and necessary for them because, as Lillo perceives, the 

g 
ego drives toward transcendence of every environment. Unlike the 

brute living in perpetual immediacy within a given ambiance and mov

ing instinctively or in the passivity of automatic, instantaneous response 

to any set of stimuli, man-in-general is simultaneously a creature liv

ing in a world, and 9. creature who has a world as a conceptual field. 

His world, not the sum total of the structural manifold which is always 

beyond a particular vision, is a unity of manifoldness, a field which be

comes a conceptual structure in the moments of synthesizing its mean

ing. The theologian Paul Tillich presents the situation succinctly: 

If we say that man has a world at which he looks, 
from which he is separated and to which he 
belongs, we think of a structured whole even 

8. "Transcendence" is a philosophical and theological term of 
art which is complex in its varied meanings. In this dissertation, 
"transcendence" refers both to the psychical process of standing before 
and moving through the world, seeing its manifoldness as a cipher (or 
ciphers) through which being-itself becomes "known, " and as the con
tent of the intuition, itself. Affirmative transcendence is that intuition 
yielding the image of past harmony, dreaming innocence, and cipher-
quality; negative transcendence is that intuition yielding the image of 
world demonism, cipher destruction, and the loss of harmony and 
innocence. Karl Jaspers employs the term "transcendence" to mean 
being-itself. See Karl Jaspers, Way to Wisdom, trans. Ralph 
Manheim (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), chapter III. For 
a theological use of the term "transcendence" see Paul Tillich, 
Systematic Theology, vol. I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1 9 5 1 ) ,  p p .  2 3 7 - 2 6 3 . .  
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though we may describe this world in pluralistic 
terms. The whole opposite man is one at least 
in this respect, that it is related to us perspec-
tively, however discontinuous it may be in itself. 
Every pluralistic philosopher speaks of the 
pluralistic character of the world, thus implicitly 
rejecting an absolute pluralism. The world is 
the structural whole which includes and trans
cends all environments, not only those of beings 
which lack a fully developed self, but also the 
environments in which man partially lives. As 
long as he is human, that is, as long as he has 
not "fallen" from humanity (e.g., in intoxication 
or insanity), man never is bound completely to 
an environment. He always transcends it by 
grasping and shaping it according to universal 
norms and ideas. Even in the most limited 
environment man possesses a universe; he has 
a world. Language, as the power of universals, 
is the basic expression of man's transcending his 
environment, of having a world. The ego-self 
is that self which can speak and which by speaking 
trespasses the boundaries of any given situation. 9 

Prototypal man is not merely permitted to intuit the ontological 

question, he is obliged to do so because of his power to abstract 

concepts (especially that of the world as a unity of manifoldness) and 

to sense qualitative differentiae inherent in substances, ideas, and re

lations. Man uses things, as the Lilloan monarch exemplifies, but he 

inevitably realizes, in the intuitive moment of asking and answering 

the ontological question, that he is not a thing, though he shares the 

9. Tillich, op. cit., p. 171. 

10. Although there are several formulations of this question, 
all of them, I believe, may be reduced to one, i.e., Is there (or must 
there be) something more to reality than the sum total of human per
ceptions and sensations? 
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thing-ness quality of finitude. In the moment of ontological inquietude, 

he stands outside of thing-ness and thus beyond the rigorous external 

determination or control which the phenomenal manifold exerts over 

concrete, particular substances. In his power of intuitive concep

tualizing, in the moment of transcending the immediacy of his environ

ment, he has escaped the danger of living as if structural phenomena 

were the ultima thule of all that is real. Man is driven to ontological 

inquietude because he is able to look beyond the limits of his own be

ing and of every other being. 

Lillo's monarch abandons the concrete world in which he lives 

and over which he has exercised dominance to pursue a qualitatively 

different mode of being. The cause of his abandoning belief in world 

solidity is his confrontation with the threat of nonbeing, the threat 

that his dominant position will be swept away together with material 

phenomena in the movement of time. A realization or intuition of the 

finite threat of nonbeing prenecessitates an awareness of a different 

mode of being (the sun or golden fish of "El rapto del sol"), a prior 

transcending of structure to potential infinity. Understanding that the 

lesser is the lesser prenecessitates an understanding of a greater as 

greater. 

11. "Nonbeing" is the classic term which introduces the sub
ject of ontological inquietude in Martin Heidegger's writings. For a 
recent philosophical analysis in Spanish of the Heideggerian philosophy 
of being and nonbeing, see Octavio N. Derisi, El Ultimo Heidegger 
(Buenos Aires: Editorial Universitaria, 1968). 
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The process of self-transcendence carries a 
double meaning in each of its moments. At 
one and the same time it is an increase and 
a decrease in the power of being. In order to 
experience his finitude, man must look at him
self from the point of view of a potential 
infinity. In order to be aware of moving toward 
death, man must look out over his finite being 
as a whole; he must in some way be beyond it. 
He must be able to imagine infinity; apd he is 
able to do so, although not in concrete terms, 
but only as an abstract possibility. The finite 
self faces a world; the.finite individual has the 
power of universal participation; man's vitality 
is united with an essentially unlimited inten-
tionality; as finite freedom he is involved in an 
embracing destiny. All the structure of finitude 
forces finite being to transcend itself and, just 
for this reason, to become aware of itself as 
finite.12 

The power inherent within all men to come to an awareness of infinity, 

to stand in world transcendence, is an expression, 

. . .  o f  m a n ' s  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h a t  w h i c h  i s  b e y o n d  
nonbeing, namely to being-itself. The potential 
presence of the infinite (as unlimited self-
transcendence) is the negation of the negative 
element in finitude. It is the negation of nonbeing. 
The fact that man never is satisfied with any stage 
of his finite development, the fact that nothing 
finite can hold him, although finitude is his des
tiny, indicates the indissoluble relation of every
thing finite to being-itself. Being-itself is not 
infinity; it is that which lies beyond the polarity 
of finitude and infinite self-transcendence. Being-
itself manifests itself to finite being, in the infinite 
drive of the finite beyond itself. But being-itself 
cannot be identified with infinity, that is, with the 

12. Tillich, o£. cit., p. 190. 
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negation of finitude. It precedes the finite, and 
it precedes the infinite negation of the finite. 

In intuiting that there is a question to be asked about world 

structure, in striving semi-consciously for the totality of knowledge 

(the Lilloan monarch attempts to capture the source of all that exists), 

generic man stands before his world in a state of psychical and emo

tional anxiety. That the Lilloan monarch strives for the material un-

14 
real indicates his anxiety (not fear) before the adequacy of the real. 

Before a feeling that the world in which they are living is inadequate, 

the Lilloan characters entertain, in varying degrees, a feeling of 

dread. The material background loses its sharpness of outline, and 

blurs through the stylistics of irreality, fantasy, and surrealism. The 

monarch searches through non-space in a non-time, the young fisher

man of "El ahogado" passes from a world familiar to him to a fantas

tic one of motion, terror, and shipwreck, "como si sonase despierto." 

The princess of "Irredencion" experiences an anxiety (foreshadowing 

her condemnation) within the psychical intuition of a dream. Cenizo 

and Clavel, the antagonists of "En la rueda, " find themselves eternally 

embroiled in a nightmare of bloodshed from which they cannot benefit, 

13. Ibid., p. 191. 

14. For a discussion of the difference between anxiety and 
fear as these terms relate to ontological anxiety, see Heidegger, 
"What is Metaphysics," pp. 448-458. Also see Schrag, 0£. cit., pp. 
67-71, and Tillich, op. cit., pp. 186-192. 
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but to which they are irrevocably committed. The "mujer de negras 

ropas" of "Vispera de difuntos" passes from a dream in which anxiety 

predominates to a nightmarish generic world whose texture is mat

erially and emotively that of her dream. Quilapan, believing that the 

materiality of earth is ultimately divine and sustaining, ends in anguish 

and death when he discovers that the chthonic is not the real. The men 

of "El oro" pursue being-itself as they pursue other desired substan

ces, and then perish, commingling their forms with lifeless substance. 

The wandering beggar, generic man again (though psychically polar

ized), endures the anxiety of being unable to propagate the content of 

transcendence, while in "'Inamible'" and "La trampa" the demonic 

nature of a humanity ignoring (living without) transcendence is charac

terized in both the comic and the tragic modes. The dread of Lillo's 

characters--figures which are simultaneously personifications ofonto-

logical inquietude and generic figures whose preoccupation with reality 

is a common characteristic--is an anxiety that cannot be localized or 

explained in terms of momentary personal crises or in terms of cir

cumstances which appear to threaten them; everything, in the world 

which we may imagine to be of interest to them is ignored before the 

moment of anxiety. Paraphrasing of Heidegger's conceptualization of 

dread, Blackham writes: 

When [they] see that it is nothing, in the world 
that inspires this dread [they] see that it is the 
world itself as such: what inspires [their] dread 
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is [their] recognition of what it means to-be-in-
the-world, when [they] see this in its totality 
and not merely in the perspectives of [their] 
particular preoccupations. Dread withdraws 
[them] from [their] preoccupations, encloses 
[them] in a solitude where [they] are forced 
[to encounter the insubstantiality of material 
phenomena or the world as a particular 
existent]. 15 

Anxiety, as a mood or state of mind represents the transfiguration of 

the conceptualized fact of ontological inquietude into the soul enfolding 

truth of an emotive situation. The apprehended fact of world finitude 

is the raison d'etre of the ontological question, but the truth that a 

question is being asked, consciously or semi-consciously (feeling of 

anxiety), is. represented by the stylistic characterization of the texture 

of that anxiety. Lilloan (and existentialist) fear that what appears sub

stantial and to be of intrinsic worth is really threatened by nonbeing is 

the fear of total annihilation sensed by fallen genesic man and by all his 

successors. Awareness of nothing or of nothingness, represented 

variously in the majority of the Sub Sole stories as darkness, storm, 

lack of purpose, vertiginous drifting, anonymity, and aloneness is not 

"merely a notional negation, not-anything, and thus the counter-concept 

opposed to being-itself; it can be experienced and is itself the source 

16 of all forms of negation and negativity. " 

15. Blackham, op. cit., p. 94. 

16. Ibid., p. 104. 
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In the aloneness experienced by the Lilloan characters, the 

intelligible world constructed by personal observation and synthesis, 

that world in which all men may feel safe and at home, loses its solid

ity and men are left: 

. . . plunged back into the sheer 'is-ness1 of what 
is, his ship on which he is riding and voyaging 
["El ahogado"] disappears in the night and he 
finds himself in the deep waters and tastes their 
saltiness. This is an experience of brute exis
tence denuded of meanings, the high-tension 
power of raw actuality; it uncovers the marvel-
ousness of pure 'is-ness; 1 Contingency, which 
reason covers up, and is therefore, a revelation 
of Being, and renews the wonder of philosophy 
and gives a new impulse to the why of science. 
Nothing does not cancel Being but familiar forms 
of Being, and therefore puts Being again in 
question. ̂  

The symbolic form of Sub Sole, presented stylistically through 

the movement of wandering and searching, and through the solitariness 

of personages moving away from the contemporaneity and familiarity 

of their world, is explicable, in general terms, through this ontologi-

cal experience (or questioning) of Nothing, that experience which both 

eclipses the intelligible world and plunges the psyche into a confronta

tion with the nature of objectivity. This precise moment, expressed 

in the symbolic form of dream, remembrance, surrealistic fantasy, 

or extreme inquietude, is the moment of world transcendence. 

17. Ibid. 
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The equivocal symbolic form of the contents of the Lilloan 

ontological intuition points to the non- objectifiable nature of the quali

tatively higher mode of being which "stands" transcendent "above" 

structural phenomena. This is to say that each story in which onto'-

logical anxiety is the central motif presents the content of the intui

tive moment in a different way, emphasizing the impossibility of de

fining the object of the transcendental experience in concrete (objec

tive) terms. Man does not pass from one definable structure to 

another, qualitatively higher, structure whose nature is equally de

finable. In his moment of transcendence, the monarch of "El rapto 

del sol" perceives "un estanque profundisimo, en cuyas aguas ... 

vio un extraordinario pez que parecia de oro" surrounded by "una 

infinidad de seres: peces rojos ... de purpura, crustaceosideitodas 

formas y colores, rarisimas algas e imperceptibles atomos vivientes. " 

But these are not "what" he saw; they are symbols for qualitative 

modes of being, the highest of which is the golden fish. They are ab

stractions, not concrete objects to be intuited. Lillo strongly suggests 

this when, a paragraph later, he causes his monarch to ask for an 

explanation of the dream's contents. Generic man knows that, as an 

existential creature, he can apprehend the content of transcendence 

only in objective terms. The answer he receives, coming from with

in his own psyche, translates one metaphoric set into another. "- jOh, 

d i v i n o  y  p o d e r o s o  p r i n c i p e ! ,  l a  s o l u c i o n  d e  t u s  s u e f i o s  e s £ s t a . . . . . "  
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Clearly, the sun, a personification which, itself, compounds the ir

reality of the situation, is not the objective content of the transcenden

tal intuition; it, too, is a symbol for the qualitatively highest mode of 

being. The mythological character of the remaining elements of the 

story's symbolic form, as well as the dissolution of world structure 

following imprisonment of structure's sustaining force, emphasize the 

qualitative superlativeness of the intuition's object. 

In "El ahogado" the young fisherman encounters transcendence 

in the nightmarish vision of a floating corpse. Instead of his ontologi-

cal anxiety directly leading him to a vision or, perhaps better, to a 

sensing of another, non-objectifiable level of being, that anxiety guides 

him, by indirection, to a negative vision of what being-itself has be

come in a demonic world. "Recogido en.si mismo" with "una mirada 

de intensa melancolia, " his mind passes through a memory of past 

time, and he looks deeply into the ocean on which his skiff is afloat, 

an ocean whose waters become for him "mas y mas transparentes." 

The symbolic form is that of a memory of paradisal time, the 5-oss of 

this paradise, and the alienation, in original sin, of man from himself. 

The corpse is the reflection of man himself; the young fisherman sees 

himself as he is, as all men have been from mythical, genesic time, 

alone in a world of structure, sensing that there is somewhere a 

hi]gher, sustaining mode of existence but unable to find it. The content 

of the transcendental moment in "El ahogado" is the inverse of that of 
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"El rapto del sol. " But the symbolic form of both emphasizes the 

fleetingness of the gossamer being-itself which sustains the phenome

nal field but is never capturable within it. 

In "Irredencion" a dream again forms the stylistic medium by 

which we encounter transcendence. Lillo's princess, the ever-

recurring generic man motif, stands before the mythical divine and 

demonic figures suggested by the Judeo-Christian mythos. But these 

figures do not serve as objectifiers of being-itself; they are merely 

abstractions for the psyche which issues an ontological self condem

nation for man's.inability to sense and respond to being-itself. Lillo 

continues to indicate that this mode of existing, is approachable, but he 

is careful not to suggest what it is or that it is a "what" at all. 

"Vispera de difuntos, " the story crystalizing the symbolism of 

existential and psychical hell, offers a translation of transcendental 

18 
being into the quasi-ethical concept of agape or spiritual love. The 

"mujer de negras ropas" senses, in all the bitterness of her memory 

(the "past-time" motif usually symbolizes the mythical, paradisal 

"time" of humanity before its actualization into the world of good and 

evil), that she had failed to respond to being-itself and now suffers the 

consequence of living as a dead thing in a dead world. But the sym-

bolization of transcendental being in terms of agape is metaphorical. 

18. See Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. II (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1957), pp. 29-44. 



Love, as a symbol for God even in the Christian tradition, is a patent 

metaphor: an act or quality is an attribute of substance or concept; it 

is not substance or concept itself. 

"El oro" symbolizes human transcendence in the form of a pur

suit of being-itself, the nature and quality of which is misunderstood 

by men in the precise way that nature and quality were misunderstood 

by the monarch in "El rapto del sol. " The identity in symbolic form 

allows us to consider "El oro" as a restatement or reprise of "El 

rapto del sol, " even though the former is lacking the apparently affir

mative conclusion of the latter story. Transcendental being is the sun 

ray, a symbolic doubling of the solar disk appearing, in "El rapto del 

sol. " But even more than does the disk, the golden ray stresses the 

intangibility of the highest ontological concept. Man intuits, pursues, 

but cannot (at least in the Lilloan world) come into possession of 

being-itself. 

Generic man, after the loss of Paradise, is earth-bound, a 

chthonic creature whose reality is that of the structural world. But 

while that mythical generic figure, not yet a man, but already an in

dividual, enjoyed paradisal Edenic harmony, he was not limited to 

structural phenomena as the whole of reality; he had yet to become an 

object, no matter how powerful, in a world of objects. This paradisal 

state of becoming is the archetypal mythos which Lillo symbolizes in 

those stories involving a memory of past time--a past whose events 



are to a greater or lesser degree vg.gue but persistent, and whose 

temporal duration is equally indefinite. In "Quilapan" we find an 

Indian, a man of the earth, "con los codos en el suelo y el cobrizo y 

ancho rostro en las palmas de las manos, " thinking, dreaming. His 

"nebulosa alma de salvaje" contains !'vagos recuerdos de tradiciones, 

de leyendas lejanas que evocan en su espiritu la borrosa vision de la 

raza, duefia unica de la tierra... . . " Quilapan, generic earth man, is 

imprisoned within structural phenomena. To him the earth is the ul

timate mother, the source of life. Like the fisherman of "El ahogado" 

he must come to transcendence negatively. Instead of intuiting the 

affirmative, generative efficacy of transcendental being, he discovers 

it by indirection through the dissolving texture of the world about him. 

Before the acidic quality of finitude Quilapan finds that the chthonic 

mode of life is a way of death within the meaninglessness of imperson

al substance. 

The vagabond ('!E1 vagabundo") is the symbolic psychical state 

of man capable of transcendence or of standing on its threshold. Like 

the Clavel figure of "En la rueda, " a.figure which the vagabond symbol 

echoes and extends, Lillo's wanderer has been plunged, through his 

rejection of Paradise, into a world whose texture evokes ontologiqal 

anxiety. Unlike the Clavel abstraction which is pure impetus toward 

transcendence, the vagabond attempts to convey the possibility of (or 

awareness of) transcendence to that polar half of man which is 
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controlled by the senses. But rather than an intuition of being-itself, 

the vagabond attempts to recreate in men the texture of the sensation 

of standing transcendentally; his message is phrased, in ethical con

cepts and suggests a mode of via purgativa as a transitional medium 

by "yvhich humanity may move from materiality to what lies behind it. 

The transcendental moment of "'Inamible'" is stylistically mi-

personalized. All of the characters stand within it, but none is direct

ly aware of it. Being inexorably tied to world structure, none can 

see beyond the immediate. In this story Lilloan transcendence is of

fered to the reader through the "interstitial" means of description. But 

the quality of thisindirect transcendence is always vague; we would 

easily miss it if we had not been aware of its working through all of the 

preceding stories. 

Finally, in "La trampa, " there is an intuited anguish before the 

impossibility of an affirmative transcendence. Again, the substance 

of the intuition is non-objectifiable. 

Objective phenomena and psychical potentiality (capacity) for 

transcendence constitute two interrelated modes of existential being. 

Both are media through which one may approach non-objectifiable 

being-itself, or that encompassing reality from which all entities, all 

thoughts, and all relationships arise and in which they all retain their 

reality. The sun, sun ray, water drop, divine, and Christological 

figures appearing, in many of the stories are never the objective 
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contents of intuited transcendence; they are only symbols of the encom

passing reality which, as it were, enfolds the whole of the intuitive 

19 moment. Even in the Lilloan divine dramas, the divine and Christo-

logical characters, for all their apparent solidity, are but metaphors 

for the intuition of universal demonism. God or being-itself represents . 

the Lilloan intuition of the state of existential affairs, and is never an 

object to which, for example, the Lilloan anthrop9id abstractions may 

direct either prayer or imprecation. Being-itself is variously trans

lated as the contents of ethical or ethically resembling propositions, 

such as those expressing world harmony or those articulating a means 

of realizing such a harmony or spiritual benevolence ("El rapto del 

sol, " "Vispera de difuntos, " "El remolque, " "El vagabundo, " and 

"La trampa"). Being-itself is also symbolized negatively in terms of 

its alienation from creation, its aloofness from man's grasp, its im-

potency in sustaining and comforting mankind, and/or its total incom

patibility with its emanated field. ("El ahogado, " "Irredencion, " "En 

la rueda, " "Las nieves eternas, " "El alma de la maquina, " "Quilapan, " 

"El vagabundo," "'Inamible'" and "La trampa"). 

Negatively or affirmatively portrayed, the reality of being-

itself stands as the focal point in the Lilloan stories. This, of course, 

must necessarily be the case since Lillo! s world exists only by standing 

19. Those stories whose symbolic form is that of divine aliena
tion from the world. 
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within and from the ground of being, resisting nonbeing through an in

herent power to be. Being-itself is beyond essentiality (i.e., the pre-

actualized state of being a thing) and existentiality (the state of being a 

form or a manifold of forms). Philosophically, being-itself is Nothing; 

20 it is beyond what-is-in-totality (Hinaussein). As Nothing (and this 

Heideggerian conception emphasizes Lillo's non-objective content of 

the transcendental moment) being-itself is not anything that "is" at all. 

Nothing occurs neither by itself nor 
"apart from" what is, as a sort of 
adjunct. Nothing; is that which makes the 
revelation of what-is as such possible for 
our human existence. Nothing not merely 
provides the conceptual opposite of what-
is [phenomenal ground, ideas, relationships] 
but is also an original part of essence (Wesen). 
It is in the Being (Sein) of what-is that the 
nihilation of Nothing (das Nichten des Nichts) 
occurs. . . . Nothing ceases to be the vague 
opposite of what-is: it now reveals itself as 
integral to the.Being of what-is. 

Pure being and pure nothing are thus one and the same "thing." 

As ground for and in all things, being-itself transcends the mere 

fact of its immanence in all things. But one of the symbolic difficulties 

in reading the Sub Sole stories is that in those tales whose symbolic 

form arises from a Lilloan anguish before a world sensed to be de:-

monic, the divinity does, in fact, become mere immanence. In "En 

20. Heidegger, "What is Metaphysics, " p. 454. 

21. Ibid. 



la rueda, " "Las nieves eternas, " "El remolque, " "El alma de la 

maquina, " "Quilapan, " and "El vagabundo," the divininity is portrayed 

(symbolically beneath the facade of fantasy) as a discrete, universal 

essence (in "Quilapan" he is the earth itself), as the form creating and 

sustaining form, and as a being that has poured all its creative power 

into a system of forms. He is no longer the power (being-itself) sus

taining creation. This alternative mode of conceiving the divinity is 

achieved through the splitting of the divine (now conceived as a per

sonality) into a psychical polarity. One element of this polarity re

mains immanent in the world as the power of being behind phenomena; 

the other element withdraws into itself as pure being-itself. In the 

latter attitude the Lilloan divinity stands back from the world and con

templates it much as an amputee rtiight regard his severed limb in de

tached objectivity. Splitting psychically away from the world of which, 

necessarily, it is an integral and indissoluble part, being-itself can and 

does psychically reject the situation in which it is bound to the finite 

and spatio-temporal character of the universe. Self-alienation, 

understood as the rejection of personal responsibility, necessity, and 

essential purpose, occurs either in a philosophically or a theologically 

oriented form. These two stylistic possibilities, merging as do the 

other symbolic elements common to the Lilloan world, express the 

duality characterizing Lillo's preoccupation with reality. Lillo stands 

in conceptual wonder before the anxiety of being and not being, but he 



also stands emotionally before the possibility of the existence of a 

compassionate deity, one which may sustain and guide man through a 

world whose essential nature is demonic. 

22 
Being-itself must, in some mode, be presented conceptually. 

Even though we, as readers, believe that Lillo does not intend to 

translate the divinity in terms of an ethos of harmony, a father figure 

("El remolque"), judge ("Irredencion"), a machinist ("El alma de la 

maquina"), or whatever, we do come to participate in Lillo1 s feelings 

about the divine through the varying ways he seems to be portrayed. 

But the fact is that being-itself is more vision that object, more intui

tion than insight. The material manifold-- the Lilloan world--points 

to this intuited nebulous concept; finitude and the threat of nonbeing 

drive the psyche to it. In "El rapto del sol" the Lilloan monarch 

starts with phenomena and moves toward and into transcendence. He 

is the manipulator of the existentially real, but the objects he manipu

lates contain a quality which works upon his soul, driving it toward 

being-itself. In "Irredencion" the princess observes and manipulates; 

in fact she inundates her senses with the multiple qualities of the peach 

blossoms. Both figures luxuriate in manifoldness, but both are led by 

the manifoldness into transcendence. Those remaining stories whose 

symbolic forms develop the generic man-before-being-itself motif are 

22. For an analysis of the different modes of divine characteri
zation, see Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. I, pp. 211-235. 
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varyingly stylized reiterations of this mutual situation. Lillo treats 

the phenomenal world as so many reflections or so many instances of 

being-itself. It is as if the divinity perpetually assumed masks, adop

ting as many facades as there are individual objects. In this way 

Lillo1 s figures are led both to see the real object (fa<jade) and to intuit 

or glimpse the sustaining ground behind it. This theme recurs: in all 

the tales except the "divine dramas, " and the stylistic devices por

traying it will be pointed out in the individual story analyse?. 

If material structures are fa9ades which lose their opaqueness 

in the transcendental moment, we may say that, ontologically, they are 

the ciphers of being. Lillo1 s symbolism at this point anticipates the 

theories of the contemporary German existentialist philosopher, Karl 

Jaspers. Both offer a conceptualism in which God is simultaneously 

revealed and hidden in the world, and both wish us to understand that 

no "effort to see [the divinity's] face can be finally successful nor 

23 
finally baffled." Intuitions are fleeting; materiality leads us too 

easily, through the very solidity of its definiteness, to see and accept 

its structural fa<jades as containing all the reality inherent in it. 

One might perhaps say that the condition 
of looking steadfastly upon [the divinity's] 
face is continually to lose sight of it. Life 
is like that: its vitality withers unless.it 
is perpetually renewed, and so soon as it 

. is seized in one form it slips into another, 

23. Blackham, op. cit., p. 59. 
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even the opposite; so that paradox is the 
least inadequate formulation. Nothing is 
safe, once for all. . . . The world is, so to 
speak, a secret text which can never be 
translated into public language. It is only-
intelligible to personal existence and can 
only be deciphered by each for himself. 
"I live with the ciphers. I do not understand 
them but I steep myself in them. All their 
truth lies in the concrete intuition which fills 
them in a manner each.time historical." 
The entire panorama of nature and history 
is at this point embraced. . . , for nothing is 

: indifferent, there is nothing which may not 
in a favourable moment give this intuition of 
transcendence. 24 

There is no object, ultimately no idea, feeling, or relationship which 

cannot be a cipher, and there can be no settled meaning for any; "there 

25 
is no code or key, " Whole individual existences may be ciphers, for 

in each person's "finite self-determination in individual choice and 

2 6 decisions is the conjunction of nature and history in a microcosm," 

The theory of ciphers explains the mechanism through which 

intuitive transcendence occurs. Only if materiality becomes trans

parent can the psyche work from facade to sustaining ground. Speak

ing metaphorically, we may say that the whole world must undergo a 

textural dissolution, a coming apart of the atoms, in order for us to 

24. Ibid., pp. 59-61. The interior quotation marks a direct 
citing by Blackham from Jasper's works. Unfortunately, these cita
tions are not footnoted. 

25. Ibid., p. 60. 

26. Ibid. 
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discover that the interstices of the solid networks of particles are 

filled with the fluid of being-itself. The ground of being manifests 

itself through phenomena. To attain this ontological ground, man 

must read phenomena as ciphers: "The concept of the cipher. . . pre

supposes that reason cannot know the nature of the world directly, but 

27 
that reality must be 'read' in the secret language of the appearances." 

While Lillo stylizes phenomena, themselves, as ciphers, I 

believe that he would agree with Jaspers that ciphers are not identical 

with phenomena, but "are the language spoken through them by [being-

28 
itself]." But the important point is that being-itself speaks to man's 

spiritual consciousness (that power of intuiting being-itself) through 

phenomena "in a process in which these are transformed, losing the 

29 
nature of objects, and thereby their permanence and consistency, " 

Being-itself is the substance of the world, but it is never objectively 

determined, yielding itself only in and through the appearances of its 

phenomena. Each phenomenon-wwhether a concrete entity or an idea--

becomes a cipher only when individual spiritual consciousnesses intuit 

it as a symbol not of a concrete world object, but as a symbol for a 

non-object, a "givenness. " As Hoffman summarizes Jaspers' position: 

27. Kurt Hoffman, "The Basic Concepts of Jaspers' Philos
ophy, " The Philosogh^ of Karl Jasgers, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (New 
York: Tudor Publishing Company, 1957), p. 107. 

28. Ibid. 

29. Ibid., p. 108. 
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. . . We distinguish with Jaspers two kinds 
of symbols: those, which can be interpreted 
(deutbare Symbole), and those than can only 
be intuited (schaubare Symbole). , . . A 
symbol may become a cipher. . . only if there 
is no determined signatum to which it refers, 
but, ijistead a reality different in kind. The 
signum points in this case to a signatum, 
which is not an object and can never become 
one. . . . Jaspers speaks of the reading of 
[being-iitself] in the physiognomy of the things: 
as through the face of an individual, with whom 
I am in 'existential' communication, I penetrate 
to the nor*-objective ground of freedom at the 
core of Existenz to Being. What is. thus given 
is not capable of further hermaneutic inter
pretation- -every interpretation must in the 
last analysis go back to the original language, 
namely to the immediate givenness of [being-
itself], and thus become in turn a cipher of the 
second order.30 

It is clear that there are three essential Sub Solean ontological 

levels. First, there is the phenomenal manifold or world of objects, 

relationships, and varying modalities of ideas. In Lillo's concep-

tualism, the phenomenal manifold is existential--it has a stylized ex

istence in as real a world environment as Lillo formulates: in the sym

bolic forms of his thirteen Sub Sole tales. There is, second, the 

transcendental ground of being creating and sustaining the phenomenal 

manifold. This being-itself is variously conceptualized as a purely 

abstract metaphor (like the sun or the water), as ethical or ethically 

resembling concepts (social harmony, agape, or prescriptions for 

30. Ibid. 
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conduct), and as a divine figure. Lillo appears to have no specific 

concept of being-itself, and therefore he varies the mode of its por

trayal. Finally, there is the ontological level of the cipher, though 

again there is no objective content within this level. The cipher, as 

we have seen, permits a potential intuitive movement between pure 

structure (phenomena) and the ground of being. 

Moving within and actualizing the three ontological levels is the 

ontological form of generic man. This figure is the Lilloan personage, 

and he reacts to the ontological structure about him as existential man. 

He is anxious, he hesitates to accept material ultimacy, he is driven 

toward transcendence, he intuits being-itself, but he can never attain 

that Being. But Lillo1 s man is not only existential man lost in a world 

in which he finds himself to be uncomfortable; he is also (and simul

taneously) the vestige of paradisal (psychically whole) man and the con

demned man, that creature who has spiritually died, first, because he 

has refused affirmatively to respond to the world as cipher, and sec

ond, because the ciphers, themselves, have become too opaque to re

veal that being-itself lying behind them. Admittedly, the whole 

ontological structure is complicated; rather than defining its terms, 

Lillo has suggested differing modes in which they may be understood. 

Lilloan- reality is structural phenomena and nebulous intuitive content 

alike. Being-itself appears only through the ambiance of phenomenal 

being which is the necessary product of being-itself1 s dynamical force 



to create and to resist nonbeing. Man's intuition carries him dream-

ingly to the really Real, while his senses apprehend the material field-

cipher from which his intuition draws sustenance for its movement into 

transcendence. But throughout the thirteen stories we cannot escape 

the duality existing in two complimentary sets of antithetical abstrac

tions. These are, first, the tension between divinity and man and, 

second, the tension between divinity and creation. Both sets: enfold a 

Lilloan negation of any affirmative teleological rationale which may be 

offered to justify both the existence of being-itself and that of its 

creation. In the first set, man either cannot find meaning, solace, and 

direction in his intuition, or he discovers that his naturS/is such that 
,!V 

he is hopelessly estranged from whatever orienting and harmonizing 

power being-itself may be able to impart. Lillo could not follow exis

tentialist modes of assuming the burden of anxiety and therein finding 

an authentic existence. He could not move away from despair as 

31 
Tillich proposes in his The Courage to Be. Sub Solean man.is con

demned to both spiritual and physical annihilation; it matters little 

whether the content of frustrated intuition be a theistic divinity or a 

philosophical abstraction. 

In the second set, the Lilloan divinity "discovers" either that 

he is struggling against being imprisoned within his creation or that 

31. Paul Tillich, The Courage to Be (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1952). 
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he has lost control over it as far as being able to enfuse it with a 

meaningfulness beyond that of pure existence existing for its own sake. 

In this latter situation, the divinity cannot make his power (that of the 

harmony of being-itself, not that of regulative authority) known to 

man. The divinity has intended for man to approach him through the 

ciphers of materiality, but materiality, due precisely to its concrete-

ness and attractiveness, is essentially opaque. Instead of seeing 

through a contrived fagade, one whose many perspectives and features 

suggest the infinite number of ways in which being-itself may be ap

proached, man has come to accept only the facade as the sum of the 

intrinsically real. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXISTENTIALIST-THEOLOGICAL 

STRUCTURE 

A philosophical analysis of the world situation, be that situation 

actual or the personalized expression of a writer, does not of neces

sity entail or imply an underlying theological system. That the nature 

of reality is such and such, and that this nature evokes questions of 

meaningfulness stressed and formulated especially by contemporary 

existentialists, * does not necessitate a thinking about God or ultimate 

purpose. If the symbolic form of Sub Sole is expressible in philoso

phical terms; if, in fact, philosophy supplies the most adequate con

ceptual patterns and terminology for a discursive development of that 

symbolic form, then a theological schema superimposed upon the 

philosophical may be thought to be equivocal or at best superfluous. 

1. For definitions of "existential" and "existentialist" see 
footnote 3 of Chapter 4. For a discussion of the ideological elements 
common to the leading existentialist philosophers, see Schrag, ££. cit., 
especially (in relation to the purposes of this dissertation), Chapters 
III, IV, V, and VI. Also, for an excellent summary of the philosophi
cal positions of Kierkegaard, Jaspers, Nietzsche, Marcel, Heidegger, 
and Sartre, see Blackham, og. cit. 

73 
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I cannot demonstrate, once I have attempted to suggest Lilloan thought 

in philosophical language, that another way of getting at this same 

2 thought is through existentialist oriented Judeo-Christian theology. 

But I would like, in a preliminary way, to indicate how the conclusions 

reached through the medium of metaphysics in the preceding chapter 

might induce a critic to see the Sub Solean world as a conglomeration 

of the philosophical, with all its abstractions, and the theological, 

with all the personal quality inherent within its concepts of divinity, 

divine will, and purposefulness. Something may be said, too, about 

the fusion of existentialism (as a philosophical school concerned with 

anxiety and the human situation in general) and theology--a fusion sug

gested both by the title of this chapter and by the title of the disserta

tion itself. 

When Lillo posits the qualitative discrepancy between structure 

and its supporting ground (being-itself), he does not do so merely to 

offer an abstraction. His personages are not the kind of literary crea

tures whose sole purpose is to carry the burden of presenting ideas. 

2. Theological works treating of materials derived from both 
the New and Old Testaments naturally are concerned with the Judeo-
Christian tradition. An existentialist Judeo-Christian theology is one 
t h a t  a p p r o a c h e s  b i b l i c a l  m y t h o l o g y ,  a l l e g o r y ,  a n d  k e r y g m a  ( i .  e . ,  
"message") from the standpoint of the existentialist concern with free 
will, temporality, historicity, nonbeing, estrangement, death, anxiety, 
and guilt. Although I have chosen to confine my discussion to Paul 
Tillich, many existentialist-theological analyses are to be found in the 
works of Soren Kierkegaard. For a background discussion of Kierke
gaard's situation as an existentialist theologian, see Schrag, op. cit. 
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They are abstractions, they stand for whole concepts (race, generic 

man, divinity), but they are always involved in psychical processes 

(with these often reflected in physical actions) which Lillo intends to 

be mimetic of similar essential movements of human life. They are 

anxious, they search and suffer, they stand before death. Many die 

from within, spiritually or in a sudden loss of purpose and direction, 

and some perish physically, plunging, into the nonbeing which is the 

3 
"object" of existential dread. But suffering and anxiety, as well as 

the pervasive intuitive motif of transcendence, may suggest a redefin

ition of abstract being-itself in non-abstract terms. "May, " in this 

instance, is a necessary qualification because, speaking generally, 

existentialist philosophers do not believe that anxiety can be overcome 

regardless of the ontological "moral" status of being-itself. Not only 

does man stand anxiously before nonbeing (write these philosophers) 

but he is also anxious before the very fact of his actualization, that is, 

before the ineluctible truth that certain possibilities are excluded when 

4 
other possibilities are chosen. In the confrontation of man with his 

freedom-to-act, anxiety arises. Man must act; he must actuate his 

individuality in a way which selects and rejects potentially alternative 

modes of acting and living. 

3, Nonbeing.is not the only "object" of existentialist anxiety. 
See Schrag, oj>. cit., Chapter III. 

4. Ibid. 
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Anxiety confronts the self with its essential, 
unactualized freedom which in the initial 
moment of consciousness holds an indefinite 
number of possibilities insofar as no possi
bilities have yet become concrete. In this 
unactualized freedom the self is both fascinated 
and repulsed by its possibilities for actualization; 
it is attracted to them, but at the same time 
shrinks from them. . . . The self is.fascinated 
with its possibilities because prior to choice 
everything.is in its power. ... At the same 
time we are in a state of antipathy toward 
freedom because this freedom brings with it 
the responsibility of choice.® 

But I think we may imagine an inquisitive individual posing this 

question: If being-itself (the personal God of theism) were nothing but 

sustaining ground, if God were (after all) nothing but an impersonal 

abstraction, why should I (asks the inquisitor) experience anxiety at 

all? If the (theistic) transcendental vision which to a degree mitigates 

the anxiety before non-being is nothing but a neutral, impassive, though 

admittedly totally embracing cosmic state of affairs, why should the 

inquisitor respond with anxiety to nonbeing and the knowledge that any 

personal act activates one response and precludes all others? The 

theistically oriented intellect, having lost its base of support, may 

well question its basis for caring, for responding. It may, as it were, 

"forget" to be anxious. We must, I believe, stand within the emotive 

nature of this seemingly rhetorical question, to sense the critical 

drive away from the impassiveness of devised philosophical concept to 

5. Ibid., p. 74. 
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to the personalism of theology. Though there are a host of theological 

symbols at work in Sub Sole, this question comes before the rational 

process of looking, into the stories, to see if we can find them. We 

should feel the need for a theological personalism before engaging in 

another intellectual search for veiled meanings. 

The point is that ontological anxiety may well be analyzed in 

such a way that it comes to appear unreasonable (or unnecessary) be

fore what is. impersonal, if the impersonal is understood to be the sum 

of the real. This is admittedly a departure from existentialist thought. 

But following it through, we can say that Lillo's characters find no 

solace in a purely material (formalistic) world; and because of this, 

they drive toward transcendence. If the content of transcendence, 

that fleeting standing-within a harmonic mood, were ultimately of the 

same sort of being as the content(s) of the phenomenal world (though 

of a qualitatively higher mode), transcendence and anxiety would be 

meaningless. If structure is inadequate, then the greatest of struc

tures (being-itself, metaphorically conceived) would be but the great

est of inadequacies. Though Lilloan creation never incorporates it

self into being-itself, always touching negatively or affirmatively on 

its borders, being-itself is always present and is the overriding 
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g 
semi-affirmative motif of Lillo an thought. This is true even in those 

"divine-drama" stories whose symbolic form is double: that of being-

itself unable to exercise an affirmative r<51e in its own creation, and 

that of being-itself unable to escape the tension between; its nature as 

created form and as pure being (the power to resist nonbeing). Lillo's 

characters feel estranged from that to which they belong. They are 

anxious before nonbeing and they are anxious before the obligation of 

having to select specific courses of action--of having to be particular 

individuals--, but they are anxious, too, before the impending loss of 

a being-itself which is personalistic, which can respond compassion

ately. They stand in dread before a lack of world purpose, when pur

pose is understood in terms of a goal or objective established and 

guided by a living, theistic figure. Lillo's characters are anxious in 

all of the existentialists' senses of anxiety; they are also anxious be

fore the .possibility that they have no ultimate reason to be anxious. 

The position is admittedly conceptual, but the latter instance of anx

iety causes us to move from philosophical to theological concepts. In 

6. "Semi-affirmative" because while Lillo ultimately abandons 
hope of a meaningful union between God and man, coming even to lose 
God in his effort to see being-itself in personalistic terms (is God the 
power to resist nonbeing, a person, a thing, a chimera, or nothing at 
all?), he does symbolize varying modes of momentary transcendence 
throughout the Sub Sole tales. For Lillo, the real, the psychical wish, 
and the chimera intermingle; the worlds of thought, feeling, sensation, 
dream, possibility, and actuality are hopelessly and eternally confused 
and ambivalent. 
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the term "estrangement" for the term "anxiety. " But, at all times, we 

must be aware that what is conveyed by "estrangement" includes what 

is conveyed by "anxiety, " just as what is conveyed by "anxiety" includes 

what is conveyed by "estrangement. " 

It is the estranged condition which provides the dynamic move

ment of the psyche into dreams and memories. Now it should be clear 

that this estrangement is not an estrangement from an object; that is, 

man is not estranged from the world as object, but from the world as 

cipher. And if he is estranged from the world as a manifold of ciphers, 

then necessarily he is estranged from the non-objective content of the 

ciphers. He is estranged from a being-itself which is both the power 

of being and, in some way, a personal force, one that has established 

a meaning for life, and one that has created man to discover that mean

ing through the cipher quality of structural (and ideological) phenomena. 

Anxiety, the vivification of concrete objects as ciphers leading man's 

consciousness to being-itself, the anagogic impulse moving the psyche, 

and the personification of the divine and Christological figures in the 

divine-dramas, point us strongly to the Lilloan conception of being-

itself as a form of personal divinity. Even in those stories whose 

symbolic form encloses a condemnation of the divine, Lillo hurls his 

anathemas not at a senseless object, but at one capable of understand

ing and of acting purposefully. Lilloan bitterness and despair, 
» 
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manifested in the symbolic imprecations of the divine nature, entail 

an object capable of being treated as a responsive individual. Blame 

necessitates free will. 

Employing theological terminology, we may add a further point 

in justification for merging an existentialistically oriented ontological 

and theological treatment of the Sub Sole symbolism. Lillo's ontologi

cal anxiety psychologically encloses his characters' ultimate concern. 

And, as Tillich insists, one's proper (genuine) ultimate concern is 

7 
one's God. Or, in slightly different terms, one may say that the on

tological question implied in human finitude is directed toward and em

braces its answer: the Eternal. Correspondingly, the question im-

3 
plied in the feeling of estrangement is directed toward the answer: 

reconciliation (forgiveness). The personal element in the intuition of 

being-itself stands behind both the emotive power of anxiety (under

stood theologically as estrangement) and the feeling of alienation. 

I have chosen existentialist theology as the framework from 

which to analyze the Sub Solean theology because Lillo's theological 

symbolism stands hand in hand with many of the ideological character

istics of existentialist philosophy. The latter treats of the human 

7. See Tillich, Dynamics of Faith ("Harper Torchbook"; New 
York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1957), Chapter I. 

8. For a full exposition of the theological implications of 
estrangement, see Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. II, Part III, 
pp. 44-78. 
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situation; it proffers conclusions about the nature of the world, its 

texture, and its meaningfulness. Lillo's theological imagery incor

porates, as its mise en scene, these preoccupations, as well as the 

generalized anxiety and feeling of hopelessness lying behind them. 

Lillo wishes to say something about God, but he desires to talk as one 

anguished and hopelessly remote from a divinity who is conceived as 

blamable for man's estranged state. Even God is portrayed in an ex

istentialist-like conceptualism as one estranged from himself, exist

ing in the eternal tension of being and nonbeing. 

"Anxiety" is the existentialist term that ontologically enfolds 

the emotive atmosphere of Sub Sole. "Estrangement" is the theologi

cal term that describes the relationship of the anxious individual to 

g 
that toward which his anxiety is directed. Behind the idea of estrange

ment lies the idea of a personal confrontation between two modes of 

being which are person-like. For one to be estranged from "x" does 

not necessarily presuppose a situation in which "x" is a person, but 

the idea of estrangement, as I have said, strongly induces the imagina-

tion to think of the remedial situation of reconciliation. And 

reconciliation, as an idea complex mingling fears and hopes, strongly 

suggests a personality structure capable of understanding and response. 

Existentialist theology (if not theology uberhaupt) attempts, prelimin

arily at least, to formulate both the reason for man's estrangement 

9. Ibid. 
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from God (being-itself) and the process in which this estrangement is 

actualized. In doing this theology begins with an analysis of what "to 

exist" (Latin, existere) means. 

The root meaning of existere is to "stand out." 
Immediately one asks: "To stand out of what?. . . 
The general answer. . . is that we stand out of non-
being. "Things do exist" means they have being, 
they stand out of nothingness. . . . Existing, "to 
stand out, " refers to both meanings of non-being 
[ouk on and me on]. . . . 10 But the metaphor "to 
stand out" logically implies something like "to 
stand in. " Only that which in some respect stands 
in can stand out. ... If we say that everything 
that exists stands out of absolute non-being, we 
say that it is in both being and non-being. [Every
thing] is finite, a mixture of being and non-being. 
To exist, then, would mean to stand out of one's 
own non-being. * * 

To the question, "How can something stand out of its own non-

being?, " the answer proposed by existentialist theology is that every

thing, whether in potentiality or actuality, participates in being. 

Prior to existence as chthonic men ("Quilapan"), or as creatures whose 

reality is limited to the structural world and the ideas emanating from 

its observation, Lillo an mankind participates in potential manhood be

fore it can come into actual being. 

[Potentiality] is the state of relative non-being, 
it is not-yet-being. But it is not nothing. 
Potentiality is the state of real possibility, that 

10. The Greek expression ouk on means absolute nonbeing; 
me on means relative nonbeing (potentiality). 

11. Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. II, p. 20. 
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is, it is more than a logical possibility. 
Potentiality is the power of being which, meta
phorically speaking, has not yet realized its 
power. ... In order to become actual, it 
must overcome relative nonbeing. ... But, 
again, it cannot be completely out of it. It 
must stand out and in at the same time. An 
actual thing. . . never pours its power of 
being completely into its state of existence. 
... It remains not only in absolute non-
being, as its finitude shows, but also in rela
tive non-being, as the changing character of 
its existence shows. ̂  

Lillo's Sub Solean world, like the world created and explored 

by existentialist theology, is constituted through a split between 

potentiality and actuality. In his paradisal, mythical time, of'essential 

being, man: is in harmony with the dynamic movement of being-itself. 

(again, a concept to be understood "ontologically" and "theologically"). 

But upon expulsion he enters the structural world, becomes a full

blown creature of will living within the personal freedom to use that 

will. In deciding for existence generic man rejects Paradise and sub

mits himself willingly to a life in which he becomes a thing among 

other things, and in which he is able to approach being-itself only ten

tatively through the cipher-quality of material phenomena. 

12.  Ibid., pp. 20-21. Tillich summarizes his investigation 
into the etymology of existere by saying (p. 21): "Existing can mean 
standing out of absolute non-being, while remaining in it; it can mean 
finitude, the unity of being and non-being. And existing can mean 
standing out of relative non-being, while remaining, in it; it can mean 
actuality, the unity of actual being and the resistance against it. But 
whether we use the one or the other meaning of non-being, existence 
means standing out of non-being. " 
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In this way man's existence, his standing out 
of potentiality, is judged as a fall from what he 
essentially is. The potential is the essential, and 
to exist, i.e., to stand out of potentiality, is the 
loss of true essentiality. It is not a complete loss, 
for man still stands in his potential or essential 
being. He remembers it, and, through his rem
embrance, he participates in the true and the good. 
He stands in and out of the essential realm. In this 
sense "standing out" has a meaning precisely 
opposite that of the usual English usage. It means 
fal l ing away from what man essential ly  is .  *3 

And so it is that the Lilloan figures dream, remember, and experience 

a strange inner uneasiness. They subconsciously touch upon a world 

of the past, and they feel anxious about the situation in which they cur

rently live. Paradisal man--potential man--has dwelled in the har

monious unity of being-itself. Existential man--he who has leaped 

voluntarily into actualization--experiences a loss of essentiality. But 

Lillo tries to cling to the hope that man's loss is not total and irrevo

cable. This is the reason for his recurring motifs of the dream and the 

recollection. Lillo's humanity sees its essential self through a glass 

darkly; it remembers through the mists of time, and in this remem

brance, it approaches ontological harmony. 

Existence, then, is estrangement. From being what he was 

potentially, man has experienced a dehumanization. This is apparent 

from his understanding of material phenomena as possessing intrinsic 

reality, from the hostility with which man treats his fellow men, from 

13. Ibid., p. 22. 
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the internal and irresolvable psychical struggle. History, as tem

poral process, "is not the divine self-manifestation (receptivity of 

being-itself through ciphers), but a series of unreconciled conflicts, 

threatening man with [spiritual] self-destruction. 

The non-temporal, mythological moment of the Fall, as it is 

reproduced through Lilloan symbolism, reflects both the story-like 

quality of Genesis (chapters 1-3) and the mythological, conceptual 

treatment of existentialist theology. 

In order to sharpen [the understanding of the 
Fall as a symbol for the human situation univer
sally and not as the story of an event that happened 
"once upon a time"], the phrase "transition from 
essence to existence" is used. ... It is, so to speak, 
a "half-way demythologization'' 1 ̂  of the myth of the 
Fall. The element of "once upon a time" is removed. 
But the demythologiz ation is not complete, for the 
phrase "transition from essence to existence" still 
contains a temporal element. And if we speak in 
temporal terms about the divine, we still speak in 
mythical terms, even if such abstract concepts as 
"essence" and "existence" replace mythological 
states and figures. Complete demythologiz ation is 
not possible when speaking about the divine. 

14. Ibid., p. 25. 

15.  For a  discussion of  the problem of  demythologizing bibl i 
cal kerygma, see Rudolf Bultmann, "Kerygma and Myth, " Philosophy 
of Religion, eds. George Abernathy and Thomas Langford (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1962), pp. 306-318..Also, for an analysis of a few 
of the philosophical implications of demythologiz ation, see Ronald W. 
Hepburn, "Demythologizing and the Problem of Validity, " New Essays 
in Philosophical Theology, ed. Anthony Flew and Alasdair Maclntyre 
(London: Student Christ ian Movement Press ,  1955) ,  pp.  227-242.  

16. Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. II, p. 29. 
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Lillo's generic man is he who experiences the Fall, but there 

is no individual Fall. "In the Genesis story the two sexes and Nature, 

17 
represented by the serpent, work together." In "El rapto del sol" 

the monarch is generic man; in "El ahogado" the young fisherman, 

also generic man, stands within the moment of intuitive awareness 

18 that both he and the world (Nature) have fallen (been actualized). In 

"Irredencion" the princess is, again, generic man--this time the Eve 

figure--completing the triad of man-woman-Nature. These three 

initial stories establish the symbolic treatment of the Fall cognitively 

in terms of a coming to awareness that spatio-temporal life is of an 

inferior quality. The Lilloan monarch begins the discovery process 

through a cry issuing from his soul: "De pronto oyo una gran voz que 

decia: - j Apoderaos del radiante pez, y todo en torno suyo perecera!" 

17.  Ibid., p. 37. 

18.  If  man is  estranged through his  actual izat ion,  so  is  the 
world. In discussing this, Tillich writes (Systematic Theology, vol. 
II, p. 43): "And, as there are analogies to human freedom in nature, 
so there are also analogies to human good and human evil in all parts 
of the universe. It is worthy of note that Isaiah prophesied peace in 
nature for the new eon [time of the dissolution of existential estrange
ment], thereby showing that he would not call nature "innocent.11 Nor 
would the writer who, in Genesis, chapter 3, tells about the curse 
over the land declare nature innocent. Nor would Paul do so in Romans, 
chapter 8, when he speaks about the bondage to futility which is the 
fate of nature. . . . Just as, within man, nature participates in the 
good and evil he does, so nature, outside man, shows analogies to 
man's good and evil doing. Man reaches into nature, as nature reaches 
into man. They participate in each other and cannot be separated from 
each other. This makes it possible and necessary to use the term 
"fal len world" and to apply the concept of  existence ( in contrast  to  es
sence) to the universe as well as to man." 
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And his complete break with Paradise—his Fall—occurs in a vertigi

nous moment: 

El vertigo se apodera de el, su pecho se 
hincho, sus sienes laten y de sus ojos 
brotan rayos tan intensos como los del astro 
hacia el que alarga la diestra *,* Por un 
momento permanece asi, transfigurado 
de infinita soberbia . .. LMy emphasis. ] 

The underscored words capture the feeling of the loss of essential 

being. 

The young fisherman of "El ahogado, " Sebastian, remembers a 

paradisal time of harmony and self-fulfillment. "La vision del pasado 

surgia en su espiritu, luminosa, clara, precisa. Ningun detalle quedaba 

en la sombra.. .. ." But in his actualization Sebastian, as generic man, 

has forced himself from Paradise and, as existential man, he stands in 

anxiety before the fact of his Fall. "Sebastian recogido en si mismo, 

fijaba en aquellos parajes, para el tan familiares, una mirada de in-

tensa melancolia." He recalls the (mythical) moment of paradisal loss, 

beginning: 

Un suspiro se escapo del pecho del pescador. 
Entorno los ojos, y un episodio grabado pro-
fundamente en su memoria 
La escena del pugilato apareciasele envuelta 
en una espesa bruma. Todo habia sido cosa de 
un momento. 20 

19.  Li l lo ,  Sub Sole, p. 8. 

20.  Ibid. ,  pp.  25-26.  
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The princess of "Irredencion" remembers her essential, 

paradisal life in the garden segment of her dream, a moment parallel

ing that of "El rapto del sol, " and the dream in which Sebastian recalls 

his happy memories of a distant past time. Self-awareness of existen

tial Fall occurs, beginning: 

Tuvo miedo y quiso huir, pero los arboles, 
como espectros vengadores, le cerraron el 
paso y, fustigandola con su desnudo ramaje, la 
estrecharon hasta ahogarla con la pesadumbre 
de su haz. inmenso. 21 

Paradisal loss, in "En la rueda, " occurs at the moment in 

which man's nature, polarized into the ideal-responding and material

ity-responding segments, struggles in self-divisiveness: 

Soltados a un tiempo los dos campeones, una 
sacudida conmovio la rueda: las cabezas se 
abatieron con un movimiento rapido y todos los 
ojos clavaronse en los emplumados paladines que, 
frente a frente, rectos sobre sus patas, con la 
cresta encendida, ... avanzaron el uno sobre el 
otro . . . . .  .  22 

El furor belico de que parecian poseidos 

The whole atmosphere of "Vispera de difuntos" is that of exis

tential hell, but in the memory of the old woman, the moment of com

ing to awareness of the fact of paradisal loss is represented as follows: 

"Un no se que de angust ia y de dolor, de ternura y de arrepentimiento 

subia de lo mas hondo de mi ser y formaba un nido en mi garganta." 

21. Ibid., p. 43. 
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Quilapan moves easily from Paradise to existential life. 

Una sombra de tristezas apaga el brillo de sus 
pupilas y entenebrece la expresi6n melancolica de 
su semblante. Del cuantioso patrimonio de sus 
antepasados [reference to the generic prototype] 
solo le queda la mezquina porcion de aquella loma: 
diez cuadros de terreno enclavado en la extensisima 
hacienda [reference to the universality of Eden], 
como un islote en medio del oceano. 23 

The vagabond ("El vagabundo") remembers the moment of 

expulsion in these words: 

Pero, el diablo me tenia agarrado, y [yo] no iba, 
no iba . . .  De repente . . .  sent!  en la  espalda un 
golpe y un escozor como si me hubiesen arrimado 
a los  lomos un hierro ardiendo . . .  .  
- jMaldito seas,  hijo maldito!^ 

Most of the elements constituting the theological symbolic form 

of Sub Sole are existential, that is, they are concerned with man's 

Fall from essential being, his anagogic impulse to transcend the phenom

enal world, and with his relation to God and God's relation to the 

world. But in several of the stories that develop the generic man 

motif beginning with his paradisal state, the essential (potential) state 

receives a biblical allegorization. In describing the paradisal non-

time of potential man, Lillo confronts the conceptual difficulty of cap

turing two antithetical modes of mythical existence: that of potentiality 

and that of potential actuality. Paradisal man is not actual man, the 

23.  Ibid., pp. 109-110. 

24. Ibid., pp. 129-130. 
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flesh-and-blood creature of the world. But neither is he a mere idea 

in the divine mind. The paradisal state holds within it the germ of the 

existential state; man has an individuated will, and this may either re

main in the harmony of non-tension with being-itself, or break away 

from that harmony into a fully individual and structural life within a 

realm of things. In either case the paradisal state, like that of the 

moment of the Pall, is necessarily described in the most mythological 

and metaphorical language. 

The difficulty is that the state of essential being 
is not an actual stage of human development 
which can be known direct ly  or indirect ly .  . . .  
In myth and dogma man's essential nature has 
been projected into the past as a history before 
history, symbolized as a golden age or paradise. 
In psychological terms one can interpret this 
state as that of "dreaming innocence." Both 
words point to something that precedes actual 
existence. - It has potentiality, not actuality. It 
has no place, it is ou topos (utopia). It has no 
time; it precedes temporality, and it is supra-
historical. Dreaming is a state of mind which is 
real and non-real at the same time--just as is 
potentiality. Dreaming anticipates the actual, 
just as everything actual is somehow present in 
the potential. In the moment of awakening, the 
images of the dream disappear as images and 
return as encountered realities. Certainly, reality 
is different from the images of the dream, but not 
totally different. For the actual is present in the 
potential in terms of anticipation. For these reasons 
the metaphor "dreaming" is adequate in describing the 
state of essential being. ^5 

25. Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. II, p. 33. 
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Dreaming innocence points to the vaguest of pasts and to non-actualized 

potentiality alike. Pre-existential man.is innocent in respect to "lack 

of actual experience, lack of personal responsibility, and lack of moral 

26 
guilt.11 For the theologian, dreaming innocence, being a condition 

of non-decision, leads to the temptation fully to individualize man's 

free will. Harmonious as it may be, dreaming innocence is a limbo 

of undecided potentialities, and this mythically conceived state of 

affairs drives beyond itself. In the paradisal state a potential tension 

already exists between being-itself and man. The genesis story of the 

prohibition imposed upon man not to eat of the tree of knowledge con

firms this. 

Any command presupposes that what is commanded 
is not yet fulfilled. The divine prohibition pre
supposes a kind of split between creator and creature. 
. . . This cleavage is the most important point in the 
interpretation of the Fall. For it presupposes a sin 
which is not yet sin but which is also no longer in
nocence. It is the desire to sin. I suggest calling 
the state of this desire "aroused freedom. " In the 
state of dreaming innocence, freedom and destiny are 
in harmony, but neither of them is actualized. Their 
unity is essential or potential; it is finite and there
fore open to tension and disruption. . . . The tension 
occurs in the moment in which finite freedom becomes 
conscious of itself and tends to become actual. This 
is what could be called the moment of aroused freedom. 

26.  Ibid. ,  pp.  33-34.  

27.  Ibid. ,  p.  35.  
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Simultaneously with the actualization of aroused freedom, dreaming 

innocence strives to preserve itself. Man is torn between the neces

sity of actualizing his freedom as an individuated will (consciousness) 

28 
and his inherent desire to retain his paradisal status. Within the 

polarity of this tension he chooses actualization (though this choice is 

forced), rather than risk the danger of losing his "personality" within 

the harmonious non-differentiated "manifold" of being-itself. 

The motif of the myth of transcendent Fall is the 
tragic-universal character of existence. The 
meaning of the myth is that the very constitution 
of existence implies the transition from essence to 
existence. The individual act of existential estrange
ment is not the isolated act of an isolated individual; 
it is an act of freedom which is imbedded, neverthe
less, in the universal destiny of existence. In every 
individual act the estranged or fallen character of 
being actualizes itself. Every ethical decision is an 
act both of individual freedom and of universal 
destiny. 

Paradisal "existence, " that non-time of multiple possibilities 

none of which has been fulfilled, is expressed in various ways, all of 

which stylistically portray harmony and a quality of dreaming non-

commitment. In some of the stories Lillo attempts to stylize a mood 

of peaceful environmental equilibrium, one in which either the charac

ters anticipate a harmonious fulfillment of their expectations in balance 

28.  Ibid., p. 38. 

29. Ibid., p. 46. 
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with their heritage and natural surroundings, or in which the pattern 

of human actions has yet to be established. 

The Lilloan monarch of "El rapto del sol" stands in Eden at the 

moment immediately preceding his expulsion. He has discovered his 

will-to-act and, in haste to become a fully individuated creature, he 

has lost his Paradise ("Mas, el monarca nada vi6 ... .). Yet just 

before this line, and occurring in strikingly parenthetical fashion, 

Lillo tells us what Eden is like. 

Era una tibia mafiana de primavera. 
El cielo azul, la verde campina con 
sus bosques y sus hondonadas, los 
valles cubiertos de flores y los 
arroyos serpenteando en los claros 
y espesuras, hacian de aquel paisaje 
un conjunto de una belleza incomparable. 30 

The whole passage is not only singular for its brevity (it dpes not con

stitute even a separate paragraph) and its parenthetical situation, but 

also because of its contrast with the scenes immediately preceding and 

fol lowing i t .  The l ine introducing the two sentences,  for example,  i s :  

"Con ademan terrible [el monarca] se echo sobre los hombros el 

manto de purpura, y llevando pintado en el rostro la demencia de la 

ira, subio a una de las torres de su maravilloso alcazar. " And the 

line immediately following the paradisal description is: "Mas, el mon

arca nada vio: ningun matiz, ninguna line a, ningun detalle atrajo la 

atencion de sus ojos . . . . " 

30.  Li l lo ,  Sub Sole ,  p.  7 .  
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Paradise, in "El ahogado, " is stylized to assume the mood of 

a rustic, maritime idyll, a mood arising through the memory of a 

young fisherman, recurring to him in passages broken intermittently 

by the actual events of his present moment. It begins: "Y de pronto 

la vieja historia de sus amores surgio en su espiritu vlvido y pal-

pitante,  como s i  datara solo de ayer." 

"Irredencion" evokes the Edenic vision of Paradise once again, 

this time as a remembrance of what Eden was like. 

El cielo estaba azul y un sol de primavera, 
tibio y risueno, acariciaba los campos. 
[La princesa] caminaba por en medio de un 
bosque de duraznos en flor, envuelta en una 
atmosfera de efluvios y aromas embriagado-
ras. . . .31 

Edenic, too, is the paradisal setting of "En la rueda." Nature 

and man, as the constituents of a potential world, coexist in a garden

like ambiance. 

En el fondo del patio, en un espacio descubierto 
bajo un toldo de duraznos y perales en flor estaba 
la rueda [potential world]. 

La luz del sol, filtrandose a traves del florido 
ramaje que, como un dosel bianco y rosa, cubria 
la arena del combate, transformaba en destello de 
piedras preciosas el metalico reflejo de las plumas 
tornasoladas. ̂  

31.  Ibid. ,  p .  43.  

32. Ibid., pp. 49-52. 
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In "Vispera de difuntos" Lillo modifies his paradisal sym

bolism so that instead of offering a natural vista or picture of social 

harmony, he suggests paradisal beauty through the features of the 

story's Christological figure. "[La nifia] era rubia, blanca, con ojos 

azules tan candidos, tan dulces, como los de la virgencita que tengo 

en el altar." 

"El remolque" portrays Paradise--the Biblical Eden again—as 

a historical moment existing in the consciousnesses of divine figures. 

"El mar estaba tranquilo como una balsa de aceite. El cielo era azul 

y la atmdsfera tan transparente el tiempo, tan hermosa por 

la manana " 

The Indian, Quilapan ("Quilapan"),recalls Edenic "time" only 

in the mdst tenuous way. "En su nebulosa alma de salvaje, flotan 

vagos recuerdos de tradiciones, de leyendas lejanas " 

In "El vagabundo" Lillo traces social harmony and potentiality 

of individual, self-assertive response most clearly. 

. . .  M e  a c u e r d o  [ d i c e  e l  v a g a b u n d o ]  c o m o  s i  
fuera hoy; era un dia como este; el sol echaba 
chispas alia arriba y parecia que iba a pegar 
fuego a los secos pastales y a los rastrojos. 
Yo, y otros de mi edad, nos habiamos quitado 
las chaquetas y jugabamos Mi madre, que 
andaba atareadisima aquella mafxana, me habia 
gritado ya tres veces , r, . Pero,...... [yo] no 
iba . . .  .  3 3  

33.  Ibid. ,  p .  129.  
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Here the environment reflects the aridity surrounding the moment 

of paradisal loss and the sterility of a world which is a hell. But 

the flavor of a decision-in-the-making is present. 

Edenic time is suggested in 11 'Inamible' " by indirection. 

Ruperto Tapia, "El guaren, " is existential man performing a func

tion. As a civil guard, his duty is to patrol an outlying area. Lillo 

laconically paints the ambiance: "Las calles plantadas de arboles, 

al pie de los cuales se desliza el agua de las acequias ... . " The 

Edenic setting occurs within an existential plan of action already 

begun. But while Ruperto Tapia is a man with a function, the course 

of action that will symbolically characterize existential estrangement 

is still in potentiality; Ruperto Tapia is only upon the threshold of 

manifesting the estranged situation of humanity. He is moving beneath 
i 

the Edenic trees; he is beside the water from which actualized life 

arises; he is that potential yet actual man whose mode of action will 

determine the pattern of his race. 

In existence man is estranged frpm being-itself, from other be

ings, and from humanity. Lillo represents the first of these elements 

of estrangement, that of humanity from its creating and sustaining 

ground, by the opaqueness of the phenomenal field when understood as 

a manifold of  c iphers.  He presents  man's  estrangement from other be

ings by the lonely attitudes of his figures, by their isolation from society, 
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by their tendency to melancholy, and by. the selfish quality of their 

decisions. Finally, Lillo portrays the estrangement of man from him

self (his realization that he is not what he should and could be) in terms 

of personal guilt and a pervasive feeling of meaninglessness. These 

elements need not be documented by association with the symbolic 

components of the individual stories. Even the most casual reading 

will reveal their omnipresence. What must be stressed is that Lillo 

portrays the existential state of estrangement not only through the 

generalized atmosphere of universal malaise that accompanies the 

estranged condition, but also, and especially, through the particular 

acts and attitudes of his personages. Lillo's figures sin, and it is 

important fully to understand the nature of this sin, especially as the 

concept is analyzed in existentialist theology. Sin is a crucial inter

pretive device through which existential estrangement, as a generic 

term for world condition, may be understood. 

[T]he word ''sin" cannot be overlooked. It 
expresses what is not implied in the term 
"estrangement, " namely the personal act of 
turning away from that to which one belongs. 
Sin expresses most sharply the personal 
character of estrangement over against its 
tragic side. It expresses personal freedom 
and guilt in contrast to tragic guilt and the 
universal destiny of estrangement. 

If one speaks of "sins" and refers to 
special acts which are considered as sinful, 
one should always be conscious of the fact that 
"sins" are the expression of "sin." It is not 
the disobedience to a law which makes an act 
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sinful, but the fact that it is an expression of 
man's estrangement from God, from men, from 
himself. Therefore, Paul calls everything sin 
which does not result from faith, from the unity 
with God. ^4 

In the discussion of "sin" and its relation with the Sub Sole 

tales which I shall now begin, I must acknowledge my debt to Paul 

Tillich's analysis of the whole concept from the standpoint of exis

tentialism's critique of the human situation. Tillich's analyses of the 

nature of sin, evil, and guilt are outstanding for their acuity and per

spicacity. 

Beginning Section 2 ("Estrangement as 'Unbelief'") of Part C 

("The Marks of Man's Estrangement ancj the Concept of Sin") of 

Systematic Theology (II), he writes: 

The Augsburg Confession defines sin as the 
state of man in which he is "without faith in God 
and with concupiscence (sine fide erga deum et 
cum concupiscentia). One could add to these two 
expressions of estrangement a third one, namely 
hubris (fy3pis), the so-called spiritual sin of pride 
or self-elevation, which, according to Augustine 
and Luther, precedes the so-called sensual sin. 
This gives the three concepts of "unbelief, " 
"concupiscence, " and hubris as the marks of man's 
estrangement. ^5 

"Unbelief" is understood to mean the act or state in which man 

"in the totality of his being turns away from God." It has nothing to do 

34.  Ti l l ich,  Systematic Theology, vol. II, p. 47. 

35.  Ibid.  



with the rejection or acceptance of a proposition without evidential 

support; that is, "unbelief" is not to be confused with an unwillingness 

to believe in metaphysical propositions. Tillich has in mind the situa

tion in which man turns toward himself and his world, thereby losing 

his essential unity with the ground of his being and his rightful world 

(the harmony of transcendence). In more technical terms one can say 

that in actualizing his individual nature man experiences a disruption 

of his cognitive participation in being-itself. There is no conscious 

denial of God in all of this; in his life as earth dweller, man comes to 

restrict all of his meanings and values to the objects of sense exper

ience and to the idea complexes arising from, and giving order to, this 

experience. 

The condition of unbelief is the spiritual state in which Lillo's 

personages move across the pages of the Sub Sole tales. "El rapto del 

sol" offers us a regal figure who desires goods for their own sake, just 

as he pursues eternal life and power for their own sakes. Sebastian of 

"El ahogado" is tormented by the fear that the collapse of his paradisal 

world has been the result of "su candorosidad y buena fe. " Sebastian 

comes to find the entirety of his values within an environment whose 

forms are intended to lead him to being-itself. Just as existential 

man pursues the material world as an ultimate, so the young fisher

man pursues a similar policy of "unbelief" in Paradise. The result of 

existentially occurring unbelief is existential hell; the result of 
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Sebastian's paradisally occurring unbelief is his expulsion into exis

tence, and into the hell which this existence so easily becomes. In 

"Irredencion" the princess is condemned not for particular sins, but 

because she has not approached and read external reality as a cipher. 

A similar understanding of unbelief is applicable to the psychical half 

of human personality represented by the Cenizo figure in "En la rueda, " 

while the old woman of "Vispera de difuntos" has demonstrated her 

unbelief through an inability to respond affirmatively to a Christologi-

cal, redemptive figure. The anonymous human mass of "El oro, " like 

the monarch of "El rapto del sol, " insists on pursuing an ideal which 

it understands in finite terms, while Quilapan lives in an unbelief that 

centers about his faith in the chthonic ultimacy of the world. The 

vagabond of "El vagabundo" attempts to convey the cipher-quality of 

materiality to structurally oriented men, but these believe only in the 

truth of the immediate. Unbelief appears in "'Inamible'" through the 

tragic humor that characterizes a world in which the apparent is made 

to be the real, and in "La trampa" through the symbolism of a world 

in which inhumanity is understood as the essence of the apparently 

real. 

Tillich analyzes the sin of hubris in these words: 

When looking at himself and his world, [man] 
realizes his freedom and, with it, his potential 
infinity. He realizes that he is not bound to any 
special situation or element in it. But, at the 
same time, he knows that he is finite. It was 
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this situation which induced the Greeks to call 
men "the mortals" and to attribute man's 
potential infinity to the gods, calling them "the 
immortals. " Man could create the images of 
the immortal gods only because he was aware 
of his own potential infinity. Standing between 
actual finitude and potential infinity enables him 
to call men and only men "mortals" (though all 
beings have to die) and to call the divine images 
of men the "immortals. " If man does not ac'-i 
knowledgethis situation--the fact that he is 
excluded from the infinity of the gods--he falls 
into hubris. He elevates himself beyond the 
limits of his finite being and provokes the 
divine wrath which destroys him. 

The greatness of man lies in his being infinite, 
and it is just this temptation of hubris into which 
he universally falls through destiny and freedom. 
Therefore, one should not translate hubris as 
"pride." Pride is a moral quality, whose oppo
site is humility. Hubris is not the special 
quality of man's moral character. It is univer
sally human; it can appear in acts of humility as 
well as in acts of pride. ^6 

Hubris, then, is self-elevation into the sphere of the divine, and as 

sin, it is but another aspect of the general nature of man's estrange

ment. Tillich goes on to identify its main symptom as man's failure 

to acknowledge his finitude (the identification of partial truth with 

ultimate truth), but his preliminary analysis is clear enough. 

In one form or another hubris is the central thematic mptif of 

Li l lo's  conception and portrayal  of  human s in.  The great  voice re

sounding in the troubled consciousness of the monarch of "El rapto del 

36.  Ibid. ,  pp.  49-50.  
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sol" tempts him to become the center of all reality by capturing with

in himself the power of being-itself. The young fisherman, Sebastian, 

is guilty of hubris in believing that his desire and will can force history 

into a desired pattern; the princess of "Irredencion" is condemned for 

her attempt to make all of reality subservient to her whim; the hubris 

of the Cenizo figure in "En la rueda" appears indirectly through the 

symbolic nature of the character. Cenizo is material man, he who 

lives only in the reality of phenomena. But for there to be a pheno

menal world, man must create it, and in this creative act, he stands 

as a divine figure living within a structure of his own creation. The 

old woman of "Vispera de difuntos" refuses to relinquish her self-

centeredness (indicated by her selfishness) and falls into hubris by 

elevating her own nature into the realm of ultimates. "El oro" is a 

reprise of "El rapto del sol": in both stories man attempts to make 

himself eternal through the appropriation of being-itself. The hubris 

of Quilapan is his chthonic self-sufficiency (man and earth constitute 

all of reality and are interdependent); the self-elevation of the vaga

bond occurs in his rejection of dependence upon being-itself (the 

mother-figure=life spark of being), while " 'Inamible' " and "La tram-

pa" offer the spectacle of a humanity whose self-assertiveness has 

transformed existence into man's own image (foolishness and cruelty). 

Finally, Tillich analyzes concupiscence, that third element 

descriptive of existential estrangement, as follows: 
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The quality of all acts in which man affirms 
himself existentially has two sides, the one in 
which he removes his center from the divine 
center (unbelief) and the other in which he makes 
himself the center of himself and of his world 
(hubris). The question naturally arises concern
ing why man is tempted to become centered in 
himself. The answer is that it places him in the 
position of drawing the whole of his world into 
himself. It elevates him beyond his particularity 
and makes him universal on the basis of his 
particularity. This is the temptation of man in 
his position between finitude and infinity. Every 
individual, since he is separated from the whole, 
desires reunion with the whole. His "poverty" 
makes him seek for abundance. . . . The possi
bility of reaching unlimited abundance is the 
temptation of man who is a self and has a world. 
The classical name for this desire is concupis-
centia, "concupiscence1'--the unlimited desire to 
draw the whole of reality into one's self. It refers 
to all aspects of man's relation to himself and to 
his world. It refers to physical hunger as well 
as sex, to knowledge as well as to power, to mate
rial wealth as well as to spiritual values. ̂  

I do not believe that it is necessary to relate this position, explicitly, 

to the Sub Sole tales. Concupiscence provides the rationale to describe 

the motivation that leads to hubris and, for this reason, may be ana-

lyzedin terms of the specific acts by which the personages manifest a 

tendency toward self-elevation. 

Existential estrangement is not the product of independently 

existing demonic forces or divine interference. Rather, the demonic 

quality of life (known by the theological term, "evil") is the consequence 

37.  Ibid. ,  p .  51.  
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and the expression of estrangement itself. The individualized and self-

centered character of man inexorably drives him to evil, represented 

by unbelief, hubris, and concupiscence. His very acts of enjoying the 

beauty of the world and of controlling that beauty lead him to accept 

structures as the whole of reality. And, by extension, in believing that 

structures form a world or cohesive manifold, man comes to realize 

that he is the creature who has imparted this cohesion; he comes to be

lieve that he has made his own world. Materiality, itself, contributes 

to the human illusion of the ultimacy of substance because of its power 

to attract the senses and because of the solidity of its form. It is this 

solidity, this presentation of surfaces which appear to contain and rep

resent all that is within structure, that dissuades the mind from delv

ing beneath the superstructures to the foundations. Man's inherent 

tendency to trust his senses, and the judgments based upon them, con

tributes to perpetuate world demonism. The demonic quality of life, 

ultimately, is this--that human nature and material phenomena com

bine to lead men to evaluate the world solely on the basis of their ap

pearance and not on the basis of their qipher function. Love of self 

and world is non-demonic only if it affirms and stands within the truth 

that everything finite is transparent to the infinite, only if it degls 

with finite structures in the effort to find being-itself. Love of one

self and one's world is distorted if it does not pass through the world, 

via the world, to the harmony of being. 
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In world and life demonism, man experiences a loss of self or 

loss of meaningful identity. 

This [Loss of self] is manifest in moral conflicts 
and in psychopatho logical disruptions, independently 
or interdependently. The horrifying experience 
of "falling to pieces" gets hold of the person. To 
the degree in which this happens, one's world also 
falls to pieces. It ceases to be a world, in the 
sense of a meaningful whole. Things no longer 
speak to man; they lose their power to enter into 
a meaningful encounter with man, because man 
himself has lost this power. In extreme cases 
the complete unreality of one's world is felt; 
nothing is left except the awareness of one's empty 
self. . . . Under the control of hubris and concupis
cence, the self can approach the state of disinte
gration. The attempt of the finite self to be the 
center of everything gradually has the effect of its 
ceasing to be the center of anything. Both self 
and world are threatened. Man becomes a limited 
self, in dependence on a limited environment. He 
has lost his world; he has only his environment. 38 

Such a psychical condition finds cogent symbolic expression through all 

of Lillo's stories, both those of the Sub Sole and those of the Sub 

Terra collections. Of the Sub Sole tales, the most outstanding examp

les of psychical disintegration under the pressure of world and life 

demonism are: "El rapto del sol, " "El ahogado, " "Irredencion, " 

"En la rueda, " "Vispera de difuntos, " "El oro, " "El alma de la 

maquina, " "Quilapan, " and "El vagabundo. " 

World demonism, understood as structural beauty and solidity 

whose cipher-like quality remains opaque to man, and life demonism, 

38. Ibid., p. 61. 
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understood as human estrangement, individual self-assertation, 

hubris and concupiscence, lead men into a despair from which Lillo 

can find no escape. Intuited transcendence is but momentary, an in

stant vision which vanishes almost simultaneously with its appearance, 

being almost unrecognized by human consciousness. Lilloan mankind 

is condemned to a world without ultimate solidity, and the ephemer-

ality of all that is, that lack of the substantial that yields a feeling of 

security, leads to a metamorphosis of the world into hell. In his 

anguish Lillo introduces a Christological redemptive or mediative 

figure ("Vispera de difuntos,11 "El oro, " "El remolque, " and "Quila-

pan"), but quickly discovers that there are no reconciling saviours. 

Man is lost in a vortex leading to annihilation. There is no divinity 

whose compassion may overcome estrangement; there is only an ab

stract power of creation, one which can only proliferate forms. What 

personality Lillo deigns to impart to his conception of God is as flawed 

as that with which he animates his anthropoid creation. God moves 

either in a self-destructive tension, refusing to yield himself to his 

living creation, or else he is abandoning the world to its own devices 

("El ahogado, " "Las nieves eternas, " "El oro, " "El remolque, " "El 

alma de la maquina, " and "El vagabundo"). And in "En la rueda" 

Lillo goes so far as to portray the divinity as an omnipotent gamester 

concerned only with his inhuman pleasures. Being-itself is the maker 

of the living, but also the organizer and controller of the dead and 
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dying. Either God i$ activating world demonism or (like the Transyl-

vanian Dr. Frankenstein) he is powerless before the spectacle of life 

decay. Only in "El remolque" and "El vagabundo" is there the slight

est hint of compassion, but even that compassion is impotent. And as 

man plummets toward extinction, God's own conscious center is tear

ing itself apart in a self antithesis: Gpd must create and stand indis-

solubly within his creation if this creation is to be at all; but he rejects 

the necessity and desirability of his committment, that is, he negates 

his own being. As man's nature involves the death wish, that desire to 

escape from an estranged loneliness which is its existential destiny, 

so the divine wishes to deny the essentiality of its nature as pure 

creative energy. Ultimately, the memory and promise of a suprahis-

torical paradise of integrated harmony is just a libidinous craving for 

peace in eternity. Man and God are caught within the demonic impetus 

of a self-destructive and self-negating impulse. The symbolic form of 

the divine-drama stories reiterates and emphasizes that of the 
< 

Modernist-realist tales. If man is helpless and condemned, so is the 

divinity. If demonic tendencies are the controlling forces of existence, 

so are they the controlling forces within the very heart of being-itself. 



CHAPTER 6 

PERSONAGES AND PERSONIFICATIONS 

The symbolic content of each story develops through an omni

present pplarity: that of a central, dualized personification or that of 

a pair of personages. In the story "Las nieves eternas, " natural 

phenomena, those water drops, plants, and animals which engage in 

dialogues and constitute the ambiance"s rational elements--are clearly 

personifications. Personifications, too, though by descriptive indirec

tion, are the solar disk imprisoned within the monarch's cage of heart 

fibers ("El rapto del sol"), and the solar particle endowed with con

sciousness and will, which flees before mankind's collective cupidity 

("El oro"). Even objects whose nature is portrayed passively, such 

as the tug and barge of "El remolque, " the trap of "La trampa, " the 

machine of "El alma de la maquina, " the sea of "El ahogado, " and the 

peach blossoms of "Irredencion" are vivified and/or personified in 

greater or lesser degree depending upon their placement within a 

determined conceptual framework. The Lilloan world, similar to that 

of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, is never static ground 

against which living forces move interrelatedly; each element, from 

the anthropoid figures to the earth upon which the Indian, Quilapan, 

108 
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works out his life, is animate, and in this animate hypostatization of 

the qualities of the real world into those of a whole ideological universe, 

all forms interact and determine each other's vital processes. Be

cause of this symbolic interplay, no one characterization is able to 

assume a position of uniqueness over the elements comprising his 

circumambience. No figure becomes so human, so rational, that 

these qualities set hi,m apart from the environment of which he is an 

integral component, and in which he enjoys the reality of being a 

creature at all. Lillo's men are not everyday men; they are abstrac

tions offered to us in human guise in order that we may more readily 

perceive through our own consciousnesses the symbolic character of 

Lilloan existential* anguish. Personages are personifications in this 

sense: that if Lillo's anthropoid figurations are, or stand for, idea 

complexes, then clearly they are not personages; they do not possess 

a freedom-to-act independently of the surrounding symbolic configura

tions of the environments in which they move. The difficulty is that 

1. The term "existential, " when used in this way, refers in a 
necessarily general way to the many and varied philosophical positions 
which posit and analyse a whole situation in which men live in a state 

'of anguish due to their inability to discpver overall meaning or pur
pose in the fact or act of life. For the existentialists in general there 
is no wholly satisfactory answer to the ontological question which is 
expressible in the compound: "Who, what, why, when, where?" Be
fore finitude, existential man--the creature of the existentialists--
must assume the personal responsibility of finding a meaning in life, 
with the fact of impending total annihilation always standing before him. 
For a comprehensive discussion of the central problems and interests 
of contemporary existentialist thought, see Schrag, o£. cit. and 
Blackham, 0£. cit. 
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the Lilloan figures, for all the universal quality poured into their an

thropomorphized constitutions, are symbolically endowed with the 

most essential, the most significant kind of human freedom--that of 

intuiting (almost conceptualizing) the nature of the world in which they 

function. Personages are personifications in the Sub Sole tales. But 

for the reason just offered, personified forms are also personages. 

There is no dividing line between the two categories. Both modes of 

literary characterization merge and separate in the nature of each 

personified abstraction, just as the human counterpart of the abstrac

tion, the kind of being which we understand to possess the qualities for 

which the ideological pattern of the abstraction stands, merges and 

separates with and from it. The mimetically real and the ideologically 

abstract compliment and stand for each other. We, as readers, are 

situated in that dreaming state of the deja vu, the clear and familiar 

which, just as we are becoming sure of the concreteness of our sur

roundings, dissolves into the nebulosity of a suggestive, metamor^ 

phosed world that is ever taking shape in an infinite number of devel

oping possibilities and contrarieties. 

Although one figure often predominates as the central charac

terization there are always two entities interacting in each of the Sub 

Sole stories. Frequently the dualism arises through the process of 

internal or psychical division, the two halves of the single figure 

mutually, responding in a state of tension. In this situation the polarity 
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is psychical and the story environment is clearly dreamlike, with 

psyche and "internal world" coexisting through the lights and shades 

of anxiety, rationalization, and despair ("El rapto del sol," "Irreden-

cion," "En la rueda, " "Vispera de difuntos"). Closely analogous to 

this mode of characterization is that of abstracting a recurring tendency 

in the nature of the human race, and then permitting this tendency to 

control all of human nature, so that man's potential character diver

sity is distorted into the monolithic stimulus-response mechanism of 

tfye brute ("'Inamible, '" La trampa, " and, in a certain way, "Quilapan"). 

In some of the stories the principal figure functions both as a genesic 

abstraction (the personification of a mythologic, prototypal entity) and 

as an existential abstraction (a character standing representationally 

for all the members of his spepies). Stories clearly exemplifying this 

technique include, "El rapto del sol," "El ahogado, " "Irredencion, " 

"En la rueda, " "Vispera de difuntos, " "Quilapan, " "El vagabundo, " 

"'Inamible'" and "La trampa. " Or again, a character can be both him

self and a quality of himself, as the Lilloan divinity frequently is por

trayed in a state of inescapable self-alienation ("En la rueda, " "Las 

nieves eternas,." "El remolque, " and "El alma de la maquina"). 

Characters, too, can be developed as compound abstractions simul

taneously appearing as the prototype and as an aspect of spiritual con

sciousness potentially inherent within each individual of the prototype's 

species (all of the stories, except "El remolque,11 "Nieves eternas, " 
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and "El alma de la maquina"). The demonic quality of the world may 

be semi-personified, drawn as an overtly hostile force, alienating 

eaqh man more fully from God and from other men, or it may be drawn 

as hostile through the very neutrality of its semi-personification (that 

is, acting negatively in chthonic muteness and indifference--

"Quilapan"), or it may be drawn as a living plastic, assuming demonic 

quality in proportion and mode to that assumed by the actions and 

states of mind of the central personages or personifications. Often 

ideas are more person-like than the fictionalized literary characters 

themselves. Some of the stories deal with the most patently abstract 

2 
of personifications--those of interstitial concepts which have no con

ceivable existential referents apart from imaginative concoctions, 

suggested images which represent, in all their ambiguity and fleeting

ness, alternating hope of quiescence and fear of living in the persist

ing memory of past nightmares. 

Whatever the conceptual treatment of the characterizations, 

each story invariably turns upon the symbolic patterns emerging from 

the antithetical tension of two figure-types. But when it is said that 

2. By "interstitial concept, " I mean an idea or idea complex 
which becomes known to the reader through the emotive quality of the 
kinds of acts making up story plot. We grasp these idea complexes 
only occasionally through direct statements of author or character; 
most usually, the texture of the story setting provides them as emo
tional values concomitant with the mode of description and action 
comprising the story. 
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the figure duality is conceptually polarized or conceived in the tension 

of antithetical movement, it is not meant that the dualities enclose 

mutually exclusive conceptualizations. Obviously, the polar figures 

could not be of mutually exclusive natures and yet interact. Rather--

and this is a difficult point--the polarity represents a tension in the 

Lilloan vision of the universe; a tension necessarily arising within all 

3 
of creation when spirit or creative Being commits itself to imprison

ment within the categories of space and time. In the situation of di

vine frustration, of God caught up within the material form by which 

he actualizes his dynamic impulse to create, the demonic, as a con

ceptual category of a kind of quality, is brought into existence (liter

ally speaking), and all creation (God, man, structure) is susceptible 

to its infection. God and man can and do become demonized, though 

in different ways, and this situation results in the story action moving 

through the dual antithetical personification or dual and polarized in

dividualization. 

All of the figures are stylistically universalized, becoming 
> 

ideas that move, rather than characters who mimic the passions of 

3. Creative Being (being-itself) is the ground from which 
every form, structual and/or ideological, arises. Conceptually, 
being-itself, that abstraction which is not one entity alongside others, 
must be portrayed as a thing, person, essence, or concept. In theo
logical and ontological thought, being-itself is not objectifiable. See 
Tillich, Systematic Theology (I), Part II, and Heidegger, An Introduc
tion to Metaphysics. 
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men. Even a most casual reading of the stories drives the reader to 

this conclusion. In "Las nieves eternas" only surrealistic anthro-

pomorphizations dynamize world structure; in "El rapto del sol" the 

human mass is either shadowy and anonymous or grotesquely mis

shapen and wholly demonic in its moral ugliness; in "El oro" Lillo 

stylizes anthropoid figures, but these are exemplified through por

trayals of suprahuman sorcerers or the recurring motif of indistin

guishable mass. In "Irredencion" the irreality of the fairytale is en

hanced through the princess-character who moves only in a dream 

(stylistic dream enfolding a dream); and in "El alma de la maquina" 

mass is separated from the anthropoid figure stationed eternally above 

it. Analysis reveals that even in the more realistic stories, the 

characters are very far from the mimetic mold in which, superficial

ly, they may be thought to be cast. But perhaps this interpretational 

caveat does not require an overly rigorous defense. Some of the 

tales are obviously meant to be symbolic. And all of the stories, 

humorist, realist, maritime, or fantastic, are so compact that none 

of the characterizations is approachable as a personage whose deli

cate combination of individual characteristics--those indicators of a 

sensitive humanity on the qui vive—likens him to ourselves. As we 

recognize that between an objet d'art and the perceiving sensitivity, 
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4 there exists a condition of psychical distance, so we are induced by 

Lilloan stylistics to apprehend the Sub Solean characters in the mythi

cal distance commonly imparted by abstract personifications. Lillo 

produces this feeling of distance partly through the symbolic form of 

a personalized conceptual vision of world texture and partly through 

the ever-recurring states of dreaming and of remembering in which 

his characters move and in which they tell us (if they are made to 

speak at all) what it is that they have to say. Even moments of social 

and personally experienced horror alternate with scenes of imperson

al tranquility and structural beauty. Lillo never leaves us in the com

placency of believing that, for once, we are really looking at (or 

standing in) a mimetically drawn panorama of a society familiar to 

us. He is careful to keep his characters and personifications (if we 

can distinguish the two clearly enough to warrant the verbal distinc

tion) from coming into too close a proximity to our capacity for 

4. The term "psychical distance" is well known in the field of 
aesthetics. An object seen psychically distanced is one whose features 
become impersonally transparent to us (we bring no preconceptions to 
our vision of the object), revealing their unique texture, their over
tones of meaning, their internal harmonies. This vision is acquired 
by our apprehending the object "out of gear with our practical needs 
and stands as a Bube'rian "Thou" in a world of objects and connections 
which we normally approach and utilize as mere things by which we 
may attain our ends. See Martin Buber, I and Thou, trans. Ronald 
Gregor Smith (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958). The clas
sical expression of the principle of psychical distance occurs in Ed
ward Bullough's " 'Psychical Distarfce' as a Factor in Art and Aesthe
tic Principle," British Journal of Psychology, V (May, 1912), 87-
98. My quoted phrase is taken from this source. 
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familiarizing analogous entities with our own natures. We are driven 

to respond psychologically to ideas which he believes to reside in

herently within mankind, to engage in a struggle to acquire an under

standing of a certain line of thought which is participated to us through 

our capacity for sensing the ideological patterns lurking just beneath 

the fat^ade of the Lilloan mythos. Lille's characters are abstract 

universalizations. But they are not abstract in the way mathematical 

axioms are abstract universalizations. They are not arbitrary pro

ducts of an intellectual game into which we, as willing readers, are 

drawn. Lillo is serious in his connection of intuitive abstractions 

with the existential world from which they are drawn and which they, 

at all times, represent. 

The following schema proposes a simplification of the polar 

nature of the character structure involved in the stories. Naturally, 

as was the case with the groups into which the stories were collected 

in Chapter 3, these divisions represent polarities which occur, to 

some degree, in each of the tales. It is just that the stories sub

sumed under each particular set of polar characterizations will be 

analyzed symbolically from the starting point which the polar set sug

gests. 
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GENESIC MAN 
(SINGULAR OR 
PLURAL FIGURE) 

GOD(CREATOR) 

GENERIC MAN (IN 
ONE PSYCHICAL 
ASPECT) 

GOD (AS PART OF 
HIS CREATION) 

[voluntary antithesis] 

1. "El rapto del sol" 
2. " 'Inamible' " 
3. "El oro 

[ involuntary antithesis] 

EXISTENTIAL MAN 
(SINGULAR OR 
PLURAL FIGURE) 

1. "El remolque" 
2. "El alma de la, maquina" 
3. "El vagabundo" 
4. "El ahogado" 

[involuntary antithesis] 

, CHRISTOLOGICAL 
FIGURE (GOD EXIS-
TENTIALIZED) 

1. "Irredencion" 
2. "En la rueda" 
3. "Vxspera de difuntos" 

[voluntary antithesis] 

GENERIC MAN (IN 
THE OPPOSING AS
PECT WHICH DRIVES 
TOWARD THE NEGA
TION OF THE FIRST) 

WORLD PERSONIFIED 
BEFORE DIVINE RE
JECTION 

1. "Las nieves eternas" 
2. "Quilapan" 
3. "La trampa" 

The antithetical interaction of the polar dualities may be seen to be 

voluntary or involuntary depending wholly upon whether or not the 

initial (or mythically first-in-time) character determines the nega

tive outcome of the story through his own choice, or whether, al

ternatively, both polarities are drawn into a state of affairs beyond 

their mutual ability to control. 



CHAPTER 7 

TIME AND SPACE 

Lilloan time and space are experiential; they comprise se

quences in which each personage does or feels what Lillo has him do 

or feel and not sequences which are scientifically or objectively de

termined by reference to the correlated movements of natural phe

nomena. In Sub Sole everything that happens in space, as well as 

every temporal movement through which it happens, is wholly de

termined by the symbolic import of the characterizationsi we ap

proach the complex nature of Lilloan time and space only through the 

ontological and theological symbolic form of the story collection. 

That time and space are experiential, that the Sub Solean ambiance 

never duplicates objectively definable and verifiable world time-space, 

emphasizes the proximity of Lillo's subjectively oriented space and 

time to that of contemporary existentialism. Thinking of the exis

tentialist "subjectivization" of time (though what is said of time may 

equally be applied to space), Hans Meyerhoff wrote: 

And it is the notion of time, time as experienced and lived, 
which enters into all varieties of existentialism. From birth 
to death, human existence, self-conscious human existence, 
unfolds itself under the two conditions of temporality and of 

118 
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man's foreknowledge of death. . . . All existentialist thinkers 
assign to the category of time a central place in their meta
physical analysis of the experiential qualities of time, not in a 
logical analysis of scientific concepts. . . . The point of de
parture is the temporality, or historicity, of man's existence; 
the point of arrival is usually an attempt. . . to pass beyond, 
i. e., "transcend, " this temporally situated mode of man's 
existence. * 

The final sentence of this quotation, acting as a synthetic conclusion 

of the ideas developed just above it, clearly indicates the connection 

between Lillo's ontologico-theological symbolic form and the exis

tentialist's move toward transcendence. But the nature of Lilloan 

time and space is not discovered solely through an analysis of their 

experiential quality. In this chapter I shall distinguish between 

stylistic and symbolic time-space, and I shall argue that "real" Sub 

Sole time and space (those concepts perceivable through the meaning 

of the stories) are wholly symbolic, and that stylistic time-space are 

only the superficial constructions of the stylistics of character and 

plot portrayal. When I analyze the stylistic spatio-temporal environ

ment I shall be dealing only with the manner in which Lillo's person^ 

ages are made to experience their environments; when I begin treat

ing symbolic time and spa;ce, I shall be considering the natures of 

these phenomena as they are revealed to us by the meaning lying be

hind the stylistic facjades. Stylistic space and time are to be 

1. Hans Meyerhoff, Time in Literature (Los Angeles: Uni
versity of California Press, 1955), p. 138. 
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understood as the by-products of Lillo's literary form; symbolic space 

and time are analyzable substantively: they are the real space and 

time enclosing the meaning of the formal story elements. 

For the purpose of lending coherence to a relatively pompli-

cated subject, I shall consecutively analyze stylistic time, symbolic 

time, and space. In dealing with stylistic time, the order of discus

sion will be based upon five aspects of time characteristic of litera

ture in general: (1) subjective relativity; (2) continuous flow or 

duration; (3) dynamic fusion of the causal order in experience and 

memory; (4) eternity; (5) transitoriness. 

A generalized statement (applicable to most imaginative 

literature) would be that Sub Solean time is subjectively relative, that 

is, that it exists only as the various characters experience it. Pro

cesses whose existential analogues require a considerable period for 

their fulfillment are unfolded quite succinctly, Lillo thereby indicat

ing that empirical movements exist (have meaning) only in relation to 

their significance for his characters. Strengthening Lillo's implicit 

equation of temporal movement with meaning, is his treatment of in

tuitive moments: the content of these frequently supplies the bulk of 

each story. Experiential time is characterized by so decisive a 

cleavage from measurable time that if often does not appear to be ac

tually occurring in successive moments at all. 
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In reading the stories we often sense that the characters are 

moving within an environment whose temporal processes have been 

suspended, and that they are aware of their moving as if within the 

simultaneity of a dream or half-wakeful reverie. This is not to deny 

that there are apparently realistic Sub Sole tales in which the tem

poral sequences are analogous to those of existential time. Having 

once witnessed the spectacle of a cockfight, for example, we could 

very well find nothing intrinsically unreal about Lillo's description of 

a similar kind of encounter in "En la rueda.11 Temporal succession, 

or the order of cause and effect, parallels that of existential time, the 

diurnal segments being indicated by a detailed narration of the action. 

But the segments are provided only for the reader's benefit; they have 

no meaning for the two groups of characterizations (i.e., for the 

crowd and the two birds). Cenizo and Clavel are not moving through 

so many temporal moments. Temporal reality for them is experienced 
i 

as the ferocity and agony of their struggle. Both roosters are battling 

through a stylistically presented morning and afternoon, but this fact 

is not relevant to them. Their awareness of time is that of an in

definable, prolonged struggle in which all of their life forces are ex

hausted. Time for the surrounding spectators is scarcely existential 

either, for these figures comprise a unity without movement, without 

an entering into the struggle whose continuously moving, progressive 

segments mark temporal passage. The crowd cannot be said to move 
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in time, but only to respond to the fact of time, to understand what is 

going on within it, as if that crowd were a form of transtemporal in

telligence. Spectator time is wholly subjective, being an emotional 

duration without the temporal characteristic of separately occurring 

instants. The time of "En la rueda" is split into the subjective duality 

of the two character groups: in the first, that of the crowd, there is 

an observance of temporal movement without a participation within it; 

in the second, that of the roosters, there is a living within the demon

ic time of annihilation, a time whose segments dissolve into a lasting 

emotive and physical agony. A quantitatively precise number of tem

poral moments is transformed into an a-temporal eternity (life time) 

of agonizing sameness. 

The other stories reveal, mutatis mutandis, a similar subjec

tive relativity. Lillo's monarch ("El rapto del sol") moves through 

the highly personal (non-chronological) time of intuition and ambition, 

a state stylized by the fantastic "objective" content which provides the 

substance of its motion. Subjective time is wholly personal; until the 

story's final paragraph, all that the monarch does, he does without 

personal relation to his subservient masses. And even societal mass 

is not given a stylized temporal form of movement. Its movement 

within the time of blackness is a passage of motionless continuity, 

just as the terror of the condemned courtiers is formed of an emotive 

single instant before death. In "Ahogado" Sebastian remembers a 
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past which he has reduced to the interaction of what are for him the 

most significant events ("la historia de [su vida] empezo cuando ...'!); 

the Edenic quality of the past floods into his consciousness as if it en

folds all of the myriad events of his life, while the disruptive demon

ic elements are reduced to the minimum number of moments neces

sary to convey Edenic destruction. Sebastian is alone on the sea; the 

content of time is always a product of his own perceptions; the move

ment of time is subjectively accomodated to the emotive and transcen

dental nature of that content. In "Irredencion" Lillo's princess moves 

from an existentially oriented time (that of her past) to a subjective 

world of psychic activity in which content and movement, in all their 

surrealistic fancy, are the product of an imaginative dreamer. The 
t ; 

time of "Nieves eternas" is that of all existential and divine life in the 

polarity of being and dying; the water drop experiences the temporal 

duration of life when it yields itself as sustaining force to the vege

table and animal world; alternatively, in the moments of its denying 

this force to creation, it participates in the non-time of symbolic 

temporal death. "Vispera de difuntos" concerns an old woman living 

within the temporal continuum of despair. For her, time exists only 

within the structure of a memory; having spiritually ceased to live, 

the time in which she narrates her story is formless and immobile. 

The pursuit motif of "El oro" offers an instance of subjective time-

lessness; the human societal mass moves only within the temporal 



process of search. Individual segments of time blend indissolubly, 

as each individual loses awareness of the passing of time in his blind 

scramble for an unattainable object. The two parenthetical moments 

which enclose the story action of "El remolque" are temporally analo

gous to the time of "Vispera de difuntos. " In both tales a character 

completes a monologue, but the time in which this monologue occurs 

is non-existent for the personages speaking. They live only in the 

past, and the time in which that past unfolded is subjectively recon

structed by the narrator. "El alma de la maquina" returns to the 

conception of temporal non-motion. As miners working through each 

day's work period, the Lilloan societal mass experiences a timeless-

ness in the monotony of a meaningless sameness; moments are un

differentiated because of an identity of their contents. And the opera

tor, situated far above the human mass, moves within time only dur

ing those intermittent seconds when he is to contrpl the machine's 

operating lever. Quilapan ("Quilapan") lives only in the present, but 

his time is that of impending annihilation, while the vagabond ("El 

vagabundo") has concentrated his past into a single event and is aware 

of. current time only as this serves as the medium through which the 

past is re-elaborated in the present. The time of " 'Inamible' " is 

fragmentary, and the characters respond to its demonic quality. 

Finally, the ranch owner of "La trampa" moves wholly outside the 
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occurrences of existential time. He is a spectator who pronounces a 

moral judgment upon events, but who cannot control them. 

Stylistic time is further analyzable in terms of duration; the 

various characters, rather than experiencing time as a movement of 

developing segments, live within it as if it were a surrounding atmos

phere of sameness arising from a thorough blending of successive, 

discrete moments and relationships. Temporal duration is temporal 

unity; the particularity of disparate moments (i.e., consciousness of 

time as forward movement) disappears within the grasp of world tex

ture which emerges through either negatively or affirmatively oriented 

intuitive insight. Time vanishes for the Lilloan monarch of "El rapto 

del sol" when he stands within transcendence; similarly, Sebastian 

loses present time as well as his memory of the past, as he moves 

within a negative transcendence (awareness of the invincibility of 

world demonism) toward his spiritual and physical death. In the pre

dominant moments of Lilloan anguish, the stories present a situation 

in which man's sum total of living moments is expressed in terms of 

a single meaning: that of the triumph of demonic meaninglessness. 

And in those stories depicting either fleeting instances of ultimately 

illusory transcendence or momentary "recollections" or Edenic har

mony, again the disparate experiences constituting the lives of the 

characters are condensed into one meaning, that of the beatific vision 

to which those experiences, as ciphers, have pointed. 
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Sub Solean temporal duration arises through the stylistic uni

fying of the particular events making up the stories. But the idea of 

duration, the insight that all of the story components lose their plural 

meanings and sequential movement in a moment in which the charac--

ters come to grasp Lilloan world texture, may be analyzed inversely. 

Instead of understanding the story components as a series of coordin

ated occurrences in whose movements the personages intuit Weltan-

schauungen, one may approach both the characters and the action in 

which they move as being transtemporal, that is, as bearing within 

themselves (or as representing) the intuitive content which we as 

readers (and they as characters) apprehend in a psychical, non-

temporal moment. This is not an easy point to make, but I believe 

that it involves a significant way of understanding duration in Sub 

Sole. Story entities and eventjs commingle in a motion invariably 

leading, in cause and effect progression, to a preordained result. 

This ordered movement is a concomitant of a discursive presentation 

of ideas, but is not necessarily to be understood as a movement of 

events and characters toward a conclusion. By grasping character 

and action as transtemporal elements it is possible to see that what 

happens in time is qualitatively precontained within each of the story 

elements, just as the information given us in the conclusion of a 

formal argument is precontained in the major premise. If events 

and characters precontain the meaning which story action develops 
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for us, then they do not develop this meaning through movement in 

time; temporal story motion is a mere stylistic device which allows 

us to see what characters and actions have meant all along. 

Continuous flow or temporal duration, that blending together 

of various discursive elements into a single vision or unified meaning, 

is familiarly made explicit in the symbolism of the "river" and the 

"sea, " or in "the sensible images of 'flight' and 'flowing.' " Time is 

conceived as possessing a certain ever-present sameness, despite 

the number of phenomena acting and interrelating within it. In "El 

remolque" the ocean serves to convey the ever-present moment in 

which the divinity exists. Though its motion stylistically determines 

the outcome of the story, it yet is ever what it is, an unchanging iden

tity. In this larger sense the ocean and all that happens on it and 

through its force is timeless. A similar analysis can easily be made 

of "El ahogado, " while in "Nieves eternas" the unchanging ocean sym

bol is augmented by the addition of flowing streams and rivers. The 

overt continuous-flow symbols of the river and the sea are repeated, 

in veiled form, in the opening paragraphs of " 'Inamible' " and "Vis-

pera de difuntos." But in all of the Sub Solean tales, time comes very 

near dissolving, in the unity of duration. Virginia Woolf, in a passage 

from To the Lighthouse, suggests the feeling of temporal cessation in 

these words: 
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There is a coherence in things, a stability; something, she 
meant, is immune from change, and shines out (she glanced 
at the window with its ripple of reflected light) in the face of 
the flowing, the fleeting, the spectral, like a ruby; so that 
again tonight she had the feeling she had had once today, al
ready, of peace, of rest. Of such moments, she thought, the 
thing is made that endures. 2 

Through the Lilloan stylistics which develop plot movement 

(the experiences of the various characterizations) and psychical states 

(memories and intuitions), temporal causal order is dynamically 

fused, that is, events lose their temporal specificity and merge in 

feeling patterns whose constituent elements occur simultaneously. 

Whereas time in nature consists not only of quantitative, uniform units 

of measurement, but also of a uniform series of linear events ordered 

in terms of cause and effect, Sub Solean time is nonuniform, being 

rather a dynamic series of events. Moments of recollection are 

fused or, better, become indissolubly and unidentifiably one with mo

ments whose contents are made up of things feared or vaguely hoped 

for. This does not suggest that Lillo stylizes the memories and in

tuitive fantasies of his characters in such a way that there is no or

der among the events of these psychic phenomena. In the elaborate 

dream sequence of "Irredencion" all of the events follow in a logical, 

sequential order, though none of these events possesses an existential 

2. Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse (New York: Random 
House, 1937), p. 58. 
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referent. Similarity, in the memory of the vagabond ("El vagabundo"), 

all of the events leading to his condemnation follow in a logical order 

similar to that of cause and effect. But this truth does not allow too 

facile an equation of the Lilloan psychical sequences with related ex

periential (cause and effect) occurrences. The cause and effect order 

of memory sequences is one of significant associations rather than one 

of mimetic temporal process. 

Causality [stylistically] prevails in the 
inner world as much as in the outer; but the 
causal connections (or associations) between 
events do not constitute an objective, uniform, 
consecutive order of "earlier" and "later" as 
they do for events in nature. Instead they 
exhibit a quality of "dynamic interpenetration." 
It is this quality which is particularly significant 
for the relationship between time and self. . . . 
The inner world of experience and memory 
exhibits a structure which is causally deter
mined by significant associations rather than 
by objective causal connections in the outside 
world. ® 

The contents of the Lilloan memory sequences contain only that infor

mation which is significant enough to form a meaningful unity with the 

nature of the present state of affairs in which each character finds 

himself, In the course of each story whose thematic development 

hinges upon a dream, intuition, or memory, the whole of the story's 

content unfolds within the temporal modalities of past and present, 

modalities which are not "serially, progressively, and uniformly 

3. Meyerhoff, op. cit., pp. 22-25. 
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ordered but are always inextricably and dynamically associated and 

4 
mixed up with each other. " And so the dream sequence in "Irreden-

cion" is constructed of fragments from the princess's psychic past 

(Edenic dreaming innocence and the Fall) and of events and relation

ships derived from her contemporary situation (the orchards, the 

gardener, existential anxiety and guilt). An identical mixture of past 

and present occurs in the memory recounted by the vagabond, though 

in this case, such a temporal intermixture results from the situation 

that the memory is meaningful only because of its applicability to the 

situation in which the wandering figure is speaking. Maternal damna

tion is a fact no longer meaningful to one already perishing beneath 

the judgment; it assumes meaning for the damned when it becomes a 

living possibility of realizing and responding to the fact of their dam

nation and the demonic quality of their world. 

Continuous flow as a quality of temporal duration, and dynamic 

association of emotively significant "past" moments, are most frequent

ly offered in literature through sleep, dreams, and dream-like fan

tasies (such as those forming the action of "El ahogado"). 

While going to sleep. . . there is the purest 
experience of duration as well as of the 
dynamic fusion of all the elements ordinarily 
divided according to an objective order of 
time. There is a continuous flow and a com
plete intermixture of "before" and "after" or 

4. Ibid., p. 24. 
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past and future suspending these objective categories 
and. . . encompassing all the events of one night or 
the accumulated store of experience constituting one 
lifetime, even extending beyond the frontiers of in
dividual experience and memory to "enduring" aspects 
of the life of mankind. 5 

All of a lifetime's meaning is condensed into the princess's dream and 

the vagabond's recollection. Such a meaning comes from the past of 

human spiritual historicity and is repeated; vivified as it were, by the 

concrete phenomena of the present. EJach of the memory, dream, or 

recollective sequences in the stories presents a slightly altered pers

pective of the meaning or truth of the whole past of human history; it is 

due to this situation that the personal identity of the character in fact 

becomes suspended or transformed into an identity of human types. 

"The continuity and unity envisaged in [these psychic phenomena], dig

ging deeply into the well of human history, convey a sense of identity 

g 
which is more 'typical' than 'personal. ' " In this way the nightmarish 

quality of Lillo's psychic moments, represents the nightmare of the 

family of man. The dreams and memories'function as a searching for 

self-meaning in the very moment when the contents of these mental 

phenomena pronounce the negative judgment upon existential and divine 

creation. 

5. Ibid., p. 25. 

6. Ibid., p. 41. 
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Within transcendence, within memory, and within intuited con

sciousness of world texture, the Lilloan figure exists not in infinite 

time, but in a timelessness which is eternity. These moments, when 

experienced in the full measure of their qualitative richness, lead the 

various story characters away from a time constituted by so many 

qualitative and quantitative instants into an ambiance whose duration 

is experienced as timelessness. This accounts for our reacting to 

each story in a way that is dissimilar from our attitude before popular 

adventure tales or stories of hideous thralldom. With the latter group 

more often than not we are satisfied that a story has successfully com

municated to us, via its manifest content, the totality of its meaning. 

We are released from any suspicion that some quality not readily 

apparent lies buried within the overt sense. But with stories of the 

Sub Sole variety, the very vagueness attaching to everything about 

story movement awakens disquieting undercurrents within us, and we 

wonder whether another, more persistent look, will reveal that all of 

the stylistic indefiniteness and generic quality is made to inhere be

cause particulars have been designed to reflect universals. This is 

another way of restating that Lilloan stylistics do not contain meaning; 

his stylistics point beyond to a symbolic meaning which is eternal in 

the timelessness of its applicability to human nature wherever and 

whenever found. 
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Yet, we are not obliged to resort to symbolic investigation in 

order to find "eternal time" in Sub Sole. Timel^ssness occurs stylis

tically whenever a character is made to pause and recollect some in

stant of his past. His act of recollection is timeless in that it is 

without a temporal index. Lillo is careful to avoid the slightest specif

icity; each figure only remembers something whose time of occurrence 

is vague. Each of the recollections is a permanent or timeless possi

bility; it may presumably arise within consciousness at any time or 

place and, therefore, may be said to assume the appearance of being 

beyond time and place. Similarly, memory content fits within the 

dimension of timelessness. Though, as with Qjiilapan, a characteriza

tion may recollect vaguely, the quality of the content, its emotive mean

ing, continues independently of the historical hiatus between moment of 

occurrence and moment of recollection. In this context we may refer 

to memory content as an "eternal essence. " 

These "essences" are not like Platonic ideas, 
of which the things in experience are feeble 
copies; on the contrary, the qualitative richness 
and uniqueness of each thing as experienced and 
remembered constitute its essence for Proust and 
Santayana. ̂  

The Lilloan figures and personifications variously remember past sit

uations objectively. What has occurred in the past is recreated in "all 

7. Ibid., p. 55. 
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g 
of the intensity, depth, and variety of the original experience"; mem

ory content, stylistically verisimilar or overtly fantastic, is unaffected 

by the quantity of time having elapsed between the original event and 

its recollection. 

With the exception of "En la rueda, " "El oro, " "El alma de la 

maquina, " "'Inamible,'" and "La trampa, " Lilloan time consists of 

present moment intermingling with, and developing out of, memory. 

Even in those tales unfolding within stylistic present time, the over

tone of universality leads us to include memory within the moments 

comprising story action. Such an inclusion emotively follows our 

reading of story present time as reflective of, or being a continuous, 

qualitatively identical segment of, historical time. What happens in 

the present has happened throughout the past; present time is qualita

tively indistinguishable from past time. Events change, but world-

meaning remains an invariable constant. 

If the Lilloan figures move through a time whose meaning comes 

from and is indissolubly part of history, there is no inconsistency in 

their intuitive drawing upon this past. Whether or not they will a 

psychical return to spiritual historicity, they are always inextricably 

bound to it, experiencing its content as forcibly as they experience the 

data of their sense perceptions. In those stories centering about 

8. Ibid., p. 56. 
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intuitive fancies, dreams, and recollections, the central character is, 

as it were, reconstructing his nature as a fragmentary and transitory 

expression of human spirit. He is finding his human nature not merely 

by interacting with present phenomena, but by associating a different 

stage or mode of reality with his contemporary situation. A unified 

pattern of life is conveyed through the co-presence of the self's dis

parate elements--memories, perceptions, and past, present, and 

future expectations. Such reconstructions are, of course, symbolical

ly rather than literally existent states of affairs: they are timeless 

possibilities rather than commonplace actualities in the lives of most 

people. But to the extent that this act of reconstructing the totality of 

one's life is possible at any time, it is temporally determinate. 

Moreover, since the self is envisaged as a 
functional unit in which different elements 
are always potentially co-present or simul
taneous with each other, it also has the status 
of a permanent "now, " that is, it manifests a 
sense of being released from the chronological 
order of time, however deeply it--like every 
other organism—is embedded in the temporal 
structure of nature. That all the elements 
comprising the self are potentially co-pre sent 
at any time thus suggests a way of looking upon 
the self as 'situated outside the scope of time.'® 

The reconstructed or integrated self, that formed by an inter

mingling of the phenomenal present and the psychical past (historical 

essence), is the self capable of world transcendence (intuition). The 

9. Ibid. 
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presence of the psychical past orients the particularity and momentari-

ness of environmental consciousness toward that transcendental aware

ness of essential human nature, essential world quality, and being -

itself. This psychical knowledge is timeless, that is, it is not ordered 

in time or altered by the passage of time, and it is constantly co-

present with sensuously created patterns of knowledge. Though refer

ring to a qualitatively different sort of psychical truth, Freud indicated 

the significance of "repressed" or subconscious impressions for the 

construction of truth "patterns" in this way: 

In the Id there is nothing corresponding 
to the ;dea of time, and (a thing which is 
very remarkable and awaits adequate atten
tion in philosophic thought) no alteration of 
mental processes by the passage of time. 
Conative impulses which have never got be
yond the Id, and even impressions which have 
been pushed down into the Id by repression, 
are virtually immortal and are preserved for 
whole decades as though they had only recently 
occurred. ... It is constantly being borne in 
upon me that we have made far too little use 
in our theory of the indubitable fact that the 
repressed remains unaltered by the passage 
of time. This seems to offer us the possibility 
of an approach to some really profound truths. 

Existentialism has established the principle of transitoriness 

as "the cornerstone for an elaborate metaphysical analysis of man. 

Insofar as man has any nature at all, it is that of being a time-haunted 

animal, Knowledge of world texture works through and involves 

10. Sigmund Freud, New Introductory Lectures on Psychoanal
ysis (New York: Norton Company, 1933), p. 104. 

11. Meyerhoff, o£. £it., p. 67. 
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the foreknowledge of physical death and structural dissolution. Both 

"atheistic" and "theological" existentialists concur in the conclusion 

that there is no escape from the inexorability of human fate, and that 

awareness of this truth leads to the proper evaluation of the other prop

erties of human existence: freedom, anxiety, choice, etc. Time is 

illusorily affirmative or promising only in the closing paragraph of 

"El rapto del sol, " where temporal process is the apparent condition 

under which social unity and personal happiness are achieved. In the 

other Lilloan tales time is a negative movement toward impotence and 

spiritual-physical death. The Lilloan figures, in their reaching for 

something or in their unceasing movement, purposeless as this move

ment might be, seem to be striving as if to counteract the temporal 

progression to annihilation. The pursuit of something or the movement 

toward nothing, individual or mob, symbolize another form of time-

lessness: "pursuit is oblivious of the goal pursued or the value of the 

goal; it is oblivious also of the ultimate goal set for every pursuit of 

life, namely death. It enables the individual to live within the dimen-

12 sion of a permanent 'now, 1 without past or future. " What may 

appear to be contradictory forms of temporal expression—duration 

and ceaseless striving as the necessary rejection of enduring moments 

--are not really contradictory at all. The constant motion of search 

12. Ibid., p. 70. 
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and activity does not obliterate duration as temporal fact: in their 

striving the Lilloan figures never escape enduring anxiety, they never 

are free from the knowledge that structural existence has neither per

manence nor intrinsic worth. That the glories of things created in 

time may endure beyond their creators, that human activity may thus 

provide a quality of timelessness and immortality for mortal beings, 

is refuted by Lillo's omnipresent theme: nothing is really real but the 

nothingness of annihilation itself. Existentially there are only recurr

ing cycles of forms emerging from and returning to this nothingness. 

"Las nieves eternas, " "El oro," and "Vxspera de difuntos, " point to 

existential sterility and meaninglessness by the conceptual immobility 

of their stylistic circularity. 

Lilloan symbolic time must be analyzed wholly from the pers

pective of the ontological and existentialist-theological meaning. But 

the very act of affirming this methodological truth, in view of the pre

ceding ontologico-theological analyses, also establishes the conclusion 

that Sub Solean time is more unreal than real. This follows from the 

analyses of the Lilloan tales as myths, that is, as stories whose 

themes and personages are universal prototypes which develop patterns 

of behavior and which come to spiritual truths common to the race as 

a whole. 

The myth is a "timeless schema, " as Thomas Mann has 
said, It is timeless in that it is ever present, a constant reminder 
of the eternal return of the same. Thus Prometheus and Theseus, 
Odysseus and Telemachus, Orpheus and Eurydice, 
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Paris and Helen, . . . Jacob and Rachel, Joseph 
and the wife of Potiphar, and Job and his friends 
may be envisaged as ever present, timeless 
prototypes of human existence, as symbols sug
gesting the cyclic repetition of the same or 
similar human situations. They may be relived 
as signifying a situation enduring outside place 
and time--even though they are expressed in the 
details of an individual character at a definite 
time and place. . . . The mythical figures tend 
to lose their personal identity, so deeply are 
they embedded in the cyclic repetitions of the 
same human situation, so completely are they 

. identified with previous incarnations of the same 
human type. *3 

Time has surcease in the world of mythical images that reflect the 

permanent wellsprings of feeling and knowledge in the human spirit. 

Serving as the surrogate for the generic, the archetypal, mythological 

theme and character move within existential time (they reflect the 

existential situation in conveying the essence of its nature), but also 

stand beyond time as if they were the ciphers conveying a divine judg

ment about the texture of existential being, a judgment which pene -

trates to the very soul of world quality. For this reason, a close look 

at the symbolic undercurrents of each Sub Sole tale, whether mimetic 

or fantastic, reveals that temporality, superficially analogous to 

existential (sidereal) time, is really sui generis; it is not "real" be

cause its total significance lies within its function as projector and 

bearer of an emotively charged psychical state of affairs. Being only 
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the stylistic progression through which the immediacy of so many 

intuitive moments are developed, time (sequence) loses its reality as 

time or actual movement. The knowledge symbolized and presented 

through mythical archetypes is not apprehended within temporal pro

cesses; it is a phenomenon of being and not becoming. And so we are 

led to the conclusion that in all of the stories, time appears to be de-

temporalized, unreal, suggestive of existential process, but also 

something transcending this process. We simply cannot estimate the 

length of temporal passage in "El rapto del sol, " "El ahogado, " 

"Irredencion, " "En la rueda, " and the other tales. Temporal indeter-

minateness, stressed in the Modernist stories, works equally through 

the realistic group. In "El alma de la maquina, " for instance, what 

is proposed as a day's time appears rather as a diurnal metaphor for 

the entirety of existential duration, for all of earth's days, just as the 

Genesis account of creation as occurring in a series of days appeals to 

us as a metaphorical device representing the vaguest of indefinite, 

mythico-temporal periods. 

Lilloan reference to existential time through a symbolic non-

time or prototypal time is clearly traceable in his conception of the 

past. In "El rapto del sol, " the preterite tenses enclose descriptive 

spoliation and negativity reflecting the nature of the human world. But 

this past is too sinister; it does not correspond to the ambivalent 

nature, the alternation of good and bad, moral and immoral, which 
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characterizes the human condition, whether past or present. Because 

of this univocal treatment, the past loses its temporal quality, its 

historicity, and becomes the medium for the establishment of a dom

inating WeUarischauu^ig. We also observe that Lillo's negative des

cription of the human world is preceded by that phrase which de-

temporalizes a following recitation of conditions: "Hubo una vez.11 And 

then the following elaboration of past content establishes a kind of 

world structure that blurs the existential differentiae of language, cus

tom, and race. Speaking of the world's single monarch, he writes: 

"Fue el senor del mundo." We are presented with an earth lord with

out experiential parallel. The monarch has not conquered his domin

ion; he has been the terrestrial ruler from the beginning, from that 

non-point in the non-time of "hubo una vez." He does not rule over a 

dispersed set of racial groups; rather, his control is over the collec

tive abstraction of humanity (Lillo underscores the abstract character 

of the human mass by capitalizing the "h" of "Humanidad"). A similar 

analysis of past time is possible in all of the stories. For example, 

in "El ahogado, " the maritime tale immediately following "El rapto 

del sol, " the preterite tense, again, works through the vaguest, most 

indefinite of past times ("la vieja historia"). The past is memory, it 

is a dream "como si sofiase despierto, " in the words describing the 

exprepsionless backward glance of the young fisherman. 
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As there is no "real, " experienced past from which the story 

action of the various tales emerges, so there is no immediate past 

which gives rise to the variously conceived dream or memory motifs. 

As we begin reading the stories with "una vez" so we continue with 

similar expressions. Past time does not exist (except as a feeling of 

"something happened") simply because the stylistic presentation of 

that time is such that we do not know how to characterize what seems 

to be past time as time at all. There are no defining markers by which 

we can circumscribe and analyze the exact dimension and content of 

the past. And what appears to have occurred prior to story action 

assumes so significant a role in our understanding of the story, that 

past and present intertwine in simultaneity. The situation established 

through the past, and with it the time in which it is developed, loses 

its concreteness as a definite stage of temporal process. Time as 

past movement becomes the medium through which we learn—as if we 

were responding to the parst as being the present moment—the nature 

of the spiritual foundations of the race. There can be no past in the 

stories because there is nothing to distinguish the past from the pre

sent; nothing has happened to create an objective state of affairs con

fined to the past. The situation is similar to that of a dream in which 

events occurring within the specious present are arbitrarily assigned 

to a past, thereby giving content to a non-existent time. 

V'. 
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Lillo establishes his story action within the categories of tem

poral movement, he employs differing verb tenses, but all that unfolds 

within these temporal periods appears as simultaneous occurrence, as 

a description of what human nature is and always must be. In this way 

Lilloan descriptive time loses its resemblance to past and present 

existential time. 

This last point is a difficult one to make clear because even if 

we maintain that the Sub Solean characters and events are mythical 

abstractions, it seems that they move in accordance with the principle 

of causality. Referring again to "El rapto del sol, " the symbolic parad

igm of the collection, one could well point out that the monarch pursues 

certain kinds of actions because of certain stimuli that have impinged 

upon his desire-creating faculty. One would say that: 

For all practical purposes. . . we recognize 
an objective time order as defined by the 
principle of causality, just as we recognize, 
for all practical purposes, an objective 
measurement in terms of sidereal time. 
Time in nature consists not only of quanti
tative, uniform units of measurement but 
also of a uniform series or linear order in 
terms of cause and effect. 

But cause and effect, as necessitating a linear progression of events, 

cannot pertain to conceptualizations whose chains of occurrences are 

merely stylistic devices chosen to convey the content of mythico-

intuitions. The monarch of "El rapto del sol" does not move from 

14. Ibid., p. 21. 
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event to event in time. We initially encounter him as a static being-

there (Dasein), a structure among structures. Beginning with the 

dream he appears tp move, but the object toward which his motion 

carries him is not an object toward which movement may legitimately 

be directed. Being-itself is not an object of search; it is not some

thing apprpachable as a hypothetical goal to be acquired through a 

given course of action. Similarly, transcendence is not a state of be

ing that unfolds within an action. Stylistically, there is cause and 

effect, linear motion; symbolically, time is not a meaningful concept. 

The question may still be asked: What, then, is the essence of 

Lilloan time? The answer is that there is no concrete answer: sym

bolic time exists and does not exist for the Lilloan figures. This 

must be the case since, while all of the characters are prototypal con

ceptualizations, they also live as part of existential humanity. We may 

only say that Lilloan temporality is ambiguous in its simultaneous 

existing and not existing: all of the figures are beyond time, but all 

have a past, present, and future. No matter how determined a denial 

of symbolic time one may make in his evaluation of the Sub Sole tales, 

a similarity between existential time and Sub Solean time must be 

posited if one has been persuaded to recognize the Lilloan abstractions 

as verisimilar analogues of human men or human natures. This is 

only to say that anguish and transcendence can never be meaningful 

solely as products of abstract thought; they must come from the heart 
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of the living and they must be developed in such a way that their truth 

is a truth of human time, space, and thought. 

All of the distinctions involved in the discussion of Lilloan time 

pertain, mutatis mutandis, to a discussion of his treatment of space. 

Stylistically, there are two spatial story environments: that of the 

dream and memory, and that in which the actions of the stories unfold. 

Of the realistic stories, "El ahogado" and "Vispera de difuntos" pre

sent the reader with such fantastic and menacing ambiances that the 

term "realistic" is a misnomer when applied to them. The dream-

memory episodes, whether occurring in the fantastic or realistic 

stories, involve spatial environments which are so patently a manifold 

of psychical symbols that they neither have solidity nor external coun

terparts of which they are stylized analogues. This point is obvious 

when we are dealing with the Modernist tales, but it is somewhat less 

than apparent when asserted of such a story as "El vagabundo. " The 

content of the wanderer's memory may seem quite verisimilar if we 

are not sensitive to the maternal exclamation which is an over-reaction 

to her boy's accidental violence. Lillo is always careful to plan his 

"psychical sequences" in such a way that any strong resemblance be

tween them and external occurrences is clearly avoided. 

Lilloan space is stylistically characterizable as being of a frag

mentary nature, another sign of dissociation from reality. We read 

the stories as if we were passing from one fully developed tableau to 



another. There are carefully wrought Parnassian garden and apocal

yptic scenes in "En el rapto del sol, " "Irredenci6n, " and "El oro, " 

with the central figures moving easily through the scenes, though each 

movement involves a full break in spatial decor, as one scene yields 

to (not blends with) another. This cinematic, rapid shifting from one 

picture to another, with each picture being scenically dissimilar from 

the others, is the hallmark of "Nieves eternas, " a story in which one 

drop of water traverses the world and becomes involved progressively 

in mineral, animal, vegetable, and (again) animal forms. But similar 

contrasting shifts in spatial content occur in the other stories, with the 

exception of "'Inamible, •" though these shifts result more in the altered 

emotional status of each scene, than in a shifting of descriptive scenery. 

In "Vispera de difuntos" the old woman's memory unfolds spatially 

within a single room on a single night, but there are distinctive scenes, 

or close-ups of the two personages involved, and the contents of these 

(descriptive) close-ups are quite dissimilar. 

Space is ultimately as real and as unreal as time. Both are 

stylistically circular in "En la rueda, " "Elahogado, " "Las nieves eternas," 

"La trampa, " "El vagabundo, " "Vispera de difuntos, " "Quilapan,11 and 

"El alma de la maquina, " though the mechanism of this circularity is 

not the same in all of these stories. If time stands motionless in "Las 

nieves eternas" and "Vispera de difuntos, " with the content of initial 

story time identical to that at the story's close, just so are the spatial 
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environments of story beginning and end identical. Circularity—the 

theme of sameness and return—points to a changeless, timeless space 

whose content only superficially varies, in that content meaning re

mains unalterably the same. For Lillo both the concept of time and 

the concept of space are understood not in terms of shifting, fleeting 

forms, but in terms of meaning. The same thought is expressible, 

perhaps, in terms of quality. Lillo's spatio-temporal environment 

has a qualitative value or meaning, rather than an objective, quantita

tive reality based upon kinds, numbers, and relationships of stylized 

visual objects. The specificity of particulars dissolves into an emo

tive response to world texture; in this process the concepts of time 

(as so many segments in motion) and space (as a kind of environment 

describable through the accidents of then-existing forms and actions) 

become irrelevant. Story objects metamorphose into readers' sensa

tions, a situation which finds a modicum of stylistic evidence in the 

Sub Solean search theme (the pursuit of being-itself as an object to be 

devoured like the Host), and in the metamorphoses of being-itself into 

the phenomenal manifold ("Las nieves eternas"). And the metaphysi

cal cipher-device, too, hints at the lack of solidity inherent within the 

Sub Solean world structures. 

Whatever reality space may have at any story moment, there 

can be no doubt that story space undergoes a severe restriction in 

breadth, a "quantitative" diminution corresponding to the suggestion 
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of moral damnation, guilt, and anxiety. In his utilization of this 

stylistic device Lillo precedes the modern literary treatment of space, 

such as that to be found in the theatre of lonesco: 

Chez lonesco, une conception non moins 
originale de l'espace se manifeste. Frequem-
ment dans son theatre, l'espace scenique 
se retrecit suivant un trace qu'on pourrait 
assimiler & une spirale ou a des cercles con-
centriques: Les objets envahissant peu a pou la 
scene (les Chaises, le Nouveau locataire) de 
mani&re a ne plus laisser au personnage principal 
que l'espace exigu d'une cellule de condamn£ a 
mort. Ce lent retrecissement physique est lie 
a un encerclement moral, a un ensevelissement. 
L'espace de lonesco est une peau de chagrin. 

The Lilloan treatment of spatial construction is not as severe and 

melodramatic as this, but neither are his effects so diluted as not to 

be readily apparent. The monarch of "El rapto del sol, " bearing the 

sun within his frozen heart, feels as if "toda la nieve de las montafias 

[restriction of world ambiance] se hubiese trasladado alii. " And the 

human mass, situated about its dying campfires, undergoes a world loss 

or ambient restriction: "Entonces, a la escasa luz de las estrellas, 

en la negra obscuridad que los rodeaba, busearonse los unos a los 

otros ... huyendo del silencio y de la soledad del planeta muerto. " 

Sebastian pf "El ahogado" moves into negative transcendence within 

his mind alone; the world is stylistically reduced to a small skiff and 

15. Georges Matore, L'Espace humaine (Paris: La Colombe, 
1962), p. 210. 
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the vast, identical sanjeness of the ocean. Lillo's condemned princess 

("Irredencion") experiences a similar loss of world: "Tuvo miedo y 

quiso huir, pero los arboles . .. le cerraron el paso y . .. la estre-

charon hasta ahogarla ... .11 And as she awakens from her dream with 

a cry of despair, she finds herself "incorporada en el lecho," as if 

this bed were, in fact, her coffin. The struggle of the roosters ("En 

la rueda") is confined to the smallest, most barren of worlds, while 

the divinity begins and ends imprisoned on "la arista de una roca" in 

"Las nieves eternas. " The "Vispera de difuntos" atmosphere is her

metically sealed within a physical and spiritual darkness, while the 

Christological figure of "El oro" is also "aprisionado en una arista de 

[una] roca. " In this latter story Lilloan humanity is plunged into "la 

nada, " a fine stylistic resource enfolding the whole concept of ambient 

(spatial) restriction. Lillo's divinity in "El remolque" begins and ends 

his narration "en la pequena camera del bergantin, " and the whole of 

the story action, again moving across the sea, centers about two small 

vessels. In "El alma de la maquina" the divinity is confined to a small, 

elevated platform, while the masses struggle upon a world below, one 

whose dimensions are those of a coal mine. Quilapan ("Quilapan") 

begins, moves through, and ends his life in a "mezquina porcion" of 

land, while the vagabond ("El vagabundo") carries on his divine func

tion only among groups of peasants. The "'Inamible'" environment is 

restricted to several offices, and in "La trampa" the ranch owner's 

immediate world is limited to his home. 
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These brief examples will indicate the restrictive nature of 

Lilloan space; they also suggest the truth that Lilloan space comes to 

be a form of emotively charged synthesis through which different sen

sations merge into an overall vision of the Lilloan perception of world 

texture. One way to become aware of this is to note that there is 

always a rapport between a character's psychical life and his sense 

perceptions. As in the dream sequences which, by definition, are 

wholly subjective, so in the wakeful moments of the realistic stories, 

each character's psychical state formulates the kind of spatial ambiance 

appropriate to it. This assertion is not the mere truism that each 

normally functioning sense organ "makes up" the content of its world. 

Rather, the emotive-psychical condition of the Lilloan figures gen

erates its own "surrounding field" in which it may function and in 

which, as it were, it finds support in contact with material phenomena. 

There is always a full integration of psyche and world, so that both 

phenomena move together in an identical impulse. Lilloan space and 

time are ultimately indissoluble fragments of Lilloan intuition. 



CHAPTER 8 

MYTHICAL NATURE AND SUBSIDIARY ARCHETYPAL 

PATTERNS OF SUB SOLE 

The primary Sub Solean archetypal patterns—the fall from 

Paradise, anxiety before the inevitability of death, the search for a 

higher and more complete mode of being, the feeling that nature is de

monically hostile to man, and the unavoidable conclusion that the very 

act of existing entails a demonization of spiritual consciousness--find 

a particular form of expression through the elements comprising the 

ontological and existentialist-theological symbolic form of the thirteen 

stories. In this section I shall endeavor to relate the subsidiary arche

typal motifs to these principal ones. I shall also indicate in what way 

Lillo's stories are myths, i.e., stories developing archetypal patterns 

which reveal "primordial" truths about the quality of the human essence. 

But the understanding of a proximate relationship between Lilloan sym

bolic motifs and certain iterated or persistently requrring ideas which 

are prevalent within much of literary symbolism does not entail an 

irrevocable equation of a Lilloan motif with a given cultural expression. 

By relating Sub Solean ideological motifs to generally recognized 

universal patterns of expression, I am only attempting to indicate, in 

151 
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a suggestive or introductory fashion, the relation between recurring 

cultural concerns expressed in conceptual symbolism and Lillo's pre

dominating ontologico-theological motifs. 

If myth is defined as a mode of allegory in which the action sym

bolizes primordial ideas that have traditionally preoccupied man in the 

different forms of his thought, then in terms of the outline by which 

the Sub Sole tales were grouped in Chapter 3, it is apparent how Lillo's 

stories are classifiable as myths. I stated in that chapter that each 

story, whether stylistically mimetic or fantastic, is subsumable under 

at least one central ontological-theological motif. And each motif rep

resents a primal concern common to every member of the race, in 

whatever sophisticated form that motif may assume within different 

cultural groups. The world's variant philosophic theologies give poly-

phonous voice to the conception of world harmony, estrangement, 

anxiety, Edenic (psychical) wholeness, and the ambivalent sensations 

of hell and condemnation. Such motifs, that is to say, are universally 

archetypal; they are no more exclusively within the province of 

Occidental thought than loneliness and meaninglessness are the exclu

sive emotional by-products of any particular cultural milieu. Because 

of the universal quality of the overarching expressions of human con

cern in Lillo's stories (when approached from the perspective of on

tology and theology), they are stylistically displaced myths. And they 

are mythical in form because they suggest patterns of thought via 
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emotively laden archetypal motifs; there is no overt ideology. When, 

for example, we find an inescapable anguish permeating every fictional 

moment, we are aware that we have come to this sensation indirectly: 

Lillo never tells us that his logic has dictated a total rejection of 

salvational panaceas. 

But we may defend the assertion that the Sub Solean world is 

mythical even in the most generalized meaning of "myth. " Lillo1 s 

thematic movement as well as his characterizations are allegorical; 

we are presented with "whole concepts"—God, generic man, psychi

cal qualities in tension--, and these concepts, being stylistic abstrac

t ions ,  are  mythical  in  their  suprahuman or  supranatural  natures  ( i .  e . ,  

for example, when characters exercise great po\ver, when an animal 

or plant functions as a vivification of all-Nature, or when a demonic 

or anagogic psychical impulse is endowed with life form). And this 

allegorical texture presents a correspondence between the more 

traditional understanding of myth (Northrup Frye: "A narrative in 

which some characters are suprahuman beings who do things that 

•happen only in stories'")"'' and the Lilloan tales. 

Lillo's figures are suprahuman not because they function with

in a fantastic world or act free from the restrictions of existential 

time and space. Nor are they suprahuman because of "their imitation 

1. Frye, ag. cit., p. 137. 
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2 
of actions near or at the conceivable limits of desire"; rather, their 

suprahuman character consists of the generic quality of their natures. 

The confusion between suprareal and generic figures, as the central 

characters of ijiyths, presents one of the difficulties to a satisfactory 

understanding of what intricate conceptual power lies packed within 

mythical narratives. Frye, for instance, considers myth as "an 

abstract or purely literary world of fictional and thematic design, un-

3 
affected by cannons of plausible adaptations to familiar experience." 

He insists that the suprahuman in myth involves implausibility, the 

non-correspondence of "thematic design" with reality. For him the 

mythical world is one of total metaphor, "one in which everything is 

potentially identical with everything else, as though it were all inside 

4 a single infinite body. " But this position is confusing; it relinquishes 

the support of what appears to be a literary form of the law of (intend

ed) identity (as, e.g. , in the situation when the identity, patriarchal 

figure=God is presented) and leads to the conclusion that a stylistic 

displacement obviates our having to look at a story to find out if we are 

justified in assuming that a simile can never be understood to be a 

metaphor. Through a work's form we may see that a patriarchal 

2. Ibid., p. 136. 

3. Ibid. 

4. Ibid. 
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figure is the non-metaphor whose total identity is discoverable in that 

set of characteristics comprising the God-personality. But if Frye's 

understanding of "myth" is correct, that is, if myth is stylistically 

characterized by total metaphoric identity, we would have to say that 

a story in which we come to believe that a human figure, "y," really 

is to be understood as God, is not a myth at all merely because the 

author has portrayed "y" not to be God but to be like him. And so the 

"y" personality structure would only stand in an analogous relation to 

that of the divinity. In (pure) myth, the "y" figure would partake of 

full God-ness; in displaced myth (that form analogous to myth), the 

"y" figure would partake of relational attributes of God-ness. Regard

less of story content we can never be justified in positing a full con

gruence between the "y" figure and the total nature of the divinity. 

This situation must be made clear because many of the Lilloan 

abstractions stylistically appear to be similes (e.g., the ship captain 

is godlike in "El ahogado") while others appear to be metaphors (e.g., 

the sun is being-itself in "El rapto del sol"). But the fact that some 

figures are similes and others are metaphors does not drive us from 

the conclusion that, whatever the formalistic mode of presentation, 

all of the abstractions may be analyzed as functioning, simultaneously 

as metaphor and simile. One of Lillo's figures can stand for (be) an 

abstract concept; it can also be like that concept, while retaining a 

close similarity to the empirical figure of which it is the stylized 
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analogue. And so, for example, Lillo's monarch is a metaphor for 

generic man, but he is also and simultaneously a simile for generic 

man, in the sense that Lillo wishes us to understand that the monarch 

is existential, time-and-place man, that he is every man living in 

anxiety and before potential transcendence. Frye's insistence on the 

stylistic difference between metaphor and simile must not extend so 

far that we cannot read story content ever as involving a blending of 

metaphor and simile in the attempt to suggest that a figure is both a 

pure abstraction and yet an analogue of its appropriate existential re

ferent. And, more complexly, as in the case of the roosters of "En 

la rueda, " a figure can be an abstract spiritual idea (Clavel=anagogic 

drive), an abstract pseudo-physical idea (Clavel=generic man), and 

an analogue (Clavel= existential man in general). The meanings sepa

rate and converge, but are always present in varying degrees of 

individual strength. Lillo's characters are all abstractions to greater 

or lesser degree of abstractness, but they are also analogues (and this 

is true of the divine and Christological figures) of existential man in 

all the texture of his emotions and thoughts. Even the water drop—an 

abstraction for the psychical aspect of the divinity in "Nieves eternas" 

—is quite anthropomorphic in its response to the stimuli of the world 

environment. The real and the unreal, the fictional and the mimetic, 

abstract essence and life blood all commingle to form the mythical 

Sub So lean ambiance. Lillo's literary conceptualism transcends the 
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stylistic dichotomy of an "art of implicit metaphorical identity" 

5 
(myth). Once this fact gains acceptance, there is no longer need for 

inquiring, into the way a mythical structure, expressed in the mode of 

realism, is made to appear plausible. Story analysis always may 

show that, whatever the form, a symbolic content is created through 

personages that cannot be classified in any convenient conceptual 

category. An investigation of a Sub Sole tale may well show that any 

one personage is functioning (1) as a metaphor of "x"; (2) as a simile 

for "x"; (3) as an analogue of (some aspect) of "x"; (4) as a feeling we 

derive from observing "x. " The veil of mimetic form does not ar

bitrarily preclude a story from being a myth. 

In the following presentation of subsidiary archetypal patterns 

I shall briefly analyze motifs which, being recurring literary themes, 

serve clearly to emphasize the universal quality of the Sub Solean 

narratives. Lillo is an existentialist in his investigation of the general 

nature of the human situation; he is an essentialist in reducing the tex-

tural elements of this situation to generic abstractions. In accomplish

ing the metamorphosis of the particular and recurring into the univer

sal and archetypal, he has recourse to figures and motifs derived 

principally from Biblical symbolism, but including a host of familiar 

patterns which establish a background for his predominant symbols. 

5. Ibid., pp. 136-137. 
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There are, first, a series of interrelated ideas paralleling the 

ontological triad of empirical reality, psychical reality, and being-

itself. It may be remembered that the principal conclusion reached in 

the chapter "Ontological Structure " was that the levels of reality 

were only conceptually distinct, that each level lacked solidity in a 

way appropriate to its nature. Empirical reality was said to be the 

image or cipher of being-itself, a condition revealed in the shifting of 

its faqades, the transiency of its structures, and its inability to con

vince humanity of its intrinsic worth. Psychical reality, understood 

as the movement toward transcendence or theknowledge of the ultimate 

impossibility of standing within transcendence, is nontemporal and 

nonspatial, a phenomenon possessing none of the characteristics of the 

real, an intermediate quasi-stage between the structurally non-real 

and the non-structurally non-real. This last fantasm, being-itself, 

while the ground of being,is everything and nothing at the same time, 

the most persistent and all-embracing of chimeras. 

Now Lillo suggests the unity of the three levels—their 

indissolubility--through the archetypal patterns derived from the meta

phor of a universal oneness, a single body as, for example, in the 

Christian Trinity or in Milton's conception of a commonwealth whose 

citizens are one in purpose and will. There are many archetypal 

formulations of the "one body" motif; in Lillo, we have several com

bined in overlapping fashion. There is a quasi-sexual symbolism 
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involving a marriage of man and being-itself, a marriage embracing 

form and spirit, as the physical person, working sensuously through 

the empirical world-as-cipher, yields himself to union with the ground 

of being. Lillo's marriage archetype is obviously close to that of the 

mystical union of recipient and Beloved; there is the fusion of spirit 

and substance through the psyche, that spiritual faculty dependent upon 

and existing through the physical body, and also the yearning theme, 

that which portrays an individual striving for a wholeness his own 

individuated form does not provide, Lillo's transcendence is the spir

itual "making of one flesh" through the anagogical dynamics of individ

ual' form striving to reunite with the ground of being. Stories 

emphasizing this "one flesh" archetype are "El rapto del sol, " "El 

ahogado, " and "El oro. " 

Marriage, as the fusion of two entities fulfilling a common 

destiny, is an expressional form of identity; that is, in marriage, two 

discrete quantities move together through a recognition of mutual 

belongingness, the sense that each member is appropriately part of 

the other. In "El rapto del sol" and "El oro, " recognition is charac-

ter'izedas desire; in "El ahogado, " recognition is symbolized by an 

irreversible tropic yearning for immersion in the sea. 

Organic wholeness implies congruence of a body's constituent 

parts. But the idea of congruence is expressible in symbolic terms 

other than those of sexual or quasi-sexual union. 
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The animal and vegetable worlds are 
identified with each other, and with the divine 
and human worlds as well, in the Christian 
doctrine of transubstantiation, in which the 
essential human forms of the vegetable world, 
food and drink, the harvest and the vintage, 
the bread and the wine, are the body and blood 
of the Lamb who is also Man and God, and in 
whose body we exist as in a city or temple. 
. . .  I t  w o u l d  b e  h a r d  t o  f i n d  a  s i m p l e r  o r  m o r e  
vivid image of human civilization, where man 
attempts to surround nature and put it inside 
his (social) body, than the sacramental meal. ® 

Lillo's monarch bypasses the intermediate transubstantiational stage; 

instead of consuming nature in vegetable form, he directly attempts 

to incorporate the generative source of nature. But the intermediate 

stage symbolically remains in the form of man manipulating, dominat

ing, all that comes before him. The Lilloan monarch consumes 

reality by approaching it solely in terms of his desires. This form of 

consumption lies behind the demonic quality of man's mode of existence 

in all of the Sub Sole an tales. 

Nature, as a whole, voices its dependence upon being-itself in 

"Las nieves eternas": plants and animals must consume the water of 

life in order to participate in existence. 

The old woman's anxiety in "Vispera de difuntos" stems from 

her inability to participate in the young child's goodness; there is no 

way for the human consistently to commune with the divine. 

6. Ibid., p. 143. 
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Quilapan partakes of the divine by consuming the products of 

the soil and by living in such a way that the soil is his ultimate reality. 

The Indian approaches the earth as1 if it were a god, or a personified 

Source upon and through which men are able to live at all. The chthon-

ic symbolism of "Quilapan" is but one mode by which Lillo conceptual

izes the identity of the animal, vegetable, and divine worlds, an 

identity of these worlds conceived through their being mutually enclosed 

within the encompassing nature of being-itself. Each structure com

munes with every other; all are ciphers leading through the manifold 

quality of thing-ness to transcendence. 

Harmonic unity between Edenic potential man and being-itself 

is captured in another archetype of the single body or single flesh 

metaphor, an archetype also suggesting the anagogic harmony of the 

psyche in transcendence. This is the symbol of a form of identity 

between the human body and the vegetable world, an identity captured 

either in the dreaming, peaceful, wish-fulfilling quality of beatific, 

Edenic existence or in the universal nature of the perception of being-

itself in a transcendental moment. The Edenic garden is the symbol 

for Edenic and psychical union in "El rapto del sol, " "Irredencion, " 

"En la rueda, " "Las nieves eternas, " and, in a modified form, in 

"Quilapan." 

A final archetypal motif for the world-as-a-single-body is that 

of metamorphosis. 
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Certain types of etiological folk tales, the 
stories of how supernatural beings were turned 
into the animals and plants that we know, 
represent an attenuated form of the same type 
of metaphor, and survive as the "metamorphosis" 
archetype familiar from Ovid. 7 

Being-itself, in all the Sub Sole tales, is "turned into the 

g 
animals and plants that we know. " Creative Energy expresses its 

dynamics-to-create through forms; it must yield "part of" its nature 

to these forms, for they can have no existence unless the power-of-

being is within them. Lillo offers this conceptualism in the arche

typal symbolism of "Las nieves eternas. " The water and water drop 

occur as a genesic substance whose function is to be turned into other 

forms; being-itself undergoes constant metamorphosis: without form, 

it is nothing but dynamic generation. 

The archetypal metaphor of the "way, " common to all quest-

literature, is a recurring Lilloan motif. The monarch of "El rapto 

del sol" sets off in search of an Ideal, and the princess of "Irreden-

cion" experiences a dreaming odyssey. The anthropomorphic water 

drop of "Las nieves eternas" traverses the world, and the men of "El 

oro" pursue an errant sun beam. "El remolque" involves the narrated 

adventure of two boats, one attached to the other, and so repeats the 

voyage theme of "El ahogado. " "El vagabundo" deals with awandering 

7. Ibid., p. 144. 

8. Ibid. 
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figure in search of an Ideal, while "'Inamible'" traces the quest for an 

affirmatively ethical relationship between men. 

Water, as an archetypal symbol, is ambivalently conceptualized. 

Negatively, it characterizes chaos or dissolution, the loss of man's 

sense of direction, and his succumbing to the demonic texture of exis

tence. The fisherman of "El ahogado" crosses the water of spiritual 

and physical death. The ocean of "El remolque" reiterates the chaos 

and violence of both the spiritual and physical modes of death, a state 

of affairs portended by the dust and lightning bolts of "Vispera de 

difuntos. " But water simultaneously is the source of life, as that on 

which the boats of Heaven and earth move in "El remolque, " and in 

which the plants and animals find sustenance in "Las nieves eternas. " 

Like the other archetypal motifs, water is positive and negative at the 

same time; the ambivalence of the Lilloan world, that ambivalence 

arising from the possibility of a transcendence which is yet ultimately 

inefficacious, is clearly symbolized in the ambiguity of the water 

archetype. 

Other archetypal motifs are presented wholly negatively, em

phasizing the quality of a world which 

desire totally rejects: the world of the 
nightmare and the scapegoat, of bondage 
and pain and confusion;  the  world as  i t  i s .  .  .  ;  
the world of perverted and wasted work, ruins, 
and catecombs, instruments of torture and 
monuments of folly. And just as apocalyptic 
imagery in poetry is closely associated with 
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a religious heaven, so its dialectic opposite 
is closely linked with an existential hell. . . . ^ 

Lillo's pessimism, his recognition of the prevailing power of the de

monic, leads him to symbolize the moral quality of being-itself as 

negative. Thus, the number of negative archetypal figures common to 

the literary world of demonic imagery. In "El alma de la maquina, " 

Heaven becomes the uncaring, the inaccessible, a situation conducing 

to the idea of an inscrutable fate as the controller of world structure. 

The archetype of impersonal power ("El ahogado, " "Irredencion, " "En 

la rueda, " "Las nieves eternas, " "El oro, " "Quilapan, " and "El alma 

de la maquina") leads us to think of Lilloan theology as an a-theology: 

he presents 

. . . the sense of human remoteness and 
futility in relation to the divine order which 
is only one element among others in most 
tragic visions of life, though an essential 
one in all. . . . Poets are. . . outspoken about 
this view of divinity: Blake's Nobodaddy, 
Shelley's Jupiter, Swinburne's "supreme 
evil, God, " Hardy's befuddled Will, and 
Housman's "brute and blackguard" are 
examples. *0 

The atheistic archetypes suggest Lillo's tragic sense of life, the un

ceasing human reach for something which not only cannot respond, 

but is engaged in a process of internal struggle (self-psychical aliena

tion), denying its own function as a creator within his creation. 

9 .  Ibid. ,  p .  147.  

10. Ibid. 
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The demonic existential world is portrayed through a series of 

interrelated archetypes. There is the tyrant-leader motif—that 

appearing in "El rapto del sol,11 "El alma de la maquina, " "Quilapan," 

and "El vagabundo"—, a motif involving the domination of men and 

their treatment as the tyrant's selfish desires dictate. The tyrant 

figure operates upon a pharmakos or victim that is sacrificed without 

a resulting affirmative gain to society. Frequently, the sacrificial 

situation occurs in the imagery of sparagmos or a literal tearing apart 

of the victim's flesh. This latter image reflects a rending of the spirit, 

a rending occurring when the promise of fulfillment through transcen

dence is proved illusory. In the place of a union of substances, there 

is a dissolution. These archetypes appear in diverse form in "El 

rapto del sol, " "El ahogado, " "Irredencion, " "En la rueda, " "Vispera 

de difuntos,11 "El oro, " "El remolque, " "Quilapan, " "El vagabundo, " 

and "La trampa," but their stylized treatments will be considered in 

the analyses of the stories in Part Two. 

To the archetype of the single leader there is opposed that of 

the mob, the mass in which each individual struggles for survival 

within his own autonomous anonymity, and in which each is an example 

of the collective whole's nature as mere directionless impulse. Fre

quently, the mob archetype is portrayed as searching for a sacrificial 

victim, whether human or animal. The combination of the search . 

archetype and the mob archetype represents despair-inrimpotence; 
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the mad thrashing about for an undefined objective in the hope of 

alleviating an inexpungible sense of meaninglessness common to the 

race as a whole. There are searching mobs in "El rapto del sol, " 

"En la rueda, " "El oro, " "Quilapan, " and "La trampa. " 

The affirmative garden archetype finds a demonic counterpart 

in the sinister forest, the menacing landscape, and the scenes of 

destruction and dreadful night. All symbols point to the world's tragic 

demonic quality and the impossibility of a divine salvation. Almost 

all of the Lilloan tales contain one or more of these archetypes, and 

they are sufficiently easy to identify to avoid an enumeration here. 

A final prominent archetypal pattern is that of cyclical move

ment, of recurrence. 

The human world is midway between the 
spiritual and the animal, and reflects the 
duality in its cyclical rhythms. Closely 
parallel to the solar cycle of light and dark
ness is the imaginative cycle of waking and 
dreaming life. This cycle underlies the 
antithesis of the imagination of experience 
and of innocence. . . . For the human rhythm 
is the opposite of the solar one: a titanic 
libido wakes when the sun sleeps, and the 
light of day is often the darkness of desire. 
Then again, in common with animals, man 
exhibits the ordinary cycle of life and death, 
in which there is generic but not individual 
rebirth. H 

The rhythm of human life, as Northrup Frye presents it above, occurs 

through the actual dream states or dream-like quality of the majority 

.11. Ibid., p. 159. 
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of the Sub Sole tales. But the cyclical motif as conceptualized in 

"Las nieves eternas" plays an even more complex role as a resume 

of the ambiguous nature of finite existence. This symbolism and its 

relation to that of the other stories will be considered at length in the 

analysis of "Las nieves eternas.11 

V-



PART TWO 

ANALYSIS OF THE SUB SOLE STORIES 

168 



CHAPTER 1 

EL EAPTO DEL SOL 

Inversion, concentration, and expansion of time accentuate 

the symbolic inverisimilitude of this philosophic parable. We are 

reading a story whose events, though temporally sequenced, are 

thematic of a mythico-psychical, rather than an existential past. 

The conceptual texture is emphasized through such phrases as "hubo 

una vez, " " una noche,11 "durante un momento, " "han pasado dos 

dlas, " "de pronto. " But this does not imply that the reader is led as 

if dreaming within a void of semiconsciousness and that he 

imaginatively is able to control situation and pace. Story motion is 

stylistically forward and deliberate, passing through transitions 

surely if not abruptly in a mythical time which is simultaneously 

realistic and surrealistic. We read through transtemporalization of 

spiritual "history, " a history which, though made up of non-

chronologic ally occuring events, is yet literarily represented within 

sharply defined movements. The instant of awakening consciousness 

occurs in "una noche, " and the concomitant rational awareness (and 

analysis) of the awakening follows "durante un momento. " In "tres 

dlas con sus noches" the monarch succeeds in capturing the sun, and 

169 
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"de pronto" he is placed in a situation in which he glimpses an im

mortality both suggested by and approachable through the instability 

of finitude. Concentrated existential time effectively suggests a 

psychical "time" in which there are no separable moments; it also 

suggests a mythical time of arising spiritual awareness. 

Time is both stylistically expanded and contracted. Though 

temporal concentration suggests an atemporal psychical and mythical 

time, the idea that something happens necessitates a stylistic tem

poral expansion. The whole story is processed through the unpre

pared transitions from activity to calm, violence to serenity, and 

through the divided story segments following the symbolism of an 

attempted self-deification through concupiscence. Lillo's concern is 

double: an awareness that spiritual truths emerge atemporally, in 

man, and a corresponding awareness that all materiality has no in

trinsic worth. From the moment of divine aspiration to that of a 

fleeting eschatological ideal vision of being-itself, the generic psyche 

develops through succeeding moments. For this reason we find an 

alternation of descriptive passages--those conceptualizing both the 

"realm" of being-itself and a spiritless world--with psychical de

velopments, those movements stylized and developed through the 

intervening years of the story action. In expanding time and sup

pressing collateral phenomena Lillo is able to maintain his rhythmic 

emphasis on purely psychical events. 
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The alternations of temporal expansion and concentration are 

accompanied by an inversion in the "historical" order of events. We 

read an initial paragraph describing man's spiritual and physical 

nature as an existential being. This is followed immediately and suc

cessively by paragraphs conceptualizing his intuition of being-itself, 

his memory (a stylistically portrayed Edenic state of dreaming 

innocence), and his; remembrance of actualization in the form of a 

single particular creature--a mixture of conceptual sequences which 

is maintained to the very last when the patently contrived redemptive 

nature of the ending occurs without a mediative Christological figure. 

Ultimately it is this temporal inversion (working as it does through 

Modernist fancy) that conveys an apparent intention to introduce us to 

conceptual matters which defy temporal categorization. 

Following the initial paragraph describing existential humanity 

we are introduced to the dream sequence beginning "una noche." 

Two modes of delineation: the existential and the psychological en

compass two subject matters which appear dissimilar but which in 

reality are complementary. There is motion from the vortex of 

social interaction, of conquests, of "millones de hombres, " to the 

placidity of a dream, to a "diafanidad imponderable" and to a har

monious "infinidad de seres." A few lines further we move from an 

"ademan terrible" and a face showing the "demencia de la ira" to a 

warm spring morning. The stylistic alternations carry us from the 
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existential waking moment to the psychological intuition (dream), 

only to reverse the process by proceeding from the sign of a psycho

logical state to what may be termed a psychological-existential time 

and place, one in which the content of reality stimulates a knowledge 

of its lack of intrinsic solidity. Reality and irreality; metaphor and 

existential description; potentiality and actuality; time and psychical 

movement. 

"Hubo una vez"--the origin of humanity--"un rey tan poderoso 

que se ensefioreo de toda la tierra. " The beginning of a story (and of 

a volume of stories) is the beginning of both a comprehensive theolo

gical analysis of humanity and an ontological examination into world 

structure. "Hubouna vez . .. elseftor del mundo. " Lillo's earth lord 

is existential-generic man; he is a ruler of all structure, though 

himself a structure. As an existential creature with a self-centered 

personality, he stands regally in his own individuality, treating sen

tient and non-sentient phenomena as tools by which to construct a 

world pattern of which he alone is master. Potentially, he is able to 

"derribar las montafias, torcer el curso de un rio, o exterminar a 

una nacion. " The tyranny of man (his pride and power) is greater 

than any historical instance of tyranny; it is the tyranny which 

characterizes the direction of the human soul. There is an anthro

pomorphized deity, but it is one whp is seated upon the "trono de 

marfil y oro,11 that lifeless emblem of transient power. 



As a philosophical Weltanschaaung, "El rapto del sol'1 begins 

not with the parenthetical description of man's world and nature, but 

with the origin of his being. "Una noche que descansaba en su 

camara [el rey] tuvo un enigmatico suefio, " is Lillo's intricately con

ceptual presentation of human mythical pre-history. "Una noche": 

the night of myriad fecundation is the night before structural indivi

duation, an infinite time of motion without form, of innumerable 

possibilities. "En su camara": formless, potential man, exists 

only as an inward consciousness; he is an entity at rest within the 

ground of being awaiting the moment of structural formation and 

activation. "Un enigmatico suefio": human consciousness awakens 

in a vague dream through which universal ontological structure is 

recognized. We notice that Lillo's vision is platonically conceived to 

indicate the harmonic structure. Being-itself is the sun-like fish 

irradiating "una infinidad de seres, " the manifold creation all 

having its particularized existence through participative relation with 

the ground of being ("baftados por el magico fulgor"). It is within 

this harmoniously related morass of potentiality that essential man 

dreams. But that he is dreaming at all indicates that he is near to 

actualization; memory is possible only within an. individuated self 

conscious of an exterior field. In the moment of self-consciousness 

and awareness of objects, previous harmonic interdigitation of 

potential beings, that dreaming, innocence in which all forms 
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commingle, dissolves. Self-affirmation leads to self-universalization 

and the estrangement of him who affirms himself as an independent 

being from the being-itself from which he arose'. This is the meaning 

of the "great voice, " the awakened consciousness of selfhood: "Apode-

raos del radiante pez, y todo en torno suyo perecera.11 In becoming 

an individual entity, and in making the divinity an object for considera

tion, man approaches a self-affirmation that is very nearly a self-

deification. 

Though the dream marks the transition from essence to 

existence, its meaning is unclear to the monarch because, as 

paradisal-generic man, his newly actualized analytical powers are 

not yet developed. Being upon the threshold of existence, he does not 

immediately possess the power of relating himself to an external 

world. Rather than as an existing, fully actualized, and thinking 

subject in the dream sequence, the Lilloan monarch is offered to us 

as a developing and inseparable part of that sequence. "Enigmatico 

suefio"; "imperceptibles atomos. " The dreaming moment is vague 

and amorphous; the sensation is that of drifting through the deepest 

levels of the soul, of moving amidst objects which are symbols of a 

being-itself that stands beyond conceptualization. The paradisal-

generic figure at the threshold of consciousness. But actualization 

leads to full individual awareness; the monarch awakens from his 

twilight moment and asks for an interpretation of the dream. Now 
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this asking is not directed at some other figure--there can be no-one 

prior to the generic prototype--but at one's own rational faculties. 

The monarch's power to affirm his own centeredness.is his power to 

construct a meaning for himself and his world. "Oh, divino principe, 

la solucion de su suefio es esta." This is the answer of the young 

astrologer, that newly discovered auto-psychical power of analysis 

and synthesis. 

Paradisal man lives in the dreaming innocence of harmonious 

non-differentiation from being-itself. Lillo alternates and relates 

his symbolism of this essential state to the Biblical Edenic symbolism 

by following the "enigmatico suefio" with "una tibia mafiana de prima-

vera. " A dream: the symbolic internality of paradisal man; a Spring 

landscape: the symbolic externality of that same man, Both images, 

the latter derived from the symbolism of Genesis, are representative 

of the idea of fecundation, of unlimited potentialities. But the 

paradisal-generic figure, standing rationally before the world, no 

longer is paradisal; there is no longer an ideal ambiance forming the 

memory of his prehistorical past, a situation stylized by the words, 

"el monarca nada vi<5. " 

There are two ways in which generic-existential man,, that 

initial human world dweller, may come to regard his nature and en

vironment. The first is to compare finitude with what he vaguely re

members of his infinity; the second is to judge the existential situation 
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in itself. Lillo's monarch is at first dismayed by "la mezquindad de 

su gloria y lo efimero de su poder. " But, "aquella sensacion fue 

ahogada bien pronto": the beauty of materiality fascinates tjie senses, 

captivates them, and leads man to see his world through the second of 

the alternative judgments: "[El] oro, marfil y piedras preciosas 

acuden ... a su memoria con un brillo tal de poderio y grandeza que 

cierra los ojos deslumbrado. " Appearance, temporal power and 

glory, are interpreted to be the contents of the real. In the ability to 

control materiality, the existential-generic figure comes to believe 

that he is able to control all that has being. Lillo carefully stylizes 

what he conceives to be the demonic quality of the world, that state of 

affairs in which sense data provide all of human knowledge and in 

which the referent objects of that sense-knowledge captivate the value-

forming capacity so that the world becomes the source of intrinsic 

value and is believed to be that which is truly real. From the moment 

of coming upon world structure, Lillo's monarch enters into a process 

of self-deception; in a short time he comes to exalt his power to con

trol the beauty of existence, and to question the competence of any 

extraterrestrial power to stand above him. "La vision, de lo que le 

rodea se empequenece, el sol le parece una antorcha vil, digna apenas 

de ocupar un sitio en un rincon de su regia alcoba.11 The demonic 

quality of the world serves to capture man's interest, drawing him 
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into a spiritless existence of material ultimacy. This is the vertigo 

to which humanity succumbs. 

"El rapto del sol" is primarily a mythico-symbolic analysis 

of original sin. But this concept is neither to be understood as a 

general term for various moral transgressions nor as a descriptive 

characterization of certain deliberately undertaken kinds of acts. 

We must observe that Lillo's whole idea of sin arises from a belief 

that there is a delicate equilibrium between the demonic nature of 

the world and human conduct. The materiality of the world environ

ment, and the power of this materiality to attract sentient creatures, 

result in a situation whose psychological undercurrent impels men to 

act sinfully. While essential being (being-itself and its paradisal 

emanations) possesses an original unity which is never disrupted by a 

split into subjectivity and objectivity, the concept of demonic world 

quality underscores the existential loss of the vision of being-itself 

and the concomitant loss of harmony between created forms. World 

demonism distorts human vision so that there is a conception of self 

as the maximum universal power capable of controlling the world. 

We notice the way in which Lillo stylistically formulates the idea. 

As paradisal man, the king is surrounded by the placid "tibia mafiana 

de primavera. " As an existential figure, he stands "transfigurado, 

en un paroxismo de infinita soberbia. " "Sin" (characterized as 

"orgullo" and "soberbia") refers to the texture of the necessary 
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psychological state of existential humanity--it is a generic designa

tion encompassing the whole of man's self-centeredness. The sin of 

each individual is but the individualized expression of a universal 

situation; there exists a world whose demonism so enfolds man that 

he is precommitted to a sinful, i.e., estranged, mode of life. In 

summary form we may say that world demonism is necessarily in

terrelated with a spiritually demoni,c tendency in humanity. 

There are three analytical elements which synthetically 

fashion Lillo's idea of sin. The first is "unbelief,11 the theological 

term which points both to a turning away from being-itself (God) and 

a turning toward oneself and one's world. In actualization humanity 

turns away from being-itself, as its center, and toward itself as the 

source of will, desire, and knowledge. Rational consciousness, the 

power to turn toward something and away from something else, is 

Lillo's Raa (cf., the Egyptian sun-god Ra), the "dominador de los 

astros." Story symbolism at this point is that of a self-evocation, of 

a conscious willing to become god-like entirely through the efficacy 

of one's own resources. This explains Lillo's anthropoid deity's 

saying to himself: "^Qu^ me quieres, oh, tu, a quien he ensalzado 

y puesto sobre todos los tronos de la tierra?" Believing that he has 

the power of world control, the monarch (man-as-king) answers him

self: "Quiero ser duefio del sol. " The auto-dialogue symbolizes be

lief only in the self: self-consciousness drives to self-universality. 
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If his heart is "egoista, " "ignorante," "fanatico," "vil, " the existen

tial figure believes he will find permanence in transiency. The nega

tive ethical predicates emphasize a life in which only materiality has 

intrinsic value. 

Sin is unbelief; it is also, pride (hubris), a transfiguration in 

"un paroxismo de infinita soberbia. " Refusing to recognize his fini-

tude, his existential exclusion from the infinity of being-itself, the 

monarch raises himself beyond the limits of the ephemeral through a 

judgment that he is potentially infinite. Lillo presents hubris as a 

universally human characteristic; because of his independence and 

power man resists acknowledging, the ultimate transiency of his 

world, together with his weakness, loneliness, and anxiety. 

The king, beneath the throne's purple canopy, orders his sub

jects to deliver to him the man who is the most fanatical of egoists 

in order that, from the heart fibers of this individual, a cage might 

be constructed in which to imprison the sun. With the throne room 

scene we enter upon the conceptualized third element of generic sin, 

that of concupiscence. Lillo's king (the very symbol itself points to 

this) situates himself within the center of his world and, in so doing, 

draws the whole of reality into himself. Theology recognizes that 

man, in his position between, finitude and being-itself, strives for 

reunion with his ground of being. In existential terms concupiscence 
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is the striving for what one has lost through individuation, the effort 

to acquire unlimited abundance, the striving for all of knowledge, for 

total power, for the totality of objects and relationships. 

Now this analysis of sin is clearly an analysis of the theologi

cal symbolic meaning of "El rapto del sol. " With faith only in him

self, with a self-centered personality making itself the center of its 

world, and with the desire to assimilate all of being-itself, the 

monarch sets out to capture the divinity as if it were an object. His 

sinful nature, responding, to the demonic quality of structure, is ex

pressed in the negative ethical predicates of egoism, fanaticism, ig

norance, and cruelty. We are left in no doubt that these predicates 

appertain to mankind universally. Raa promises the king that he may 

have the sun, but that the heart (fibers) of the most egoistic of men is 

a prerequisite. The king replies: "Hoy mismo los tendras, " indica

ting by the pronoun that all mankind is dispositionally sinful. 

In the throne room scene the king utilizes other men as means 

to satisfy his own desires. The nightmarish atmosphere is antithetical to 

that of the harmony of essential being. As a soul distorted in concu

piscence and hubris, the monarch is a demon—he is, spiritually, the 

"enano, una horrible y monstruosa criatura. " As the existential-

generic figure he is symbolically, fragmented into the courtiers, 

those creatures dependent upon him for their existence. The scene 

is that of a quasi-real world of "rabiosos aullidos del infernal i 
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aborto. " Men estranged from being-itself are vile in their self-

centeredness, a truth known through their demonized conscious

nesses. All of the structures of marble and gold are spiritless; the 

world as constructed is a nullity derived from nothingness. " * Ved 

ahi," says the buffoon, "aesosque saco de la nada tu omnipotencia! 

En sus corazones del cieno anidan todas la vilezas. . .. Son como 

las viboras. " The Supreme Priest is the most fanatical for he is that 

human aspect that drives to self-deification. But it is the whole of 

man's nature that is sinful. The court jester cannot satisfy his 

eagerness to point to one individual after another as being the most 

sinful. Stylistically, Lillo's existential-generic man fragments 

structurally into the race of men (the courtiers); simultaneously, 

he fragments psychologically, revealing in individuated forms dif

ferent aspects of the human personality. The buffoon is demonic 

consciousness reveling in its demonism; the prince is the immediate 

descendant of the generic prototype and the promise of original sin 

perpetuating through the race; the Supreme Priest is the self-ordained 

godliness of man; the courtiers are the plethorical future representa

tives of the human race, all of whom are totally corrupted. 

"Han pasado dos dias. " Man's demonic genius, Eaa, appears 

in serpent form, paralleling the Genesis image of the gift to man of 

the knowledge of his individuality and power. The king receives the 

trap, symbolically his own heart, which is quite impervious to light. 
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It is "tan pequeno que puede ocultarse en el hueco de la mano,11 but 

it aspires to control all of being ("sus pliegues, distendidos, cubrir-

ian toda la tierra"). Demonic materiality; demonic humanity. 

With himself as world center, Lillo's man deliberately aspires 

to become his own ground of being. In concupiscence he climbs the 

mountain that towers above the abyss of the world. Being-itself is 

graspable, yet supraterrestrial. The king goes forth "sin mas com-

pania que un cayado de pastor, " and for three days and nights he 

travels eastward. The preference for stylistic antithesis, a device 

frequently encountered in Sub Sole, is apparent. Biblical wisemen 

and shepherds pursue a star (a guiding element rather than the 

ground-of-being) which leads them to a redemptive figure. Lillo's 

monarch, a single man, travels for three days not upon a spiritual 

trek, but upon a voyage to self-condemnation through self-

deification. Three days instead of three men; a trap instead of 

gifts; hubris and concupiscence instead of humility and adoration. 

But the existential figure cannot assimilate being-itself. He is able 

only psychologically to believe that he is God, that he has arrived 

"por fin a la cima mas encumbrada de la inaccesible montana. " [ My 

emphasis.] Objective inaccessibility; subjective accessibility. Man 

before being-itself, a being whose nature is infinitely disproportionate 

to his. "En la cupula sombria centellean calladamente los astros. 

La noche toca a su termino y un vago resplandor brota del abismo sin 
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fondo. Poco a poco palidecen las estrellas, y un tenuisimo matiz de 

rosa se esparce en el obscuro azul del cielo. " Language that betrays 

all hope of fulfilling the quest. The realm of being-itself is vast and 

mechanical; the celestial dome is an emanation of incomprehensible 

and unresponsive dimensioii. 

Though in his pride he believes he has reduced all of reality 

to human dimension, man's success is illusory. It is a "demencia 

de la ira, " a madness which leaves him in the vortex of materiality 

without the possibility of moving beyond transient form to being-

itself. Without an affirmative spiritual foundation the world is a hell 

which Lillo details in apocalyptic language. Man has turned against 

man, making him into a lifeless object ("todo el estaba sembrado de 

cadaveres"). The world is the scene of a struggle for power (civil 

war); all is in darkness. Lillo symbolizes the irreality of the 

situation by the "deliciosa languidez," that languid semi-reality or 

dreaming which suggests a drifting without purpose, a moving with

out support. 

Afuera una obscuridad profunda envuelve los valles, 
las llanuras, las colinas y las montanas. El cielo 
esta negro como la tinta, y cual enlutado tumulo 
lucen en el como lagrimas los astros. Apoyado en 
la ventana [ el rey] ha asistido mudo e impasible a la 
lenta agonia de todos los seres. Poco a poco han ido 
extinguiendose los clamores y los encendios, hasta 
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que ni el mas leve destello rasgo la lobreguez de 
la noche eterna. ^ 

"De pronto el rey se estremece." Without spiritual support 

there is vertigo. At the moment of realization of spiritual loss, man 

trembles in anguish. His consciousness can and does speak to him in 

affirmative ethical terms: only with a heart possessing piety and 

love can he hope to find true immortality. It is only that the power of 

overcoming the demonic nature of the world is essentially absent in 

man. At the moment when he attempts to find consolation from the 

being-itself which he has imprisoned, he is denied it. "A pesar de 

que ha cambiado de carcel [el sol] y lo lleva en su corazon, parecele 

que todo la nieve de las montafias se hubiese trasladado alii." At the 

very instant he seems to have universalized himself, he finds that his 

temporal eternity is a temporal annihilation. Unable to actualize an 

affirmative spirituality, he moves in nightmarish agony across the 

earth, "huyendo como medroso fantasma de la agonia del Universo. " 

Exteriorization and interiorization: man wandering about the earth 

searching for warmth; man alone within his own soul searching for 

the non-physical warmth which is Life itself. By deliberate choice, 

and from the first moment of individuation, the existential figure has 

established an irremediable antithesis between his own nature and the 

origin of that nature. 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, pp. 16-17. 
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The prevailing pessimistic tone of Sub Sole is attenuated only 

in "El rapto del sol. " That pessimism should yield to optimism is 

quite surprising, for we are unexpectedly led from a morass of dark

ness and dead things to a new eon. But salvation through a "cadena 

viviente" is meant to be understood as an impossible dream of 

things to come and not as description of any existential object of 

hope. Although the monarch is both the non-historical and univer

sally historical, the redeemed figures comprise a non-future poten

tiality. We become aware of this through the stylistic instantaneous 

extension of the human chain throughout the world: "Y esa cadena 

viviente aumentada sin cesar por eslabones innumerables, se ex-

tendia a traves de los campos, por sobre las montafias, los rxos y 

los mares helados. " Immortality is not presented as an analogue of 

any existential possibility. The multiple lives are not themselves 

immortal. Immortality is conceptualized in terms of what a harmon

ious linking of humanity might be thought to involve. But it is only 

the conceptualized affirmative aspect of an existing negative situa

tion. 

In the other Sub Sole stories man is irredeemably lost. Only 

in "El rapto del sol" do we find the affirmative language of a wish-

dream. I would like to suggest that this language refers not pro

phetically and redemptively to a new eon, but solely to a feeling of 

mythical Edenic loss. At the symbolic time of his drifting (Fall), 
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the monarch is supported by "manos duras y asperas. " Though he 

would reject these hands, their tenderness fills him with a "fluido 

misterioso. " Now existential man would require the link of the 

First Man, so that the whole of the race could be bound as one. If 

this had occurred to establish an affirmative existential destiny 

there would have been a "calida vibracion que abrazo todos los 

pechos, anegando las almas en un oceano de luz." 

The affirmative dream points to an Edenic recollection. Con

sistently interpreting the large number of symbols in the last section, 

I think we may offer the following interpretation of Lillo's salvational 

dream. Each man, like each existential entity, participates in being-

itself because he is an emanation of this Source of forms. For this 

reason each person, in his consciousness, in that faculty that poten

tially permits him to transcend the world to a different mode of 

existing, can see through structures to the base common to all the 

phenomenal manifold. In this process we may say that man "A" 

comes intuitively to apprehend being-itself in a way peculiar to his 

cognitive faculties, his perceptive ability, his informational back

ground, and his sensitivity. Similarly, man "B, " also in his peculiar 

mode of apperception, may see through forms, as if they were trans

parent ciphers, to the being underlying the world. Just as man is 

separated from man and from other structures by an individuated, 

separate form, so this separation ip seen symbolically as an 
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estrangement between creatures. Lillo's man destroys his fellows to 

attain a desired goal: this is the physical symbolism of estrangement. 

Man also lives in agony and anxiety: this is the spiritual (psychical) 

symbolism of estrangement. In the final part these parallel sym

bolic expressions are reversed in the presentation of an immortality 

which is seen as developing through an initial avoidance of physical 

and spiritual estrangement. Physically, men are united in an Edenic 

chain which is a oneness; spiritually, men, so united, are surrounded 

by a new light. Men Edenically avoid existential fragmentation, in-

communicability, and a psychical distancing from being-itself. Each 

man's Edenic participation within being-itself is strengthened and en

riched through his intuitive connection with the differing modalities of 

participation of all other men within that ground of being. The Eden

ic chain is the intermingling of all human consciousness with being-

itself. The opposite of existential estrangement is Lillo's Edenic 

reconciliation. The existential dream of immortality is the dream of 

a reconciliation of man with man, of man with structure, and of man 

with the universe both through a commonly-shared life of infinite 

transcendence and through a life of existential harmony with the 

ground-of-being. But this existential dream, rather than an apoca

lyptic vision, is a psychical memory or suppressed wish. The whole 

symbolism is that of the "oceano de luz" ("estanque profundisimo"). 
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Being-itself is the unreachable, non-objective realm of light, the 

"diafanidad imponderable. " In the eschatological dream which 

refers to a past rather than to a future, what might have been is re

created, not as a hope, but as a regret. 



CHAPTER 2 

EL AHOGADO 

A small boat, a young man alone, the body of a dead sailor, 

an ocean which is both serenely beatific and demonic, and a memory. 

These are the components of an ingenious parable, one whose sym

bolic interpretation is never satisfactorily able categorically to 

situate the elements in a definitive pattern of meaning. There is a 

paradisal dream, but it is not of the sort experienced by a world-

1 
controlling monarch. Sebastian's Eden is social, formed and sus

tained through personal expectations engendered by multi-'personal 

interrelations. Paradisal society is a strangely realizable possi

bility. While the demonic quality of world texture vitiates the ac

tualized form of such a possibility, and while we most certainly antic

ipate that vitiation, nevertheless the analogy between certain kinds 

of existential societal groups (let us say, rural communities) and the 

1. Rather than being, an arbitrary symbolic form, the con
ception of Paradise in terms of a social organism is the amplifica
tion of Lillo's extended-human-chain metaphor. Both the paradisal 
garden and the paradisal social environment are abstractions, but the 
latter image represents the tendency to move from a very metaphoric 
concept (the Biblical Genesis garden) to one which bears a closer anal
ogous relation to an existential situation. In both instances there is 
a suggestion of dreaming innocence followed by the symbolism of the 
Fall from that innocence. 

189 
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conception of paradisal (utopian) society is of sufficient validity for 

us to assume that the paradisal is not logically wholly divorced from 

the existential. Sebastian recalls something more real than a purely 

mythical society. He remembers the harmonious Paradise of proto

typal man, but that Paradise is a world characterized by a mode of 

harmony logically consistent with what existential society (that dis

persive yet always collective aggregation) may become in terms of 

being an integrated, purposeful organism. Paradisal-societal man, 

like his paradisal-prototypal or generic counterpart, lives within the 

harmony of a single will, whether that will belongs to being-itself or 

to a unified group. Desires are never implemented at the expense of 

some other figure; free will and destiny are indistinguishable. But 

there is an essential difference between the paradisal-societal and 

paradisal-prototypal conceptualizations. In the former all that is 

affirmed or remembered of ideal society is projected into existen

tial world symbolism; in the latter, the affirmative quality of the 

paradisal is without counterpart in the demonically conceived sym

bolic world of the actual. Lillo's monarch passes only momentarily 

through.a psychically engendered Paradise; Sebastian moves upon the 

world of life, the ocean symbol, which initially qualitatively parallels 

the psychic memory-content of the paradisal societal. In the latter, 

the memory of a particular, idyllic society is momentarily projected 

upon and into the world-as-society. We may compare the beauty of 
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the first societal segment of the memory idyll with that of the des

cription of the first part of Sebastian's voyage. 

Era una hermosa . .. manafia de Julio. El sol muy 
inclinado ...., ascendia enun cielo azul de un brillo 
y suavidad de raso. Como halito de fresca boca de 
mujer, su resplandor, de una tibia sutil, acariciaba 
oblicuamente, empafiando con un vaho de tenue ne-
blina el terso cristal de las aguas. 

Sebastian is symbolically dreaming within the psyche. He moves 

alone, setting out upon the ocean without existential purpose, drifting 

within memory. "Recogio el remo y salto a bordo del esquife que 

una ola habia puesto a flote, y empezo a cinglar con lentitud fijando 

delante de si una mirada vaga, inexpresiva como si sofiase des-

pierto." We are at the moment of greatest generality and greatest 

sensitivity. Sebastian approaches transcendent insight into world 

structure, not by piecing together the constituents of that phenomenal 

manifold, but by riding upon the wholeness of the manifold as an epi-

phenomenon alert to world meaning. Sebastian's relational world was 

the paradisal; following symbolic expulsion, he abandons the partic

ularity of time, place, and desire to move toward an insight into 

that world whose idyllic promise contained the seeds of self-

contradiction and effacement. The symbolic ocean is the world in 

such macrocosmic relief that its myriad structures are blended into 

the oneness of unlimited expanse. 

2. Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 22. 1 
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Ontologically, the symbolic form of "El ahogado" is tri

partite, though none of the stylistic components stands isolationally 

or independently from the others. There is the structural content of 

paradisal society prior to the Fall; there is the content of estranged 

(actualized) society at the moment of, and after, the Fall; and there 

is the oceanic (undifferentiated) world-as-life-force on which the 
i 

young fisherman drifts toward transcendence. Paradisal society is 

that existentially oriented idyllic world developing from the Platonic 

pastoral-bucolic tradition; paradisal society after the Fall resembles 

the existential world in its moral ambivalence: demonism has vitia

ted the affirmative-paradisal, but the idyllic quality remains as a 

substratum sentimentalizing both the pre-Fall (essential) and es

tranged (existence-oriented) societies. Living through the Fall, that 

is, standing within the demonism of world texture, Sebastian under

stands both the ideal and the real: the paradisal and existential 

worlds are represented by the shifting ontological structure of both 

worlds remembered in combination. Before the Fall, societal Para

dise is the ontological condition of dreaming innocence. Subsequent 

to the Fall, society is existential-like in the several interpersonal 

relationships whose working out manifests world demonism. Finally, 
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as the macrocosm of existential reality, Sebastian's ocean harbors 

3 the image through which the meaning of life becomes clear. 

With the particularity of moving within specific moments and 

performing certains acts behind him, Sebastian "dejo el monton de 

redes. " He abandons a form of life whose essential nature is that of 

phenomenal strands representing (and binding the perceiving subject 

to) so many developing specific situations. He passes from the 

world of synthesized meaning, of many relational elements fitted to

gether to create meaningful situations, to a psychically oriented 

world which is transtemporal and trans situational. But the inter

mingling ontological levels function to structure a theological sym

bolism of negative transcendence. Sebastian is drawn as the counter

part of the disciple Peter--both figures abandon specific empirical 

concerns ("el monton de redes") before the promise of transcendence. 

3. As in all of this dissertation's analyses, the symbolic 
equations developed are never inflexible. Symbolic meanings--those 
imaginative emanations that enrich the narrative--interdigitate. And 
so, in "El ahogado, " the harmony of the paradisal world is reiterated 
in that harmony working through the initial description of the generic, 
psychical world-as-a-whole (ocean), while the Fall, expressed in the 
existential language of the real world in motion, is metamorphosed 
into the fantastic demonism of negative transcendence. The fictional
ized real, the mimetically real, the symbolically abstract, and the 
surrealistic are fqsed into a complicated structure which simultane
ously suggests the existential world as it is physically, as it once was 
(dreaming innocence), as it could be (paradisal society), and as it is 
psychically (negative transcendence). 
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That the Peter-motif, or the New Testament image of negative self-

4 
discovery, is at work within Lillo's conceptualism is made clear by 

the final sentence culminating Sebastian's effort to pass from exterior 

to interior world: "Tres veces repitio la operacion." Three denials 

at the apocalyptic genesis of Christian history suggests the negativity 

surrounding and responding to the potential ultimate efficacy of tran

scendental mediation between being-itself and structure. But while 

Peter moves from demonic denial into affirmative spiritual transcen

dence, Sebastian moves from the affirmative, quasi-paradisal initial 

moment of world idyllicism ("Era una hermosa .. . maflana de 

Julio") into the negative transcendence of intuiting a world lost de

monically to being-itself. Both figures, with "sus pies desnudos,11 

enter a kind of world in which physical accoutrements are unavailing 

if not irrelevant: one is born naked into transcendence. It is only 

that Lillo insists upon a negative foreshadowing: "Sus pies desnudos 

se enterraron en la arena humeda.11 [My emphasis. ] 

Psychically apprehended, the existential world is stripped of 

the multiplicity of its particular components. If we understand the 

ocean as a symbol for the existential world, it follows that Sebastian 

4. By "negative self-discovery" I am referring to Peter's 
three denials of Christ, denials Peter had not believed he would or 
could make. When, as we are told, Peter heard the cock's crow im
mediately following the third denial, he "discovered" that he could, 
in fact, deny his God. 
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has no external phenomena before him to distract his attention. Lillo 

conceptualizes this situation by describing the young fisherman's mind 

at the initial moment of its spiritual odyssey, in the following terms: 

" y empezo a cinglar con lentitud fijando delante de si una mirada 

vaga, inexpresiva como si sofiase despierto.11 Physically paralleling 

the psychical drifting is the motion of the vessel (soul): "El bote que 

se deslizaba lentamente, impulsado por el ritmico vaiven del remo,11 

and "... el barquichuelo parecia volar sobre la brufiida sabana 

liquida. ..." Surrounding both dreaming movements is the descrip

tive freshness (potentiality) of the spirit. 

El sol muy inclinado al septentrion, ascendia en un 
cielo azul de un brillo y suavidad de raso. Como halito 
de fresca boca de mujer, su resplandor, de una tibieza 
sutil, acariciaba oblicuamente, empefiando con un vaho 
de tenue neblina el terso cristal de las aguas.® 

No longer with real existence, world structures integrate within 

psychic dreaminess: 

En la playa de la ensenada, las chalupas Pescadores des-
cansaban en su lecho de arena ostentando la graciosa y 
curva line a de sus proas. Mas alia, al abrigo de los 
vientos reinantes, estaba el caserio. Sebastian clavo 
con avidez los ojos sobre una pequefia eminencia, donde 
se alzaba una rustica casita. ... En la puerta . .. 
aparecia una blanca y esbelta figura de mujer. 6 [My 
emphasis. ] 

I i 

5. Baldomero Lillo, log, cit. 

6. Ibid. 
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The content of paradisal and estranged society provides the 

starting point for the movement into transcendence. Dream is not 

without content. MEn su cerebro las ideas fulguraban como relam-

7 
pagos. La visi6n del pasado surgia en su espiritu, luminosa, clara 

y precisa. Ningun detalle quedaba en la sombra, y algunos presen-

tabanle una fa? nueva hasta entonces no sospechada." Having ex

perienced the Fall, Sebastian remembers the distortion of harmony 

by world demonism: as a creature of both periods, he stands con

sciously within the truth that innocent insouciance is inseparable from 

blame and guilt, that societal actualization simultaneously occurs 

through and actualizes the demonism of individual desire and response. 

Therefore, we find the anomalous statement: "Poco a poco la luz se 

hacia en su espiritu y reconocia con amargura que su candorosidad y 

buena fe eran las unicas culpables de su desdicha. " Similarly, 

Sebastian's bitter memory of his Fall is presented as a melancholy 

pervading every intuitive moment: "Sebastian, recogido en si mismo, 

fijaba en aquellos parajes, para 61 tan familiares, una mirada de in-

tensa melancolia. " The moment of psychical penetration is at hand 

as the physical outlines of the estranged world fade even from 

7. The "relampagos" are reminiscent of the current of life 
flowing through Dr. Frankenstein's monster. For Lillo, Sebastian's 
ideas are life-giving in the sense that they form the crucial psychical 
pattern or content through which the young fisherman may move con
sciously and subconsciously to transcendence. 
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dreaming view, as "el promontorio, el caserio y la ensenada que-

daron muy lejos." Sebastian abandons his oar; "su actitud era medi-

tabundo"; his eyes shone "con expresidn inquieta y obsesionadora. " 

No longer impelled by voluntary force, the skiff (soul) is "entregado 

a la corriente" which bears it along the sea toward a discovery of 

essences. 

Sebastian, recogido en si mismo, fijaba en aquellos 
parajes ... una mirada de intensa melancolia. Y de 
pronto la vieja historia de sus amores surgio en su 
espiritu vivida y palpitante, como si datara sold de 
ayer. Ella empez6 cuando ... . ® 

The antipodal elements of paradisal and estranged past flood into the 

fisherman's consciousness, providing the foundation for transcendence. 

A fishing village, the idyllically rural, constitutes the symbolic 

mise en scfene. Sebastian, already associated by a slightly stronger 

than veiled reference with the New Testament Peter-image, is as

sociated with yet another suggestive image, that of the virgin-figure, 

Magd-siena. Sebastian is strong, virile, but hardly sensuous. Mag-

dalena, she of the "aspecto enfermizo, " is the incomplete "d£bil" 

creature of Genesis Eden. We soon learn that Lillo is equating "en

fermizo" with "unfinished": Magdalena receives a spiritual individu

ality through the bonds of an ideal, life-providing love of two primal, 

incorrupt beings whose nature is completed only through an. idyllic 

8. Baldomero Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 23. 
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partnership of fullest mutuality. Like the Genesis pair, both figures 

move into love through the cooperative sharing of common tasks. 

There are no artificially constructed barriers, no social discrimi

nations which may impede that love. Clearly, there can be no such 

contrived alienating conventions in societal Paradise. Lillo's state

ment of this conclusion works from an economic (materialistic) 

point of view: Como hijos ambos de pobres Pescadores, su mutuo 

carino no encontro en la diferencia de fortunas obstaculos ni entor-

pecimientos. " The language iterates the generic quality of the two 

young figures. Sebastian "fue, pues, sin oposicidn,11 the only 

possible suitor, and Magdalena "era toda una mujer, " both fully a 

woman and, prototypally, the Woman. In the mutuality of idyllic 

love, "ni sombra quedaba en ella" of her former incompleteness. To 

accent the paradisal transformation of potential love into actual love, 

Lillo deftly vitiates the wholly affirmative tone of the narrative by in

troducing a protective function. Sebastian (in the state of potentiality) 

once had to protect Magdalena from the jests and taunts of his com

panions. But all of this was in the past, quite prior to the realization 

of societal Paradise. There are no negative elements, a situation 

due in large part to the exclusion of all other individuals and their 

corresponding personal desires and ambitions. Paradisal society is 

paradisal because all of its elements participate in a single thread or 

movement of action. Two young people function alone; there are other 
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members of this society, but they are shadowy background phenomena 

which only support, never impede, the idyllic action. 

The idyllic is a form of ideal being which cannot existentially 

endure. Society is ideally and not existentially paradisal, even though 

relationships developing within a societal environment may appear to 

offer the continuity of an Edenic form of life. Creation via individua

tion contains the demonic seed of harmonic dissolution, a situation 

involving the dispersion of integrated into individual desire. Sebastian 

moves uneasily and inexorably from the paradisal-Edenic to the ac

tualized existential-demonic. As a man living among other men he 

experiences the Fall from a oneness with being-itself (a oneness with 

all being) into the state of social conflict, manifold separate ambitions, 

and disruption of unified purposiveness. Though standing within the 

Edenic, the fisherman 11 experimento una corazonada de mal augurio. " 

Movement toward the Fall is symbolized, externally, by the 

"inesperada" transformation of the rustic-idyllic into the artificially 

luxuriant and the inventively civilized. "Los burdos suecos fueron 

reemplazados por botines de charol, y los trajes de percal cedieron 

el campo a las costosas telas de lana. " Internally, society approaches 

its collective Fall because of its mode of approach to structures. 

Hubris and concupiscence display a harmonic interdigitation of wills. 

"[El] cambio debiase en gran parte a la vanidad materna, que queria 

a toda costa hacer de la zafia pescadorcilla una sefiorfta de pueblo. 
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De aqui partieron los primeros tropiezos para el proyectado matri-

monio. " Interior blessedness, the blush of the divine creating hand, 

is no longer socially significant. "A juicio de la futura suegra, [el 

matrimonio] no debxa efectuarse hasta que Sebastian no fuese propie-

tario de una chalupa que reemplazase su miserrimo cachuco, el cual, 

segun ella, era un vie jo cascardn y no valia tres cuartillos. " Con

ducing to the Fall, value theory shifts from a common heritage to one 

of a created and non-ideal character. Society rejects a life in com

mon upon an earth shared in common, and adopts a system in which 

structures are to be owned, possessed, made into things, thus yield

ing content to humanity's artificially conceived status of power and 

respectability. 

As his idyllic hopes have manifested through, and are to be 

fulfilled by, societal interaction (man-woman figure), so Sebastian 

is bound within that society's distorting influences and is led in

exorably to the Fall. "El mozo no pudo menos que someterse a 

esta exigencia. " Caught up by the promise of idyllic love, he is 

powerless to resist the forces of estrangement. One sentence stylizes 

the datum of the Fall and prepares the symbolic narrative for its 

forthcoming action and textural quality. 

El bote, arrastrado por la corriente, presentaba la proa 
a la costa. .. . Corto aquel panorama [en la lejania azul] 
el hilo de sus recuerdos, reanudandose en seguida la 
historia en la £poca en que apareci6 el otro. Un dia in-
terrumpid ... [unos cuantos calaveras) ... mostrabase 
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muy orgullo . .. fiero aspecto de persona-vidas, impusose 
por el temor en aquellas pacificas y sencillas gente3. ... ® 
[My emphasis. ] 

The vessel (soul) of Sebastian now passes from the drifting 

state of paradisal remembrance to that state, "arrastrado por el 

corriente,11 in whiqh memory of the Fall occurs vertiginously within 

the psyche. Affirmation yields to negation: demonism is wholly 

negative (I have emphasized the negative elements in the paragraph). 

The escaping spiritual anima symbolizes the demonic world into 

which memory and psyche are entering: "Un suspiro se escapo del 

pescador." 

Lillo's moment of societal transition is deliberately abrupt 

and spiritually violent. "Un domingo ..., de vuelta de la misa, por 

el angosto sendero de la capilla oy6, de repente, la voz airada de la 

joven. ..." [My emphasis. ] The demonic "otro, " that nameless 

other, that image of the demonic in all human nature, has introduced 

sensuality into the paradisal world already disrupted by vanity and a 

twisted value theory. Sebastian, in a symbolic (sulphur) cloud--

"envuelta en una espesa bruma"--is forced to struggle with sensu

ality, that omnipresent, moral condition of the flesh. We notice the 

ambiguity of Lillo's characterization: "Todo habxa sido cosa de un 

momento. " There is momentary triumph over sensuality; the Fall is 

9. Ibid., p. 25. 
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immanent, but not yet a fact. The apple has yet to be eaten. Psychi

cally, Sebastian is in a moment of repose. He is gathering his ener

gies for the final moment of damnation and spiritual-physical death. 

At the historical instant recalled within his dream, he is not anagogi-

cally impotent. This truth is emphasized by the description of Sebas

tian's psychic "oceanic" state: "Sebastian alzo la cabeza. De la 

ribera ascendia una ligera niebla. ... Ahora venia una epoca de 

relativa calma. Entregado con ardor al trabajo. ..." He moves 

within the negativity of fulfilling artificial social requirements and 

conventions. Finally, he realizes the impossibility of an ideal exis

tential state. He approaches despair: 

Entonces la sorda hostilidad de la madre de Magdalena, 
aquella vieja avarienta y vanidosa a la vez, se hizo de dia 
en dia mas desembozada y tenaz. El no era un partido digno 
para su hija. Con su inexperiencia de muchacho y seguro 
del afecto de Magdalena, burlabase de aquella oposici6n. 
Ahora comprendia cuan torpe habia sido al despreciar tan 
temible adversario. Mas, ya era tarde para remediar el mal. 

Before the exigencies of responding to and performing within 

world demonism, Sebastian becomes a demonically oriented perpetu-

ator of the demonic. His physical aspect reflects this alteration of 

spiritual state: "En su rostro se dibuj6 una expresi6n de amenaza y 

de colera intensa y honda. " In the intoxication of despair he receives 

the news of Magdalena's surrender to parental greed and ambition. 

10. Ibid., p. 27. 
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Lillo re-stylizes the Old Testament conception of the demonic ten

dency of the Eve -figure: Magdalena's mother bears the responsi

bility for shattering the paradisal idyll, but Magdalena, herself, 

consents to paradisal destruction. Existential society does not be

come demonic without the participation and impulse of all its mem

bers. Sebastian, the Adam figure, fulfills the negative destiny 

characterized by the Fall. "Mas, luego estallo en el [joven] una 

idea terrible. ... Solo le restaba la venganza. " Sebastian, the 

paradisal figure animated and blessed by the touch of God, metamor

phoses into the violent and destructive. He mistakenly believes that 

only the mother figure is demonic, "pues tenia la conviccion intima 

de que Magdalena lo amaba, siendo la malefica influencia de su madre 

la que la apartaba de sus brazos.11 Because of its very societal mode 

of existing, .Sebastian's demonism forces him into hubris. The 

structurally oriented condition of Lillo's monarchical generic man is 

reiterated: 

jSi el tuviese algun dinero! Y el deseo furioso de ser rico, 
de poseer riquezas, penetro como un dardo en su cerebro 
sobreexcitado. j Ah, si pudiera evocar a los esplritus in-
fernales, no titubearia un instante en vender su sangre, su 
alma, a cambio de ese pufiado de oro, cuya falta era la causa 
unica de su infelicidad. Penso en los tesoros que guardaban 
avaro en su seno el mar. En las leyendas fantasticas de cofres 
llenos de corales y de perlas, flotando a merced de las olas y 
que el genio de las aguas ponia al alcance de un humilde pes-
cador. *1 

11. Ibid., p. 29. 
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Sebastian understands world structure (riches) to be the factor of 

ultimate worth in the fulfillment of desire. Idyllic "subjects" have 

become so many objects for acquisition. The beauty of the idyllic 

ambiance is erased in the psychical "insomnio de la noche, los efec-

tos de la orgia de la vispera, el derrumbe de sus esperanzas y los 

atroces celos que le atenaceaban el alma. " 

Remembrance of estranged society has dessicated Sebastian's 

soul ("sentia una sed vivisima"). But, as at the moment of his initial 

intoxication, the young fisherman's psychical numbing of the senses 

produced only an artificial, momentary relief, a blush of pseudo-

health. Floating upon the ocean (world essence), he begins his 

odyssey into negative transcendence; he comes upon the drowned, 

naked body of a young incognito moving through the water in a verti

cal position, his arms folded across his chest. Through the dream 

odyssey this figure assumes greater or lesser degree of life. His 

"azules pupilas .. . se clavaban en [las del pescador] suplicantes" 

and "la vida del grumete parecia haberse refugiado toda entera en sus 

inquietos y moviles ojos. " At story end, the dead man-figure assumes 

the horrendous vitality of a judging God. But the symbolism is com

plex and must be analyzed deliberately. 

Sebastian, having found the body, procedes to uncover "un 

portamonedas de mallas metalicas [que contenia] una gruesa cantidad 

de monedas de oro." Clearly, we are unprepared for this event. 
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Lillo having postulated the identity of the dead man as a sailor who 

had deserted his ship. But the great sum of money in the golden 

purse is, in fact, the most consistent of possible symbolic images. 

Sebastian, having succumbed to the nature of world demonism, indi

cates his now voluntary transmutation of the spiritual Ideal into the 

material and base. His loss of paradisal idyllicism plunges him into 

self-confusion. Lillo conceptualizes spiritual vertigo through physi

cal images: 

Mientras su cabeza ardia, un frio glacial comenzo a des
cender a lo largo de sus extremidades. Una sed ardiente 
le abraso las fauces. ... Ya no pensaba en el naufrago. El 
mar, los arrecifes, ... todo aquel panorama habiase des-
vanecido, borrandose de su vista como una niebla lejana. 
Veise triunfante junto a Magdalena que le sonreia ruborosa a 
traves de su bianco velo de desposada. Era el dia de boda. 
La magnifica chalupa que los conducia ... volaba sobre las 
aguas. ... 12 

Happiness is now artificially to be attained solely through economic 

means. There is an equation between social-human idyllicism and 

the content of the golden purse. But this attitude is demonically un

real: happiness is not equatable with, or brought through, structures 

alone. Hubris and concupiscence are conditions of estrangement from 

what is truly real, not expressions of harmonic interdigitation with 

that Reality. We may be sure that Lillo wishes us to understand that 

this truth lies behind his symbolic purse-image. Together with the 

12. Ibid., p. 32. 
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suggestion of spiritual vertigo, there are other informative elements 

in the narrative. Lillo reiterates the intoxication theme which he 

persistently associates with world negativity. "Cogio la botella, y 

llevandola a sus labios, bebio el liquido que encerraba hasta la ul

tima gota. Casi instantaneamente . .. su mirada adquirio una fi-

jeza extrafla de alucinado. De repente, su rostro transfigurado por 

una felicidad se ensombrecid. Conservando en la diestra la navaja y 

el portamonedas, su mirada se clavo en el naufrago dura y fulgurante 

como la hoja de un punal.11 [My emphasis. ] Sebastian will use the 

dead man-figure as a means. He ignores the human quality of that 

figure, responding to human-ness as if it were an object to be mani

pulated by capricious whim. The figure reacts negatively to this de

monic expression. "Mientras hacia jugar el muelle del arma, aquel 

rostro juvenil vuelto hacia el con expresion de angustioso terror, le 

parecia el genio del mal que surgia de su antro, en las profundida-

des. ..." The primary symbolism is clear: Sebastian confronts his 

own image or, to establish the same symbolic theme, man's soul is 

confronted by its own image, a naked structure whose spiritual sui

cide has resulted in death within the classic source of potential fecun

dation. The confrontation is one of self-discovery; it is also a con

flict of the soul's paradisal and demonic tendencies. "Todo lo que en 

[Sebastian] habia de generoso y noble pugno por sobreponerse en la 

terrible lucha que se libraba en su corazon.11 However, the young 
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fisherman's demonic nature has irremediably alienated him from para-

disal- life. He is societal and existential man, and thus he shares 

in the human destiny of anxiety and estrangement. As an attribute 

comprising world essence, the virginal-paradisal is lost: it is the 

"plateado pez" borne aloft in the "ferreo pico" of the great sea bird. 

Demonic triumph: Sebastian perceives his desire in its true form: 

Sus ojos adquirieron otra vez aquella inmovil fijeza. Con-
templaba de nuevo a Magdalena ataviada con su traje de 
novia, pero ya no era el el que estaba a su lado, junto al 
lecho nupcial, sino el otro. Mirabala sonrefr mientras 
aquel rostro bestial, convulso por el deseo, se aproximaba 
al de ella, fresco y purpureo como una rosa. Vio, en se-
guida,. como una mano, mas bien una garra, en cuyo dorso 
habia grabada una ancha ancla, se posaba en el bianco y 
nacarado seno ... . *3 

Lillo's symbolism also suggests an identification of the dead 

man-figure with Christ. Before ineluctable world demonism Christ 

is lost within the world. He has drowned. The pastoral and Renais

sance idea image—that blond, blue-eyed figure--"se hundio en el 

agua, y Sebastian vio durante un segundo los ojos azules del naufrago 

crecer, aumentar, salirse casi de las drbitas. " But the young fisher

man (as Peter standing negatively before Christ, denying him three 

times) is unable to separate his eyes from "la terrifica visidn. " Be

fore this vision, Sebastian reacts in fear. He casts back the purse, 

allowing the body to slip into.the sea, and rows away "con la vista 

13. Ibid., p. 33. 
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extraviada, desencajado el semblante." In symbolic terms man re

coils from his own spiritual crucifixion. 

God has died within the world. At the end of creation ("seis 

dias han transcurrido"), man is alone within his own demonic soul; 

he moves inexorably toward annihilation: 

Sebastian, sentado en el banco de popa de su esquife, 
dejase arrastrar por la corriente en direccion al Sur. 
Los ojos del pescador tienen un brillo y expresion ex-
tranos. Su livido semblante, azorado e inquieto, sufre 
continuas transmutaciones. Sus ropas, en desorden, estan 
cubiertas de fango. A veces sus miembros se crispan con-
vulsivamente, los ojos parecen saltarsele de las orbitas, 
y se vuelve con presteza a la derecha o la izquierda bus-
cando la causa de aquel estruendo que, como un pistole-
tazo, acaba de resonar en sus oidos. Su existencia, 
durante la semana ..., ha sido una orgia continua. ^ 
[My emphasis. ] 

The fisherman's mind returns to that symbolic day of conscious 

transition from paradisal to existential society, that morning when he 

found himself "en el arroyo frente a la taberna, " that time when he 

began to move "como un autdmata." Life no longer has purpose; 

seated in the boat, "nada recuerda, en nada piensa." The world is 

the iconic distortion of man's soul: 

En su cerebro hay un enorme vacio, y ve las mas extranas 
y raras figuras desfilar por delante de sus ojos. Todo lo 
que mira se transforma al punto en algo extravagante. El 
dorso de un arrecife es un disforme monstruo que le acecha 
a la distancia, [Cf., "Vio, en seguida, como una mano, mas 
bien una garra, en cuyo dorso habia grabada una ancha an-
cla. ... 'T y la extremidad del remo se convierte en un 

14. Ibid., p. 34-35. 
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diablillo que le hace burlescos visajes. Por todas partes 
seres extrafios, con vfestimentas azules o escarlatas, bailan 
infernales zarabandas. *5 [My emphasis. ] 

Sebastian again encounters a sea bird, but this time the creature 

plunges to its death within that Source from which it had derived life. 

The fisherman is led into the final transcendental moment contrary to 

his will. "Trata de rebelarse pero vencido, dominado por aquel 

irresistible poder, quedase inmovil, con las pupilas inmensamente 

dilatadas fijas de el agua. ..." And as he peers into the depths of 

the world, the fisherman discovers that that world's essential nature is 

becoming increasingly visible. 

En un principio solo ve una masa liquida, de un matiz de es-
meralda intenso. Mas, a medida que su vista se hunde en 
ella, las capas de agua se tornan mas y mas transparentes. 
Muy luego divisa el fondo ... y de pronto algo confuso ... 
atrae toda su atencion. Como a traves de un cristal em-
panado, que va perdiendo gradualmente su opacidad, los con-
tornos de aquel objeto informe se precisan, adquieren re
lieve y el conjunto se destaca poco a poco con claridad y 
nitidez. * ® 

The Christ-figure reappears and the fisherman experiences a 

"terrible sacudida." Apocalyptically, Lillo describes the divine 

figure emerging with his arms folded, creating the figure of the 

cross. From the body's eyes flash two flames which strike the pupils 

of the "homicida, " that spiritual self-killer. The Christ-figure 

15. 

16. 

Ibid., p. 35. 

Ibid., p. 36. 
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arises, not in a resurrection that promises mankind eternal life, 

but in one which fulfills the destiny of condemnation ("y en el instante 

en que los brazos del muerto se tienden para cogerle en un abrazo 

mortal. ... "). Sebastian has lost control of his soul; he is psychi

cally alienated. The skiff, "abandonado a si mismo, " is left to 

smash upon a reef, while the fisherman, as a condemned Prometheus, 

awaits the physical aspect of human death. Man is condemned, but 

the divine figure also has perished inefficaciously. Judgment is 

wholly negative. Unlike the New Testament redemptive moment, that 

salvational act arising from a self-immolation, the divine-figure of 

"El ahogado" can only mark the transition from spiritual to physical 

death. This is the meaning lying behind the ascension of the drowned 

man; this is the meaning of the unmitigated, horrific aspect which the 

Christ-figure presents to the fisherman. Every aspect of the as

cending divine is as negatively characterized as is every aspect of 

Sebastian's Fall from Paradise. We have nothing remaining of 

spiritual life at the story's end. The human soul returns to an ali

enated world; like that world, it is without spirit, without life. Only 

the sea falcons move above the spiritually vacuous morass, and they 

are silent scanners of empty depths. 



CHAPTER 3 

IRREDEN CION 

Although there are three separate movements in this brief al

legory, there are only two symbolic moments. We are led from an 

indefinite night hour through the sequence of a dream to an even more 

indeterminate time--the moment of awakening. But it is clear that 

the last movement is not significantly different from the first, that 

it is, in fact, little more than a doubling of the first. Both serve to 

mark the continuing tempo of existence. Three movements: the 

princess, alone at the conclusion of a magnificent ball, passing 

through the deserted salons of the palace to her bedroom; the princess 

in dreaming transitions moving from one of her estates to the celes

tial Divine Tribunal; an awakening and the recollection of a memory. 

Of the three the second and last are interior motions within both the 

subconsciousness and the consciousness, while the first is the narra

tion of events which move within a mythico-spatiotemporal environ

ment. Lillo's three movements are designed to encompass a psychi

cal and a corresponding physical reality as the elements of these 

realities intermingle in the author's conceptual evaluation of the 

nature of person, world, and ontological reality. The princess-figure 
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moves from a symbolic world of subject-object differentiation to an 

equally symbolic subconscious world of memories and contacts in 

which the subject-object polarity is overcome in the simultaneity of a 

transcendental vision, only to return to the polarized world, but with 

the consciousness of a rejection of divine harmony. An initial cog

nitive movement among structures is followed by an introversion 

within subconsciousness which the consciousness then proceeds to 

objectify so that, in awakening, the previously unavailable knowledge 

becomes part of symbolic existential knowledge. In this process the 

dream's revelation is formalized objectively: the princess is aware 

of and remembers persons, objects, temporal successions. But as 

readers we feel sure that these entities and this motion are only the 

form and psychical time of a moment which is intuitive and formless, 

which touches upon a reality that underlies that of existential cogni

tion. 

Tripartite movement, bipartite moment. There can be move

ment without moment, a truth we discover in the story, "El alma de 

la maquina. " Succession may occur without distinguishable time 

segments in which purpose is developed. Inversely, there may be 

moment without movement. The purpose of insisting upon the dis

tinction is to be able to identify "moment" largely with "intuition, " 

an intuition of "specialness" or a vision of a distinct patterning or 

relationship of truths, ultimately a vision of a non-spatiotemporal 
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"something" which is other than all "some-things" yet which contains 

them all. The princess "atraveso los desiertos s alone s y se en-

camino a su alcoba, echando, al pasar, una postrer mirada"; the 

princess "sentiase un tanto fatigada"; the ball "habia resultado sun-

tuosxsimo"; all that the city had which was of value "desfilo por sus 

salones." This is movement or, stylistically, these are movements 

(though they are "past") making up a movement, movements whose 

several natures comprise a unity of thought and action. However, 

these are not necessarily moments: the symbolism of manifold ac

tions dissolves into the symbolic whole of the movement they form 

and, progressively, the overall movement's symbolism is that syn

thesized symbolism of the constituent actions seen within the per

spective of the objective to which the actions have led. For a move

ment to be a moment its symbolic meaning must yield an intuition of 

"specialness" just as, say, the actions preceding the state of 

"window-closed-ness" form a moment if those actions lead us to an 

awareness of a texture of reality not given through the ordinary 

nature of the actions of window closing. The literary moment is the 

peculiar condensation of differing (though usually contiguous) literary 

movements into a unique symbolic pattern of meaning which one does 

not expect to find contained in the kinds of movements to which the 

literary movements are analogous. 
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While there is a distinction between movement and moment, it 

does not serve as a delineator of moments: these are intuitive in

sights into the ordering of a whole. In "Irredencion" there would 

seem to be two such moments whose analysis reveals a consistent 

symbolic interpretation of the work. The first is in the movement 

through the luxuriant phenomenal manifold which leads to the dream 

sequence--a symbolic conceptualization of the nature of man and his 

world which very closely parallels that of "El rapto del sol. " In this 

moment (which emerges from the multiple formative elements) Lillo 

again structures his ideas of the demonic quality of materiality, of 

the human response to this demonism in terms of hubris and concu

piscence, and of the vacuousness of a purely sensually oriented exis

tence. Rather than this symbolic moment occurring within an ex

perience of a literary character, it is author-oriented, presented 

through the emotive quality of Lilloan stylistics. 

Our second moment works through the dream sequence. Re

employing the subconsciousness motif, Lillo amplifies the symbolic 

meaning of "El rapto del sol. " Now the natures of world structure 

and being-itself are transposed into teleological concepts. Humanity 

and being-itself, as interrelational phenomena, are conceptualized in 

moral terms, the emphasis being upon the meaning and purpose of 

material phenomena and the sense of "life. " Two moments, in the 

closest of contacts through the laconic Lilloan stylistics, capture the 
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polarity of existentially and essentially (eternally) oriented forms of 

existence—a polarity inherent within the natures of all men and ac

tualized through their sensually based consciousnesses and their sub

conscious memories (or intuitions) of the ground-of-being from which 

they arose. 

The human manifold as societal mass appears in many stories 

of Sub Sole, including both "J31 .rapto del sol" and "Irredencion,11 but 

this manifold is one only of numerical consequence. Society exercises 

no function, moves to no independent purpose; it is merely a counting 

of human numbers. Pluralized mankind in "El rapto del sol" is 

either neuter mass ("millones de hombres") or a dehumanized organ

ism ("los favoritos, los dignatarios y los mas nobles senores se 

miraron los unos a los otros con recelosa desconfianza"; "... se 

oyeron los rabiosos aullidos del infernal aborto"). The symbolic 

vacuity of society as a whole, its purposeless and non-ideal charac

ter, is stylistically paralleled in its exclusion from "Irredencion"; 

"Cuando los ultimos convidados se despidieron. ..." We have only 

the generic princess-figure who, like the monarch of "El rapto del 

sol, " is a regal image, a symbol for race, yet who possesses con

scious and subconscious faculties through which she assumes a 

verisimilar appearance. As the analyses of this part will reveal, the 

stylistic peculiarity of many of Lillo's stories is precisely this: that 

while society is drawn without introspective, analytical, and sensitive 
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faculties, the central figures, most of whom are patent abstractions 

involved in inverisimiliar actions, are so characterized that they ap

pear to be flesh-and-blood: humanization of the prototypal-generic, 

dehumanization of the societal and actual. Individuality and society. 

In Lilloan conceptualism only the individual stands intuitively before 

his world, only the individual may come to an awareness of his nature, 

of the differing degrees of reality about him, and of the ontological 

base from which he derives. It is the individual who is able to ex

perience a moment within spatiotemporal movement. Borrowing 

Kantian terminology we may say that society moves in response to 

(and is only aware of) hypothetical forms of knowledge, i.e., pur

poseful kinds of concepts adopted to accomplish given objectives. 

But the individual, communicating and responding hypothetically with

in society, is capable of categorical (intuitive or "ultimate") knowledge 

in moments in which the nature or pattern of Reality becomes known. 

Lillo's monarch and fisherman are solitary figures as abstract Man; 

similarly his princess-figure, again the generic abstraction, is a 

solitary entity: the triad is separated from the society of men, yet it 

represents all possible men. In "Irredencion, " as well as in "El 

rapto del sol" and "El ahogado, " the characterizations are both a col

lective and a dispersive; they are necessarily singular entities at the 

moment of approaching knowledge of self as subject and world as ob

ject. Spiritual singularity apprehends and responds to pre-existent 

material plurality. 
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The ambiances of the initial three tales are structured by an 

exuberant profusion. Sebastian recalls a society whose members 

were in perfect equilibrium with each other and with their world, an 

equilibrium in which there seemed promised an Edenic fulfillment of 

human happiness. In the first and third story,, movement is through 

delicate mass, through splendor realized by the coordinated functions 

of the senses. Materiality is captivating in its endless profusion and 

boundless panoramic potentiality. There is more than a suggestion of 

this in "El rapto del sol": 

. . .  i n c o n t a b l e s  t e s o r o s ,  l a s  c i u d a d e s  m a g n i f i c a s  d e s a f i a n d o  
las nubes .. ., palacios y alcazares, donde desde sus cimientos 
hasta la flecha de sus cupolas no hay otros materiales que oro, 
marfil y piedras preciosas . • ., un brillo tal de poderio y gran-
deza que cierra los ojos deslumbrando. * 

Materiality and form; the picturesque. Lillo extends the sumptuous-

ness of "El rapto del sol" into the whole of the "Irredencion" back

ground: "El baile habia resultado suntuosisimo; ... sus salones 

adornados con deslumbradora magnificencia.11 We are enveloped in 

an atmosphere of "efluvios y aromas embriagadores, " of flowers 

"desparramadas con tal profusion ... cubriendo las consolas, los 

muebles, los bronces . .. los tapices, haciendo desaparecer bajo sus 

carminadas plumillas la soberbia cristaleria de la mesa. " But pro

fusion is not necessarily fecundity. Lillo's princess moves through 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 8. 
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profusion, but through a profusion which is fixed and without life. 

The "Irredencion" world is static, just as the materiality of "El 

rapto del sol" is form without content or direction. The material 

world, in itself, does not live. It points to being-itself, but it is in

trinsically only a directing cipher to this being. The regal profusion 

is analogous to the "suntuoso lecho. " There is vitality in profusion 

only when profusion moves organically, only when it has a life inde

pendent of men and their desire to treat it as an object of enjoyment. 

Ultimately, profusion, static in the symbolism of the first moment, 

becomes dynamic (or is dynamized) through its capacity, as repre

sented in the second moment, to become a cipher, revealing the 

being which is the ground of all existence. 

The paradigmatic, prototypal figure is regal in a double as

pect; it is able not only to subject material phenomena to its will, 

but also consciously to transcend the particularity of form to the 

ground from and in which phenomena stand. It is this capacity to see 

beyond materiality that is captured in the attribution of quasi-

celestiality: " ... la princesa, recogiendo la falda de su vestido 

constelado de estrellas ..." At the moment of centroversion into 

subconsciousness, Lillo's princess is alone; she is at the moment 

"cuando los ultimos convidados se despidieron." Symbolic with

drawal into the psychical faculty, the "camera" of "El rapto del 

sol," the "esquife" of "El ahogado, " the "alcoba" of "Irredencion." 
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The princess "atraveso los desiertos salones y se encamino a su al-

coba. " This is the transition from the counterfeit, the world of 

form, to the real, to the vision of what Reality is. It is a passing, a 

moving between qualitative stages, a dissolving of prior ultimates in 

the realization of new patterns. The princess "atraveso los desiertos 

salones ... echando, al pasar, una postrer mirada a aquellos sitios 

donde ... habia sido durante algunas horas la reina de la noche." 

Action in the past, an external, static world which is about to yield to 

an internal, fluid one. "Algunas horas .. ., " an indefinite existential 

time of life, yet an inescapably real chronological succession; "... 

reina de la noche, " a queen of shadows in a world which only super

ficially appears to possess an intrinsic permanence. Instead of a 

showcase of profusion and fecundating forms, without spiritual 

foundation the world is a night of misleading apparitions. As she 

moves through the palace halls (the passageways of the world) to her 

bedroom, she leaves a reality of forms and approaches the moment 

of transcendence. 

In both "El rapto del sol" and "Irredencion, " the palaces are 

concrete symbols for the grandeur of a world which is controlled, 

adorned, and evaluated as a qualitative ultimate. Like the monarch, 

Lillo's princess, actuating hubris through concupiscence, has drawn 

the world within herself; she is satisfied with material splendor: 

"Todo lo que la gran ciudad ostentaba de mas valia: la nobleza de la 
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sangre, del dinero y del talento desfilo por sus salones, adornados 

con deslumbradora magnificencia. " The grand ball, societal move

ment without moment, had been a success; in her effort to present the 

most lavish of settings, the princess-figure had ordered the blossoms 

to be removed from the peach trees. These flowers, scattered in 

profusion throughout the salons, intoxicated the senses; as decora

tions for her bed and for the frozen, inertly impotent silver crucifix 

they constituted a "delicioso recuerdo" of the world. 

It is clear that for Lillo, life is something other than exis

tence; it is not a contrived Dasein, organic as this life may be con

stitutionally. Employed as objects for man's enjoyment, the scat

tered flowers are not alive; the luxury of objects, the beauty of 

things, does not point to, or exemplify, life. True life is fecundation, 

"una atmosfera de efluvios y aromas embriagadores, " as the peach 

orchard is described in the dream sequence, a fecundation which 

symbolizes the dynamics of being-itself in its infinite manifold emana

tions. It is a fecundation which lives because it stands independently 

(we may almost say personally) before man as a cipher through which 

he may intuit the existence of being-itself. As natural symbols for 

material phenomena whose beauty is to be found in their potential 

transparency, the flowers are a dead "palido matiz de aurora" when 

utilized as objects to embellish a world of objects; they live only when 

they function as guides to being-itself, when they are symbols of 
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faith. Within the palace these flowers appear as a "nevada color de 

rosa": they serve to awaken the princess to transcendence, they are 

alive, even at the time of their transformation, their disfiguration, 

into objects. Whiteness/redness: a stylistic paralleling of the 

simultaneously occurring, though mutually exclusive, possibilities of 

lifelessness (lack of blood: "nevada") and life (capacity to lead to 

transcendence: "rosa"). 

The dream sequence marks the transition from purely existen

tial cognition to spiritual awareness. One sentence, a single para

graph, indicates the distance between rationality and intuition: "La 

estancia quedo en silencio y poco a poco fue haciedose mas hondo el 

supor de la bella durmiente." "Silencio"; "hondo." The silence of 

an individual in solitude; the great distance between waking and 

dreaming. 

There are two distinguishable segments to the princess's 

dream, one symbolizing an Edenic confrontation with the nature and 

meaning of the material world, the other, expressed legalistically 

in terms of judgments and punishments, conceptualizing the encounter 

with being-itself. 

. Analysis of these elements presupposes a remembrance of the 

pre-dream symbolism. Before the luxurious abundance of the world, 

Lillo's figure had perceived the manifold of nature entirely as an ob

ject with which to indulge her desire for self-glorification. Responding 
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to a world by evaluating substance wholly in terms of utilization, the 

princess, herself, became an object. The "sorpresa del viejo ad-

ministrador cuando la princesa le dio orden de despojar de sus flores 

a todos los duraznos en floracion" indicates divine despair before 

natural phenomena becoming spiritless objects. But in the dream se

quence the princess discovers the harmony of all creation (the con

tent of the "El rapto del sol" dream is expanded in that of "Irreden-

cion"), the difference between man-created objects and divinely 

created living things which are non-objects, and the marvelous di

versity of the phenomenal manifold created to bring man to intuitive 

awareness of the reality of being-itself. The princess must first 

come to understand the true nature of finite creation before she can 

approach the ontological foundation of all existence. The means by 

which this understanding is effectuated is the memory motif; the 

Edenic non-temporal mythical state of dreaming innocence is re

created as a momentary, psychical reflection of that harmonic en

vironment from which man, in his Fall from Paradise, has alienated 

himself through activating his free will. The situation is not that of a 

Sebastian who stands simultaneously within Edenic memory and de

monic dissolution. "El cielo azul y un sol de primavera, tibio y 

risueno, acariciaba los campos. Caminaba por en medio de un bos-

que de duraznos en flor, envuelta en una atmosfera de efluvios y 

aromas embriagadores. " Fecundation, harmony, balance, the 
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proximity of the senses to an intoxication which suspends reason be

fore intuition. Instead of the "palido matiz de aurora," the equivocal 

"nevada de color de rosa," and the stasis of profusion, there is an 

"atmosfera de efluvios y aromas. " Instead of abrupt motion through 

a world of lifeless form ("atraveso los desiertos salones"), there is a 

gliding movement through the richness of real life (" ... caminaba 

por en medio de un bosque en flor"). The princess is submerged in 

the midst of Nature itself. She discovers that the meaning of life lies 

not in objectivity but in subjectivity. Flowers as objects perish when 

they lose their capacity to direct intuition to transcendence. By 

standing not as things before man, but as a. number of mutually inter

dependent Buberian "thous,11 they live through their dynamic transcen

dental power. 

"De subito, un soplo que parecia brotar de sus labios arrebato 

las flores y las disperso a los cuatro vientos." Now the negative 

transcendental symbolism of "El ahogado" is reiterated; the moment 

of realizing the demonic texture of world and person involves a des

truction of harmony and a shattering of the paradisal wholeness of 

being. But dream is revelatory, a subconscious moment. The 

generic figure approaches the realization that physical destruction of 

life is but a parallel continuation of a teleological spiritual destruc

tion. "Tuvo miedo y quiso huir, pero los arboles, como espectros 

vengadores, le cerraron el paso, y fustigandola con su desnudo 
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ramaje, la estrecharon hasta ahogarla con la pesadumbre de su haz 

inmenso. " Before a comparative knowledge of life-as-object and 

life-as-subject, the princess loses her pre-dream insouciance. She 

has made things of ciphers, she has destroyed the harmony of all 

created forms, she has destroyed life not only physically but teleolog-

icallyv "Desnudo ramaje"; "ahogarla"; "pesadumbre"; words of 

death and estrangement which characterize the sudden insight into 

the texture of existence. 

From an understanding of the natural world as cipher, Lillo's 

figure "abandonaba la tierra y comparecia delante del Tribunal Di-

vino." We notice the antithetical interior states: as existential 

creature, she "sentiase un tanto fatigada, pero, al mismo tiempo, 

alegre y satisfecha ... obsesionada por tan deliciosos recuerdos, se 

metio en la cama .... " Within her subconsciousness, before the 

knowledge of reality, she is seized with "una angustia y terror in-

finitos." 

The moment of transcendence is conceptualized through Old 

Testament mythological images. Affirmative (light) and negative 

(dark) powers are in attendance. But the transcendence of the 

princess-figure does not lead to harmonic unity, though that she may 

have been able to approach this is made clear by her anguish and 

condemnation. Her subconscious experience is a transcending of 

knowledge and not a mode of spiritual integration. The union with 
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being-itself, though occurring beyond the existential subject-object 

split, is stylized as a union of rational capacities, and not that of a 

mystical cohesion of emanation and source. 

Before the trial (that interior weighing of values following 

spiritual awakening) the princess is obliged to witness the judgment 

of the sinner-figure, that abstraction determined wholly by environ

ment and heredity. The "asesino y ladron" has:committed innumer

able sins, he has been the killer of men, the thief without redeeming 

qualities. Yet he is spared. His misery is that of the animal in na

ture, that half-man who moves with his eyes downcast upon the 

earth, the symbolic animal-aspect whose spiritual capacity remains 

undeveloped. In this conceptual symbolism, humanity is not condem-

nable for specific acts whose causes rest, at least partly, in the tex

ture of the world from which it sprang. "Pero, la Miseria puso en 

el [ balance ] una lagrima y un hilo de sus harapos, la Expiacion una 

gota de la sangre derramada en el patibulo y la Ignorancia, despo-

jandose de su venda, la coloco tambi£n en el platillo vacio, el cual 

salio esta vez de su inmovilidad inclinandose ligeramente." Humani

ty is not condemned for acts which reflect and parallel the misery of 

its. existential state; man is credited with the inexorable retribution 

which the world exacts for the very act of living as structure within 

structure. Ignorance and ultimate impossibility of transcendence, 

while leading to a situational condemnation, cannot ethically yield a 
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moral one. Inversely, "the actos de piedad religiosos, de caridad y 

de abnegacion" have nothing to do with salvation. The "suntuosa 

capilla con sus cimientos de piedra, su cruz de hierro fundido y su 

veleta de laton, " built by royal command, is also unavailing. Lillo's 

thief, symbolizing social man in general, is a mere object whose 

moral innocence is as inertly characteristic of him as it is of the 

stone of the chapel, the iron of the cross, and the brass of the 

weathervane. But man as a spiritual being is condemned for a mode 

of living which destroys the spirituality of his nature and his world. 

The Lilloan murderer-thief is the linear descendent of the picaresque 

anti-hero chained to and determined by the structure of his world; 

Lillo's princess-figure is a nature self-condemned because of what 

we may conceive to be her spiritual self-betrayal. 

11A1 extirpar el germen, has detenido en su cur so la proyec-

cion de la vida, " begins the explanation of the condemnatory judgment. 

With the picking of the blossoms there has been denied or destroyed 

the possibility of a vision through nature to being-itself. "Life" is 

spiritual transcendence (or the capacity to lead others to this transcen-

dence)j and the image of the germen strikes at man's denial, from 

the very instant of his initial response to material phenomena, of a 

spiritual life force in the world. The "proyeccidn de la vida" is not a 

literal continuation of form; it is the unfolding of the true life which 

is the continuation and arising of spiritual potential. The princess's 
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sin lies in her onto logical theory of value; that is in her denial of a 

spiritual foundation for structure, a denial arising through her 

improper evaluation of the microcosmic world as macrocosmic 

reality. She is spiritually as inertly impotent as the scattered 

flowers and the crucifix above her bed. 

But Lillo's symbolic conceptualism drives to an ever greater 

perspicacity. The princess-figure is not condemnable in solitude; 

being-itself stands before self-failure. Lillo strongly suggests that 

being and form, the one standing in and complementing the other, 

have from the beginning of time been uncompromisedly polarized in 

their spatiotemporal realization. This much seems clear: structures, 

emanated from being-itself to lead man to this being, have lost their 

power to effect existential guidance. They are able to fascinate man, 

but they are unable to guide him. Instead of moving through forms, 

men seize them as objects of enjoyment. Lillo would have us under

stand that humanity, created to mediate between structure and being-

itself, is by its very nature, as well as because of the nature of 

structural phenomena, incapable of exercising the mediative function. 

In this situation, the microcosmic world is a failure and being-itself 

fails to maintain an overall harmonic interaction via the transcending 
t 

act of individuated humanity. As it stands, the world is a macrocosm 

all to itself; it exists independently and separately from the its creat

ing ground. Being-itself is alone; its material ciphers have always 
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been hopelessly opaque. A humanity in spiritual impotency is con

demned to perish in the transiency of time. The princess-figure is 

not negatively judged by the divinity; she cannot be so judged because 

being-itself must bear the responsibility for the failure of its cipher 

manifold. Symbolic condemnation is only that intuited uneasiness of 

the spiritually sensitive part of man before a remembrance of Edenic 

universal harmony and the knowledge that something inexorably de

monic has reduced dream and hope to nightmare and hopelessness. 



CHAPTER 4 

EN LA RUEDA 

A moment of calm, of well-being, of serenity; an initial tran

quility and picturesqueness which augur an equally pleasing, equally 

harmonious series of occurrences, are followed by a crescendo of 

violence. The reader is on the threshold of events, the atmosphere 

is one of anticipation, of awaiting something which will not be com

monplace. A crowd has gathered about a ring, but on one initially is 

moving, cheering, or expressing displeasure. No voice disrupts the 

unity of the mass--there are individuals, but there is no dynamic in

dividuality. Then loud voices convey a dispute between contending 

parties: the owners of the fighting roosters cannot agree about pre

liminary, technical considerations. A flash of activity in the midst 

of a crowd which, itself, suggests dynamic movement. All is ar

ranged, the judge assumes his place, and the action, begins. 

Lilloan symbolism posits an already established macrocosmic 

universe whose harmonious structure is platonically mirrored both in 

the beauty of its faQade ai}d in the connotation of the word chosen as 

its synonym: universe=patio. Part of the whole cosmos is the earth, 

the "rueda, " that circular area situated at one end ("el fondo") of the 
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court yard. But the earth is devoid of actualized life: with a veiled 

reference to the oceans ("cuidadosamente enarenado")—the tradition

al seedbed of life--we are told that the surface has been carefully 

sanded, forming a biological transitionary way from water to land, 

from essence to existence. 

The prehuman world participates in the harmonic universe 

from which it arises and of which it is an inseparable part. Lillo's 

arena is "un espacio descubierto bajo un toldo de duraznos y perales 

en flor. " Picturesqueness and tranquility. The rueda, marked off 

from the macrocosm, is delineated by old barrel staves; it rests in a 

sterile lack of abundance beneath a luxuriant canopy. Barrels; macro-

cosmic rotundity: the stylistics of the symbolism offer a fine parallel 

between "Rueda" and "rueda, " between the Universe and barrels 

whose structural materials are those of the cosmos, and the world 

and barrel staves, those parts of barrels now performing the "micrq-

cosmic" function of delimiting a circumscribed area. 

Human life is on the threshold of actualization. The area is a 

groomed reality which has existed from eternity in the background of 

the macrocosm as a subject-less world expectantly awaiting vital 

movement. Humanity is the potential source of this vitality and it is 

in the world as potentiality: "En el suelo, cuidadosamente enarendo, 

habian [sic] dos hermosos gallos sujetos por una de sus patas a una 
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argolla ... . " Before the instant of coming to be, the roosters do 

not move; they are fixed to the earth; symbolically lifeless, they 

parallel the inertness of the microcosm. 

Paradoxically, the initial paragraphs establish a dichotomized 

mise en scfene whose elements coexist independently in the unity of a 

single macrocosm. The rueda is an integral element of the patio, it 

is "en el fondo." But while inseparable from the background, it is 

yet subjectively distanced from it. Subjective distancing: "un cen-

tenar de individuos" surround the ring, look upon it in excited antici

pation. We remember the mythologic gods who approach the world as 

a plaything, who exercise control solely for their own diversion. The 

world is of the gods, of their universe, but for them it has no intrin

sic worth. Lillo's gods are not the genesic (ontological) power con

ceptualized by the sun in "El rapto del sol." Rather the divinities of 

"En la rueda" are an anthropomorphized manifold; they iconically 

parallel the temporal stages of historical man: "muchachos de dieci-

seis anos, mozos imberbes, hombres de edad madura y viejos en-

corvados y temblorosos observaban con avidez los detalles prelimin-

ares de la rifta. " Lilloan desperation finds the artistic resource of 

equating the divine with the human. Mythologic gods control, but 

their control is teleologically limited in significance to the whims and 

amusements analogous to (if not identical with) those of self-centered 

men. Lillo's world is divine construction without spiritual objective. 
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The dichotomous psychical condition of actualized humanity is 

symbolically stylized by the polar figures, Clavel and Cenizo. As 

both roosters are initially tied to the sandy earth, so both partake of 

the identical substantiality of rooster-hood. Cenizo, the poetic ashes 

from which men arise and to which they return is the appropriate 

symbol for the materialistic impulse, directing mankind toward, and 

holding it within, the world as a microcosm (source) of ultimate 

value. Correspondingly, Clavel is the symbolic anagogic impulse ac

tivating the potential for spiritual transcendence. The characterizing 

symbol for this impulse--Clavel--is aptly chosen, implicitly encom

passing as it does the redness of the life fluid and the whitness of 

potentiality and innocence. 

Analyzed from the perspective established above, all of the 

symbols are consistently interpretable as forming an organic system. 

Having just been created from an idea, the human soul is poised be

tween potentiality and actuality, between Heaven and earth. Before 

actualization, it is subjected to a final and scrupulous divine examina

tion ("El Cenizo y el Clavel, sostenidos en el aire . .. fueron objeto 

de un ultimo y minucioso examen"). If the soul is to be actualized in 

a harmonic state, if, that is, there is to.be no tension between its es

sential nature and its existential, transient form, no further mecha

nism would be appropriate. But, as Lillo continues, there is an addi

tional device, one whose destructive quality suggests a Lilloan 
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intention to establish a form of life which will exist in a condition of 

mortal tension. Armed with spurs, the roosters are ready for exis-

tentialization. The Zeus-figure prepares for the spectacle by estab

lishing a counting device to mark the falls. With an imperious wave 

of the hand, human life begins. 

Soltados a un tiempo los dos campeones, una sacudida con-
movio la rueda: las cabezas se abatieron con un movimiento 
rapido y todos los ojos clavaronse en los emplumados pala-
dines que, frente a frente, rectos sobre sus patas, con la 
cresta encendida, el plumaje erizado y la pupila llameante 
avanzaron el uno sobre el otro ... . * 

As an existentialized entity, the human world encounters its nature 

for the first time. The ideal (anagogic) and demonic (structurally 

oriented) halves are the psychical warriors now presenting to each 

other their most imposing aspects. Mortal conflict, but divine jest. 

Mind and flesh are sold for money ("Y estas voces, incesantemente 

repetidas eran acompanadas por el tintineo sonoro de las monedas 

pasando de una mano a otra ... .") But there can be no objectivity in 

the ring; once begun, the struggle moves inexorably to a conclusion. 

Lillo stylizes the irrevocability of psychical conflict as strongly as he 

may in consonance with the realistic form through which his symbolic 

form operates. We cannot but notice the tendency to summarize, in 

the most transparent of ways, the whole symbolic situation. "De su-

bito [existentialization of psychical consciousness], como dos imanes 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, pp. 50-51. 
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[ inseparability of psychical polar elements] que se aproximan de-

masiado [irrevocability], desaparecid la distancia [no possible ob

jective calculation by the psyche] .... La lucha a muerte estaba en-

tablada.11 

There is no naturalistically repugnant character about the 

moral struggle per se. Repugnancy only arises, as we soon discover, 

at the moment we become aware that the struggle is destined not to be 

a conflict of competing, equally efficacious impulses, but one which 

has been, from its very inception, decided in favor of demonic tri

umph and concomitant structural dissolution in world transiency. As 

the internal conflict of a spiritual being, an ideal-demonic tension 

possesses the capacity to generate human greatness in an awareness 

of and transcendence toward being-itself. Lillo portrays the initial 

world ambiance in paradisal (potential ideal) terms. "La luz del sol, 

filtrandose a traves del florido ramaje que, como un dosel bianco y 

rosa, cubria la arena del combate, transformaba en destello de 

piedras preciosas al metalico reflejo de las plumas tornasoladas. " 

If the moral conflict is potentially beautiful, so are the structures 

among which that conflict unfolds ("piedras preciosas"; "metalico re

flejo"; "plumas tornasoladas"). 

Now in the struggle that follows—one symbolically sweeping 

across the ages of man--, Clavel is seriously wounded by the violent 

impulse of world demonism. But the struggle is not easily decided. 
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Clavel inflicts what appears to be a grievous wound upon his rival. 

Though we might reasonably expect a steady decline of the anagogic 

impulse figure, the whole Lilloan pattern of alternating blows is con

sistent with a carefully formulated ideological schema. Lillo per

sistently attempts to indicate the strength of the demonic psychical 

impulse. By having Clavel wound Cenizo, he is able to develop the 

following revelatory paragraph. 

Mas, el Cenizo, a pesar de aquel torbellino que caia sobre 
el, se recobraba rapidamente. Lleno de sangre, acribillado 
de heridas, hacia de nuevo frente a su fatigadisimo adver-
sario, y muy pronto el brio y la pujanza con que reanudo la 
batalla, parecieron inclinar decididamente la balanza en su 
favor.2 

There is now no longer doubt about the psyche's destiny. With jSe 

la apago una luz al Clavel!, " spiritual consciousness moves toward 

physical dissolution. 

El bianco plumaje del Clavel habia tornado un matiz indefi-
nible, la cabeza estaba hinchada y negra y en el sitio del 
ojo izquierdo veiase un agujero sangriento. Ya la lucha no 
tenia ese aspecto atrayente y pintoresco de hace poco. Las 
brillantes armaduras de los paladines, tan lisas y brunidas 
al empezar el torneo, estaban ahora rotas y desordenadas, 
cubiertas de una viscosa capa de lodo y sangre. ̂  

There is blood for blood's sake; blood which covers the world: "Es-

trellabanse [los gallos] contra la valla enrojeciendola con su 

2 .  

3. 

Ibid., p. 53, 

Ibid., p. 54. 
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sangre ... . " A battle in which neither rooster prevails "se eter-

nizaba. " The age of man; the eternal tension between spirit and mat

ter , between the intuitive ideal and the existentially real; bloodshed 

in such profusion that any purpose is lost. Man struggles inexorably 

within himself and the polarity of his nature pulls him apart. "Ciegos 

de coraje tlos gallosl bus cab an para herir los sitios vulnerables"; 

the struggle is blind, for there is no positive future to which it leads. 

With apocalyptic finality the scene ends as daylight fades into evening. 

Man is exhausted; spiritually he has died. Clavel "estaba ciego, casi 

sin plumas y no conservaba en las venas una gota de sangre. " The 

number twenty-four marks the end of day and the age of man. The 

parallels are clear: spiritual blindness, spiritual death; physical 

blindness, physical death. The impulse leading to material ultimacy 

has triumphed over that leading to the potential Ideal. 

The antithetically parallel elements emphasize the atmosphere 

of despair. Those who control the arena, the gods without ideal na

ture, demand a spiritual courage from mankind which does not re

flect a divine counterpart. Macrocosmic inferiority and microcosmic 

superiority conceptualize an antithetically analyzable hierarchical 

structure of being. In contrast to Christianity's ethico-ontological 

belief in spiritual ultimacy and world ephemerality and incomplete

ness, Lillo articulates an antithetically parallel schema in which 

potential ideality rests not within the whole but within the part. 
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Mythologic Heaven is inferior to its creation, a truth conveyed by the 

plural divinities who have no objective for which they strive and for 

which they stand. Although in both traditional and Lilloan cosmology, 

a duality of macrocosm and microcosm is posited, Lillo discovers 

that the divine nature is of an inferior material, and that man, arti

ficially endowed with an ideal vision which is without divine counter

part, is superior to his endower precisely in that he takes his vision 

seriously. The existential tragedy is that man's anagogic drive 

necessarily comes to grief because there is no Ideal, no spiritual 

Ground, apart from the abstraction which man himself formulates 

and to which he clings. Yet, he remains superior to the gods both be

cause of his drive to transcend the immediate and because of his be

lief in a life superior to individuality and material particularity. 

Man's delusion (his struggle) is his greatness. The promise of a 

universal harmony established in the opening lines is illusory; physi

cal beauty has screened spiritual vacuity. 

As the struggle for the Ideal continues with "increible vitali-

dad, " the defeat of Clavel becomes ever more apparent. "- jPobre 

Clavel, levantelo, ya ha hecho lo que ha podido!," cries a voice, not 

from pity, but from impatience at so long a contest. 

El dueno del ave aludida salt6 de su asiento como un resorte. 
Era un muchacho delgado y palido. Con acento tembloroso 
por la colera, mostrando los purios al autor de la indicacion, 
dejo escapar un torrente de palabras. 
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- ̂ Como, habia alii alguien que lo creia capaz de 
levantar el gallo antes de finalizar la rina? jSeguro que 
no era del oficio! Porque si lo fuese, debia saber que un 
gallero que se estima, solo levanta sus gallos cuando es-
tan muertos. jVaya con los gallinas que se asustan de 
una gota de sangre! Si no querian ver lastima, debian 
querdarse en sus casas y no venir a avergonzar con sus 
jeremiadas a los de la profesi6n. ̂  

A plea for mercy which is a cry of impatience; then an answering 

tirade. An anonymous voice proposes a merciful solution ("levan-

telo"), but it is not the voice of humanitarian concern or that of the 

Biblical God; it is but the impersonal cry of "uno mas impaciente que 

los demas.11 Some mythological god without mercy utters a merciful 

appeal. Appearance and reality; a voice from some one; a divinity 

without humanity. The symbolism is finely worked. Clavel's owner, 

an anti-Christ, the director and possessor of spirit who himself is 

spiritless, the "muchacho delgado y palido, " responds in an ambi

guity which augurs a salvational intention, but which delivers a con

demnation. A seeming Christ-like figure, the apparent guardian of 

man's highest nature, is the emaciated and pale baroque crucifixion 

icon. But he speaks in a self-centered anger, "mostrando los punos 

al autor de la indicacidn." 

The tirade, itself, is a fine example of antithetically parallel 

elements. The Christ-figure speaks both in terms of a spiritual and 

4. Ibid., pp. 55-56. 
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a material existence. Interpretation naturally depends upon how cer

tain words are construed. As the Christ, he would seem to be ar

guing for a continuation of the world, to be saying: "One truly in

terested in man's salvation does not despair as long as there is a 

possibility that he will find his way to God ("solo levanta sus gallos 

cuando estan muertos"). Here, "muertos" obviously would refer to 

spiritual, not material death. Similarly, the "no venir a avergonzar 

con sus jeremiadas" would be understood as a reproof of Old Testa

ment denunciations of the human state and of the lamentations sur-
» 

rounding belief in its irredeemable nature. This interpretation 

would conceive the figure, "delgado y palido, " to be an iconic parallel 

of Christ. But the other words, the context in which they are spoken, 

and the story's final paragraph, indicate Lillo's intention to establish 

an antithetical or inverse iconic parallelism. Consider the following 

elements, all appearing in the tirade: "oficio"; "se asustan de una 

gota de sangre"; "avergonzar." Christian salvation is not an "oficio" 

analogous to that of a business or gaming profession, nor is the God-

Christ in any way ashamed of mercy. Similarly, the drop of blood 

(shed by Christ and not man in the Biblical redemptive myth) does not 

produce fear, but a muted joy before the fact of salvation—the idea of 

the felix culpa. And at the very last of the story, that is, at the mo

ment of man's condemnation, the Lilloan Christ-figure acts wholly 

without compassion: 
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Mientras los gananciosos rodeaban solicitos al vencedor, 
el dueno del gallo vencido lo cogio de las patas y, vivo 
aun, lo lanzo con fuerza lejos de la cancha. Cruzo como 
un proyectil por entre el florido ramaje y fue a estrellarse 
contra el tronco de un peral, cuyas ramas, sacudidas por 
el choque, dejaron caer sobre esa carne palpitante una 
lluvia de blancos y aterciopelados petalos. ^ 

The most pathetic of the antithetically parallel elements is the 

scene of the crucifixion of man. Immediately following the appearance 

and the tirade of the Christ-figure, we read: 

Varios intervinieron amistosamente para cortar la disputa, 
la que ceso del todo cuando el juez, en uso de sus atribu-
ciones, viendo que los gallos no se atacaban, pronuncio con 
voz energica la palabra reglamentaria: 

- j Careo! 
En el centro de la cancha, separados por cincuenta 

centimetros escasos, habxa dos trozos de madera colocados 
de modo que cada uno de ellos tuviese una de sus caras al 
nivel del suelo. ® 

Two "trozos de madera, " not three Calvary crosses. There is no 

Christ, no Ideal, no guide offered up for human salvation. Only man, 

in his duality, is offered up. There is no redemptive purpose, there 

is no meaning to the sacrifice except that if affords divine amusement. 

The continued struggle of Cenizo and Clavel on the symbolic cross 

parallels the agony endured by Christ at the time of his expiatory 

atonement for human sin. "De un lado el agotamiento absoluto [de 

los gallos], la pasividad, la inercia casi; y del otro la agresion 

5. Ibid., p. 59. 

6. Ibid., p. 56. 
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encarnizada, sin tregua, ferocisima. " Christ passively accepting 

his messianic function, but also crying out in anguish, almost in 

angry despair, at the suffering to which his nature, as part flesh, is 

committed. Man suffers the martyrdom of Christ ("Si alguien en ese 

momento hubiese propuesto hacer cesar su martirio ... ."), but he 

dies for the pleasure of spiritless gods, and for the salvation of no 

one. A martyrdom, a "momento, " a non-time: symbols of the illu

sory spiritual foundations of a purposeless universe. 

Clavel's death is not Cenizo's life; at the end of the battle, 

both roosters are removed from the ring and a new contest is ar

ranged. Both combatants die because neither has achieved anything 

for himself or for the area (earth) which he has activated. Any victory 

belongs only to those who have managed the apparent survivor. "Mi-

entras los victoriosos daban rienda suelta a su alegrla, los derro-

tados guardaban un silencio sombrxo. Lo que les mortificaban no 

era la perdida ... sino las fanfarronadas ... que los contrarios les 

recordaban comentandolas con dichos y punzantes burlas. " Existen

tial hell is meaninglessness, not physical torture or a bloodstained 

world. It is the loss of transcendental perspective in an exhaustion 

of such utterness that neither the materially nor the spiritually ori

ented part of the psyche is capable of functioning. Existential hell is 

the inner dissipation of the personality before the tpansitionary fact of 

becoming a thing and ceasing to be a person. 
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Condemnation does not depend upon individual choice alone. 

The demonic quality of Nature, the demonic receptivity of man's na

ture, and the feeling of divine impersonality are all universal ele

ments which combine and largely predetermine human destiny. In a 

moment of whp.t we may call religiously oriented intuition, Lillo per

ceives the struggle for the Ideal as one so violent in character and so 

internally divisive in effect, that the transqendental reward (salva

tion) is not appropriately proportionate to the bitter misery man 

must sustain to merit it. Lillo rejects salvation if the means to it in

volves a lifetime of human martyrdom. But more than this: he re

fuses to recognize an ethical, personally responsive divinity as au

thoring the existential hell through which men move. The realization 

of an overly severe struggle, the inability to discover a celestial end 

proportionate to the exigencies imposed by the texture of existential 

life, and the awareness of the illusionary character of a beauty mir

roring a universal harmony in which all creation participates: these 

quasi-rational conclusions of the vital experience lead inexorably to 

the rejection of a Heaven whose constitution is other than mechanical 

and whose moral essence is other than hedonistic. Divine pleasure is 

not cosmological purpose. Man is damned to meaninglessness be

cause the whole of universal nature enfolds a meaning which does not 

communicate itself to him and which, seemingly, does not and cannot 

include him. "En la rueda" symbolizes the moments of despair 
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common to all reflective men. This explains Lillo's intention of 

making the cockfight generic in order that it may stand formally for 

all the generations of man. The apocalyptic texture, beginning with 

"La ultima etapa de la rifia, " suggests the logical conclusion of life 

and world. But Lillo's pride in humanity's determination to struggle 

above and not merely acquiesce to the artificiality of the universal 

structure, leads him simultaneously to affirm and deny death to the 

human organism. Clavel is drained of blood, but he lives on, "esa 

carne palpitante, " even after divine rejection. If ideal-less gods are 

immortal, if the heavens continue their course heedless of the suf

fering of finite creation, then man, throught the ideality of his vision 

(and his struggle to attain it), enclosed as he is within the narrow 

parenthesis of his span, is also worthy of salvation. Cenizo and 

Clavel, forgotten by the gods, can at least conceptually be divine. 

Cenizo's glory rests in the activation of an idealism which his nega

tivity suggests as an opposite to itself. Clavel, as a rebellious angel 

cast from Paradise, is hurled through space only to fall beneath a 

tree. But this tree is no longer an illusory, lifeless ornament. 

Iconically paralleling the tree of knowledge in the Edenic garden, 

Lillo's pear tree yields its own peculiar kind of information. The 

pear tree recognizes man's greatness; it covers his crushed and 

worn-out frame with a physical beauty that parallels and reflects his 

inner glory. Though demonically defeated by his material self, by 
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Cenizo, Clavel acquires an artificial immortality denied even to the 

gods: through the symbolic device of the tree of knowledge, we learn 

that while Cenizo in his physical triumph faces oblivion, Clavel, in 

his physical defeat, is immortally apotheosized. 



CHAPTER 5 

LAS NIEVES ETERNAS 

If those fictional or imaginative works which stylistically 

mimic aspects of the existential world are susceptible of diverse 

critical approaches, it should not be surprising to find that the overt

ly fantastic allegory, the personification of inert and non-rational 

natural phenomena, can yield the most surprising quantity of mean

ings from the most extensive number of interpretive frameworks. A 

story of the same generic makeup as "Las nieves eternas" will ex-

pectedly yield as many analyses as there are analyzers. And to each 

of these, provided only that all of the story's components have been 

fitted into an organic unity-of-analysis, we may expect to grant at 

least passive consent. We may also accept each interpretation as 

valid without denying our logically consistent right to select any one 

position of a whole line of analyses as the one most pertinent to our 

intellectual interests. And we may analyze a story in such a way that 

we assuage these intellectual interests, without thereby legitimately 

opening ourselves to the charge of intellectual provincialism. In this 

chapter I shall present two interpretations, not for the purpose of 
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demonstrating how easily interpretations are formulatable, but be

cause both together enclose the total ontological and theological 

meaning of the Sub Sole collection. 

The acceptance of either of the following analyses will depend 

upon whether one wishes to understand the central figure as a single 

or double personification. If the latter stylistic device is accepted--

that of the double personification--Lfillo's water drop becomes sym

bolic of society and of generic man as individual subject. If the latter 

stylistic device—that of the double personification--is chosen, the 

water drop is approached as a symbolic synechdoche of the vital im

pulse, that is, as a psychical tendency of being-itself, with that im

pulse being understood as the water in which the drop moves across 

the earth. The existential levels of being which work through these 

"personification interpretations" suggest the degrees of interpretive 

complexity. If we choose the single personification approach, the 

ontological poles are those of being-itself in self-divisive tension and 

the existential manifold. If we analyze from the double personification 

perspective, being-itself occurs only as the underlying vital flow 

which temporally marks the movement of human generations. Rather 

than equating the water drop with being-itself, the latter interpreta

tion centers its focus upon generic man and the meaning of his in

dividuation. Man or being-itself, society or metaphysical speculation. 
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Different analyses may suggest a radicality of opposing conceptions, 

but that radicality is illusory. This will become clear enough through 

a careful comparative reading of both analyses. 

"Las nieves eternas" as Divine Drama 

As a story of divine self-divisiveness, "Nieves eternas" 

marks the abandonment of a symbolic concern with demonically ori

ented humanity. There is a central, antipodal characterization, that 

of being-itself as a transprocess (world-transcendent) "entity" and 

that of being-itself as the world-immanent force that gives existence 

to, and sustains, all structural form. Being-itself works through it

self, if we may conceive of the ground of being in such a way, and the 

process or event of self-manifestation is visible in the appearance 

and sustenance of the phenomenal manifold. Structures are always to 

be understood as the concrete appearance, the particular tangible in

stances of the generative ground or ground of being, while the ground 

exists essentially, standing beyond, yet always bound within, object -

ness. The ontological question that is unfolded within story symbolism 

is this: does being-itself stand self-reconciled before the necessity 

eternally to self-manifest in the infinitely dispersed particularities of 

form, or does it struggle against its essential nature, desiring always 

both to escape imprisonment within particularity and to exist independ

ently in world transcendence? Little more is required to transform 
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an ontological into a theological issue of concern than anthropomor-

phically to posit a potential moral discriminatory faculty within the 

ontological (generative) ground. Once this is accomplished, ontolo

gical analyses may simultaneously be interpreted as theological, 

i.e., as teleologically ethical analyses of the relationship between 

creative godhead and world form. 

Being-itself is always in the world, a necessary truth because 

phenomena cannot exist without the immanence of the ground of being. 

Lillo offers this fact through the symbolic form of circularity and 

eternal recurrence. Water regularly moves through world structure; 

though liquid particles may pass transitionally from vapor to frozen 

solid, to water, back to cloud, there is always a movement function

ing as a sustaining and shaping force. World and vital generative 

flow are never wholly separable, for both exist in a simultaneity of 

time and place. Existentially, water and structure interrelate in the 

process of world construction. Yet being-itself, while indissolubly 

immanent within world structure, is infinitely transcendent or trans-

dimentional. All religious positions insist upon affirming a qualita

tive dichotomy between the highest ontological concept and ontological 

manifestations. Lillo maintains the tradition through the symbolism 

of "Las nieves eternas" first, by stylizing the touching of structure 

by being-itself and second, by indicating the generative ground's 
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continuing reluctance to enter into the essence of its created manifold 

(the self-contradiction of destiny and raison d'etre). 

Being-itself is, then, antipodally conceived both as the ground 

underlying all phenomena and as a mode of power-of-being which re

jects its own nature as a manifester of structures. Lillo's symbolic 

form posits a world already in progress, though this world is so 

stylized that existential processes are reduced to so many meetings 

of generic phenomena with their ontological ground. Being-itself, as 

flowing water, moves through the world; the world, itself, is the 

structural form of, and the cipher revealing this pervasive being. At 

the beginning of "Las nieves eternas, " vital impulse moves upon all 

three existential levels: it is simultaneously vapor, underground cur

rent, lakes, rivers, and oceans. But it also is the "blanca plumilla" 

blown upon a mountain arete, a scarcely distinguishable form moving 

into world manifestation. It is via this genesic movement that we are 

brought into psychical dichotomy: in manifesting, the ontological 

ground experiences a severe wrench between its isolated and bound

less potentiality as pure being and its predestined dynamical tendency 

to create and enter manifestations. Lillo stylizes the split through a 

discontinuity of memory: "Sus recuerdos anteriores eran muy vagos." 

The initial paragraph suggests a potpourri of more or less re

lated, but also conjoined, ideas. Vital impulse, as fragment, is per

sonified, initially assuming form only upon uniting with structure 
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("hasta que azotada por una rafaga"). Before touching earth, it is 

insubstantial gossamer moving without direction in a void. Returning 

to the lightning motif of "El ahogado, " Lillo marks the transition from 

the vague formlessness and implied purposelessness to the purposive 

function of life sustenance by the lightning bolt: the inert becomes the 

vital through connection with solid form. But fragmented vital im

pulse is imprisoned within a substance which is not that of malleable 

world structure. Lillo suggests that being-itself, as the potential 

man form, participates in a limbo of dreaming innocence, of an in

finity of undecided possibilities, before creating, moving within, and 

sustaining the existential manifold. It is as if the vital impulse were 

thinking vaguely, but not acting, as if it were hesitating, for no mat

ter how indefinite and prolonged a chronological time ("paso muchas e 

interminables horas"), between uncharacterizable pure being and 

form or between potentiality and actuality. In this way, every suc

cessive moment of the vital impulse hangs within the limbo between 

energy and object. Vital impulse is aware of what it has already 

created (from the very moment of existing, it has worked into created 

form), but it eternally hesitates to move within that creation. The 

texture of Lilloan stylistics suggests this possibility with the deft 

subtlety of a positional chess master moving within a symmetrical 

position. 
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Blanca plumilla de nieve ... quedose adherida a la arista de 
una roca, donde el frio horrible [ decisional impotency] la 
solidifico subitamente [the instant of passing from poten
tiality into actuality]. Alii imprisionada, paso muchas e 
interminables horas. 

We may think of vital impulse as inexorably driving through itself to 

form, but also resisting that dynamic movement. However, the in

exorability of the drive to manifest prevails; potentiality is willingly, 

though also through necessity, forsaken for actuality. The transition

al state is stylized by the plea of a non-object to exist as a thing, to 

be able to move in space and time. " - jOh, padre sol [actualizing 

tendency of the vital impulse], arrancame de esta prision [non

existent potentiality, the "frio horrible"]! jDevuelvame la libertad!" 

Indefinite potentiality, equally indefinite time of actualization. "Y 

tanto clamo, que el sol, compadecido, la topo una manana con uno de 

sus rayos al contacto del cual vibraron sus moleculas, y penetrada de 

un calor dulcisimo perdio su rigidez e inmovilidad ... ." [My em

phasis. ] Movement into created form involves a loss of self-

meaninglessness and, ultimately, of self-lifelessness. 

We begin following the ground of being as it moves into its 

formal expression, but we see th^t the distance between potentiality 

and actuality is as great as the qualitative distance between pure 

being and manifestation. We notice, too, that Lillo conceives of the 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 61. 
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actualizing vital impulse in theologically anthropomorphic terms; 

being-itself, like man, is subjected to a Fall in the passage from 

pure is-ness to something-ness ("[Las] aguas la envolvieron y arras-

traron en su caida vertiginosa ... . All of the negativity of world 

transiency and cipher destruction (opaqueness) is stylized in the 

moment vital impulse moves completely into the world. 

[ Being-itself] rodo asi de cascada en cascada, cayendo 
siempre, hasta que, de pronto el arroyo, hundiendose en 
una grieta, se detuvo brusca y repentinamente. Aquella ^ 
etapafuelarguisima. Sumida en una obscuridad profunda ... .11 

[ My emphasis. J 

Potentiality, or pure is-ness, is filtered from vital impulse, just as 

dreaming innocence and paradisal harmony is filtered from man's 

existential essence. When the formless, snowy plume, frozen into an 

unknown something Lillo does not identify for us, assumes existential 

status as an individualized drop, it physically merges with the whole 

of the world's vital force and moves beneath the earth during "una 

etapa ... larguisima. " Lilloan symbolic form now suggests the pre

history of world structuring, as an indefinite time during which forms 

are differentiated, and structural phenomena receive their impulse to 

be from within the earth's core. A time of blackness and fecundation 

within the secrecy of darkness precedes the time of light ("Sumida en 

2. Ibid., p. 62. 
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una obscuridad profunda, se deslizaba por el seno de la montana como 

a traves de un filtro gigantesco ... . 

At this point in story time, drop and steam enter into a grotto 

of "living rock. " Lillo's description of this opening is both picturesque 

and symbolically crucial, conceptualizing as it does the well-spring 

of life of which the water forms are synecdoches without particular 

individuality. 

Aquella gruta abierta en la roca viva, era de una 
maravillosa hermosura. Una claridad extrana y fantastica 
la iluminaba, dando a sus muros tonalidades de porfido y 
alabastro: junto a la entrada veiase una pequena fuente 
rebosante de agua cristalina. 

Aunque todo lo que alii habia le parecio deliciosa-
mente bello, nada encontro que pudiera compararse con 
ella njisma. De una transparencia absoluta, atravesada ^ 
por los rayos de luz reflejaba todos los matices del prisma. 

The mythical fountain of being is the symbolic world center 

from which the vital impulse emanates, moving through the world via 

its waterways. Symbolic, too, is the multicolored grotto. If we may 

conceive of world structure as divisible into the categories of animal, 

vegetable, and mineral, clearly the fountain nourishes, and in fact 

creates mineral forms. Water motion has fashioned and continues to 

fashion earth substance; thinking in terms of this operation, Lillo 

speaks of the rock as living ("roca viva"). But the rock also lives in 

the sense of enjoying the colors of life, colors derived from the 

3. Ibid., pp. 62-63. 
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various shades of the fountain. In this second way life, predicated of 

substance, is predicated of source, though the descriptive terms of 

the latter predication are extended so that this predication is primal: 

fountain is source, substance is the expression of that source. 

The drop falls from the stalactite and mingles with the foun

tain's waters. In the story symbolism a physical plurality of being-

its elf yields to a physical, though not a psychical, unity. Lillo's drop 

yields to but resists the function of the vital force; physically, being-

itself fulfills its creative and sustaining destiny, though an element of 

its "personality" resists this destiny. One transitionary sentence an

ticipates self-resistance to ontological purposiveness: "Henchida de 

orgullo [la gota] se desprendio ... y cayo dentro de la fuente. " 

From the mineral we pass to the animal world. A flock of 

swallows, some with white, some with dark plumage, drinks of the 

fountain in preparation for a protracted, transoceanic flight. There 

is a societal order within the group reminiscent of, and undoubtedly 

intended to suggest, the structure of human society. The symbolic 

form appears to be clear enough: transoceanic flight, that movement 

through life or passage across the sustaining vital flow of existence, 

prenecessitates an initial feeding of the young (birth), so that the life 

voyage may initially be undertaken. Lillo never introduces us to 

drinking older birds; all the avaricious beaks are "pequenas." And 

although, for the purposes of story sense, he writes "Las mas 
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pequefias avanzaron primero ... mientras las mayor es, esperando 

pacientemente su torno ... .M, his final reference to the flock is, "Y 

la peregrina de la montafia veia con asombro que las gotas ... se 

ofrecian ... a los piquitos glotones ... . " [My emphasis. ] This 

last reference (as well as the infantile "glu glu") reinforces the first 

descriptive term, "pequenas. " Finally, the black and white plumage 

suggests an inter# sensorally to universalize the flock by including 

within the color polarity all intermediate racial or individual societal 

expressions. 

If being-itself yields to, and is devoured by form, if immanence 

entails a surrender of isolated self-integrity, the water drop refuses 

to consent to that self-surrender. As the psychical element of the 

vital force refusing to fulfill its destiny, the drop rejects, as idiotic, 

the essence of its creative nature. 11 - jComo puede ser asi - decia. 

- jMorir para que esos feos pajarracos apaguen la sed! [Que necias 

son!" 

Like paradisal man, being-itself works out its destiny through 

a Fall. In the process it ceases to be what it essentially is and be

comes a force in anxious tension; through this tension, the highest of 

ontological modes, like the soul of man, moves in the spiritual im

potence of disharmony. The vital force contradicts its own nature 

("Y para huir ... [la gota] egtrecho sus moleculas y se fue a fondo"), 

but it simultaneously and willingly fulfills that destiny, permitting 
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generations of forms to endure through, and leave their impression 

upon, successions of lifetimes ("Cuando [la gota] subio ... la ban-

dada habia levantado el vuelo y se destacaba como una mancha en el 

inmenso azul"). [ My emphasis. ] Many birds, many men, pursue in

dividual and social destinies through their peregrinations across the 

sea of being. "Van en busca del mar, " as the drop reflects, without 

knowing what the sea (individual destiny as well as that of being-

itself) entails ("^Que cosa sera el mar?"). 

This interpretation provides the foundation for that of the 

remaining symbolic elements. The vital impulse moves through the 

world in succeeding moments, but it also remains aloof from the 

phenomena it touches. And so, moving from the skeletal, mineral 

world foundation, being-itself, in both its willing and recalcitrant as

pects, comes into contact with vegetation. Again, Lillo stylizes the 

metamorphosis motif. Being-itself fulfills its destiny not in offering 

assistance to structures, but by entering within them, becoming the 

life blood of their cells and molecules. Structures are the manifesta

tions of the vital force, not objectively independent entities coming 

into occasional contact with that force. " - j Arroyo, la frescura que 

nos da vida, el matiz, de nuestros petalos y el aroma de nuestros 

calices, todo te lo debemos! " [My emphasis. ] In offering their 

pollen-laden stamens, the flowers are only offering their believed 

self-existence to its rightful "owner," much as the mystic denies his 
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individual reality, offering to God not what he does not own, but his 

persisting tendency to believe in self-ownership. There is nothing 

for being-itself to accept (unless it be self-acceptance), and so there 

is the reply: "No puedo detenerme. " But Lillo's vital force does 

warn of death beginning, "Pero, escuchad un consejo. " The drop 

continues along, encountering "una vioieta, cuyos petalos estaban ya 

mustios. " Though within or near water, the violet's roots cannot 

drink; the plant has come to the end of its life and can no longer be 

sustained by being-itself. This negative theme is reiterated with 

particular sharpness at the conclusion of the story. In the present 

symbolic moment, the water drop refuses incorporation within the 

dying violet; again, being-itself rejects metamorphic immanence with

in creation. " -Guardate tu nectar y tu perfume. Yo no cedere jamas 

una sola de mis moleculas. Mi vida vale mas que la tuya. ; Adios! " 

As the ground of being, the water drop refuses to sustain life and, so 

the implication goes, neither can it do so. In even stronger language, 

Lillo presents his drop as believing the product of its creation is im

pure ("evitando todo contacto impuro"). 

The succeeding paragraphs establish both another transitionary 

period and a descriptively drawn negative aftermath of the drop's 

metamorphic refusal. During this time, it withdraws even more fully 

into itself. As the "hija del sol y de la nieve, " as a "creature" alive 

yet psychically alienated from creation, the drop finally emerges into 
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the most common metaphor for being-itself—the ocean. Lillo moves 

to complete the existential aspect of this story's symbolic form. 

Having denied support to mineral, vegetable, and animal structures, 

the drop flows in the vacuity of its own non-individuality. 

- jQue  extrano le parecio aquel paraje! Ni arboles, ni 
colinas, ni montanas, limitaban la desmedida extension 
del oceano! 

Por todas partes, como fundido en un inmenso 
crisol, una lamina de esmeralda se extendia hasta el mas 
remoto confin. ̂  

The culminating moment begins with the reappearance of one 

of the swallows. Alone, nearing death, the bird pleads for metamor

phosis; if only the water consents to become flesh, the swallow be

lieves it will continue to live. And existential life, filled by, and 

undergirt with, the vital force, will provide, as the swallow says, 

"la orilla donde me aguardan la primavera y la felicidad." iLillo re

peats his Edenic motif, but this time, being-itself, in all the ambi-
I 

guity of its moral or ideal tension, is paradisal. The swallow stands 

in fear of death not because of a situation beyond the power of being-

itself, but because being-itself is inefficacious in sustaining life. We 

read: " -Dios, sin duda, te ha puesto en mi camino. La sed me hos-

tiga y debilita mis fuerzas. Apenas puedo sostenerme en el aire. 

Rezagada de mis  hermanas,  mi  tumba va a  ser  e l  inmenso mar . . .  . 1 1  

[My emphasis.] A last refusal. Being-itself narcissistically rejects 

4. Ibid., p. 66. 
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its creation. Before the purity of its essence and power, it rejects 

all forms which are less than itself, and which are ephemeral and in

complete expressions of itself. Only non-terrestrial (qualitatively 

superior) cosmic phenomena are dignified with the belief that they 

satisfactorily mirror the divine essence. Being-itself must remain 

transcendent and not immanent. As the drop exclaims: " -Si yo 

desapareciera, ^.para quien fulguraria el sol y lucirian las estrellas ? 

El universo no tendria razon de ser. Tu peticion es absurda y ridi-

cula en demasia." "I am the ruler of potential forms, not form it

self, " insists the drop, and the dying swallow "se hundio en [las 

olas] para siempre. " In broadly symbolic terms being-itself con

sents to the fact of physical death. If water is conceivable as sus

taining life, air, as the apparent absence of water, is conceivable as 

a non-sustaining lack of nourishment (" j Vaya con la pretensi6n y 

petulancia de esa vagabunda bebedora de aire! ") [My emphasis.] 

Because it had refused sustenance, the drop is physically 

borne away from the world, seeing once again, though in a transcen

dent position, the forms to which it had wished to deny its vivifying 

spark. Now understanding world demonism in terms of existence 

without the wholeness of divine voluntary immanence, Lillo draws his 

fields and animals in the death grip of a dessicating fire ("una dila-

tada campifia agostada por el calor"). But to the appeal of vegetation, 
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the clouds send down life-giving rain. The world exists, its forms 

continue; being-itself is destined to perpetuate form. Lillo's de-

monism is not a denial of this empirical truth. 

Mas la gota de agua evaporada por el sol, que 
flotaba tambien entre la niebla, dijo: 

-Es mucho mas hermoso errar a la ventura por 
el cielo azul que mezclarse a la tierra y convertirse en 
fango. Yo no he nacido para eso. ® 

This is the statement of being-itself's psychically voluntary antithesis. 

We may say that existence is of a transient nature because its creat

ing and sustaining ground does not participate within it fully. Being-

itself is always merely reflected in the phenomenal manifold; it has 

never fully self-surrendered to and within each particle of creation. 

Being-itself drives to manifest forms, but it simultaneously drives to 

reject forms, striving to maintain the purity and undifferentiated 

state of pure power-of-potentiality. This "denying" half of the vital 

force, like the mountains which seem to endure unchanged through 

eons of time, struggles always to transcend the world's pollens, 

dews, and perfumes. In self-hatred and self-contradiction, the Great 

Creator is simultaneously the Great Denier and Great Rejecter of 

what it creates. "Odiamos las grosera transformaciones y, como 

simbolo de belleza extrema, nuestra mision es permanecer inmutable 

e inaccesible en el espacio y en el tiempo. " These words, spoken by 

5. Ibid., p. 69. 
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the mountain, symbolize the tendency of being-itself to stand aloof 

from creation. And it is this partial withdrawal of support that con

demns forms to an existence of transiency and fear (anxiety) of 

transiency. As creating force, being-itself is "aware" of the existen

tial result of its partial withdrawal. It suffers in the anguish of this 

knowledge. 

Mas la angustia y doliente prisionera, sin atender a la 
voz de la montana, sintiendose penetrada por un frio horrible, 
se volvio hacia el sol, ... y le dijo: 

- jOh,  padre sol !  jCompadeceos!  , -Devolvedme la  
libertad!6 

This is the divine cry of anguish. Although having obtained partial 

transcendent withdrawal, being-itself moves immediately away from 

the inefficacious coldness of pure force in the effort to create and 

enter into form. But at story close, the sun pronounces the eternal 

judgment. Though having to create, being-itself will oppose its 

creating function to the end of time. 

1 'Las nieves eternas'1 as Symbolizing Human Estrangement 

The movement of "Las nieves eternas" is enclosed within two 

parallel supplications. Both are appeals for liberty, and both focus 

upon the equivocal meaning of "libertad" which Lillo articulates 

through the story imagery. Liberty and individuality, or formless in

dependence and self-fulfillment in creation, are the termini of a 

6. Ibid., p. 70. 
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spiritual polarity which attempts either to conceptualize the isolation 

and loneliness of self-conscious individuality or the eternal conflict of 

being-itself before its necessity to manifest, yet remain transcen

dent. In both cases the appeals are instances of an ambiguity in the 

meaning of "freedom": as individuated character (generic man) the 

water drop equates unhindered movement and full individual self-

expression with liberty, while the drop, as being-itself, tends to 

equate freedom with structural transcendence. The parallel suppli

cations which enfold a human or universal "lifetime" emphasize the 

pathos of a world of mobile forms whose self-consciousnesses of in

dividual particularity have produced a spiritual divisiveness in; which h 

there is either no harmonious communication between entities or 

internal self-conflict; freedom understood as unhindered self-

expression or freedom understood as the movement of subject to sub

ject in a Thou-Thou relationship; freedom as impulse or freedom as 

particular manifestation. 

The initial paragraph of the story oscillates between the gossa

mer and the substantial, between the suggestive and the directive, be

tween the dynamically potential and the statically real. There are 

"recuerdos interiores" of a concrete situation that has developed in 

the atemporal night of pre-existence, but whose content is now "muy 

vago. " Ther$ i? a "blanca plumilla de nieve" positing a suggestion of 

substance, a suggestion which almost delimits substantiality through 
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its definiteness of temporal motion ("revoloteo un dia") and spacial 

situation ("encima de los enhiestos picachos y los helados ventis-

queros"). Ideas partake of a substantial quality; they float in the 

mind, susceptible of multiple protean forms. The suggestion is that 

of generic humanity floating in the limbo of dreaming innocence above 

the crest of the earth. Only -yvhen definitized into a potential thing— 

an object of specific characteristics—does the idea solidify upon the 

earth. Idea to concrete potentiality in an act of creation, the "hasta 

que azotada por una rafaga." Potential form and substantial or exis

tential form share the solidity of determinateness: "[La gota] quedose 

adherida a la arista de ur*a roca, donde el frio horrible la solidified 

subitamente." One phrase captures the moment of transition from 

potential quasi-form to existential form, the mythical moment of 

man's coming to be man. The coldness of the world parallels the 
t - ' 

frozen state of form without movement, of materiality without direc-
1 

tion ("Su esforzada inmovilidad aburriala extraordinariamente"). Ex

panded and contracted non-cosmological time; imperfect and preterite 

tenses; "paso" and "paso"; momentary transitions and "muchas e in-

terminables horas." 

Movement of idea is reflected in form's desire for motion. 

The drop cries out for freedom: man is not content with structural 

being when he may enjoy dynamic form. He feels himself to be more-

than structure in his potential for moving through the world as a 
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self-centered subject, "una diminuta esfera de diamante." Form is 

co-joined with spirit (rationality and free will) so that the inert may 

assume life ("el sol ... la toco una mafiana ... [y] vibraron sus 

moleculas y ... perdio su rigidez e inmovilidad .... "). "Una 

mafiana" is the instant of humanity's entrance into the world as persons 

and not as things. Human life is in motion, that "caida vertiginosa" 

from the mythical point of contact between Heaven and earth to the 

earth, itself. The indefiniteness and agitation of this mythical time 

is tersely captured in the compound symbols: "aguas turbias"; "cas-

cada en cascada"; "cayendo siempre." Then, "de pronto" we come 

before the first period of darkness and transition. Potential man, 

fully constituted, moves from a potential actuality to the potential 

reality of Edenic existence. In this conceptualism Lillo rejects the 

Biblical vision of potential man as existing only mythico-terrestrially, 

preferring instead a prior anthropomorphic state of a potential with

out a world, of a potential without power of movement, though with an 

awareness of this lack. The crevice through which the drop moves is 

the opening to Eden, the initial world state, but the passage from 

potential actuality to Edenic actuality "fue larguisimo." The blackness 

of the cavern is the night before estrangement and paradisal loss. 

"Adherida a la arista de una roca"; "escurrio a lo largo de una 

estalactita. " The first phrase describes a potentiality at the moment 

of formalization--a drop hanging between the heavens and the earth on 
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a topmost mountain craig. The second phrase captures the moment 

pf transition from homeless form to Edenic ambiance--a drop, falling 

within structures, faces downward to the earth, downward to terres

trial Paradise. However, the Edenic mise en scfene is only partly 

the grotto. There is no manifold: man stands in the parlor of Edenic 

prpfusion. But the parlor, hewn out of the whole world of living rock 

(ciphers), as an introduction to materiality, is beautiful. "Una 

claridad extrafla y fantastica ... tonalidades de pdrfido y alabastro. " 

Structures are beautiful, but none more so than the fountain, that 

source of all life, the vital impulse of being-itself to which generic 

man, more than all other creatures, is closely bound. Proximity to 

the divinity before expulsion permits the vision of divine splendor: 

"Ora semejaba de purisimas aguas, ora de un 6palo, una turquesa, 

un rubx o un p&lido zafiro.11 But societal and individual men yield to 

hubris when they recognize their similarity to the godhead. When the 

"avecillas de plumaje negro y bianco" receive life-giving water, man 

rejects participation in the universal harmony of interdigitated forms. 

God sustains, man-god remains aloof. The black and white animal 

forms, the poles between which all creation fits, are intimately part 

of the godhead. Man, acting for himself, rejects the interdigitation 

of an Edenic world with its Ground: "jComo pueden ser asi - decia 

[la gota] - jMorir para que esos feos pajarracos apaguen la sed! " 

The initial Edenic moment finds man alone within his own individuality. 
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From the threshold of Eden the drop moves through a fissure 

and into the plenitude of existence. The desire for movement leads 

humanity into the fullness of the paradisal world; from the source of 

vital impulse, there is a passage into the whole of creation nourished 

by it. 

jQu£ delicioso era aquel viaje! Las margenes del arroyo 
desaparecian bajo ijn espeso tapiz de flores. Violetas y 
lirios, juncos y azucenas se empinaban sobre sus tallos 
para contemplar la corriente, agitando coquetonamente 
sus estambres cargados de pol£n. ̂  

The flowers drink of "la frescura que nos da vida"; their life 

is sustained, but man, now challenged to enter into universal harmony 

(cipher recognition), refuses. A violet offers to transform the drop 

into "el divino nectar que libran las mariposas" or to breathe it into 

an atmosphere "convertida en un perfume exquisito." Man is offered 

the position of an integral part of a harmonic structure, he is offered 

the prolongation of terrestrial Paradise, but he refuses, preferring 

the aloofness of his self-centered nature. 

Y rodo [la gota], deslizandose voluptuosamente, a lo largo 
de las floridas orillas, evitando todo contacto impuro, sin 
ponerse al alcance de los raices ni de las aves, y huyendo 
de pasar por las branquias de los pececillos ... . ® 

7. Ibid., p. 64. 

8. Ibid., p. 65. 
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Sin, as in "Irredencion" and "El rapto del sol, " is not a specif

ic act. It is the conscious assumption of divine attributes; above all 

else, it is the turning of the manifold of being-itself into so many ob

jects. "Mi vida vale mas que la tuya, jAdios!" Men stand above 

and apart from universal and Edenic harmoniously integrated forms; 

they impersonally disassociate themselves from a world of infinite 

personality. All of this is conveyed in the personification of diverse 

phenomena, the intransigence of the water drop, and the sensuous 

and luxuriant paradisal images; all of this, too, is summarized in the 

word of parting, the " jadios! " Conscious individuality asserts its 

autonomy from harmony. 

As the passage from form to form-in-motion occurs through a 

time of darkness, so the movement from paradisal images to those 

constituting the world also occurs in a moment of total annihilation of 

the past. "De pronto, el cielo, el sol, el paisaje entero desapare-

cieron de improviso. " Having rejected an Edenic ambiance, the drop 

now confronts an existential one. In this transition, man does not 

cease to move withiir being^itself, though he does not recognize 

that being. For this reason, being-itself passes through ambient 

transformations: "el arroyo [not "la gota"] se habia hundido otra 

vez en la tierra y corria entre tinieblas hacia lo desconocido. " 

Again mythical time is indefinite, an indefiniteness combined 

with the vertiginous pace of existential time. "Cuando las ondas 
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tumultuosas se apaciguaron, ella estaba intacta y tan aturdida, que no 

hubiera podido precisar si aquella carrera desenfrenada habia durado 

un minuto o un siglo. " The drop emerges within a manifold whose 

elements no longer have the personality they enjoyed as multiple 

"subjects" in Edenic harmony. The sea is the receptacle of myriad 

forms, as the existential world is populated with an ever-increasing 

multitude of beings. But, like the water drop, each submarine form 

has an individuality which isolates it from every other form. Without 

an interpenetration of subjects, there is no substantiality of material 

form. The drop finds itself amidst plethoric life but, 

jQue extrafto le parecio aquel paraje! Ni arboles, ni colinas, 
ni montanas, limitaban la desmedida extension del horizonte. 

Por todas partes, como fundida en un inmenso crisol, 
una lamina de esmeralda se extendia hasta el mas remoto 
confin. ® 

Man is a lonely vagabond, lost in impersonal immensity. The exter

nal ambiance reflects the inner solitariness of self-centered individu

ality. 

The drop has refused to immerse itself within creation. A 

paradisal time of refusal finds a parallel in an existential second re

fusal. Refusal of life is refusal of harmony. The words of the violet 

and the swallow are identical in content: both plead for life, the violet 

offering a continued paradisal existence, the swallow offering the 

9. Ibid., p. 66. 
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opportunity for an ethical response already suggested in the symbol

ism of "El rapto del sol. " But, in both cases, the solitary drop re

fuses. Man is the center of his own private universe: "Si yo desa-

pareciera, ^para quien fulguraria el sol y lucirian las estrellas ? El 

universo no tendria razon de ser ... jSoy la reina del mar!" We 

have another princess using her world as an object; we have another 

monarch who is the lord of the earth. 

Though it believes itself to be of ultipiate value, the drop is 

destroyed by the sun ("se sintio de improviso abrasada de un calor 

terrible"). As man yielding his soul, the drop "se encontro trans-

formada en un leve jiron de vapor. " And in this condition, floating 

above the world, the drop refuses for a third time. A plant, an ani

mal, the earth itself; the ascending natural scale. Man remains 

aloof from the manifold of his home and from his home itself. Re

fusing to recognize his fraternity with all creation, he dies alone in 

the frozen separateness and "perfection" which was the condition of 

his existential passage. 



CHAPTER 6 

VISPERA DE DIFUNTOS 

Theologians insist that humanity is neither what it potentially 

was nor what it should actually be. This negative assertion is easily 

made; explaining and justifying the particulars of its content is not as 

easy, frequently involving, as it does, difficult conceptual abstrac

tions. "Anxiety" and "estrangement" are terms selected to indicate 

psychical alienation, and the feeling of being anxiously estranged, in 

turn, is said to derive from spiritual distortion and to represent the 

experience of existential hell. Conceptualizing the existential side of 

psychically perceived hell is the judgment of intrinsic structural 

worth and its concomitant situation of cipher opaqueness. Now when 

the condition of existential hell is to be stylized in a literary way, 

other means than the symbolically indirect are available. The physi

cal ruination and storm motifs may be utilized as obvious metaphors 

for a spiritual (or spiritless) state of world affairs, though the nega

tivity of this state of affairs may otherwise stylistically be concealed 

behind, say, an apparently non-negative ambient vitality. Lillo is 

unaware of the resource: in "Vispera de difuntos, " symbolic form 

270 
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is parenthetically enclosed within a descriptive negativity of so in

tense an emotional nature that the suggestion of evil variously de

veloped in the preceding stories carries us with the greatest of 

energy into the realm of the overt and the shocking. There is a sad

ness and a resigned hopelessness in this story which infects all of 

Nature to such a degree that person and structure are dehumanized 

almost to the extent of their full devitalization. The only movement 

is that dynamically anarchic sweeping to and fro of a storm, a move

ment suggesting, if not auguring, world end. Lillo developes his 

theme of dissolution until its ultimate pervasive presence at story end; 

a world is grinding into dust and this dust "penetra en las habitaciones 

[souls and structures] por los cristales rotos y a traces de los tab-

leros de las puertas desvencijadas. " Even that source of fecundation, 

the sea, is far away, a distant murmur. In the initial three para

graphs there are no less than sixteen words either of, or conveying, 

negative meaning. 

I think it is permissible to associate Lillo's storm image not 

only with an apocalyptic panorama, but also with the New Testament 

crucifixion scene. The former is presented in the wildness of a 

storm and, especially, in the reference to dust and to paper (devalued) 

crowns and crosses ("Entre ambas hay algunas coronas y cruces de 

papel pintado"). The latter imagery is suggested by a certain tension 

or expectation: a voice is about to speak which will significantly 
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divide present time from past and which will mark the separation of 

ideal possibility (or remembrance of such possibility) from demonic 

actuality. Crucifixion imagery, too, is suggested by the voice's 

opening words: "-Despues de mirarme un largo rato con aquellos 

ojos empenados ya por la agonla ... [ ella] me dijo con un acento que 

no olvidare nunca. " [ My emphasis. ] 

An anxious voice of the past is repeated by an unhappy voice of 

the present. We begin story action with two divine gifts: that of ideal 

consciousness or potential vision through ciphers and that of a redemp

tive Christological figure whose immolation may effectuate the over

coming of existential estrangement. Both gift themes intertwine 

through thie story and are conceptually inseparable. As bearers of 

ideal consciousness, the gifts are never to be abandoned "por la sal-

vacion de[l] alma. " And unified as the gift of God's Son, that is, as 

the cipher of innocence and salvational efficacy, the girl is always to 

be safeguarded. Generic man promises never to abandon the content 

of both divine gifts, but that he has not kept this promise is indicated 

by the parenthetically recurring passages whose contents partake of 

an identical atmosphere of melancholy and dissolution. 

Story action continues; the divine gift is a twelve-year old girl 

whose features are those of an angelic, renaissance-ideal blondness, 

whiteness, and blue-eyedness we have encountered in the 
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Magdalena-figure of "El ahogado.11 Lillo intensifies the ideal charac

teristics, impregnating them with religious implication. 

Era rubia, blanca, con ojos azules tan candidos, tan dulces, 
como los de la virgencita que tengo en el altar. . .. [Ella] 
adivinaba mis deseos. 

Su humildad, su llanto, la timida expresion de sus 
ojos tan resignada y suplicante. * 

The religious orientation is crucial. Through the story we 

encounter an internal conflict within the old woman. She is exas

perated by the humility of her young ward, returning hatred and 

violence for affection and care. To every solicitous act, there is a 

negative reaction. Hard words yield to blows and these, in turn, 

give way to "un odio feroz contra [la nina] y contra todo lo que pro-

venia de ella ... . " But after every hard word spoken, after every 

inflicted blow, there is an accompanying moment of remorse and a 

soul-filling anguish. Of this the old woman is sure, although she is 

unable to alter her conduct in conformity with the dictates of her re

morse. 

Y luego, cuando en silencio, con los ojos llorosos, . .. 
[yo] sentia el corazon como en un puno. Un no s6 que de an-
gustia y de dolor, de ternura y de arrepentimiento subia de lo 
mas hondo de mi ser y formaba un nido en mi garganta. Ex-
perimentaba entonces unos deseos irresistibles de llorar a 
gritos, de pedirle perdon de rodillas, de cogerla en mis bra-
zos y comermela a caricias. ̂  

1. 

2 .  

Baldomero Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 72. 

Ibid. ,  p .  73.  
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Violence and hatred, remorse and fear of damnation, alternate 

through the story until the denouement and the resultant universality 

of the existential hell ambiance. That this symbolism is predomi

nantly religious, and that its religiosity centers about the Christolo-

gical redemptive motif, is clear from a careful, line by line analysis 

of the organization through which the symbols are unified. 

Thinking in consonance with Lillo's prevailing theme of exis

tential estrangement and condemnation, we may approach the mono

logue of "Vispera de difuntos" as working from the premise of this 

estrangement and suggesting the human denial of a divine redemptive 

gift. Again, all of the story figures become generic abstractions: 

the old wopian strongly suggests the race of man grown old; the young 

girl reminds us, because of her physical features and manner of act

ing, of the idealized Christ-figure. Beginning with these analytic 

premises, all of the idea complexes are organically unifiable. At the 

first, the old woman recalls an unidentified, supplicating voice. The 

words pronounced by this voice are of suqh a quality, of such a univer

sal character, that they are (as Lillo tells us) unforgettable; they 

form part of man's consciousness. As a divine injunction, they offer 

the salvational, expiatory gift and they elicit a promise of protection 

for this gift, a protection to be directed toward the essential proper

ties of (spiritual) purity ("su inocencia") and salvational cipher-ness 
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("su suerte"). The crucial importance of the promise's content is 

marked by the compound formulation "y le prometl y jurd. " [My 

emphasis. ] 

As the gift of the divine Word, the Christological figure 

(Word made flesh) anticipates every human need, satisfies every de

sire. But the demonic nature of existential man precludes a union 

with this Word. Hostility increases until there is a break between 

divinity and Creation. Acting antagonistically to being-itself, human

ity attempts to destroy the ideological power standing within it. In so 

doing, it functions not as it has been created to function; its attitude 

is marked by a theologically understood insanity: "Fuera de mi, . 

cogiala a veces por los cabellop y la arrastraba por el cuarto, azp-

tandola contra las paredes y contra los muebles hasta quedarme sin 

aliento. " [My emphasis. ] 

But the power of the call of God is great. The Christ-figure 

is too strong a cipher easily to be ignored. Lillo's generic old wo

man, she who has grown old not in years but in a time of spiritual de

cay, moves ever nearer to full psychical alienation. Not yet spiritu

ally bankrupt, she yet continues to struggle between the divine and the 

demonic. We may properly speak of her as being spiritually ill. 

Only the parenthetically inserted reminders, sustaining the existential 

hell ambiance, make us aware that condemnation is a fact, and not 

merely an entertainable expectation. 
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The proper moment for the efficacious mediative intervention 

of Christ is at the moment of man's specific awareness of his spiritu

al illness. 

La enfermedad . .. me postraba a veces por muchos dxas en 
la cama. jEra de ver entonces sus cuidados para atenderme! 
jCon que amorosa solicitud ayudabame a cambiar de postura! 
Como una madre con su hijo, rodeabame el cuello con sus 
delgados bracitos para que pudiese incorporarme. ̂  

A divine PietS.. Man is in anguish, but he refuses to relinquish his 

se l f -centeredness  and pride (hubris) .  Al l  ef forts  of  the  mediat ive  f i 

gure are rejected ("no queria que el eco de mi voz delatase la emocion 

que me embargaba"). Psychical illness is the time of darkness; in 

this darkness, there is the remorse of abandonment, the suppressed 

desire to relinquish self-pride and return to the divine Source. 

Y ahi, en la obscuridad de esas largas noches sin sueno, 
asaltabame tenaz y torcedor el remordimiento. El per-
jurio cometido, lo abominable de mi conducta, apareciaseme 
en toda su horrenda desnudez. Mordia las sabanas para 
ahogar los sollozos, invocaba a la muerta, pediala perdon y 
hacia protestas ardientes de enmienda, conminandome, en 
caso de no cumplirlas, con las torturas eternas que Dios 
destina a los reprobos. ^ 

But before the world which is an object of control, before 

structures whose superficial solidity conceals their cipher quality, 

and in psychical repression of the intuition of being-itself and its call 

upon innermost nature, the generic figure returns to material ultimacy 

3. Ibid. 

4. Ibid., p. 74. 
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and individual self-sufficiency. The world of darkness evokes a 

recognition of worth and truth; that of light evokes the demonic spirit 

of pride and independent aloofness. 

-Mas la luz del alba - prosigue la enlutada - y la 
vista de aquella cara palida, cuyos ojos me miraban con 
timidez de perrillo castigado, daban al traste con todos 
aquellos propositos. j Como disimulas, hipocrita, pen-
saba! jTe alegran mis sufrimientos, lo adivino, lo leo en 
tus ojos! Y en vano trataba de resistir al extrano y mis-
terioso poder que me impelia a esos actos feroces de 
crueldad, que una vez satisfechos me horrorizaban. ® 

The paragraph is psychologically illuminating. Before the glories of 

structure, the vacuously appearing promise of spiritual values seems 

pale and insipid, and the figure revealing them appears to be, like 

the dying Christ figure, weak, almost pitiable in his (her) inactivity. 

At first, Lillo's old woman strikes out angrily ("jComo disimulas, 

hipocrita ... ! jTe alegran mis sufrimientos .. . lo leo en tus ojos! "). 

This  response suggests  the  suppressed knowledge of  existent ial  es

trangement as well as of an anxiety before transiency and incomplete

ness. But the reproach is a device concealing, not hatred, but the 

fear of divine disapprobation. The old woman moves from an emo

tional outburst to the rationally framed fear supporting that out

burst- - to  the  fear  of  censure and of  eternal  damnation.  To the re

signed, yet somehow threatening semblance, of the Christ figure, 

man reacts with the hatred which masks a feeling that he has 

5. Ibid. 
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irredeemably condemned himself, and that all he has done could 

never have been done differently. "(En la tienda desierta las som-

bras invaden los rincones, borrando los contornos de los objetos. 

La negra silueta de la mujer se agigantaba y su tono adquirio 

lugubres inflexiones). " 

World and human nature move toward condemnation. Winter 

begins. The divine, made flesh, is rejected and destroyed; world 

demonism compels an immolation ("Empezo a toser"). Lillo offers 

the girl's sickness as the expiatory act; there are marks of the 

crucifixion wounds; there is an appcalyptic vision. 

En sus mejillas aparecieron dos manchas rojas ... . 
... y el tiempo era cada vez mas crudo ... apenas se 
veia el sol. 

-Hacia ya mucho tiempo que habia apagado la 
luz. El golpeteo de la lluvia y el bramido del viento, 
que soplaba afuera huracanado, ... . ® 

Lillo stylizes the apocalypse, the end of the world, as a spirit

ual conception born of guilt and despair. A Christ figure sacrificially 

"ill, " making sounds in its death anguish; generic man, spiritually 

ill, resisting the efficacious mediative nature of the sacrificial vic

tim. Two incapacitated beings in physical proximity, but two whose 

spiritual natures are infinitely distanced from each other. The re--

demptive cipher-like words (stylized by the cough of sacrificial 

6. Ibid., p. 75. 
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"illness") break upon the soul, but are bitterly rejected: "No puedo 

resistir mas ... y con voz que la colera debia de hacer terrible, le 

grit£: -jCalla, callate miserable! " There follows Lillo's concep

tualization of the crucifixion. Helpless, like the Christ before man's 

fury, Lillo's girl figure is expelled from the wprld. The whole scene 

is fantastic, moved and supported by a power that is demonically un

conquerably ("No supe como salte al suelo .... "). A spiritless 

world of lifeless structures is the final home of creation. The cruci

fixion is wholly antithetical: God is destroyed against his will, and 

his immolation, rather than leading to salvation, is purposeless. 

Crucifixion aftermath, the persistence of the divine Word, is 

stylized in the old woman's continued thoughts of the forsaken girl. 

The memory of: God remains in the world; an ethical response is a 

continuing possibility. Man fears the loss of part of his nature, 

veiled as this part may be to him. " - jLa maldicion de Dios - me 

gritaba [la voz del remordimiento] -va a caer sobre ti! ... j La estas 

matando! ... j Levantate y abrele! ... j Aun es tiempo! " 

The night of the soul follows; the old woman's voice is "la voz 

mas cansada, mas doliente." It is at this juncture that Lillo strength

ens his preceding antithetical moment. Dawn breaks; the sky is blue, 

but inseparably distanced from the human condition by the impenetrable 

crystals of the solidified, spiritually alienated psyche. The human 

mind is able to conceive only demonically oriented ideas. 
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Las ideas brotaban del cerebro torpes, como obscurecidas 
por una bruma.  Trataba de recordar algo,  y  no podia . . .  .  
Sent! que algo opresor se anudaba a mi garganta, y una idea 
terrible  me perforo e l  cerebro. . .  .  ̂  

"Ideas torpes": suggestion of the anti-transcendent, the material; 

"como obscurecidas": suggestion of cipher opaqueness; "por una 

bruma": suggestion of world meaninglessness (the deception of ma

terial solidity); "que algo opresor": the suggestion of demonism per

sonified; "una idea terrible me perforo el cerebro": demonic world 

force inflicting the mortal wound. All of these symbols refer to the 

spiritual or psychical faculty. Lillo proceeds to reinforce them with 

physical counterparts, beginning transitionally with, "Y estremecida 

de espanto,  s in  poder contener e l  choque de mis  dientes  . . .  .  "  

Physical disintegration: 

De subito mi cuerpo se doblo como un arco y tuve la rapida 
vision de una caida. Cuando volvi estaba tendida de espaldas 
en el pavimento. Tenia los miembros magullados, el rostro 
y las manos llenos de sangre.^ 

Antithetical parallelism: blue sky, "una gran claridad ... lleno de 

sol"; an old woman before the fact of spiritual dissolution. The 

drowned man motif is repeated. A comparison between the appropri

ate  textual  passages  of  "El  ahogado" and "Vispera de difuntos" re

veals the stylistic similarities. Both Christological figures are 

7. Ibid., p. 78. 

8. Ibid., pp. 78-79. 
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dead, their respective body positions situated in such a way that they 

evoke a reference to the cross. But in "Vxspera de difuntos, " Lillo 

presses his analogy of the dead figure to Christ as strongly as he 

may without disrupting story sense. A dead body; a dead Christ. 

Me levante [antithetical watchman before the sepulchre] y 
abri [man, not Christ, determines the moment after cruci
fixion] ... Falta de apoyo, se desplomo hacia adentro [an
tithetical divine movement]. Hecha un ovillo ... las manos 
cruzadas ..., parecxa dormir [ spiritual impotency]. En la 
camisa veianse grandes manchas rojas [return to crucifixion 
moti f ] .  Las  despoje  de  e l la  y  la  puse [man controls]  . . .  .  
jDios mio, mas bianco que las sabanas [Christ analogy: 
purity], que miserable [antithesis: impotency] me parecio 
aquel cuerpecillo [elimination of spiritual grandeur], que 
descarnado: j era solo piel y huesos [the final verdict]! 9 
[My emphasis.] 

God is a beaten figure ("cruzabanlo ... "). Like the drowned man of 

"El ahogado,*" Lillo's girl continues to function within the human 

psyche. A voice of condemnation, on this occasion obliquely articu

lating its condemnatory words. " - j La he visto! jQue contenta es-

toy! -,Ya no me abandonara mas, nunca mast " [My emphasis.] 

The Christ figure withdraws from the world, recoiling into the purity 

of the godhead. Man is now without his former anxiety; he is without 

the possibility of the Word; he is without fear of transiency. Individu

ality has triumphed, though it is without meaning. Lillo characterizes 

the whole situation with skillful ambiguity: "Ya no sentia esa inquietud 

9. Ibid., p. 79. 
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y angustia de todos los instantes. Experimentaba una gran tranquili^ 

dad de animo. Todo ha acabado ....11 

The final scene is that of man's spiritual funeral. "Abri el 

baul y extraje de su fondo la mortaja, destinada para servirme a mi 

misma. " [My emphasis. ] There is a Christ-child figure ("los mis-

mos cabellos, el mismo ovalo del rostro y la misma boca pe-

quena .... "); there is also generic man returning the divine gift, but 

this generic figure has been reduced to insanity: it grotesquely twists 

the whole significance of divine sacrifice: M -jHe cumplido mi jura-

mento, ahi la tienes, te la devuelvo como la recibi, pur a, sin mancha, 

sanctificada por el martirio!11 The antithesis is complete. Instead of 

these words being a c|ivine utterance at the moment of sacrifice, they 

are spoken by the demonized, if not the fully demonic. 

Una deso^acion inmensa, una amargura sin limites llen6 mi 
alma. Entrevi con espanto la soledad que aguardaba. La 
locura se apodero de mi, me arranque los cabellos, di 
gritos atroces, maldije mi destino ... . *0 

All is insanity; ultimately, all is death. In a self-hatred ex

tended to the innermost recesses of his soul, man defies the God he 

has denied and destroyed. In helplessness before the demonic nature 

of Creation, God relinquishes his sustaining and guiding function. 

The old woman attempts to inflict a final insult, but she is manipulating 

10. Ibid., pp. 80-81. 
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what was a Presence and what is a Presence no longer. "Estaba 

muerta.11 All is dead. There are shadows, there are things, there 

are memories, thejre are regrets, but there is no significant life, no 

significantly living thing. 

Afuera el viento sopla con brio. Un remolino de polvo 
penetra por la puerta, invade la tienda, obscureciendola casi 
por completo. 

En la tienda, las sombras lo envuelven todo. La 
propietar^a con el rostro en las palmas de las manos, apoyada 
en el mostrador, como una sombra tambien, permanece in-
movil. El viento zurnb^, sacude las coronas y modula una 
lugubre cantinela, que acompafian con su fru-fru de cosas 
muertas los petalos de tela y de papel pintado: 

- jMafiana es dia de difuntos! ** 

11. Ibid., pp. 81-82. 



CHAPTER 7 

EL ORO 

This laconic Modernist parable of fairy-tale quality, ex

pressed with extraordinary conciseness, is remarkably rich sym

bolically. The extreme transitional abruptness, occurring through 

the use of single sentences to enclose individual mythical conceptions 

of Creation and man, reminds us instantly of the opening chapters of 

Genesis. There are no identifiable persons or objects and the 

heterogeneous components are all abstract images. "El oro" is the 

paradigm for philosophically minded literati. 

Out of the blackness of night, the sun touches a mountain peak, 

leaving a shining point of light on the dark summit. Returning to its 

nest in the afternoon, an eagle espies the ray imprisoned on the rock 

and, compassionately taking it up in its beak, the great bird flies 

toward the waning sun. But the ray, "con soberbia ingratitud, " angers 

the bird by scorching it, and is released to wander, "como una lucier-

nega maravillosa, " about the surface of the earth. For a long time 

mankind seeks explanation for the shining visitor until one day the 

miracle is revealed: the ray is part of the sun (say the magicians), 

and all men who take it prisoner within themselves will enjoy eternal 

284 
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life. However, the magicians warn that in order not to be consumed 

by the ray's fire, each man must first extirpate from his soul "todo 

vestigio de piedad y amor. " Bonds of friendship and compassion 

vanish as countless "manos avidas se tendieron hacia el ascua ful-

gurante. " This is the pursuit of the shining ember in which all who 

touch it are reduced to a golden dust. The story continues that after 

the passing of countless generations the eagle returns the ray to its 

source. Love, itself, abandons the earth and the men upon it who are 

fighting among themselves for the dust of the generations consumed 

by their desire for the evanescent ray. 
i 

"El rapto del sol" involves the search for a symbolic cosmic 

phenomenon. Mankind is also searching in "El oro, " but for a sym

bolic object which moves within an apparent spatiotemporal dimension of 

existence: Lillo stylizes his pursuit within the conceptualized exis

tential ambiance. There is also a differently conceived symbolic 

search object: the sun of "El rapto del sol" is momentarily captur-

able, while in "El oro, " it is supramundane, ever fleeing elusively, 

remaining just beyond control, and symbolically destroying man's 

physical nature as he draws near. These differences in conceptu

alizing the solar images point to a divergent mythologizing intent. 

Both stories consistently present the sun as being-itself, but the ray 

of "El oro" is intended to be, rather than a peculiar emanation, the 

symbol for existential spirit or spiritual consciousness. 
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Exteriorization: man unable to become the divine controller of his 

world because the power of being is not an obtainable object ("El 

rapto del sol"). Interiorization: man failing to actualize his poten

tial infinity through the spiritual faculty given to him ("El oro"). The 

symbolic dynamics of "El rapto del sol" are those of the destructive 

consequences of hubris and concupiscence in a life of materiality 

alone. The concomitant dynamics of "El oro" are those of the dis

solution of spiritual consciousness brought about through an antitheti

cal understanding of the vision of this consciousness. One story sym

bolizes a response to a sensuously given world; the other conceptu

alizes a response to the intuitions of the human soul. 

The distinctive tripartite rhythm of "El oro" is formed within 

the progression of segments that encompass different mythico-temporal 

periods. The first symbolizes the cosmic genesis of matter; the 

second, beginning with "descendio el rayo" and concluding, "Por fin 

el aguila, " successively describes essential man, the completion of 

his nature, and his loss of infinity. Formulated in eschatological 

terminology, the last segment is an existential description of a world 

without spiritual foundation. 

An initial paragraph establishes the mythical ambiance. "Una 

mafiana, " Lillo begins, and we are immediately confronted with the 

transtemporal words which conceptualize the moment of being stand

ing from nonbfeing; . A paragraph formed by one sentence in which a 
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whole universe is traced into existence. Being-itself structures the 

manifold of the world in instantaneous emanation: the potentiality for 

matter is actualized when generated by being-itself. "Un vaiven 

flamigero [del sol] lo hizo rozar la cuspide de la montana. " Not "a 

mountain" (Lillo employs the definite article); original matter forms 

the structure which, at the moment of substantial creation, is 

spacially closest to the mythico-celestial realm of generative energy. 

Matter is not an accident of being-itself, for the essence of the ground 

of being is found in the dynamic movement to create particular mani

festations. Matter does not fortuitously arise. Lillo1 s being-itself 

moves inexorably to particularity; thus the selection of the compli

mentary words, "vaiven" and "hizo. " 

An indeterminate period of time passes. Matter has been 

created but the human form, though itself matter, is incomplete. 

For fulfillment there remains the gift of a quality other than that of 

material individuality; what is required is the spiritual aspect of con

sciousness that permits the human psyche to stand knowingly before 

potential infinity. Consciousness, symbolized by the ray of light, 

yields the power to look objectively at the world, and to understand 

that one is neither bound to the world nor to any element or situation 

within it. It is through the gift of spiritual consciousness that every 

individual understands that he is finite, but it is also through this gift 

that his mind is awakened to the possibility of transcending momentary 
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finitude. The sun's ray is the guiding star, the "luciernega maravillo-

sa, " which illuminates substance and makes it transparent, revealing 

the ontological ground of which the manifold forms are ciphers. With

in man, the beam is "infinitamente mas intensa que el de millones de 

diamantes, " infinitely (but only potentially) more alluring than the fas

cinating objects of the world. Guiding through structure to the eternity 

of the ontological ground of all structures, that consciousness which is 

existential spirit illumines the way both through the captivating exteri

or world of color and form and through the anxiety of existential finitude. 

Lillo's symbolism indicates clearly that matter and spirit, in 

the very process of union, are yet in tension, and that spiritual con

sciousness resists incorporation within matter and form. Awareness 

of the inescapable matter-spirit polarity induces him to describe the 

evanescent ray as being imprisoned in the world and leads him fur

ther to assert that his eagle (that quasi-celestial messenger moving 

intermediately between space and earth) is pitying the exile. But the 

ray rejects reunion with its source. As a fantastically conceived 

Christological image, the light offers the possibility of realizing in

finity by granting the power to transcend the world and stand ecstati

cally within the harmony of being itself. Having manifested human 

form, being-itself must then complete the man-essence image by 

adding, potential spirit. The stylistics of the spirit-matter 

polarity lead us to awareness that this spiritual capacity is 
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always more akin to being-itself than to emanated form. Actualized 

within man, spirit moves in inexorable tension with the materiality of 

the world and with man's constantly experienced individuality (self

hood). "[El rayo] choco contra la tierra, se levanto y volvio a 

caer. " Spirit is distorted by substance, it stumbles, moving in

securely in its adopted form. Though an integral element of the human 

constitution, it is generically neither of human substance nor of human 

faculties. Lillo suggests the spiritual distortion by words which also 

indicate the infinite distance between objective knowledge (sense 

data) and conceptual ideas of spiritual phenomena. Distortion and 

anxiety of spirit parallel the distortion and anxiety of a world standing 

at too great a distance from its creating ground. "Estrella filante"--

the nativity sign--is the "El oro" symbol for the actualization of the 

spiritual (redemptive) element of human nature. And the phrase, "se 

levanto y volvio a caer, " strongly suggests the fall of the redemptive 

Christological figure on a symbolic Via, Dolorosa: the failure is that 

of losing a spiritual vision of world transcendence. 

At the moment of endowment with transcendental conscious

ness, Lilloan man, though seemingly actualized, is still an abstract, 

quasi-spatiotemporal conception. "Los hombres, asombrados, bus-

caron mucho tiempo la explicacion del hecho extraordinario, hasta 

que un dia los magos y nigromantes descifraron el enigma." Time is 

indefinite. Mythical events occur in an indefinite past, in a time 
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which is psychical, which is that of the vague memory of humanity's 

primordial concretion. "Mucho tiempo": a psychical dream; "los hom-

bres11: not individual men, but pluralized, undifferentiated genus. 

Only when consciousness has become part of physical nature 

can there be a discovery of a psychical spiritual polarity—that com

posed of the elements of finiteness of structure and awareness of 

potential infinity. Awareness of this polarity, arising through awaken

ing consciousness, is a mysterious psychological phenomenon which 

Lillo symbolizes by saying that transcendental knowledge (that of 

good and evil in traditional terminology) is given by "magos y nigro-

mantes. " The transition from dreaming innocence to individuated 

awareness and concrete form--that suprahistorical "period" in which 

future existence is only a potentiality--is a transition whose temporal 

moment is never fixable by the intellect. Consciousness appears to 

occur spontaneously with the transitional moment, as if it were the 

product of magical powers. In his conceptualism, necessitating an 

objectification of the most elusive of spiritual developments, Lillo 

finds a happy resource for describing the transitional moment from 

essence to existence in the mysterious, "magos y nigromantes. " 

The problem of man, so clearly characterized in "El oro, " is 

that he understands his infinity antithetically. Rather than recog

nizing that immortality (infinity) is the vision of materiality pointing 

to being-itself, rather than realizing that he is truly infinite only in 
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his intuitive grasp of (and emotive commingling with) transcendent 

being-itself, he conceives his capacity for infinity as that capacity 

which permits him to dominate the world and become the center of a 

finite universe. The gift of spiritual consciousness is demoniacally 

distorted. Though he has the gift of seeing to the truly infinite, man 

perceives the emanated reflections of the Real to be the Real itself. 

The transcendental vision is metamorphosed into a vision of struc

tural and manipulative ultimacy. 

The antithetical conception of infinity is presented in but one 

sentence: "Y [los magos] anadieron que el que lograse aprisionarla 

[la luz] veria trocarse su existencia efimera en una vida, inmortal; 

pero, para coger el rayo sin ser consumido por el, era necesario 

haber extirpado del alma todo vestigio de piecjad y amor. " Man's 

psyche, in which life and the world are ultimates, understands im

mortality wholly in terms of existential dominance. It is this anti

thetical view of infinity that equates ecstatic "consumption" ("con

sumido por el") as physical (total) death. The affirmative ethical 

notions, "piedad" and "amor, " which, are to be extirpated from the 

soul, are the descriptive, characterizing elements of a will that 

corresponds to the transcendental potentiality of spiritual conscious

ness. Humanity's antithethical conception of immortality results in 

an equation of existential immortality with total life and of spiritual 

transcendence with total death. 
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Once man conceives immortality in terms of a finite immor

tality and has attempted to actualize his divinity through hubris and 

concupiscence, he destroys that part of himself which is spiritual. 

In the mythical history of spiritual foundation, infinity was inter

preted precisely in this way. Spiritual consciousness, twisted in 

self-deification, lost the potentiality for the vision of being-itself. 

Lillo cleverly symbolizes the loss by the transformation of the dia

phanous ray into material substance. "Noche y dia millares de manos 

avidas se tendieron sin cesar hacia el ascua fulgurante, cuyo con-

tacto reducia a la nada a los audaces y solo dejaba de sus cuerpos ..., 

un puriado de polvo de un matiz de trigo maduro, que parecia hecho de 

rayos de sol," Golden dust is the remainder and, as mere substance, 

is equatable with "nada, " As existential infinity was realized 

through increasing control over (and increasing evaluation of) materi

al phenomena, spiritual consciousness became the very substance 

that composed the world. Without the intuition of being-itself, poten

tial spiritual life was lost, being reduced to the inanition of substance. 

"Y el rayo err6 por los cuatro ambitos del planeta, marcando su 

paso con aquel reguero de polvo dorado . .. que ... penetrd a traves 

de la tierra ... . " 

Lillo. intermingles mythical with existential time; he speaks of 

a generic spiritual distortion, but he also intends to project the oc

currence of this distortion to existential spatiotemporal man. The 
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human antithethical conception of transcendence (immortality) is 

Lillo's version of original sin: existential man inherits a human 

constitution destined to recreate the sin of the generic prototype. 

"Por fin, el aguila, desvanecido ya su rencor, cogiolo [el 

rayo] nuevamente y lo puso en la ruta del astro que subia haeia el 

cenit, " begins the final part of "El oro. " Immortality is pursued 

through manipulation and control of structure, but this immortality 

is as perishable as the world. "Y trariscurri6 el tiempo. El ave, 

muchas veces centenaria, vio hundirse en la nada incontables genera-

ciones." Meaninglessness and death are the characteristics of a 

spiritless race. Being-itself comes to reject its own emanations: 

"Un dia el Amor desplego sus alas y se remonto al infinito y como 

hallase a su paso al aguila ..., le dijo: -Mi reinado ha concluido. " 

World and man are wholly estranged from their ground of being. 

The eschatological words are biblically apocalyptic: "Mi reinado ha 

concluido. " Only substance and form, the shadows of being-itself, 

remain. "Y, viendo a los mortales, trastornada la esencia de sus 

almas, pelearse entre si como fieras ... . " The negative ethical 

predicates, "soberbia, " "egoismo, " and "ambicion" are the existen

tial non- spiritual foundations and even these (like the whole of exis

tence) are expressed in terms of materiality: "[El oro] es mezcla de 

luz y de cieno, tiene el rubio matiz del rayo; y sus quilates son la, 

soberbia, el egoismo y la ambicion." We notice that Lillo's despair 
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is stylistically presented in his equivocation of "luz." The story's 

final paragraph, following "el oro esun precioso metal, " continues, 

"mezcla de luz y de cieno. " But "luz" in this context is scarcely 

synonymous with "luz" in "rayo de luz, " referring to the sun's ray. 

The "light of gold" is but the suggestion of the lost evanescent and 

ideal "light of the sun, " just as the concretion, gold, is but the pale 

ash of the ray which symbolizes spiritual consciousness. 



CHAPTER 8 

EL REMOLQUE 

If we are able to imagine existing through the demise of the 

Heaven and earth with which (as concepts) we are familiar, and if, 

further, we are able to imagine ourselves visiting that pseudo Heaven 

which,is all that is left of a once limitless expanse, we are able to 

understand the first and last segments of "El remolque.11 An old sea 

captain, seated in the small cabin of a tugboat, is narrating a story 

whose events belong to a distant past; seated opposite him, an un

identified and un-numbered audience is listening silently. The story 

unfolds and ends; there is a pause of indeterminate duration. The 

listeners take their leave, but they do not pass from one point of a 

certain level to another point of the same level. Rather, and the 

words are notable, there is a suggested shifting of qualitative levels: 

"Habia llegado el instante de volver a tierra y mientras nos aproxi-

mabamos a la escala para descender ....11 [My emphasis.] Move

ment is downward, descending, and, even more, it involves the tran

sition from one environment to another. We are safe in venturing the 

opinion that this movement is between different ambient conditions. 

A returning to earth signifies the passage from the room where 
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divine memories are stored, where all that was formerly real finds a 

resting place within the tortured divine idea or spirit that had guided 

the world from inception to apocalypse. Though in collapse or, if one 

will, though greatly diminished in scope, Heaven is yet supraterres-

trial; existential men may visit there in the brevity of psychically in

tuitive moments, but they cannot remain there without abandoning 

their existentiality. 

Instead of a realm conceived to be of vast proportions and of 

cosmological grandeur, the sea captain's quarters are closed, all but 

non-existent in their barrenness and lack of area. Mind and memory 

provide the non-spatiotemporal dimension of a vast panorama now 

existent only as an object of sorrow ("Y mientras el narrador se re-

concentraba en si mismo para escudrinar en su memoria ... . "). 

The ambiance in which the Lilloan broken, but still divine spirit is 

narrating is too restricted to have significant reality. Structures are 

as quantitatively limited as is stylistically possible both to preserve 

the atmosphere of world loss and to maintain a concrete situation in 

which story action may be unfolded. We have a cabin, a reduced 

space, but certainly little else ("... un silencio profundo en la pe-

quefia camera del bergantin. Sin la ligera oscilacion de la lampara 

colgada de la ennegrecida techumbre nos hubie:ramos creido en tierra 

firme ... . "). If the "tierra firme" is a non-specific someplace in 

some indefinite dimension (for, after all, the world of "El remolque" 
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has ended), the reality of the cabin, in all its narrowness, posits a 

universal closure. If Heaven has been reduced form infinite to finite 

proportions, perhaps Lillo would have us understand that the reality 

of the world can, in the story symbolism, have no other reality than 

that of a dream or a recollection. 

In "El remolque,11 four central images interact. First, there 

is the captain, a magnificent, commanding figure aboard his tug, the 

"San Jorge"; he is the anthropomorphized conceptualization of being-

itself. Next, there is the world, in this story represented by a 

powerless barge drawn and supported by the tug-metaphor (Heaven). 

In control of the barge we find the captain's only son, and we may, 

consistently developing the symbolic pattern, establish an equation of 

this personage both with the guiding divine Word and (as story form 

subsequently allows) with the Christological redemptive motif. 

Finally, since the ocean shapes the destiny of the two vessels moving 

upon, it, we may symbolically equate it with universal spirit, that 

relative degree of tension between the demonic and the divine ten

dencies inherent within existential phenomena, or, expressed tersely 

that response-aspect of being-itself. 

Lillo constructs his symbolic form with the ordered precision 

common to geometrical progressions. As readers, we are always 

aware of the exact placements of the several mythico-temporal junc

tures that punctuate universal history. There is, initially, a period 
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in which only the godhead and heavenly host have existence. From 

the line, "La dotacion se componia ... ." to that transitional para

graph, formed also of a single sentence, beginning, "Hizo una breve 

pausa ... ., " the lone object of our attention is the tugboat and her 

crew. Story symbolism is suggestively prefigured in the descrip

tions of the crew members and their interrelationships. It scarcely 

needs mentioning that the very name, "San Jorge, " is of an equally 

suggestive nature; Saint George is the protector of the kingdom, the 

restorer of fecundation, he who brings life, general happiness, and 

prosperity. He is, in short, the bearer or vehicle of the Ideal. An 

anthropomorphically conceived Host articulates the Saint George 

functions, supporting, as the Host does, all of the activities of the 

divinity. But it is true that the most convincing religious symbols 

are to be found in Lillo's portrayal of the familial-like hierarchy. In 

the atemporal millenia when only Heaven had being, divinity and Host 

were harmonically united. 

Nunca hubo . .. una tripulacion mas unida que la de ese 
querido "San Jorge. " Los cinco no formabamos mas que 
una familia, en la que el capitan era el padre y los demas 
los hijos. jY que hombre era nuestro capitan! jGomo le 
queriamos todos! Mas que carino, era idolatria la que ^ 
sentiamos por el. Valiente y justo era la bondad misma. 

Persuasive stylistic evidence to support a theological interpretation 

1. Baldomero Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 88. 
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of the image clusters. But there is more. The Lilloan captain-

figure is endowed with the features of a patriarchal God-Father, 

features we might expect to find in a painting executed by an artist 

who had recreated the mythical, tri-level cosmological universe. 

There is innocence, there is tenderness, yet there is an imposing 

mien: .. su rostro Colorado,, sus bigotes rubios un tanto canosos 

y sus ojos azules de mirada tan franca como la de un nifio. " God is 

the Father and the Host forms his collective children. The captain 

is, as Lillo summarizes his nature, "la bondad misma.11 

A brief pause; from Heaven we move to the beginning of the 

world. "Un.dia levamos ancla al amanecer A ship sets out 

upon the water of life (creation), a water we had previously encoun

tered in the images of the "estanque profundisimo" of "El rapto del 

sol" and the ocean of "El ahogado, " an ocean subsequently dispers-

ively stylized in "Las nieves eternas. " One sentence marks the be

ginning of the long period from world origin to the time of Christ: 

"Un dia levamos ancla . .. y pusimos proa a Santa Maria. " Heaven 

and earth; the tug pulls the world behind it. All is serenely beatific. 

The sea is tranquil; the celestial and terrestrial elements are in 

paradisal harmony. Through the morning, that earlier part of the 

voyage, all goes well. But then unforseen difficulties arise. The op

timism and good humor of captain and crew are replaced by an 

anxious vigilance, "pues el tiempo, tan hermoso por la manafla 
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cambio al caer la tarde subitamente." Tranquility yields to a menac

ing panorama. This change, radically different as it is from the 

morning calm, was, in a mysterious way, as Lillo tells us, contained 

in that calm; it is a logically forseeable development of the morning: 

"Aunque la calma del oceano y el enrarecimiento del aire nos hicieran 

aquella mafiana presentir un cambio de tiempo,... ." It is only that 

the violence in which Heaven and earth come to be caught up has been 

unexpectedly intense and precipitant. 

Symbolic alienation, infecting man and God alike, is offered 

to us via the storm image of "Vispera de difuntos. " In "El remol-

que, " spiritual world disintegration takes place with the full partici

pation of the divine being-itself and the Christological figure. But, 

and the point seems clear, these creating and sustaining ideal motifs 

are powerless to alter the irreversible negative tendency of world 

spirit. The essence of Creation escapes the control of its creator. 

If all of existence may be likened to an organic structure, we may 

think of universal essence as the matrix lying interstitially between 

the organic connecting points, It is this life blood (spirit) that tres

passes its created, subservient function within both structure and 

being-itself and, becoming demonized, resists the harmonic pro

mise of preactualized reality. Personified being-itself struggles to 

hold earth and Heaven together; to this end, God has placed his only 

son, Marcos, in the world to function as ideal spirit and, if necessary, 
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as expiatory victim. Lillo suggests that both aspects of the Godhead 

are losing control of creation at the very beginning of the storm sym

bolism. ("Las siluetas del patron y de los cuatro remeros, destacan-

dose como masas borrosas a traves de la lluvia y de los copos de es-

puma que arrebataba el viento huracanado de las crestas de las 

olas.") 

From the initial moments of demonic dissolution, from the 

instant of a developing antagonism between Source and product, uni

versal spirit becomes embroiled in that self-divisive struggle al

ready encountered in "Las nieves eternas." World opposes Heaven; 

the opposition is characterized (working within the story metaphors) 

by a rocking of both boats, by a common violence that threatens to 

destroy potentiality and actuality alike. Dealing with the concept of 

universal spirit, Lillo has introduced an ontological level not readily 

apparent in the preceding stories. Being-itself, in varying degrees 

of anthropomorphization, has been the only "metaphor" for the divine 

in "El ahogado, " "Irredencidn, " "En la rueda, " and "Vispera de di-

funtos, " while in "El alma de la maquina, " that metaphor becomes an 

almost wholly impersonal object of pursuit. Importantly, in those 

stories which suggest demonic dissolution as developing at least 

partly through divine impotence, blame was attached to that figure 

directly. Despite the pathetic gentleness of the divinity metaphor— 

the young girl—of "Vispera de difuntos, " Lillo1 s generic man figure 
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depreciates the ethical quality of the divinity. Amenability, self-

effacement, charitableness, helplessness; what are these, ultimately, 

but indications of so profound a weakness that the divine nature 

proves unable to prevent demonic dominance? Now, in "El remol-

que, " again, the divinity loses control, but here, there is personal 

strength: the divine metaphor resists, and does so skilfully. Lillo 

appears to be returning to the efficacious and loving God of the New 

Testament. Only the storm belies a possible affirmative conclusion. 

Lillo stylizes a positively oriented divinity, but he cleverly vitiates 

the power and determination of this conceptualization from the first 

by introducing the ontological, interstitial world spirit born of God, a 

spirit all too quickly assuming a will of its own. In this way, the God 

of "El remolque" is condemnable not because of personal inadequacies 

(as in "Vispera de difuntos"), but because he has created a system of 

world spirit whose very existentiality, whose very being-in-fact, de-

monizes it. One is blamable for creating and not controlling if what 

is created forms an integral aspect of the one who has created. 

And so it is that Heaven loses control of the existing universal 

spirit. The "San Jorge" becomes an object tossed by an ocean out of 

control. 

El casco entero del "San Jorge" vibr<5 y rechino sor-
damente. La helice habia doblado sus revoluciones y los 
chasquidos del cable del remolque nos indicaron que el andar 
era sensiblemente mas rapido. Durante un momento que me 
parecid larguisimo la situacion se sostuvo sin agravarse. 
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Aunque la marejada era siempre muy dura, no habiamos 
vuelto a embarcar olas como las que nos asaltaron a la 
salida del canal y el "San Jorge", lanzado a toda maquina, 
manteniase bravamente. ̂  

A-theologian would express the symbolic meaning tersely: 

generic man has sinned, his descendants are sinning, the estrange

ment between divinity and Creation is irremediable. Free will 

reigns unchecked and its manifestations are persistently negative 

("La furia de los elementos desencadenados asumio tales propor-

ciones que nadie . .. dudo un instante sobre el resultado final de la 

travesia. "). 

In the agony of a Creator about to witness the ruination of his 

creation, the captain calls out, his voice resounding above the uproar 

of the storm, "- j Antonio, vigila el cable del remolque! " A request 

issuing from a reason and a will nearing despair. The light of the 

world is about to be extinguished; the universal splendor of paradisal 

harmony is obscured by the most negative of forces. 

La linterna colgada detras de la chimenea arrojaba un debil 
resplandor sobre la cubierta del "San Jorge", iluminando 
vagamente las siluetas del capitan y del timonel. Todo lo 
demas, a proa a popa, estaba sumergido en las mas profundas 
tinieblas y de la lancha separada del remolcador por veinte 
brazas, que era la longitud de la espia, solo percibiase esa 
palida fosforescencia que despiden las olas al chocar contra 
un obstaculo en la obscuridad. ^ 

2 .  

3. 

Ibid., p. 92. 

Ibid., p. 93. 
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Enveloped in the spiritless shadows of the midnight of the soul, 

the world remains behind the tug, its destiny yet supported by the 

Creator. But its condition is such that extreme attention is necessary 

for its safety; in the metaphoric system of "El remolque, " the world 

is nearing destruction upon the reefs of Punta de Lavapie. World 

dissolution is the dominant apocalyptic motif ("El estrepito de las 

olas rodando sobre el temible y peligroso banco ahogo muy pronto 

con su resonante y pavoroso acento todas las demas voces de la tem-

pestad"), but not alone because of the fact of that impending dissolu

tion. World dissolution is significant; far more significant, and far 

more apocalyptic, is the situation enunciated by the narrator's voice: 

"-E1 remolque es nuestra perdicion. " World infection is universal 

infection. Being-itself is indissolubly bound to its creation; if the 

barge perishes so does being-itself; if man is condemned, so is his 

God. Natural phenomena blend into the single impulse of harmonic 

distortion. Destiny ("La fuerza del viento") is more powerful than 

divine machinery. Unable to overcome the destiny it has set in mo

tion, being-itself must either relinquish its created form or perish 

with its destruction. 

La fuerza del viento era mas poderoso que la maquina ... . 
Solo una cosa nos restaba que hacer para salvarnos: cortar 
sin perder un minuto el cable del remolque y abandonar la 
lancha a su suerte. ̂  

4. Ibid., p. 95. 
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Divine agape is not a sufficient counterweight to balance the 

demonic impulse. But demonic destiny is not of moral origin. If the 

princess of "Irredencidn" and the monarch of "El rapto del sol" move 

toward self-annihilation through certain forms of voluntary actions, 

and if the fisherman of "El ahogado participates in societal estrange

ment, Lillo's Marcos appears entirely without moral fault, just as 

the personified phenomena in "Las nieves eternas" are without a 

similar fault. A theme strongly suggested in that latter story is now 

pursued and developed in such firm outlines that there can be little 

doubt that existentialized universal spirit bears within it, from the 

very instant of its coming to be, the elements of dissolution. Lillo, 

unable to affix responsibility for the evil his thorough-going pessi

mism has affirmed to be the universal state of affairs, prefers to 

shrug his shoulders and assign a demonism to some mode of ontologi-

cal quality appertaining to a generalized idea of destiny. And so it is 

that even the efforts of a God who has created efforts are unavailing. 

There is no reversible destiny, no suspension of world motion to per

mit a patching here and there, no changeable process ("Mas, toda 

maniobra que no fuese mantener la proa al viento era una insensatez, 

y de alii, de las tinieblas, ninguna ayuda podia venir"). Creation and 

being-itself are to be destroyed. 

El estampido del trueno mezclaba su redoble atronador al 
bramido de las rompientes; y el relampago desgarrando las 
nubes amenazaba incendiar el cielo. A la luz enceguecedora 
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de las descargas electricas vi cdmo el banco parecia venir a 
nuestro encuentro. Algunos instantes mas y el "San Jorge" y 
la lancha se irlan dando tumbos por encima de aquella vora-
gine.® 

And, in summary form, we read: "Yo veia al capitan revolverse en 

su sitio y adivinaba su infinita desesperacion al ver que todos sus 

esfuerzos no harian sino retardar por algunos minutos la catastrofe. " 

Lilloan stylistics continue to suggest the movement toward 

psychical alienation and violent death. Metaphors for disintegration 

abound: "inmdvil"; "deslumbrador"; "relampagos"; "infernal"; "in-

minencia"; "demudaba. " Divine will twists into divine impotence 

("... solo llegaron hasta mi palabras sueltas y frases vagas e inco-

herentes ... resignacion ... voluntad de Dios . .. honor ... de-

ber Marcos, in the wallowing barge, calls out not to be saved, 

but to be abandoned. Like the Christ-figure, he offers his own life 

for that of others; unlike that figure, he loses his life not for the 

world, which is irrevocably lost, but for the Source from which he 

arose. The whole situation is contradictory. There is no distinc

tion between being-itself and the Son. Ultimates are not salvable 

through themselves; in fact, they are not salvable at all. If one as

pect of the ground of being is lost, all other aspects of that ground 

are lost as well. A Christ figure can have whatever meaning possi-

bly ascribable to it only expiatorily and in reference to non-divine 

5. Ibid., p. 96. 
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objects. God cannot meaningfully exercise a self-salvational function. 

We may assume that Lillo is not unaware of this situation; that he in

tends his symbolism not as a forced effort to demonstrate divine 

abandonment of created form before the necessity of self-maintenance, 

but as a way of iterating what he had before suggested in "Las nieves 

eternas. " As the human mind experiences a psychical alienation 

through its struggle to reconcile ideal and demonic tendencies, so the 

divine mind moves toward self-alienation through the knowledge that 

dissolution of created form necessitates an essential dissolution of 

the creator of the forms. This situation occurs precisely because no 

complete separation between being-itself and various beings is possi

ble. At the moment the towline is to be cut, being-itself recoils in 

horror, not before the loss of the Son and world, but before self-

loss. It is not that Heaven is unworthy of a salvational act, it is that 

Heaven is not a proper object of such an act. Because of this, we 

read a divine outcry: jCortan el cable, cortan el cable! jAsesinos! 

j M a l d i t o s !  ; N o ,  n o !  . . . "  

Yet, there is more to the symbolism. During previous stages 

of Creation, as Lillo tells us, those individuals forming the Host 

would gladly have done all within their power to preserve the God

head. The maximum of a genus is not protectable by the lesser ex

pressive elements of that genus. God saves, he is not saved. 

Rather, we understand the assertion, "Por salvarle de un peligro 
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hubi£ra [mos] sacrificado [nuestras] vidas sin vacilaci6n alguna," 

to be the vocalization of a profound admiration and respect, one ap

proximating if not merging into, a soul-encompassing adoration. 

When, however, the Host moves to implement the literal meaning of 

its statement, when it attempts to effectuate the impossible, how else 

(within the present analytical framework) are we to understand this 

action unless in terms of a symbolic expression of alienation, one 

paralleling that within the divine psyche (Marcos' desire to preserve 

the divine through self-immolation)? Two simultaneous movements: 

the Creator and the Host struggling on the tugboat's decks; Marcos 

and the Host, the former pleading for immolatory death and the latter 

pleading that that request be granted. Ultimately, the Host is plead

ing not for the continuation of being-its elf, but for its own collective 

life and, in so doing, is acting independently of being-itself. Univer

sal dissolution and universal estrangement symbolize each other. 

Crew, captain, son, two vessels. Each comes to form a wholly 

separate entity just as each personage comes to a distinct manner of 

understanding salvation. While Marcos is cut adrift to die, the cap

tain and crew engage in a mortal struggle, the "lucha desesperada 

entre las tinieblas. " But manifestations of being-itself cannot prevent 
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that Being from undergoing a radical negative diminution of its 

6 
nature (death). The captain's life blood is draining away, his mind 

is fully alienated, he is:insane. 

Again in the cabin. The narrating voice has survived; the 

"San Jorge" had been saved, and the "Delfin" is its successor. 

Though world and Heaven have undergone a severe closure, being-

itself, the new captain, sets out to structure another universe. The 

very name, "Delfin, " suggests the symbolic neo-genesis. If "San 

Jorge" sustains the myriad forms constituting a fully conceived and 

developed universe, "Delfin" (the water animal) suggests a beginning 

of fecundation, a movement of creation near the surface of, and ready 

to emerge from the source of fecundation which is the sea. But the 

new God, or the figure representing what has remained of the old, 

will do no better, or at least there is no reason for us to believe that 

he will do so. The universe must continue, despite spiritual catas

trophes, but the mere fact of physical continuance would appear to be 

6. Being-itself can, of course, never die. But, conceptually, 
it may lose control over its created forms. Lillo's captain figure 
perishes in world spirit; the symbolic form is that of a divinity spir
itually alienated from an atemporal sequence of a particular mode of 
world being. At the end of "El remolque, " a new captain begins a new 
voyage, he creates the movement leading to a new world formation. 
This latter captain is a duplication of the "dead" captiain figure of the 
story; in story symbolic form, the second captain is a being-itself 
whose prior failure has resulted, first, in his temporary condition of 
"world closure, " and second, in his necessary movement toward 
world reformulation. 



the only fact of which we may be sure. Lillo suggests that physical 

continuance is not meaningful; that there can be no world, no God, 

that is not dying or preparing to die at the moment of its creation or 

at the moment of its creating. 



CHAPTER 9 

EL ALMA DE LA MAQUINA 

This is a story which does not resemble a story. Nothing 

significant happens; there is movement, but there is neither a "to" 

nor a "from" which is directive of the motion and which permits us to 

discover its purpose. Movement without purpose; men without names; 

functions which do not integrally combine to structure a theme. We 

stand before a limited and static panorama whose ambiance is as 

changeless--we may almost say, as necessary--as the ordfer of tem

poral succession, and whose living components are as mechanical and 

as fixed as the elements of an inert organism. 

In a non-geographical mining town an operator, "con su traje 

de dril azul, " manipulates a complex elevator-like device from a 

platform high above a group of workers who unload cars filled with 

coal as they emerge from the mine. Seated beneath a zinc roof which 

protects him from sun and rain, the operator devotes his energies to 

managing his device, while the workers, ceaselessly pushing the 

heavily laden carts, receive no rest during the working day. The 

laborers have come to look upon the operator with combined mistrust 

. 311 
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and envy, believing that since "la tarea les aniquila, " he who relent

lessly brings new coal to the surface for them to carry away is to' 

blame for their misery. But this resentment, as Lillo is quick to tell 

us, is mistaken, for the operator's task is more exhausting even than 

that "del galeoto atado a su banco." Full attention is required to 

manipulate the device correctly and, at the moment when the machinist 

must move the controlling lever, within his mind, "el presente, el 

pasado y el porvenir son reemplazados por la idea fija" of proper 

operation. Any distraction brings about the destruction of the machine 

and it is his awareness of this that holds fixed the operator's attention. 

Work is continuous, operator at machine, workers unloading 

coal, until a whistle sounds ending the day's labor. The workers file 

away and the operator, after having taken a while to rest his 

automaton-like state of attention, also leaves. An enormous inert 

mass stands in twilight solitude. Slowly cooling, its metal pores 

emit sparks "para encender en las tinieblas ... fulguraciones tra-

gicas. " 

Despite the extreme brevity, Lillo's narration includes 

separate parts, with the rhythmic accent falling upon the first and 

last. We have a preliminary mythico-existential description of hea

ven and earth beginning with the opening sentence and concluding with 

the sentence (itself forming an independent paragraph), "Esta decep-

cion que se repite en cada viaje ..." Following this is an author's 
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parenthetical discourse beginning with "Jamas podran comprender, " 

and ending with "Y las horas suceden a las horas. " The third part is 

a description of the day's end beginning "De pronto un silbido ensor-

decedor llena el espacio" and concluding "El enorme mecanismo yace 

paralizado. " The final segment, written in quasi-apocalyptic lan

guage, occurs wholly within the confines of the story's final para

graph which stylistically duplicates the two ontological poles of the 

story (heaven and world) in its two-sentence composition. 

Baldomero Lillo's divinity is always an indefinite concept. In 

"El alma de la maquina" the conceptualization is anthropomorphized--

being-itself or God is a man, a specific operator, but he is nameless, 

a silhouette wearing the color of the heavens, and his spatiotemporal 

situation is indeterminate. "Man" also is a vague concept. His 

existence is bifurcated, polarized into two periods: he lives during 

"the day, " during an existential life span or period of light, but he 

also enjoys a possible spiritual life, following death. During the 

twelve-hour segment, his sense faculties afford him knowledge of the 

divinity as the vague, bluish outline existing above him, a mere 

quasi-reality at the controls of a vast mechanism which controls the 

functions, destiny, and life-experience of existent creatures. Twelve 

hours is the existential pole of a polarized universe consisting of 

physical and spiritual (or potential) existence. Twelve hours, twelve 

consecutive time segments, is the period of being for earth and man, 
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a period always pointing beyond itself to happier possibilities, vague

ly suggested as these possibilities may be. 

The polarity of the universe is an ultimate one. Lillo's opera

tor remains aloof from the: workers who implement the mechanical 

movements which he directs. Even at the symbolic end-of-day, 

there is no association. Clearly, the whole panorama is reminis

cent of deism: . there is an overseer who controls the mechanism 

through which (and by which) the workers perform their tasks, 

through which they do all that they do. But this overseer is con

cerned only with maintaining the proper operation of a complex ma

chine. There is no compassion for those who function as integral 

parts, there is no interest in their activities other than as these re

late to the perpetuation of the device. Mechanism rather than guid

ance. "jMas aprisa, holgazanes, mas aprisa!, " the only spoken line 

(and this is uttered.father than iterated), impresses the mechanist, 

non-moral atmosphere. A directive, not for the welfare of those 

who are the living segments of a. machine world, but for the har

monious continuation of operations. Far from being concerned about 

his humanity, Lillo insists on his divinity's total concentration on the 

mechanism: "Nada ve, nada oye de lo que pasa a su rededor, sino la 

aguja que gira y el martillo de senales .... Y esa atenci6n no tiene 

tregua. " The very immensity and complexity of the macrocosmic 
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device has swallowed up the creative or ideal force which had origi

nated it. 

God as controller; man as controlled—both categories respond 

totally to what exists as a totality. If the heavens are machine-like, 

the earth stylistically (and necessarily) duplicates this condition. 

Lillo's elevator rests upon the earth—is the earth for the workers— 

but its control is spacially celestial. Man is another mechanistic 

element. His activities are an endless sameness without meaning to 

him; there is only the vaguest hope of relief from meaninglessness. 

Just as a life without dimensions different from those inherent within 

the material is meaningless, so the whole of creation is without sense 

when it is mechanism alone. Lillo's bitterness at the demonic texture 

of creation finds even the divinity inexorably bound to the materiality 

which is his emanation. His despair, a despair which arises from a 

vision of both being-itself and man bound to materiality and mecha

nism, is condensed in the final sentence of the first part: "Esta de-

cepcion que se repite en cada viaje, les hace pensar que si la tarea 

les aniquila, culpa es de aquel que para abrumarlas de fatiga no 

necesita sino alargar y encoger el brazo. " In one sentence there fits 

all that is the existential and celestial world: "Esta decepcion ..."--

humanity working with the black dust of symbolic nothingness, moving 

in an environment whose goal is to be found in form and movement it

self; "... que se repite en cada viaje ... "--the senseless repetition 
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of movement without discernible purpose combined with the implicit 

hope for meaning springing from each life and from each generation; 

"... la tarea les aniquila ... . "—the soul-less mechanism which 

annihilates life without offering a reason for the act'of living; "... cul

pa es de aquel ... "--Lillo's divinity, in all the indefiniteness and 

thing-ness of a "that, " has created a structure which has engulfed 

him. Just as generic man, in "rapto del sol, " loses his spirituality 

through "material blindness, " so now does the divinity lose his 

spirituality in the necessity of exhausting his nature solely in the 

maintenance of the world form. 

Lillo abandons his description of the world, beginning with 

"Jamas podran comprender, " to launch a parenthetical emphasis of 

the divine nature. "They will never understand, " the opening phrase, 

quite naturally makes explicit the initial implicit conclusion that the 

destiny of the human race is inescapably bound to mechanism. But 

then Lillo sharpens his bitter vision of the divine nature. He tells us, 

in succeedingly intensified emotive-like statements, that the operator 

becomes part of the enormous and complicated organism, that he be

comes wholly machine-like ("automata"), that his brain (reason, 

spirituality) is. paralyzed. The divinity is lost within the mechanical 

morass of the universe. He can respond to no other stimulus than 

materiality: "el presente, el pasado, y el porvenir son reemplazados 

por la idea fija. " Lillo's parenthesis ends with a description of the 
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complex mechanical function ("Apenas asoma por el brocal ... "), a 

stylistic resource nicely paralleling the mechanical portraiture of the 

divine makeup. In mechanism alone there is no purpose, only move

ment. Men function as directed by the structure of the world, while 

the divinity responds to the dictates of the very structure he has 

created. All is repetition without end, until the moment of world 

- dissolution. "Y las horas suceden a las horas, el sol sube al cenit, 

desciende; la tarde llega, declina y el crepusculo, surgiendo al ras 

del horizonte, alza y extiende cada vez mas aprisa su penumbra in-

mensa. " The paraphrase is obviously (and ominously) that of Ec-

clesiastes, 1:4-6. 

Only in non-existential "life" can the workers find a reprieve 

from their incessant labor. "Un silbido ensordecedor" marks the 

symbolic end of existence in the annihilation of the senses. The in

determinate "day" ends for all men. As from the tomb ("las distintas 

secciones anexas a la mina") a confused, intermingled mass of hu

manity emerges, each entity striving to be the first away from the 

"talleres. " There is no protest; all of the myriad faces are smiling 

in the hope of another life. But Lillo does not tell us what this life 

is. Perhaps he believes that the moving away from the monotony 

which is organic existence is a moving into nothingness or into an 

eternal aloneness. "Poco a poco el rumor de sus pasos sonoros se 

aleja y desvanece en la calzada sumida en las sombras. " 
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The world is without life; man is left in a limbo of shadows. 

The divinity has concluded his task of sustaining the mechanism and 

now rests within himself, "una masa inerte. " As he slowly recovers 

his faculties, there is a suggested humanization of his nature, the 

barest possibility of a compassion for man now that the divinity can 

respond non-mechanically, now that he is conscious of his own suf

fering. 

The world-machine lies inertly; the second half of the twelve-

hour period has begun: rest follows activity. But Lillo seems to be 

telling us that the heavens do not offer man consolation after all. At 

the very end, we are sure that the divinity is not a man who "becomes 

a creature of flesh and blood again, " but is, rather, a "part of the 

enormous and complicated organism" which is the whole of creation. 

Lillo pantheistically approaches the abstraction of being-itself which 

is more than the universe, but is neither subject nor object. We be

come sure that he intends us to understand that being-itself is, in

deed, a spiritless mechanism--one which produces, but one which, 

as a non-sentient entity, is necessarily without compassion. This is 

his moment of outcry and disillusionment; the whole of the phenome:-

nal manifold is a machine with a soul of lifeless sparks, just as the 

sun is a lifeless but brilliant mechanism which simultaneously allows 

and destroys life. Human loneliness is both existential and eternal. 
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The sparks, as "fulguraciones tragicas, " form an aurora of blood 

spreading across the universe; but this blood is a blood of death and 

not of life. 



CHAPTER 10 

QUILAPAN 

Two apparently contradictory elements enter into an analysis 

of the initial paragraphs of "Quilapan.11 One is the paradisal nature 

of the setting, an atmosphere of contemplative serenity, of physical 

beauty, and of world transcendence effectuated by a memory of 

dreaming innocence. The other is a chthonic orientation, in which the 

idyllic quasi-dreaming state is stylistically existentialized, that is, 

brought earthward, so that the dreamer is returned to a position of 

intimate connection with the soil. Both elements are blended with 

Lillo's customary narrative skill. His figure, an Indian—the arche

typal natural man—is, as we initially encounter him, stretched out 

upon the earth, in the closest possible contact with the world that is 

his home. All of the dimensions of existential being harmoniously 

merge in his mind's eye. 

El contemplaba con. mirada sonadora el lejano monte, 
el cielo azul, la plateada serpiente del rio. que, 
ocultandose a trechos en el ramaje obscuro de las barrancas, 
reaparece mas alia, bajo el portico sombrio, cual una novia ^ 
sale del templo, envuelta en bianco velo de la niebla matutina. 

There is the sensation of a remarkable empathy between creature and 

1- Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 109. 
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Creator, an empathy scarcely in consonance with the Lilloan de-

monization of the phenomenal manifold. We are introduced to a situ

ation whose nature suggests the absence of a Fall and the repetition of 

that mode of existential harmony suggested in "El ahogado. " There 

is no sign of the dust which suffocates the milieu of "Vispera de di-

funtos, " and there is no pursuit of an extra-terrestrial Ideal (that in

dication of anxiety and a sense of incompleteness) we encounter in 

"El oro. " Especially, there is not the vaguest suggestion of an es

tranged state existing between Creator and subject. All is beatific 

and serene; all is promise without fear; all is contentment without 

misgiving. 

Harmoniously one with the earth, Quilapan recalls an innocent 

pre-existential state of dreaming insouciance, a state appropriately 

stylized in wholly chthonic terms. 

Con los codos en el suelo y el cobrizo y ancho rostro 
en las palmas de las manos, piensa, suefia. En su nebulosa 
alma de salvaje flotan vagos recuerdos de tradiciones, de 
leyendas le.janas que evocan en su espiritu la borrosa vision 
de la raza, duena unica de la tierra, cuya libre y dilatada ex
tension no interrumpxan entonces fosos, cercados ni carre-
teras. ̂  [ My emphasis.] 

The paragraph is a finely drawn example of conceptual integration: 

mystical pre-existential symbols ("nebulosa alma"; "flotan vagos re

cuerdos"; "tradiciones [y] leyendas lejanas") commingle with 

2. Ibid. 
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non-mythical symbols of actualized being ("suelo"; "alma de sal

vage"; "duefia"; "tierra"). 

As an earth being, Quilapan may dream of what harmony is 

like, but he is wholly unable to live within an actually existing har

monious state. Lillo does not hesitate to interrupt Quilapan's poten

tial idyllicism to restore his condition of chthonic historicity, his 

knowledge or feeling of what being an earth dweller entails. ("Una 

sombra de tristezas apaga el brillo de sus pupilas y entenebrece la 

expresion melancolica de su semblante. ") 

Superficially, the narrative situation is not in the least sui 

generis. As Indigenous (or "Indianist") novelists have made known to 

us, the Latin American Indian has been and remains the victim of ex

ploitation, gradually but surely losing his land to Creole ranchers who 

manage to have both law and force behind them. This is the social 

and moral situation reiterated in "Quilapan. " As in all of the Indige

nous tales, being-itself is circumscribed, accomodated both to the 

natural and moral dimensions of the soil on which the divinity's sub

jects were born and to the horizons which narrowly delimit the whole 

of the earth these subjects know. There can be no question of Quila

pan's adopting a non-omnipresent god, a divinity whose lack of uni

versal immanence constrains his presence within a single sphere or 

mode of being. Quilapan is able to understand only the god within his 

soil, within his diminutive plot of ground, and since the Indian arose 
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from a given area, so his god, his soul, is nourished from and by that 

genesic area. Though he may lose his outlying territorial holdings, he 

will never (and can never) alienate his soul from that world-soul 

which is manifested in his particular natal soil. All efforts of the 

patron to accomplish this final alienation have proved unavailing. 

Faith, understood as the content of psychical ultimacy,is not involun

tarily alienable. Quilapan cannot forcibly be ejected from the spiritual 

substance of his life; the suggestion is also that he cannot physically 

maintain existence if he fails to maintain belief in the chthonic divini

ty ( world ultimacy). 

Now there can be doubt that the Indian regards the earth as 

divine. As Lillo tells us, he holds it in greater affection than his 

wife and sons. For him the earth is pure existence, being-itself, 

more than the most comprehensive of human notions, desires, and 

loves. This fact conceptualizes a life and a religion which form an in

dissoluble unity, one which we encounter as a generic condition of. the 

flesh in the stylized morning of chthonic man's coming to be. Lillo's 

initial story, time is that mythical duration in which are established 

the foundations upon which the actions and relationships of the passing 

day may take place and assume meaning. As readers, we come to 

know the chthonic spirit and way of life which will either mold occur

rences in conformity with their liturgy and dogma or perish before 
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the disillusionment of a vision that the soil, rather than being divine, 

is nothing but an instance of spiritless substance. 

"La mafiana avanza.11 Nature is in motion, revealing its 

character, though the quality of this character may not accord with 

the Indian's chthonic deification of that Nature. We sense the develop

ment of a revelation; perhaps Quilapan's god will yet betray the In

dian's trust in earthly blessedness. Perhaps, and this is the psycho

logical point, Quilapan has always felt somewhere deeply within his 

consciousness, that there is nothing chthonically divine at all, that 

men and earth possess only an imagined harmony, and that this 

imagined harmony has been the artificial construct of minds which 

guess, desire, and feel too deeply, of minds which are constantly 

thinking of a "something" which is not present in the world. As 

he looks out from his ramshackle hut, Quilapan discovers another 

representation of Nature. There is a house whose red roof un-

mistakenly announces its presence through the branches of the 

willows and the yellow treetops of the poplars. There are riders, 

too, men in front of this house. And as he looks out, "sin saber 

por que, Quilapan experimentaba cierta vaga inquietud. " Suggested 

chthonic demonism: what has been engendered by Nature may 

destroy the essence of that Nature as a proper object of worship; 

Quilapan's only god may turn away from him or, what perhaps lies 
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symbolically at the base of the Indian's inquietude, the chthonic god 

may prove to be impotent, uncaring, ultimately, non-existent. 

Lillo's world spirit is polarized, paralleling the psychical con

dition of man himself. Spiritual consciousness permits transcen

dence, but there is a demonic impulse in the world and man which 

alienates all created form from being-itself. There are many modali

ties in and through which internal (psychical) conflict and world de-

monism may be conceptualized. This is sufficiently apparent when 

we consider Lillo's various imaginative formulations of the Ideal-

material polarity. In "Quilapan" the same symbolic polar conflict 

works through two levels: we may understand the Indian as the 

chthonic being par excellence who is defeated by the forces of a de

monic nature (suitably entitled don Cosme), and who is obliged to re

cognize the absence of an affirmatively responding or supporting 

earth god. Quilapan is, then, the chthonic being who ultimately dies 

alone, just as all organic and inorganic phenomena undergo an isolated, 

separate dissolution. We may, in addition, understand Quilapan's de

feat as resulting from the peculiarities of his own inner nature. Capa

ble of believing only in the soil, he has posited within that soil a real

ity which could never appertain to it, a quality which could never be

long to any individualized thing. Only being-itself—the power of 

being--has the eternal reality of the power to sustain phenomenal re

ality. Quilapan is unable, to discover the power of substantial being 
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from within substance; like the princess of "Irredencion, " he surren

ders to the temptation to find ultimate (intrinsic) worth in a manifes

tation of Reality and not in the ground of all reality. Quilapan trusts 

his fate to a shadow and when this shadow's lack of solidity and re

sponsiveness becomes apparent to him, when the object of his faith 

has vanished, he stands helplessly before the dissolving condition of 

nonfaith or purposelessness. Lillo's Indian is not sufficiently strong 

to stand either physically or psychically before that power of world 

demonism which inexorably leads the psyche to nonfaith. To the very 

end of his spiritual and physical life, and despite all of the negative 

evidence which vitiates his belief, Quilapan struggles to reject the 

conclusion that the world is wholly spiritless; even as an outcast he 

wanders about in search of his beloved chthonic spiritual impulse 

which he believes to reside in the earth. 

With these analytical tools, we may proceed to connect the 

symbols in order to form an organic whole. Don Cosme--the earth 

cosmos of demonic quality--rides up before Quilapan. As Lillo de

scribes the landowner (controlling world force), he possesses "una 

fuerza herculea, " and he is most adept in accomodating phenomena to 

the patterns of his desires. He is also a devourer of the world's 

products, he who feasts upon the spiritual flesh in the moment of 

sparagmos. As the demonic impulse in Nature and mind, don Cosme 

has gradually extended his influence. Beginning with world 
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formulation and the. genesis of the race of man he had, at first, 

Mhered6 de sus padres una pequefia hijuela." But with the spread of 

the race, he discovered the means for self-advancement. In describ

ing this;figure's expanding dominance, the Lilloan language suggests 

the wiles of the devil. We read: "Tenaz einc an sable, habilisimo en 

procedimientos para el logro de sus fines, su heredad creci6 y se 

ensanch6 hasta convertirse en una de las masHLmportantes ... ." 

Because of a dispute with a judicial dignitary (human potential

ity for transcendence), don Cosme, as Lillo tells us, had been unable 

to complete his conquest of Indian lands. In the symbolism Quilapan 

moves into confrontation with the efficacy of the demonic power exis

ting in the world and in his own soul (impulse to affirming structural 

ultimacy). At first (and as the story action permits) the Indian re

sists, maintaining his faith in the chthonic divinity, but the suggestion 

of a breakdown of this faith, a process implanted within him by the 

landowner's repeated efforts to alienate the land—efforts not opposed 

by the chthonic god--, is seen in the Indian's developing state of un

rest. As Quilapan confronts don Cosme. he approaches the psychical 

transformation of a spiritual into a spiritless world. The landowner 

has attained an order of sale; the Indian's god, reduced to the status 

of a manipulatable object, has been challenged; it has, in Lillo's 

symbolic language, been crucified. ("Dos rayos en forma de cruz 

trazadas al pie del documento eran la firma del vendedor ... .") In 
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the "sale" sequence the language is redolent of a Christian imagery 

that is antithetically conceptualized. The bill of sale, of course, 

bears the cross, and this had been inscribed by an Indian paid with a 

bottle of brandy (psychical distortion). Don Cosme's major-domo, he 

who reads the crucifixion order, bears the name "Jose, " and this fig

ure, quieting his horse, effectively chooses the syllable, "chist" 

("Cristo"). Jose also reads "una escritura [Escritura], and while 

this is occurring, don Cosme murmurs an .appropriate thought: "-jAl 

fin me las pagas todas, canalla! " 

Though he understands nothing of a salvational form of religion 

(the immolatory sacrifice is meaningless to him, pointing as it does 

to a uranic situation), Quilapan does resist a demonic invasion of his 

divinity's presence (land). But all is unavailing; as his earth god is 

to undergo, "el barro de las paredes [de su choza] desprendiase en 

grandes trozos que rebotaban en el suelo levantando nubes de polvo. " 

In the instant of personally experienced idyllic world dissolution, 

surrounding objects assume a pronouncedly demonic aspect. There 

are the following apocalyptic phrases and motifs: two courses of ac

tion, both effectuating violent consequences symbolizing the self-

defeating quality of demonized actuality (death of don Cosme's horse 

and the ruination of Quilapan's hut); demonization of nature, stylized 

through the polarization of Pluton and Pillan, the former dog being 

"formidable, " and the latter carrying "el rabo entre las piernas 
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[destruction of the non-violent]"; disruption of the natural man's mode 

of living ("[El] bronceado cuerpo ... su poderoso pecho y sus anchos 

hombros ... con la faz convulsa por la colera" and "Las mujeres, . .. 

hasta entonces ... inactivas ... se armaron ... y lanzando aullidos 

de rabia ... ."); "los esterores de la agonia"; "la ensangrentada 

hierba"; "terrible lucha"; "derribado y maniatado"; "jFuera los 

chamales! jDesnudenlas! "; "toda clase de conjuros y maldiciones. " 

The symbols may be read as representations both of physical and of 

psychical events. 

In the following scene natural phenomena,, in their demonic and 

harmonious aspects, engage in a struggle necessarily lost to the 

chthonically positive (non-demonic) elements. The women are to be 

stripped of their clothing (psychical destruction: "Aquella amenaza 

que la mujer indigena teme mas que a la muerte") and Quilapan's 

young son is mauled by the brute demonism of Pluton. The symbol

ism of psychical struggle developed in "En la rueda" is repeated in 

the conflict between Pluton and Pillan with the inevitable resultant 

triumph of the material-demonic element. Lillo summarizes the 

lifelessness (lack of spirituality) and the impossibility of an apocalyp

tic redemptive moment in a paragraph which ends by denying the hope 

of a resurrection of the spirit: 

Don Cosme, a quien el dolor del miembro magullado 
impedia moverse, permanecia sentado sobre la hierba. 
Habiase despojado de la charolada polaina y friccionabase 
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suavemente con ambas manos la parte dolorida, lanzando de 
cuando en cuando sordos rugidos de dolor. Delante de 41 
yacia el bianco cuerpo del caballo con el cuello estirado y las 
patas rigidas. A su derecha destacabase Quilapdn y mas alia, 
proximo al tronco, veise un inmovil grupo: junto al cadaver 
de Pillan, la silueta del dogo sent ado sobre sus cuartos trase-
ros, observando atentamente a su victima, listo para ahogar 
en su principio todo conato de resurreccion. ... unriode 
sangr.e ... .3 [My emphasis;] 

Assuming an attitude of defiance and hatred, Quilapan moves 

toward an alienation of self from all promise of a paradisal existence. 

His posture suggests, the affirmative ideational aspects of the cruci

fied God, but his soul is not without malice. ("Con los brazos cruza-

dos sobre el pecho paseo en torno su mirada desafiante, torva, car-

gada de odio, de desprecio, de rencor. ") Lillo multiplies the der-

scriptive elements.; "odio, " "desprecio, " and "rencor, " but the redun

dancy is justified by the. artistic resource of employing ethically neg

ative terms to suggest a psyche moving toward insanity. Without the 

power to see beyond structure to the ground of being, Quilapan has 

witnessed his world dissolve into ashes; the Cenizo of "En la rueda" 

has triumphed again, if cipher destruction may reasonably be said to 

involve a situation of triumph. 

Con los brazos cruzados sobre el pecho [Quilapan] pase6 en 
torno su mirada desafiante, torva, cargada de odio, de des
precio, de rencor. Busco el sitio donde habia existido el 
rancho y a la vista de la delgada columna de humo que subia 
del monton de ceniza, ultimo vestigio de la habitaci6n, su 

3. Ibid., pp. 120-121. 
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salvaje furor estallo de nuevo y, como un relampago, se abal-
anzo sobre una de las hachas que habia ahi cerca; ... . ̂  

The violence of the psyche rapidly encounters a physical parallel. 

Quilapan proposes to continue the violence which characterizes aliena

tion, from being-itself, but he finds that violence leads only to physi

cal and psychical dissolution. When the ground of being, is understood 

to be only the impersonal life-sustaining soil, Quilapan experiences 

the insanity involved in a loss of faith. The movement toward psychi

cal alienation is again offered as a vertiginous Fall, a movement 

without support, a plunging into the nothingness that is the structural 

manifold become opaque and unresponding. 

Quilapan, echado sobre el vientre, habia sentido desde 
un principio la extrana sensacion de que la tierra, su amada 
tierra, huia de el, resbalando en una vertiginosa carrera bajo 
su cuerpo, ara&andole al pasar y desgarrando con crueles zar-
pazos sus carnes de reprobo. Entonces, enloquecido, habia 
hincado sus ufias en el suelo, tratando de retener a la fugitiva. 
Sus manos crispadas arrancaban pufiados de hierba y sus dedos 
dejaban largos surcos en la tierra humeda. Mas, todo era 
inutil; mientras los campos huian cada vez mas de prisa, su 
rostro y su busto azotados por los tallos flexibles.de los hier-
bales se iban convirtiendo en una llaga sangrienta. De pronto 
sus ojos cesaron de ver, sus manos de asir los obstaculos £ 
se abandono, como un tronco insensible a aquella fuerza que 
lo arrancaba tan brutalmente de sus lares a. la cual no le era 
dado resistir. 5 LMy emphasis. ] 

Dragged until reduced to a bleeding mass and mauled by Plu-

t6n, Quilapan suffers a mode of torment reminiscent of many of 

4. Ibid., p. 122. 

5. Ibid., pp. 123-124. 
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Dante's conceptualizations filling the pages of The Inferno, a sugges

tion strongly reinforced by the words of the ranch hand Pedro, 

"Estos demonios tienen siete vidas como los gatos. " But physical 

punishment is not the punishment commensurate with Quilapan's sin. 

The Indian must undergo spiritual torture and spiritual death; the 

exigencies of this situation necessitate don Cosme's refusal to con-

sumate Quilapan's physical dissolution. 

Time passes. The Indian lives apart from his land, a mere 

physical presence ("como un fantasmo [el] vago4por lbs alredd.-

dores. "). He rests upon foreign grass, that is, upon a now spiritless 

world; he sits beneath the tree of knowledge; he is an outcast from the 

Eden (center of faith) which was his god; he lives in the psychical 

state of unfaith. At story end, Quilapan returns home, or to those 

"calcinados escombros, " and his body is discovered face down, the 

mouth in contact with the ashes which were once his home. With his 

arms outstretched the Indian has relinquished his soul to the com-

passionless, soul-less earth. In his attempt to incorporate the non

existent chthonic divinity within himself, Quilapan has failed; he has 

searched for a soul where none had existed and, not finding an object 

worthy of faith, he has died of spiritual starvation. (M-Es seguro, 

seftor, que se ha dejado morir de hambre. ") As all of Lillo's charac

ters have done, Quilapan has equated structure with the ground of 

structure and so has established a false god as the content of his faith 
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("jSon tan soberbios estos perros infieles! "). Chthonically, the 

Indian has returned to that earth which had been his source. But like 

the earth and the sun when understood as representations of being-

itself, Quilapan is given to us as a creature whose existence-is a 

teleological nullity. The earth is a mute object for manipulation; the 

sun is a mute life provider and life destroyer; man is a mute object to 

enrich the soil. All of life's meaning.is reduced to that chthonic in

stant of death in which all objects merge in the atomic fecundation 

which characterizes the earth's vital processes. The world above the 

earth's surface remains as the spectacle of dead things ever reborn, 

but it is nothing more than a meaningless presence without a soul. 

Lillo's Indian had been forced to admit this truth and he had been left 

without a content of faith. In this psychically alienated condition, and 

without hope of discovering a being-itself which is non-chthonic, he 

had surrendered his soul to structure alone. Personified world de-

monism looks with disdain upon the Indian's body and then out upon 

the landscape, casting 

. . .  u n a  m i r a d a  d i s t r a i d a  s o b r e  e l  l u m i n o s o  p a n o r a m a  d e  l o s  
campos, que despertaban rasgando con bostezos sofiolientos 
la brumosa envoltura del amanecer. Por entre las desgarra-
duras y jirones de la niebla surgian los valles, las praderas, 
el combado perfil de las lomas y las lineas negras y sinuosas 
de las barrancas.® [My emphasis.] 

6. Ibid., pp. 127-128. 
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Without the insight into being-itself man is spiritually dead; there 

are no beings (expressions of the spiritual aspect of being-itself) 

alive; the race has died; structures exist in silence. 



CHAPTER 11 

EL VAGABUNDO 

Present within a particular, though unspecified social group 

whose attendant members are listening intently, an evocative, sol

emn, and slow voice, speaking within the present but recalling a 

past, recreates Edenic innocence and the Pall into existence. There 

has been a time of dreaming innocence followed by a time of dissolu

tion in which idyllic innocence was repudiated and destroyed through 

an act of free will. As before in the Lilloan stories, recollected time 

is mythical; there has been no temporal passage between the transi

tional stages. And so the initial statement, "-Me acuerdo como si 

fuera hoy; era un dia asi como este ... . " Pall into existence is not 

an act, it is a memory of an act psychically occurring in a moment of 

transcendence. Dreaming innocence and Fall "happen" only when the 

psyche momentarily and unexpectedly brings these concepts into exis

tence, that is, only when the mind intuits their psychical reality. 

Lillo's imagery is always suggestive and persuasive. His 

dream ambiance is drawn as unbearably hot, with the sun casting 

forth sparks which threaten to consume the dried and withering, fields. 

We are scarcely emersed within an Edenic sequence analogous to 

335 
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those stylized in "El rapto del sol," "El ahogado," "Irredenci6n, " 

and "En la rueda." In the vagabond's recollection there are no green 

and fecundating fields, no blue sky, nothing beatific and serene; only 

a sun disk, suspended from a colorless heaven, unmercifully and un

remittingly dissolves phenomena. Beneath this sun, as the voice goes 

on to tell us, half-naked youngsters are unconcernedly playing. The 

voice's owner is one of these. Then, momentarily another voice re

sounds: "-jPascual, traeme unas astillas! " But the evocator hesi

tates to respond. Engrossed in the game, he chooses.to pursue his 

pleasure. Ignoring the voice of his mother (Nature=being-itself), 

seized, as he says, by the devil, he rejects a life of harmonic move

ment within his surroundings. Before a divine warning ("senti en la 

espalda un golpe . .. como se me hubiesen arrimado a los lomos un 

hierro ardiendo"), the predestined vagabond reacts defiantly and, 

"como la bestia que tira una coz, " he strikes his mother two blows 

(may we say, one upon each cheek?). There is an immediate Fall 

from Eden as the veil of actualization occludes the paradisal past 

(hOi un grito, una nube me paso por la vista"). God has been defied 

and in the act voluntarily of rejecting the divinity, man has wounded 

him, much as Christ is later wounded by those for whom he consents 

to self-immolation ("con la cara llena de sangre"). A voice which 

freezes the marrow of one's bones proclaims the eternal malediction: 

("jMaldito seas! "), but, from the very moment of emerging from the 
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potentiality of pure idea, from the time of initial conception within the 

divine mind,, it is already essentially demonic ("hijo maldito"). 

Existential Fall is vertiginous; spiritually crippled though 

wholly individualized; human essence passes into the world. We 

learn that the narrator's left hand is immobilized; symbolically, in 

acquiring physical wholeness, the human spirit is distorted, a neces

sary truth because of that spirit's demonic rejection of the divinity. 

("Senti que el mundo se me venia encima y cai redondo como si me 

hubiese partido un rayo .... Cuando volvi tenia la mano izquierda, 

la mano sacrilega, pegada debajo de la tetilla derecha.") 

We have every reason, I believe, to equate the evocative voice 

with the vitality of spiritual consciousness. As assignable reasons, 

we note that analogous to a wanderer, consciousness of both "prior" 

(potential) goodness and "subsequent" Fall varyingly manifest their 

presence in the most diverse of moments and within the most diverse 

of individuals. Like a vagabond, too, consciousness unpredictably 

functions in qualitatively and quantitatively different modalities within 

individual psyches, unreliably moving in and out of awareness. But 

the functioning of this spiritual consciousness, that is, transcendence, 

is always in every instance, momentary, more or less dimly reveal

ing idyllic "past" and demonic "present" amid all the multiple sharp 

impressions of our sense data and their concomitantly derived pre

occupations. 
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A group of peons is gathered about Lillo's symbolic vagabond. 

Every eye seeks out the mangled hand and, seeing "el pecho hundido, 

descarnado, con la terrosa piel pegada a los huesos, " an undercurrent 

of fearful voices expresses amazement and sympathy. In the sym

bolism, the affirmative response impulse that understands the intuition 

produced by and within spiritual consciousness (the peons) is listen

ing not to some errant cripple, but to its own nature; the peons, as the 

collective human affirmative impulse, move receptively into tran

scendence, perceiving the polarity lying at the heart of the human es

sence. This: interpretation of story action, in all of its suggestive-

ness and complexity, is reenforced when the vagabond, having waited 

for the surrounding voices to die out, continues: "-Una noche se me 

aparecio, ensuefios, Nuestro Sefior, y me ordeno que me fuera por el 

mundo para que mi castigo, confundiendo a los incredulos, sirviese 

de ejemplo a los malos hijos." We can imagine the situation of hu

man expulsion from Paradise in the vertiginous transition in which 

one mode of being is replaced by another, and in which spiritual con

sciousness is formed. Then, fully existentialized, the human psyche, 

bearing all of Edenic history within it, occasionally effectuates a re

turn of that history to consciousness. In these transcendental mo

ments, the ontological question is formulated, anxiety before the fact 

of estrangement passes into consciousness with surprising force and 

persistence, and transcendence "toward" being-itself becomes 
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possible. This implies, that although fallen, the human psyche does 

retain spiritual consciousness. God prevents man,from forgetting 

what he has lost; the divinity also prevents him from supressing the 

history of his Fall, from all too easily casting aside his semi-

repressed, feelings of anguish and incompleteness. Being empathical-

ly closest to the earth as the cipher manifold of being-itself, and 

with the least, inherent tendency to hubris and concupiscence, the 

gathered peons respond affirmatively to the vagabond's plea for an 

ethically oriented mode of life, a mode which will permit, to the de

gree correspondent with the nature of existential being, the reacquisi-

tion of lost Paradise. Each peon, as pure affirmative impulse, ap

proaches an ethically stylized mode of transcendence ("El sileneio 

tenia algo de religioso y de solemne"). The vagabond's words pro

claim the ethical; moreover, they offer the message of Christ as this 

. is. relative to the maximum qualitative degree of existentializable 

societal harmony--all in all, an interesting mixture of law and spirit. 

•i 
Honra a tu padre y a tu madre dice la ley de Dios y yo 

les encarezco, mis hijos, que nunca, jamas, desobedezcan a 
sus mayores. Sean siempre dociles y sumisos y alcanzaran 
la felicidad en este mundo y la gloria eterna en el otro. * 

All willingly submit to the content of this appeal ("- jAmen! -dijeron 

muchas voces tremulas por la emoeion."), Two scenes: humanity 

linked hand in hand ("El rapto del sol"); humanity (again, the ethical 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 131. 
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or affirmative impulse) understanding and consenting to an ethical 

mode of existence which reflects the Edenic harmony of dreaming, in

nocence ("El vagabundo"). This is an idyllic moment, and a peculiar

ly unusual one, because the idyllicism occurs existentially and not 

within a dream or an intuition. And Lillo's description of the rural 

ambiance lends support to the possibility of a harmonious mode of 

life. Only the farm laborers are present; the ranch is separated from 

the exterior world by a picket gate (though there is a ruined area 

within it); the day is serene, contrasting neatly with the demonic en

vironment of the memory ("En lo alto el sol fulguraba intensamente 

derramando sus blancos resplandores sobre los campos sumidos en 

el letargo de la quietud y el sopor. "). 

One aspect of the human psyche responds affirmatively to 

spiritual consciousness. But. as Lillo has made abundantly clear, 

world demonism does not easily succumb before occasional moments 

of transcendence. There is another impulse of human nature, one 

that denies, ignores, or represses transcendental modes of being. It 

is this element, expressed via a fully self-centered, structurally 

oriented Weltanschauung, that reduces transcendence to the status of 

a momentary, and unpredictable phenomenon. There can be no un

equivocal affirmations. And so it is that, "de pronto, en el camino, 

frente a la puerta de trancas, aparecen dos jinetes. " Two figures, 

two conceptualizations formally opposed to the societal expression of 
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affirmative response ("magnificameste [sic] montados"), mark the 

end of the ethical texture of the preceding scene ("Todas las lenguas 

enmudecen a la vista del patron y de su hijo ... .Two riders 

pass across the broken area in the fence and move toward the group 

of peons. They are, as we quickly learn, the patron, don Simon, and 

his twenty-two year old son, Isidro. Both figures are arguing, but a 

following biographical paragraph precludes the reader from discover

ing the content of that argument. 

Don Simon is a standard representation of the wealthy land

owner. He is inordinately prosperous, imperious, heavy-set, and de

cidedly on the qui vive. But, and the short sentence contrasts with 

the two preceding descriptions, "su historia es breve y concisa." 

The spiritless aspect of existential man possesses only the "brief" 

history characterizing transient phenomena. In Lillo's story he is a 

"simple cowboy," one who, having given himself over entirely to 

material pursuits, succeeded in acquiring the status of ranch admini

strator. From this position, he moved to a partnership and finally to 

ownership of "una propiedad valiosisima. " A careful perusing of the 

biographical sketch--a passage that reads like a materialist's pofeme 

en prose--reveals a success radically different (though no less af

firmative in tone) from that resulting from the vagabond's ethical ad

monitions. But there is more to this sketch than a consideration of 

don Simon's commercial history. We are offered a profile of the 
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patron's son and we learn that his expression is frank and open, and 

that, although his quick temper duplicates.that of his father, "en su 

corazon habia un gran fondo de bondad. " Now this last, almost apolo

getic phrase must certainly strike us as anomalous if we consider the 

moral tone of the previous description. To a materialist's morality, 

that implicit in don Simon's characterization, there is appended but a 

single, non-affirmative note, that indirect reference to his easily 

stimulated anger, and this information, offhandedly provided and en 

passant, is scarcely damnable, at least not so as to evoke such a 

damnation as indirectly appears in Lillo's portrayal of Isidro. ("Su 

caracter, como el de su padre, era muy irritable ..., mas, en su 

corazon habia un gran fondo de bondad. ") 

If we entertain any misapprehensions about the landowner's 

morality, that misapprehension finds certain reinforcement in the 

following long paragraph, one which establishes, inter alia, a close 

affinity between the predilections of scion and farm workers. Two 

antagonistic psychical aspects, the materially responding and the 

spiritually sensitive and receptive, discover a mediating structure, 

engendered by, and standing from, one impulse (the negative-

materialistic) but empathizing and moving within another (the 

affirmative-spiritual). The materialistic impulse yields to the ethi

cal, the transcendental. Conceptually, spiritual consciousness and 

the potentially receptive impulse apprehending it, oppose the 
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restrictedly chthonic. Though indoctrinated, in a life of the commer

cial and the pragmatic, a wealthy son repudiates the preconditions 

and the source of that wealth. The suggestion-is. that even the most 

materialistically oriented being yet retains a potentially active im

pulse before his dormant spiritual consciousness. Emphasizing.the 

empathic relationship between farm workers and scion, Lillo tells us 

that, "Los campesinos le querian entrafiablemente"; that they fre

quently were his "complices. " Denying an obligation to continue a 

pragmatically ordered and structurally centered existence, he of the 

good heart has come to oppose his father, to be his mortal enemy, 

and to be the victim of that father's undying wrath. But the charac

terizing language moves away from description and toward the sug

gestively philosophical, the conceptual, ultimately, the generic. Af

ter insisting that Isidro desires unrestrained freedom,, is direction

less, frivolous, and despises manual labor, Lillo introduces, in 

terms of an irremediable antagonism, the motif of familial alienation: 

boy opposes father, father enters into a mortal struggle with son, 

spiritual consciousness drives to transcend the sensuous and.the 

material: 

Este proceder [the father's rigor and severity] la enajeno, 
poco a poco, el efecto de su hijo, quien llego a mirarle .. . 
como un enemigo .... Cuando el nino se hizo hombre, esta 
oposici6n de caracteres se acentuo y cavo entre ellos un 
abismo. Son el agua y aceite ... y era la verdad .... [El 
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hacendado] no podia comprender la esencia de aquella natural -
eza tan distinta de la suya. 2 [My emphasis!!" 

Symbolically, there are three generic abstractions, two being 

psychical modes of apprehending and responding to world texture, the 

third being the generic human figure, affirmatively developed as re-
* 

sponsive to ethical modes of conduct. Don Simon, as pragmatized 

and devitalized spiritual consciousness, can respond only to material 

values; the peons, awakened spiritual impulse responding to spiritual 

consciousness, are able to move affirmatively into transcendence 

(hospitable reception of the vagabond and his words). And the son, 

now a man, is the generic existential figure tied to the material as his 

heritage, but resisting that heritage. The two phases of the psyche 

are present within the son, but in his resistance to one, he has yet to 

affirm its opposite. To recognize the necessity of his making this af

firmation, he must move toward transcendence, he must become edu

cated, he must, in Lillo's symbolic form, confront the vagabond. 

All of this is amplified in the scene immediately preceding, don 

Simon's discovery of the wanderer's presence. Isidro wishes to 

amuse himself elsewhere, but his father insists that he remain with 

him. The angry verbal exchange is significant, for in the course of 

this, we find the illuminating, "-Padre, solo voy a ver correr la 

yegua overa. En seguida me vuelvo .... Se lo juro a Ud. " Now 
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just a few lines before, we had learned that the prodigal employed 

whatever device available to deceive, that he cared little or nothing 

for his father's desires, that he stood wholly beyond parental control. 

But it is at this point in the story that Lillo equivocates his. initial 

characterizing sketch. At least we may say that the words he puts in

to Isidro's mouth are inconsistent with the previous descriptive pas

sage. The son is pleading, not defying; he guarantees his: immediate 

return and, hardly content with giving this assurance, he pledges 

himself to fulfill the letter of that guarantee. But symbolically, and 

as we might expect, this apparent inconsistency on Lillo's part is 

nothing but a stylistic emphasis. The generic figure is powerless to 

ignore that aspect of his psyche which is chthonically bound. Nearing 

. intuitive transcendence--though he is certainly ignorant of this proxi

mate event--Isidro promises his worldly self (as.it were) to retain 

his existentiality. As a creature of flesh and blood with a surrounding, 

manipulative manifold, he cannot enter into perpetual transcendence. 

Being an individual--with all that that situation implies for Lillo--the 

scion promises to retain the safety of his independent individuality. 

There is a further significant moment in the prediscovery scene which 

supports this.interpretation of story action. Responsive spiritual con

sciousness timidly yields, its ethically superior impulse to the domi

nant, but inferior chthonic-materialistic: a suggestively religious 
v 

passivity, one redolent of Christian morality. 
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The materialistic impulse, as anti-spiritual consciousness, is 

wholly unable to approach transcendence. Structural or material 

worth is the impulse's only value. Don Simon depreciates the peons 

for what he believes is a contradictory mode of behavior. 

- j Yo no se que gentes son ustedes! Siempre estan llorando 
hambres y miserias, pero, en cuanto aparece por aqui uno de 
estos holgazanes, que los embauca con cuentos absurdos, ya 
estan desbalijando la casa para regalarlo y festejarlo como si 
fuese un enviado del cielo. 3 

To the answer that a donation is charity and not a sin, Lillo's indig

nant landowner responds with a savagery scarcely commensurate 

with the dramatic situation. He begins by defining his depreciation: 

"es despilfarro, complicidad, .. . fomenta el vicio. " In the place of 

a rebuke, there appears a stammering rage, a loss of perspective, 

an outburst suggesting fear or, at least, an indubitable anxiety. 

("Hablaba atropelladamente, con el rostro rojo de ira.") Anger 

yields to physical violence; the peasant, Jeronimo, is ordered to de

tach the vagabond's arm; he refuses and the repeated demand is suc

cessively refused by the other peons. Spiritual consciousness will 

not relinquish its capacity for transcendence, a truth surprising that 

impulse figure (don Simon) which is spiritless. Don Simon persists; 

transcendence, as the material impulse comprehends it, is a decep

tion. Bearing within himself a tension between his material and 

3. Ibid., p. 137. 
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spiritual impulses, Lillo's generic son figure comes to the moment 

of a choice; he is ordered by the material impulse to unmask the 

spiritual. 

El hacendado paseo una ultima mirada por aquellas cabezas 
que se abatian en silencio, hoscas y hurafias, y ordeno im-
perioso: 

-Isidro, apeate y desenmascara a este brib6n. 
El mozo lo miro extrafiado y balbuceo con un tono de 

viva repugnancia: ^ 
-Padre, tengale lastima, perdonelo por esta vez. 

An affirmative moment, one of the very few in Sub Sole. But Isidro, 

however acute may be his ethical sensitivity, is not, as are the peons, 

fully responsive to his spiritual consciousness. He will not dis

credit the intrinsic efficacy of transcendence; yet he concurs with the 

judgment of his materialistic impulse, that an aspect of that transcen

dence is false. 

Again, for the sake of clarity: Lillo's symbolic form derives 

from two central characterizations; there is a personification of the 

spiritual consciousness (the vagabond figure); there is, further, a bi

furcation of the human psyche into its ideal-responding and materialist-

responding, impulses (peons and don Simon); and, finally, there is the 

generic man motif--Isidro as the human archetype--, which responds 

to both aspects (though in the response process, one impulse may be 

suppressed). Now before the demands of the materialistic impulse, 

4. Ibid., p. 139. 
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Isidro is constrained to make concessions. As an existential being 

he must move against transcendence. ("Este, viendo en los ojos de 

su padre la intencion manifiesta de agredirlo, se desmonto pronta-

mente y penetro bajo la ramada, decidido a cumplir la odiosa orden 

con la blandura y suavidad posibles. ") Before this aggression, 

threatening as it does to destroy spiritual consciousness, an appeal 

to Heaven issues from within the Ideal ("-Padre nuestro que estas en 

los cielos"). The whole tone is religious and Lillo insists that the 

quality of this tone be made wholly overt; abandoning suggestion, he 

resorts to the specific Judeo-Christian metaphors to obviate all mis

interpretation. There is the first line of the Lord's Prayer, there is 

the demonized Peter (he of the facile denials), there are the terms of 

ideal-demonic conflict: "-Ya esta perdonado"; "Anticristo"; "cruci-

ficar. " All of the images, all of the terms, converge into the pat

terning of a theological meaning of greatest universality. The proto

typal psyche is pardoned at the moment it attains transcendence, in 

that intuitive instance of reapproaching paradisal harmony through the 

media of structural ciphers. But this psyche always confronts death 

through its demonic impulse; don Simon, the Antichrist, the impulse 

wholly oriented toward structural phenomena, is the death of the 

existential psyche (only the spiritual element is "saved" or returnable 

to being itself); though threatening spiritual death to the psyche as a 
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whole, the Antichrist cannot understand his own negativity (" jVieja 

imbecil, piara de brutos! ^Con que soy el Anticristo? ^El Anti-

cristo?"). 

Prototypal man before spiritual consciousness hesitates to 

fulfill his destiny as a destroyer of that consciousness. The affirma

tive impulse pleads for salvation, because, among other reasons, 

that impulse permits an association of the human essence with being-

itselfC'jAy, mi amito, mi nifio Dios ... But the vagabond's 

hand is revealed; the true nature of his wound--the demonic tendency 

to which actualized spiritual consciousness is susceptible—is mis-

* construed. There is a struggle whose physical stylization iterates 

that of "En la rueda. " Though the spiritual impulse is to lose, it does 

so begrudgingly: 

El viejo, con una fuerza increible ... . Pero aquel cuerpo 
decrepito, aquel brazo y aquellas piernas semejantes a secos 
y quebradizos sarmientos, se agitaron con tales sacudidas 
que, tumbandose el banco, ambos luchadores rodaron por el 
suelo con gran estruendo. Se oyo una rabiosa blasfemia y un 
puno ... cayo sobre la faz del vagabundo, que se torn6 roja 

-ybajo una oleada de sangre que broto de su boca y de su nariz, 
y manch6 sus sucias grenas, sus bigotes y su barba. ® 

Standing over his victim, Isidro triumphant is Isidro dead from with

in. ("En su combate con el viejo algo se ha roto y desvanecido en lo 

mas recondito de su corazon.") Psychically unresponsive to transcen

dence, he is no longer whole. His transformation has been total; he 

5. Ibid., p. 142. 
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has aged; he is chthonic man in all his transiency and in all his rejec

tion of being-itself; he is bound within structure. Spiritual conscious

ness has been crucified. If the vagabond is Christ-like, and certainly 

the most cursory inspection of Lilloan stylistics pursuades us of the 

resemblance, so is Isidro. We are not dealing with independent per

sonages; only Isidro is human. The other figures comprise the 

psyche and its divided polar impulses. If the vagabond has lost 

something, that loss is necessarily discernible to the landov/ner's 

son. Ultimately, if part of being-itself is alienated from within man, 

man is alienated from himself. Man does not inflict demonic injury, 

he sustains.it. In slightly veiled, but intensely suggestive language, 

Lillo guides us to this interpretation. 

Si los campesinos se hubiesen vuelto hacia el, de seguro que 
habrian visto que una subita y total transformacion se habia 
operado en el "Nifio," como entre ellos le llamaban. Parecia 
haber envejecido de repente diez afios, y su mirada dura y 
brillante y el desdenoso pliegue de la boca demostraban que el 
padre habia recobrado su hijo, cegandose en sus almas el 
abismo que los separaba. ® 

"Nifio" would appear to be the word from which the passage's sym

bolic form is suspended. The overtones in meaning are multiple: 

boy committed to negative manhood; end of innocence; antithetical 

Christ-hood; contrast of the substantive "child" and the descriptive 

"envejecido"; loss of hope for a potential harmony between ideal and 

6. Ibid., p. 143. 
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demonic tendencies; societal alienation. Isidro has undergone the 

metamorphosis of potential to actual being; he is existential in the 

sense of all the meanings Lillo subtends under that term. Denial of 

the ideal impulse is summarized in most ironic terms. We read: 

El hacendado se quedo estupefacto, gozoso. No eran 
solo las palabras sino el tono en que fueron dichas lo que le 
sorprendia y llenaba de satisfaccion. Aquel acento energico 
no era ya el del muchacho taimado y voluntarioso que tanto lo 
hiciera sufrir, sino el de un hombre razonable que reconocia 
al fin sus errores y enderezaba sus pasos por la senda del 
deber. j Admirable influencia de la justicia y la verdad! Un 
ciego habia abierto los ojos; faltaban los otros, ^donde se 
habian metido ? ̂  

In the first part of "El vagabundo, " the generic psyche rejected 

paradisal harmony. Condemned to wander existentially, that faculty 

maintained its condemned nature (the crippled hand emblem of the 

Fall), but also continued in awareness of a prior state which, though 

lost in its essential nature, is yet represented in terms of ethics or 

modes of response. With all the affirmative qualities represented by 

the vagabond, he has been and remains condemned. Now this con

demnation, leveled at the prototypal soul, is also and concomitantly 

leveled at the prototypal human figure in which that soul (spiritual 

consciousness) is lodged. And so, through the dialectics of a final 

father-son argument, the human form hears its condemnation. 

Agency and structural housing are both demonic. And, further, as 

7. Ibid., p. 144. 
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being- itself has condemned a psyche that had willingly moved from 

its harmonic condition of dreaming innocence, to existential actuali

zation, so does the materialistic tendency of the psyche condemn the 

prototypal human figure, that figure, who, through hubris and con

cupiscence, permits that tendency to gain predominance over its op

posite, ideal aspect. Soul without body condemned; body without 

spiritual consciousness condemned: the former involves a divine 

judgment; the latter, rather than a judgment, involves a summary 

statement of existential human nature. 

In the following action there is a physical fall paralleling and 

conceptualizing the existential Pall, that dissolution of spiritual con

sciousness as a wholly efficacious force. The words expressing this 

fall occur in similar circumstances in many of the stories. I shall 

emphasize them in the following quotation: 

Retemblo la tierra con el golpe y una dens a nube de polvo se 
elevo desde el camino frente a la puerta de trancas. Los 
labriegos saltaron sobre sus caballos y corrieron a escape 
en socorro del caido; pero, antes de que hubiesen recorrido 
la mitad de la distancia, el retinto, que se habia alzado tem-
bloroso sobre sus patas, lanzando un resoplido dees panto 
emprendi6 una vertiginosa carrera por la calzada desierta. 
De la montura pendia algo informe ... . ® [My emphasis.] 

While spiritual consciousness pursues the falling prototypal figure in 

the apparent effort to preserve his potential ideal character, don 

Simon moves into insanity. All of his wealth is unavailing; when man 

8. Ibid., pp. 146-147. 
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Falls, so does that demonized psychical tendency which has led to his 

Fall. A stylized physical vertigo (man as physical structure) and a 

stylized psychical vertigo (materialistic impulse as psychical struc

ture); don Simon, in his madness, reaches into the air, grasps at an 

object, then peers into his clenched fist. "-jVen, Isidro, mira ya lo 

atrape! " But he holds nothing. In despair before its own impotency, 

demonic impulse reverts to the psychical dream of the Ideal, of 

spiritual consciousness moving toward transcendence. There is an 

ineluctable sound which don Simon had attempted to extirpate from his 

soul, but which remained within his consciousness through the years. 

The demonic, as Lillo suggests, is able to exist only within the con

textual presence of the Ideal. Though given over to the world, the 

soul cannot extirpate that world's ground of being. In the effort to do 

so, to exist independently of the hypnotic, disapprobating presence of 

being-itself, the demonized human psyche exterminates the God-

presence. 

Algunas mujeres que habian penetrado bajo la ramada 
huyeron lanzando espantosos alaridos. En el suelo, tendido de 
espaldas, yacia el vagabundo con el pecho abierto, desangran-
dose por una horrible herida. A su lado, de rodillas, estaba 
el hacendado machacando sobre la piedra de moler la san-
grienta entrana. Mientras esgrimia el trozo de granito des-
tinado a triturar el grano, canturreaba apaciblemente: 

-De balde chillas, cascabel del diablo ... te voy a 
reducir a polvo, a polvo impalpable que esparcire a los cuatro 
vientos ... . ® 

9. Ibid., p. 149. 
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An outcry of agony issues from the affirmative response to 

spiritual impulse (crowd). Having destroyed its own potential for 

spiritual consciousness, humanity in this scene's symbolism, re

presented by the psychical negative impulse, destroys: its own soul 

(as a spiritual entity). Being-itself cannot be reduced to dust: this 

condition is reserved for material structure (see "El oro"). Generic 

man, returning from his physical, not spiritual Fall is received with 

shouts of " jMilagro, milagro!, " but this only accentuates the irony. 

Man is spiritually bankrupt, psychically alienated, a form moving 

among forms, but a non-spirit in a spiritless world. 



CHAPTER 12 

"INAMIBLE" 

A well-known distinction is that drawn between the spirit and 

the letter of the law, a distinction whose overall meaning is obliquely 

summarizable by assigning equivalent definitions to the key terms 

"spirit" and "letter. " Then "spirit, " as used in this distinction, 

would be understood in terms of equity ("equity" being the word of 

nearest equivalent connotative and denotative meaning), and "letter" 

would be understood in terms of impersonal regulation ("regulation" 

being the appropriate word of equivalent meaning). Understood 

theologically, however, the concepts of spirit and letter would be 

assigned different, more conceptual significations. "Spirit" would 

refer to modes of conduct whose propriety or fittingness would be a 

natural fact arising within us through our intuitive faculty, while 

"letter" would refer to statutory directives ordering the performance 

of these modes. I am here thinking not so much of Kantian ethics, 

that system deriving obligations immediately from the reason, but of 

the Roman Catholic doctrine of a "natural law" implanted equally 

within all human minds. In this conceptualization, the spirit of the 

law would comprise modes of action implementing the content of 

355 
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intuition, that is, modes of action articulating the "knowledge" 

arising, through the faculty of spiritual consciousness. Taking one 

further transitionary step, that of including transcendence within the 
t 

process of natural law revelation, and we could say that transcen

dence, encompassing the intuition of being-itself, dreaming inno

cence, and paradisal harmony, includes existential courses of con

duct that would develop the affirmative potentialities revealed in the 

intuitive insights of those mythical stages of being. It is not the 

case, however, that a given course of conduct, any rule of action of 

which we may become aware, is a possible "product" of transcen

dence. As being-itself is not an object of thought, and as dreaming 

innocence and paradisal harmony are moods rather than concrete 

ideas with definitive referents in thought, so what is suggested 

through transcendence (and by our equational extension, through 

natural law) is not properly understandable as a particular series of 

precisely definable actions. The spirit of the law is rather a state of 

transcendence continued from the psychical into the existential mo

ment. If we attain transcendence, if, in symbolic terms, we enter 

within the texture of universal harmony, we may existentially artic

ulate that harmony by responding to structures (including humanity) 

in such a way that we create and continue, at least in some qualita

tively analogous degree, a life characterized by that harmony. 
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If this discussion satisfactorily conveys the meaning of the 

phrase, "spirit of the law, " there only remains to define the contrary 

phrase, "letter of the law. " A few preliminary considerations. 

Lillo's generic figures, ending negatively as they do, represent the 

human situation generally. If anxiety, estrangement, cipher opaque

ness, psychic alienation, and spiritual death characterize the spiritual 

essence of the individual human prototype, so these elements charac

terize existential society. But demonic (or demonized) society is not 

physically dissolving; human beings continue to live through the cen

turies, and their communal life is organized and controlled through 

the relatively stable medium of bodies of accepted laws. Now while 

these laws maintain more or less degree of order, they are not "of 

the spirit." This conclusion must follow because human laws do not 

provide for an order of such a nature and of such a quality that the 

consequences of existential estrangement (and estrangement itself) 

are eliminated. Living beneath the letter of the law, society is es

tranged from being-itself, and men, as so many single entities, are 

estranged from each other and from themselves. Existential law--

the law of existent societal structures--does provide for a blending of 

diverse and competitive interests in the sense that these interests are 

permitted fulfillment to the maximum degree consonant with a gener

alized protection of each societal member, but this law does not re

constitute a society of single, ambitiously aggressive subjects into an 
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ever-expanding community of harmoniously interdigitated "Thous"(to 

employ one of Martin Buber's terms). Existential law does not pro

vide for and reflect a society in which persons are never employable 

as means to satisfy the desires of others. When society and its laws 

perpetuate subjectness and objectness, that society and those laws 

(as Lillo's theological symbolic form makes us aware) are demonic. 

Demonism, working through complexes of laws, devitalizes the mean

ing of these laws. Not being able to effectuate the knowledge of in

tuition, human law, that of "the letter, " perpetuates estrangement, 

permitting its continuance by providing the condition of a demonic 

world order. We may think in terms of Plato's argument for the 

raison d'etre of law, that is, that all men consent to be ruled by laws 

so that they may avoid suffering the ambitious spoliations of their 

fellows. More conceptually, we may characterize the "letter of the 

law" situation by saying that law affords a societal stability in which 

human pride (hubris) and concupiscence may be fulfilled to the great

est degree possible in consonance with individual safety within com

petitive social groups. 

Ruperto Tapia is LilLo's conceptualization of personified exis

tential law, that man-law amalgam. In " 'Inamible' " man's nature is 

investigated wholly in terms of the law which it has created and by 

which it lives. Tapia is an agent of that law, he has spent his adult 

life in its service; he is, we might say, the personification of the law. 
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But he is not a personification of the spirit of the law. He is always 

an individual, artificially secure in his ambition and importance, 

"[El] iba y venia por el centro de la boca-calle con el cuerpo erguido 

y el ademan grave y solemne del fuficionario que esta penetrado de la 

importancia del cargo que desempefia." 

As a guardian of society, Tapia enjoys the reputation of being 

a wellspring of knowledge. He knows all of the penal statutes, and 

his legal pronouncements are issued in the authoritative voice remi

niscent of that of the Old Testament divinity. "Contribuye a robuste-

cer esta fama de sabidurxa su voz grave y campanuda, la entonacion 

dogmatica y sentenciosa de sus discursos y la estudiada circunspec-

cion y seriedad de todos sus actos. " Tapia lives in the hubris of his 

believed grasp of all law and he lives in the concupiscence of believing 

that all of legal reality is, as it were, fittingly contained within him. 

This latter situation is further reinforced by the guardian's power to 

create words. Not only does he hold within himself the entirety of the 

existence (meaning) of law, he also is capable of inventing meanings, 

of acting as a divine lawgiver, one whose utterances, once heard, are 

not easily forgotten. 

With all of his knowledge, Tapia is yet unhappy. External in

dications of success are lacking. Being a personification of the law 

is not a sufficient condition for Lillo's guardian, because the law, in 

itself, is without intrinsic worth. Ruperto Tapia moves in a 
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loneliness suggestive of the demonic vacuity of a spiritless system of 

existence ("Le ha tocado un sector en que el transito de vehiculos y 

peatones es casi nulo"). Estrangement is unhappiness; it is expres

sible in terms of anxiety and insatiable desire. That existential law 

is inadequate is clearly symbolized by Tapia's constant scheming, his 

dissatisfaction, his attempts to augment the degree of power and re— 

Spectability he already enjoys. Potentiality for satisfying ambition in

tensifies the tendency to hubris and concupiscence. Tapia is a fully 

existentialized creature working in a fully existentialized legal sys

tem. He passes unreflectingly by the Edenic symbols—symbols 

which Lillo suggestively recalls in veiled form ("Las calles plantadas 

de arboles, al pie de los cuales se desliza el agua de las acequias, 

estaban solitarias ... . "). Temptation and the legal basis of the 

social order provide the opportunity to utilize law for one's own ad

vantage. The whole system is, itself, distorted, permitting as it does 

its use for self-serving ends. 

In the following story action, Tapia arrests Martin, a young 

carriage driver, charging him with the fantastic crime of bringing 

"inamible" animals onto a public thoroughfare. The young man is 

amazed; from an idyllic moment, he finds himself a prisoner, one 

victimized by a supposedly protective system of regulations. As the 

innocent generic figure, Martin indicates his surprise ("las protestas 

y suplicas del mozo"), a surprise which symbolically marks his 
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initiation into the demonic texture of existential life. Two central 

personifications: existential, estranged man-as-existential-law

giver; idyllic, transitionary man moving from the twilight world of a 

fading Eden into the fully estranged world of ambitious men. As a 

wanderer abruptly bursting into the "fallen" world, Martin discovers 

that protected order is only a screen behind which ambitions may be 

satisfied. The whole situation of fallen man living beneath existential 

law is demonic; seen objectively (as Lillo attempts to do) it is absurd. 

Martin is in the world. He holds a serpent (an additional and 

quite obvious Genesis-Fall symbol), and this serpent, while not the 

emblem of a deliberately assumed personal guilt, is the symbol for 

the whole estranged condition which forms human destiny. As Lillo's 

old woman ("Vispera de difuntos") impotently succumbs to her de-

monization, so does Martin fall under the aegis of a demonic exis

tence. Though he disposes of the corpus delicti, he cannot escape his 

inexorable movement into existential reality. The law (demonic 

spirit) of that reality is fixed: "se mantuvo inflexible en su deter-

minacion. " 

Responding to the demands of existential law, Martin finds 

himself a pawn in the game of personal aggrandizement. Ruperto 

Tapia—the "Rat" as he is more commonly known—hopes that his ac

tion will result in promotion. Two of the officials before whom Mar

tin is brought and formally charged, carefully weigh the danger to 
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their own positional security; neither the officer of the guard nor the 

prefect of police dares question the meaning of the word, "inamible, " 

lest either appear ignorant. There is no concern for the accused; 

there are only legal automatons performing actions prerequisite to 

the maintenance of their collectus status. Lilloan stylistics all but 

exclude the presence of the one accused. And the succeeding pseudo-

inquisitorial scenes are constituted by several instances of human 

pride mingled with ambition. Lillo insists in characterizing the 

moral (ideal) quality of existential law as a meaningless nullity. As 

readers, we are pressed to recognize this intention. 

A la Uegada al cuartel, el oficial de la guardia, que dormitaba 
delante de la mesa, los recibio de malisinqo humor. En la 
noche habia asistido a una comida dada por un amigo para ce-
lebrar el bautizo de una criatura y la fait a de sueno y el efecto 
que aun persistia del alcohol ingerido durante el curso de la 
fiesta, mantenia embotado su cerebro y embrolladas todas sus 
ideas. Su cabeza, segun el concepto vulgar, era una olla de 
grillos. * [My emphasis.] 

Prisoner and arresting officer receive "furiosas miradas"; they are 

"importunos." The officer of the guard listens to Tapia's charge; he 

hesitates before the word, "inamible, " 

. . .  c u a n d o  u n a  r e f l e x i o n  l o  d e t u v o :  s i  e l  v o c a b l o  e s t a b a  b i e n  
empleado, su ignorancia iba a restarle prestigio ante un 
subalterno, a quien ya una vez habia corregido un error de 
lenguaje, teniendo mas tarde la desagradable sorpresa al 
comprobar que el equivocado era £1. No, a toda costa habia 
que evitar la repeticion de un hecho vergonzoso, pues el 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 154. 
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principio basico de la disciplina se derrumbaria si el inferior 
tuviese razon contra el superior. 2 

To the question of his guilt, Martin admits committing the act 

in question, but he professes ignorance of its criminality. Lillo's 

irony is finely drawn: if existential law has no moral quality, if it is 

merely a device to perpetuate man's estranged condition, clearly 

Martin, an object used by personified law (Tapia) as a means to a 

self-serving end, cannot meaningfully answer a charge of guilt in an 

affirmative manner. Those guilty are the officials, if we understand 

"guilt" in both the context of misfeasance and malfeasance. Lillo in

dicates Martin's moral innocence by appending to the young carriage 

driver's guilty plea the qualifying, "... pero yo no sabia que estaba 

prohibido." But the symbolism is even more intricate than this anal

ysis would reveal. Martin had taken up the serpent; he had voluntarily 

moved into existence. Before an estranged human condition, Martin 

throws the serpent away, ridding himself of the emblem of his Fall. 

Unfortunately, and as he soon discovers, the carriage driver cannot 

resist world demonism merely through the expedient of casting off the 

emblem. Once movement into existence has begun, demonic aliena

tion is unavoidable. 

A few moments after their confrontation with the officer of the 

guard, prisoner and captor come before the prefect of police. Unlike 

2. Ibid., p. 155. 
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i the guard officer, this latter figure is not suffering from any disrup

tion of his faculties, but he is "impaciente por marcharse.11 Obvious

ly, the difference between the two mental conditions is unimportant: 

both figures perform their functions automatically, and both strive, 

"a toda costa, " to preserve their dignity. Having encountered one of

ficial, we have encountered all. Prefect of police and judge—the 

characters in the succeeding inquisitorial episode—are duplications of 

the guard officer. When he encounters the word "inamible, " the pre

fect, mimicking his subordinate's responses, remains silent. A 

similar result obtains when Martin confronts the judge. As generic 

man, the carriage driver is condemned to, and imprisoned -within, a 

world of demonic impulse. This much is clear: whatever possible 

meanings are subsumible under the phrase "the spirit of the law,11 

those meanings have no relevance to the nature of law as this concept 

is developed in " 'Inamible.' " 

When, as story action reveals, the various officials discover 

that Martin had been arrested without proper cause, they make every 

possible effort to conceal their collective error. The events immedi

ately surrounding and comprising this "discovery" section of Lillo's 

story are symbolically complex. First, there had occurred a sugges

ted equality of meaning between existential law and a sum of money, 

an equation presented twice, both moments in close textual proximity. 

Fixing Martin's sentence, the judge establishes alternative modes of 
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expiation ("-Veinte dias de prisi6n, conmutables en veinte pesos de 

multa"). For the purpose of satisfying the law, neither choice is 

preferable. The same motif occurs a mere three sentences later in 
•i 

Tapia's response to the guard officer; in both instances, the phrasing 

is identical ("Si [responde Tapia]; a veinte dias de prision, conmuta

bles en veinte pesos de multa"). As a motif, the law-money equation 

is subsequently utilized to effectuate story denouement. 

Second, there are two proximate symbolic moments, the first 

of which, constituted by a single word, prepares the second by sum

ming up that second's essential meaning. When the officer of the 

guard questions Tapia about the meaning of "inamible, " he is psychi

cally disturbed ("Eran tales la estupefacci6n y el aturdimiento .... "), 

and his speech reflects this condition. The key word is "balbuceo" 

("Eran tales la estupefaccion y el aturdimiento del oficial que, sin 

darse cuenta de lo que decia, balbuceo ... . "). Now immediately fol

lowing this word and the inquiry into the precise meaning of "inami

ble, " Lillo offers us another state of mind, that of Ruperto Tapia 

prior to his response to the guard officer's question. The passage 

reads: 

El rostro astuto y socarron de "El Guaren" expreso la mayor 
extraneza. Cada vez que invent aba un vocablo, no se consi-
deraba su creador, sino que estimaba de buena fe que esa 
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palabra habia existido siempre en el idioma; y si los demas la 
desconocian, era por pura ignorancia. ̂  

If the officer of the guard stammers audibly, so much more 

does Ruperto Tapia "stammer" spiritually. A reading of the story up 

to this point reasonably yields the interpretation that Tapia had delib

erately acted outside the law, that he had struck upon the first availa

ble pretext to arrest the first available person, and that he did so to 

further his own career. According to this interpretation, Tapia is 

morally reprehensible; he has wilfully and knowingly exceeded his 

authority. But the only reason for our willingness to condemn his ac

tion derives from what we had learned of the idiosyncracies of his 

nature. The analytical problem is that that evidence was indirect, a 

product of Lillo's characterizing imagination and not that of his char

acter development. Ruperto Tapia, Lillo tells us, had fallen into the 

habit of constructing words. With this in mind, we proceed to infer 

that when Tapia does invent words, he does so with sly cleverness, 

that is, that he knows that his creations are artificial constructs. 

Combining "The Rat's" propensity for neologizing and his ambition to 

attain higher rank, there follows the natural conclusion that Tapia1 s 

conduct was morally condemnable. "The Rat's" conduct appears to be 

deliberately self-serving, a non-ethical ruse. But now we are asked 

to account for Lillo's passage informing us that Tapia truly believes 

3. Ibid., p. 158-159. 
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"inamible" to be a proper word and that, correspondingly, his arrest 

of Martin is not condemnable as a deliberated, self-serving act. 

I believe that the only way in which this situation is legitimate

ly explicable in view of the foregoing analysis is to say that "The Rat" 

is stuttering spiritually, that he does not understand the meaning of 

the law's spirit; as the personification of existential law, he personi

fies the meaning of estrangement when "estrangement" is understood 

"legalistically. " Ruperto Tapia does not and cannot understand that 

his mode of behavior is negative, that the law, itself, is a negation of 

spirit. 

When the officials discover that Martin has been arrested with

out justifiable cause, they have open to them two remedial courses of 

action. They may admit their error, their misfeasance, and release 

the carriage driver or (and this is the mode of action adopted) they 

may resort to subterfuge. If we consistently interpret existential law 

as the formal system under which the human demonic tendency un

folds, it follows that whatever actions individual men undertake, these 

must be of a self-serving character. Existential estrangement does 

not permit altruistic actions, unless these actions have been calculated 

to yield a personal gain of a qualitatively or quantitatively greater 

value than the quality of the loss endured by the act of "altruistic" 

self-denial. There can be no (humanitarian) concern for another. 

And so we read; 
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Se habia alzado [el oficial] del asiento y se paseaba 
nervioso por la sala, tratando de encontrar un medio de bor-
rar la torpeza cometida, de la cual se consideraba el unico 
culpable. De pronto se acereo a la mesa, entinto la pluma y 
en la pagina abierta del libro de novedades, en la ultima 
anotacion y encima de la palabra que tan trastornada lo traia, 
dejo caer una gran mancha de tinta. La extendio con cuidado, 
y luego contemplo su obra con aire satisfecho. Bajo el enorme 
borron era imposible ahora descubrir el maldito termino ... . ̂  

Lillo's stylistics emphasize the irony. The black mark—a patent 

further symbol for estrangement--is, for the officials, a salvational 

device ("Un suspiro de alivio salio de su pecho. Estaba conjurado el 

peligro, el documento era en adelante inofensivo y ninguna mala con-

secuencia podia derivarse de-el"). A society of self-serving men; a 

self-serving mark. When the official remembers Martin, "el recuer-

do ... lo asalto y una sombra de disgusto velo su rostro. " [ My em

phasis.] The essence of existential law is estrangement, and, cer

tainly, one of the characteristics of estrangement is dehumanization. 

Men are not what they potentially can be; loss of spiritual conscious-

ft 
ness is a loss of part of the human essence. A theme recurring 

throughout the Sub Sole tales is repeated in " 'Inamible'. " Only the 

symbolic form has been altered. 

As a means to avoid official and personal embarrassment, 

both the officer of the guard and the prefect of police are satisfied 

with obliterating Martin's name on the police blotters. And both 

4. Ibid., p. 160. 
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ironically understand their acts, reflecting as they do the demonic 

tendency in man, as conducing to positive ends. Tranquilly smiling, 

Lillo's prefect emerges from the guard office. "Ya no habia nada que 

temer; la mala racha habia pasado." 

Two men agree to destroy the evidence of an unjust act, but a 

third personage does not. At first inspection, the judge's decision 

appears to be inconsistent with the story symbolism. If his subor

dinates ignore the imprisoned carriage driver, why should the judge 

anonymously provide more than enough money for Martin's release? 

But the question is clearly rhetorical. If Martin, as generic man 

coming to knowledge of his role within a demonic world, is to pass 

from knowledge to participation, if, that is, his nature is to be 

thoroughly demonized, he must willingly abandon his innocent posture 

and adopt the self-serving attitudes of his compatriots. The stylistic 

method by which this transition is effectuated is the amplification of 

the previously suggested equation of the meaning of existential law 

with money. If money is the symbol for the goal of estranged acts, 

the use of the money symbol to represent an incentive to live in an es

tranged manner is not an unreasonable stylistic resource. Martin 
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Escobar becomes an existential man —a life and blood creature— 

when he learns to work through the law to achieve his desires. 

Though as existentializing man, that half Edenic, half real man, he 

had protested against injustice, against the unreasonableness of his 

arrest, at story close he is concerned, not with justice, or equity, 

but with profit. His transformation is complete. He has held the ser

pent; he now enjoys the apple. Receiving the three letters each con

taining a twenty peso note, Martin symbolically eats of the fruit of 

knowledge. Released from prison, but now committed within the 

prison of the world, he realizes his destiny as an estranged being. 

The money symbol suggests the texture of a life in which all phenom

ena are potential objects of use. 

Un instante despues, Martin el carretelero se encon-
traba en la calle, y decia, mientras contemplaba amorosa-
mente los dos billetes: 

-Cuando se me acaben, voy al cerro, pillo un animal 
inamible, me tropiezo con "El Guaren" y jzas! al otro dia en 
el bolsillo tres papelitos iguales a estos. 6 

5. The transition is cleverly suggested in the scene in which 
Martin receives the judge's bounty. Prior to this moment, the reader 
knows the carriage driver only by a surname. But when this figure 
emerges as a fully existentialized creature, when he becomes a mem
ber of the family of men, he receives a family name. Lillo passes 
off the importance or significance of this family name, this condition 
of becoming a unit in the human family, with a stylistic shrug of his 
shoulders: " 'Senor Alcaide de la Carcel de ... -Para entregar a 
Martin Escobar. (Este era el nombre del detenido)'.11 

6. Lillo, Sub Sole, pp. 164-165. 



CHAPTER 13 

LA TEAMPA 

If we are searching for balance and completeness in a story-

collection, our search is rewarded when we begin reading this last 

Sub Sole taje. The situation is this: in "El rapto del sol,11 Lillo 

formulates an ontological question, when he causes his monarch to 

inquire about the nature of reality, especially about the power of being-

itself. Now in "La trampa, " Lillo stylizes an implicit question—one 

not asked directly in the dialogue, but one which is conscious to the 

reader nonetheless—, a question whose nature is theological, name

ly, that of the proper course of conduct before an estranged social con

dition that alienates person from person or, more conceptually, that 

alienates society from itself. If the answer to this question involves 

both a desire and a method for integrating society, Lillo's dream of 

existential harmony, that grasping of hands to form a human chain, 

may be a realizable possibility. The issue could not be more critical. 

If some affirmative mode of integration is the symbolic outcome of 

"La trampa, " all the preceding pessimistic nihilism is swept away in 

a moment of transcendental expectation. Concomitantly, if Lillo's 

theological question, that inquiry into conduct which serves to 

371 
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integrate humanity and establish a harmony ultimately encompassing 

being-itself, is answered in a way that prolongs and intensifies exis

tential estrangement, all of Lillo's bitterness is consistently sup

ported to the very last. But these two possibilities are only rhetori

cal. As readers, we have no reason to entertain affirmatively orien

ted expectations. If the principle is valid that whatever is put into 

motion along a straight line will continue along that line until distract

ed by some subsequent force, we may assume that ideologies work in 

an identical manner. Not having perceived a different direction along 

which Lilloan emotion'and thought appear to be moving in the line of 

the preceding stories, we are not unreasonable or precipitate in be

lieving that what was a condition for him before remains a condition 

for him now. 

There are nominally two central personages sustaining the 

action--Luis Rivera, the lessee of a ranch, and Antonio del Solar, a 

lieutenant of engineers. Both are the closest of friends, and both are 

very nearly the same age. Similarity of two characteristics; diver

sity in an additional one. Having been provided with two names, the 

reader cannot be remiss in not comparing them. Rivera, the river 

moving along the earth; Solar, the ideal principle, or the force capa

ble of formulating an answer to the theological question: two inter

acting characterizations, but also two aspects of a single person. 

Lillo's monarch asks and answers his own question; Luis Rivera, that 
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existential generic figure asking a question about existential and es

sential (ethico-divine) matters, may equally be conceived as posing 

and resolving his own question. Whether we prefer to understand 

Rivera and del Solar as the existential-psychical polarities of human 

nature, or whether we consider the dualization as an actual pair of 

personalities, the stylistics of the dual characterization enclose, in a 

realistic and costumbrista setting, the Lilloan view of human nature. 

Both the paradisal and the existential aspects of human "his

tory" are suggested. Rivera lives apart from the civilized, existen

tial state (an Adam-like figure), enjoying a rustic associational in

timacy with natural phenomena. Time of story action is indefinite 

("Una mafiana"), friendship is unalterable, life is simple, without 

either temptation or the materials from which alienation and demon-

ism may arise. But the paradisal ambiance is adulterated with ele

ments of the existential: the idyllic June morning, is "un tanto frla y 

brumosa"; del Solar is, after all, a soldier, and his,favorite activity 

is hunting; Rivera lives idyllic ally, but his life is one of "forzada so-

ledad. " All of this suggests a tensive expectation or a moment of 

pause that immediately precedes some form of resolution. 

Interrupting the pacific, yet tense atmosphere of the initial 

scene, there is "el rapido galope de un caballo ... [y] un estrepitoso 

ruido de espuelas.11 Personified world texture breaks upon the idyllic; 

its image is, appropriately, massive, that of a chthonically oriented 
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structure ("grueso poncho pendiente de los hombros y las enormes 

polainas de cuero"). The message delivered to Rivera is simple 

enough, and its content parallels the animal-like Joaquin who brings 

it. A band of thieves, intent upon despoiling the ranch's cattle popu

lation, removing the hides for sale, and keeping the tongue and some 

of the meat for food, has removed one of Rivera's prized cows from 

its corral and butchered it. Reading further, we learn that Rivera, 

in spite of the idyllic scene of the story's opening paragraphs, has 

been experiencing similar despoliations through the preceding year. 

Though discouraged and considering abandoning his lease, Rivera has 

acted always within the law or, more exactly, his responses to the 

depredations have been almost benevolent. He has responded to 

violence non-violently; there has been no hatred, no thought of person

al revenge, no overt antagonism. The thieves have broken societal 

harmony in their disregard of personal property. Symbolically, they 

have used animal and human life to fulfill their desires; they have 

killed, they have threatened the existence of the tranquil and idyllic. 

In this latter sense, then, Lillo's thieves are outlaws, not because 

they have ignored statutory rights, not because their actions are in

stances of malum prohibitum, but because they have not responded 

ethically to their world. As paradisal-existential man, Rivera has 

responded to world demonism in various ways, none of which have 
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teen injurious to societal harmony. A personally demonic attitude 

has not developed. Lillo's language is specific on this point. 

-Todo lo que he podido [dice Rivera]. He organizado rondas 
nocturnas por los potreros, y yo mismo tomo parte en ellas 
las mas de las veces: he ofrecido 200 pesos ...; tuve aqui, 
durante dos semanas, disfrazado de huaso, a un agente de la 
seer eta, y total, nada; .... 

-Hombre, te dire que al principio, cuando me mataban un 
animal, lo primero que hacia era montar a caballo y en-
caminarme al pueblo a denunciar el hecho a la policla. * 

All of the lessee's attempts and appeals have proved unavail

ing. Society, operating under the law, cannot remedy demonic dis

ruptive tendencies. Other ranchers, not acting in concert, but main

taining an ethical attitude, have had no better fortune. In this situa

tion, Rivera's implied question, asked of del Solar, concerns the 

means of remedying a state of affairs in which societal harmony is 

dissolving. Por story sense, the question is pragmatic: how to pre

vent the recurrence of an action. In symbolic terms, and relating 

story sense to the symbolic forrp. developed in the preceding tales, 

the question's meaning is far different from that of a question attempt

ing to elicit pragmatic, cause and effect advice. 

Beginning with "El rapto del sol, " Lillo articulates his idea of 

existential estrangement, of a humanity distanced from being-itself, 

and of society and man living in a state of psychic alienation, an 

1. Lillo, Sub Sole, p. 170. 
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alienation of self from self, self from other selves, and self and 

society from their Creative Ground. The various conceptualizations 

of these modes of alienation have been previously analyzed; in "La 

trampa, " alienation is, again, a dominating motif. The threads of 

symbolic meaning are these: Rivera fears a threatened dehumanization 

of society through the increasing identification of people with objects 

that serve as Kantian-type means, that is, as mere things by the use 

of which personal ambitions may be fulfilled. Lillo's monarch de

humanizes himself in his treatment of his courtiers in such a way as 

this; Lillo's princess undergoes a self-dehumanization by treating 

phenomena of all sorts, whether human or "natural, " as so many ob

jects for use. And, in continuation of this devaluation or de-

individualizing of phenomena, there is a corresponding tendency to ap

proach being-itself as ar. object. Hubris and concupiscence are the 

symbolic psychical states of affairs representing human alienation 

both from the world-as-cipher and from being-itself. 

With Lillo's conception of estrangement and alienation in 

mind, it is not difficult to interpret Rivera's preoccupations and his 

implied question as theological. Rivera confronts the difficulty of 

remedying an estranged societal condition. And that he, himself, is 

not immune from demonic dissolution is indicated by his necessary 

functioning within world demonism. He is responsible for future 

events, that is, for setting in motion the events that form the physical 
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effectuation of his question's answer. If what he sets in motion con

tributes to demonic dissolution, he must live within the knowledge that 

he, himself, is demonic. Lillo has, in fact, foreshadowed the possi

ble demonization of Rivera early in the story. When the lessee first 

heard the news of the cow's sacrifice, Rivera's composure was suc

cessively described in these terms. 

El rostro de Rivera enrojecio visiblemente .... 
El mozo golpeo con el puflo la mesa y se puso de pie 

violentamente, en tanto exclamaba lleno de colera .... 

El joven £ie dejo caer ... . ^ [ My emphasis. ] 

There is a deliberate succession, beginning with an alteration of 

facial color, then passing to physical violence, and, finally, con

cluding with a Fall. I capitalize the "f,11 indicating that it is per

missible to associate the lessee's downward movement with at least 

a potential, a menacing, spiritual Fall into estrangement. 

The thieves' use of Rivera's cattle is, as I have said, a use of 

Rivera himself. For them, the cattle and the cattle's owner are mere 

objects for exploitation. Symbolically, the transformation of phenom

ena into things (in this story represented by a non-ethical response to 

property) is "barbaric. " Lillo conceptualizes this transformation in 

terms of physical horror. Rivera explains the act of slaughter with 

lightly naturalistic (referring to the literary school) overtones 

2. Ibid., pp. 168-169. 
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reminiscent of, and paralleling, several scenes of "En la rueda." 

Having previously referred to the animal's death in terms of a sacri

fice, Rivera continues: 

En seguida, con un cuchillo puntiagudo le dan un golpe en la 
cerviz. Apenas la victima, herida en la medula, cae ful-
minada le arrancan la piel, cortan un pedazo de carne es-
cogido y se marchan con el botin. 3 [My emphasis. ] 

And del Solar amplifies the naturalistic quality. jQue barbaros! 

Entonces lo descueran vivo, porque la lesion de la medula que in-

moviliza al animal no la mata inmediatamente.11 There is more. 

Rivera proceeds to tell the reader that, because the thieves do not 

drain the blood from the slaughtered animals, what is left of the car

casses is useless. For the stolen hide and piece of meat, the thieves 

receive a fraction of the animals' total value. Now if the transforma

tion of potential ciphers into mere things is "barbarous,11 it is also 

wasteful. Potential cipher response is common to all men; if this 

response is twisted into a blindness that perceives only utilitarian 

qualities in phenomena, spiritual consciousness is sacrificed; it is 

wasted. The meaning of ,,Irredenci6n,,--the understanding of sin as 

cipher destruction and psychical blindness--is repeated in a less cos

mopolitan, but more realistically palatable form. Lillo portrays the 

ugliness of contemporary life and the feeling of helplessness before 

this ugliness. The demonic is omnipresent, moving inexorably 

3. Ibid., p. 171-172. 
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through the shadowy areas of the soul, striking within the world with

out warning and with satanic expertise ("Entonces el operador debe 

ser un matarife de profesion"). All of Rivera's precautions are use

less. And his assertion concerning the ease of divining the demons, 

of weeding them out, is also quite incorrect, as del Solar hastens to 

demonstrate. 

-Poco a poco - dijo [del Solar] -no debe ser tanta esa 
penetracion ni esas almas primitivas tan inocentes cuando se 
burlan de ti y de tus amigos en un asunto que estoy seguro 
conocen en sus menores detalles.^ 

Lillo strongly intimates that world demonism is not a simple fact for 

discovery and extirpation, a truth which Rivera is obliged to acknowl

edge. But the suggestion lying behind del Solar's observation is that 

the demonic is inherent within all structures, within all persons and 

that, because of this, there can be no extirpation, only a shifting of 

different modes in which that demonic appears. 

Del Solar, responding to the implied question of his friend, 

begins to formulate a plan. The morning has passed; story action, 

after a short break, briefly resumes at midday. Before enunciating 

his idea, del Solar induces Rivera to agree to a sacrifice of several 

steers, a clever stylistic device on Lillo's part, hinting, as it does, 

at the abandonment of Rivera's former ethical response to the de

monic. The lessee moves toward the sanguinariness so cavalierly 

4. Ibid., p. 174. 
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demonstrated by the thieves. "-No solo uno, dos o tres sacrificaria 

con gusto si pudiera echar el guante a ese canalla - exclamo Rivera 

con la mirada llameante y el rostro encendido por la ira. " [ My em

phasis. ] 

Another pause; eight days pass. With a plan fully developed, 

del Solar returns to the ranch. Both he and the manager move into a 

"pequefia pieza que ... servia de escritorio ... en la cual tuvieron 

ambos una larga conversacion a puerta cerrada.11 Now there have oc

curred other moments of world closure in Sub Sole. The monarch, 

the young fisherman, the princess, the old woman, and the divine-

figure of "El remolque" have found themselves alone in moments of 

intuitive transcendence within the negativity of world texture. In their 

aloneness, Lillo's characterizations plunge into the evil, the menac

ing, the fact of anxiety, despair, and impending dissolution. But 

they do so within a context of a mythical dreaming innocence, a 

memory of the Edenic. The negative always verges upon, though it 

cannot yield itself to, the harmonious state of affairs from which it 

arose. Divine and demonic, possibility and actuality, hope and de

spair knowledge and forgetfulness. Even during those stylized mo

ments in which the darkest negativity fills Lillo's pages, we are never 

unaware that the demonic exists through the idyllic. Del Solar and 

Rivera, riding from the ranch patio to effectuate the former's plan, 

move within this Lilloan fusion of both aspects of man's world. 
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Two moods--the Edenic-idyllic and the demonic-estranged. The for

mer element of sensed reality yields its place to the latter, but the 

former is never wholly extinguished. 

Eran las diez de la mafiana y los suaves rayos de un palido 
sol, iluminaban el hermoso panorama de los feraces campos. 
Los terrenos de "El Laurel, " formados por pastosas vegas y 
suaves lomajes, estaban subdivididos por cercas intermina-
bles de tranqueros, cierro que en las campinas del Sur reem-
plaza a las pircas de piedra y a las tapias de adobon usadas en 
la region central y Norte del pais. 

Despues de diez minutos de marcha, los tres jinetes 
penetraron en un extenso potrero, en el que se veian numero-
sos bueyes y vacas paciendo la verde y jugosa hierba impreg-
nada aun por el rocio del amanecer. ® 

Idyllic alternates with demonic. There are "suaves rayos" arising 

from "un palido sol." There is a "hermoso panorama" followed by 

the suggestion of barbarity in the phonetic similarity of "feraces" 

("ferozes"). There are oxen peacefully grazing within the "verde y 

jugosa hierba impregnada aun por el rocio. " A final moment of 

idyllicism, a moment wholly shattered by the lessee's following 

statement: "-Estos son bueyes de trabajo, Antonio. Puedes elegir el 

que gustes. " Animals are now understood in terms of objects of 

labor; animals previously threatened with annihilation from outside 

the ranch are now threatened with annihilation from within it. Ex

terior (ethical) negativity has succeeded in engendering an interior 

5. Ibid., pp. 176-177. 
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negativity. Rivera's susceptibility to demonic infection leads him 

steadily from affirmative to negative response. 

A handsome, gentle animal is selected for the sacrifice. 

Having just been categorized as an object of work, it now is categor

ized as an object of sacrifice, an object whose demise, conceived 

coldly in terms of a suitable means to an end, is to accomplish an af

firmative end. Symbolically, death is to produce the conditions for 

life. As an object, the ox is equatable with an inanimate thing, an 

equation formally vocalized by the major-domo, Joaquin ("Si, su mer-

ced; un puntazo ahi cerca de las astas y el animal cae redondo como 

una piedra"). Action continues: an explosive charge disguised as a 

leather marking strap is affixed to the area lying behind the horns, 

that area which receives the death blow from the killer's knife. There 

is a final pause. Lillo appropriately developes the last scene; a let

ter is read by del Solar within a group of military officers on a Sun

day afternoon. The letter's content reveals the success of the lieu

tenant's plan: all of the thieves had been rounded up. In the process, 

however, an arm and a hand had been severed by the trap's explosion. 

Rivera couches a suppressed regret that he had originally consented 

to the scheme between statements of satisfaction and relief at the out

come of the whole affair. 

Anduve algunos pasos [escribe Rivera] y a la luz de la 
linterna pude ver descansando sobre el pasto una mano unida a 
un trozo de antebrazo que sangraba todavla. Aunque no tengo 
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nada de timido, la vista de ese humano despojo me produjo un 
escalofrio de repulsi6n y horror. ® 

But at the end of the letter, all regrets are forgotten ("... ahora toda 

la banda ... esta en lugar seguro, lo que nos permitira dedicarnos a 

nuestras labores libres de los .. . cuidados ... . "). Rivera's tran

sition from the idyllic-ethical to the demonic has been so swift, so 

easily effectuated, that he is unaware of what has happened. Order 

has been restored, but the means conducing to that restoration have 

perpetuated the demonic quality of existential life. Violence and de-

humanization lead only to further violence and dehumanization. The 

passage between ethically conceived modes of conduct has passed by 

unnoticed; but movement into negativity has exhausted the soul ("Esa 

noche [del alma] me acoste temprano, pues las continuas vigilias me 

tenxan abrumadoy dormia profundamente ... . "). Unlike the monarch 

who moves into transcendence during his sleep, Rivera can no longer 

perceive and understand what his course of action has dissolved with

in him as an affirmative possibility-of-vision. Societal harmony and 

a corresponding remedying of the existential estrangement separating 

man from being-itself, are possible only with a surcease of negative, 

self-destroying tendencies. As a concluding story, "La trampa" re

inforces the futility of desiring the content of the Lilloan "Rapto del 

sol" dream to become, a reality. The demonic is overcome only when 

6. Ibid., pp. 181-182. 
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problems of means arid ends no longer arise, only when the human 

tendency to violence is fully extirpated. This is the meaning of the 

words, formulating a final question, which are spoken through that 

intuitive spiritual awareness lingering somewhere deeply within every 

soul. 

Conclulda la lectura, una voz pregunto: 
-Y la trampa: ^como era la trampa? 
Del Solar explic6: 
-La trampa era muy sencilla. 

La misma voz se volvio a decir: 
-Aunque muy ingenioso, me parece un poco salvaje el 

procedimiento. ̂  

The protesting and warning voice is not heeded. World movement is 

too rapid to permit non-pragmatic polemics. There are ends to be 

fulfilled, there are things to manipulate, there is a culture to be de

veloped and extended. There are too many shadows occluding, and 

dissolving ciphers. Lillo brings his polemic, leveled at the demonic 

texture of all existence, to a close. 

7. Ibid., pp. 182-183. 
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